
LINGUIST! 
Books you can use in your 

Pidgins and Creoles 
An Introduction 
JACQUES ARENDS, PIETER MUYSI<EN &: 
NORVAL SMITH (eds.) 
This new lntroducllon to the linguistic study of 
pidgin and creole languages is clearly designed 
as an Introductory course book. Atlantic vs. 
Pacific and Creole Genesis are highlights. 
xll, 412 pp. 
Hb: I 55619 !69 3 $79.00 
Pb: I 55619 170 7 $29.95 

Compuath•e Indo-European Linguistics 
An Introduction 
ROBERT S.P. BEEI<ES 
"Beekes's handbook is perhaps the most thorough and 
imaginative study of Proto-Indo-Europea11 sinu 
Mt illet's Introduction a !'etude comparative des 
langues indo-europeennes (1937)." 

-Tnt Times Literary Suppleme11t, Oct. 19-25, 
I 990 on the original Dutch version. 
xxli, 376 pp. 
Hb: I 55619 504 4 $75.00 
Pb: I 55619 505 2 $24.95 

Advances in Non-Verboll Communication 
FERNANDO POYATOS (ed .) 
This is the most mullldisciplinary and 
interdisciplinary contribution to the field of 
non-verbal communication in almost twenty 
years. Topics include cross-cultural, 
psychological and clinical studies; relationships 
to an, literature, communication and 
translation. 
xxiv 412 pp. 
Hb: I 55619 121 9 $118.00 
Pb: I 55619 491 9 $29.95 

Linguiltlc Theory and 
Description 
Nine current approaches 
FLIP G. DROSTE &: JOHN E. 
Presents nlne of today's 
with a view to con~oarllll! 
and their methodoJ,ogh!S. 
N ... an informal/De and 
-Edith A. Moravcsik, ---·-,. 

of Linguistics, 38: I ( 199)) 
vl, 353 pp. 
Hb: I 55619 103 0 
Pb: I 55619 143 X 

English GriiiiUIIar 
A function-based Introduction 
T. GIV6N 
N ••• a major COIItributlon to 
students of English too. N 

Mira Ariel, journal of Prtliit111411Q. : 
Vol, I : .xxll, 318 pp. 
Hb 1 55619 457 9 
Pb I 55619 464 I 
Vol. 2: xvl, 363 pp. 
Hb I 55619 458 7 
Pb 1 55619 465 X 

Now you can browse for the John Benjamins tiijes you want on 
Our catalogue Is online and has a quick and robust search 

via WWW ---gopher://Benjaml.ns •. titlenet.com:6400 
via gopher --- gopher Benjamins.titl~et.com 6400 

JOHN BENJAMINS P 
P.O. Box 27519 • Philadelphia PA 19.11 

rn3 (215) 836-1200 • c (215) 836-
Toll-free Ordering: 800-562-5666 
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Introductory Note 

The LSA Secretariat has prepared this Meeting Handbook to serve as the 
for the 70th Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America (LSA). 
handbook is the official program for a meeting of the American Dialect 
for the Annual Meetings of the North American Association for 
Language Sciences (NAAHoLS), the ~ociety fo~ th~ Study of the ~ ........ 6,.,.1U1~5 
the Americas (SSILA), and of the Soc1ety for P1dgm and Creole Linguistics 

We gratefully acknowledge the assistance provided by the LSA Program 
(Pauline Jacobson, Chair; Suzanne Flynn; Michael Hammond; James 
Kingston; Manfred Krifka; Robert Van Valin, Jr.; and Keith and 
following members who served as consultants to the Prn,IIT>Im \.;orrlmi,ne. 
Abramson, Sheila Blumstein, Eve Clark, Bernard Comrie, Susan 
Fred Eckman, Susan Fischer, Andrew Garrett, Laurence Hom, 
McElhinny, Lise Menn, Rolf Noyer, Loraine Obler, Geoffrey 
Richard Sproat, Russell Tomlin, Anthony Woodbury, and Arnold 
grateful to Victor Golla (SSILA); John Holm (SPCL); Douglas Kibbee 
Allen Metcalf (ADS) for their cooperation. 

We especially appreciate the help which has been given by the San 
Arrangements Committee (Matthew Chen, Chair). 

We hope this Meeting Handbook is a useful guide for those attending, u 
permanent record of the 1996 Annual Meeting in San Diego, California. 

January 1996 
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Exhibitors 

Booths 
Joint Book Exhibit 

Booth 4 
Booth 1-2 
Booth 7-8-9 
Booth 14 
Booth 13 
Booth 18-19 
Booth 6 
Booth 22-23 
Booth 21 
Booth 10 
Booth 12 
Booth 15-16 
Booth 24·25 
Booth 3 
Booth 26 
Booth 17 
Booth 20 
Booth 5 
Booth 24-25 
Booth 11 

AcademiC Press, Inc. Ablex Publishing Corp. 
Blackwell Publishers, Inc. Addison-Wesley Longman 
Cambridge University Pres..~ Basic Books 
Cascadilla/MIT Working Papers Chandler & Sharp Publishers, Inc. 
Univemty of Chicago Press Eight Green Dragons Co. 
John Bcnjamins North Amcnca, Inc. Umvers1ty of Georgia Press 
Kay Elcmetncs Corp. Georgetown University Press 
Kluwer Academic Publishers Greenwood Publishing Group 
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates Hituzi Syobo 
Linguistic Society of Amenca Lmguisllc S~ie~y of America 
Lingu1stics & Language Bchav1or Abstracts Plenum Pubhshmg Corp. 
The MIT Press Slavica Publishers, Inc. 
Mouton de Gruyter Umvers~ty of Utah ~ess 
Oxford Umversity Press Umvcrslly of Washmgton Press 

Routledge 
Sage Publications, Inc. 
St. Martin's Press 
Summer Institute of Lmguistics 
Walter de Gruyter 
Working Papers 

iv 

Working Papers 

Anzona State University 
Un1versity ofCalifomia-San Diego 
Umversity of Massachuseus-Amherst 
Ohio State University 
Umversity of Pittsburgh 

General Meeting Information 

Exhibit 

There will be an exhibit of linguistic publications in Grande Ballroom A. The exhibit is scheduled to be 
open during lhe following hours: 

Fri, 5 January 

Sat, 6 January 

10:00 AM · 2:00 PM 
3:00 PM • 6:00 PM 

10:00 AM· 2:00PM 
3:30PM - 6:00 PM 

Sun, 7 January 10:00 AM- 11 :00 AM 

The display copies in lhe LSA Joint Book Exhibit wiii be sold beginning at 8:30AM on 7 January, lhe 
proceeds to be donated to fellowships for the Linguistic lnsutute. (These display copies have been 
generously donated by lhe publishers exhibiting in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit.) Advance orders for display 
copies, at a discount of 5% greater than that given by the pubhsher, will be taken prior to 7 January if 
accompanied by payment. All books must be picked up on 7 January between 8:30 and 10:00 AM. 
Unclaimed books will be resold and the advance payment donated to the Linguistic Institute fellowships. 

Job Placement Center 

A Job Placement Center will be set up in lhe Marina IV-V Room during the Annual Meeting. On 5 and 6 
January, lhe Center will be open 8:30AM-6:00PM. It will also be open 9:00- 11 :30 AM on 7 January. 
Lists of openings will be available, and the staff will facilitate interviews between applicants and 
employers. Interviewers are asked to list openings and check in with the Center staff so that an interview 
schedule can be arranged. Applicants should bring an adequate supply of curicula vitarum--enough to 
submit one copy to each interviewer. The Center will have no duplication facilities available. 

S.N.A.P. 

Parlor Conference Room 511 has been set aside for the use of students attending the meeting. Designated 
as Students Need a Place--S.N.A.P.--the room will be open on 5 and 6 January, 9:00AM • 6:00PM, and 
on lhe mnming of7 January until 11 :30 AM. 

Membership Status 

LSA members wishing to renew lheir membership and/or register change of address will be able to do so on 
Friday and Saturday. 5-6 January, at the Annual Meeting registration desk. 

Language 

Mark Aronoff, Editor of Language, will be in Parlor Conference Room 518 at the following times: 

Fri. 5 January 
Sat, 6 January 

10:30 AM· 12:00 noon 
4:30 PM • 6:00 PM 

All members, including students, are we lcome to drop by to ask any questions they may have about 
submitting articles or reviews to Language. 

National Science Foundation 

Paul Chapin, Program Director for Linguistics at the National Science Foundation, will meet with • 
interested members in Parlor Conference Room 515 at the following times: 

Fri, 5 January 

Sat, 6 January 

10:00 AM - II :00 AM 
4:00PM - 5:00 PM 

10:00 AM- 11:00 AM 
4:00 PM · 5:00 PM 

Sun. 7 January 10:00 AM- 11:00 AM 

v 



Highlights 

Thursday' 4 January 

<IIILSA Executive Coromjuee Meeting 

·ve Commiuee (Emmon Bach, President; James McCawley, Vice Presicleat. 
The Officers and Execuu t President· Elizabeth C. Traugott, Secretary-Treasurer; Mark Aronof[ 
President Elect; Kenneth Hale, Pas C mmiu~ Chair· Judith Aissen: Lyle Campbell; Sally McConnell: 
Editor; Polly Jacobson, NP~ohgral~ 1 ~n Riclcford· and Susan Steele) will meet beginning at8:00 AM. 
Ginet; Lise Menn; Lynn tc o s, o • 

Friday, 5 January 

<IIICommjtree on the StatUS of Women jn Lingujstjcs 

· th 8·30 10·00 AM Coffee will be provided; individuals may 
COSWL will ho~t a poolslde ~et~og~ er y~ut The. Bakery.' Current members will briefly describe 111e 
purch~ ~metht'_lg to ~t at eAilo~te~ed LSA members are invited to attend, socialize, and diSCUS~ 
comm1t1.ee s ong01ng proJects. 1 
present and future projects. 

<IIISocie\)' for Pidgin and Cn;ole LinguisticS 

. . M • 12·30 PM in the Seabreeze and 2:00 • 5:00 PM in the Marina VI IDd 
SPCL will meet 9.00 A · . .. 
Seabreez.e Rooms. The schedule of papers IS on page xxvtl. 

<Ill Society for the Studv of the Indigenous I.anguages of lhe Americas 

· · ~ those interested in this project is scheduled for 8:00 • 10:01 
Jbe SSILA Atlas frO!ect. A meeung or 
AM in the Marina Ill Room. 

1 2·00 • 5·00 PM and 8:00 • 11:00 PM in the Spinnaker 
SSILA will meet 9:00 AM • 2 noon, . . . ' 
Room. The schedule of papers is on pages xxx-xxxl. 

<IIIQ!mmiuee on Elhnic DjversiW in Linguistics 

· · · · · · E · cnces and siJategies' is the theme of the roundtable 
'Minori~y recruitment and ~tencuon ~~t~~~~t~~hni~~~~ersity in Linguistics (CEDL), 11:00 • 2:00 PM, 
discussiOn sponsored by uoe omml 
in the Marina Ill Room. 

<IIICommiu.ee on Linguistics jn lhe School Curriculum 

The Committee on Linguistics in the School Curriculum will hold an open meeting in the Parlor 

Conference Room 514, 12:00 • 2:00 PM. 

<lll~onh American Association for the Hjsmrv of lhe kanguage Sciences 

Th cbed I f papers is on page xxv. 
NAAHoLS will meet 2:00 • 5:00 PM in the Marina II Room. e s u e o 

. 'II be held 5·00 • 7·00 PM in the Marina Ill Room. The organization cordially invileS all 
A recepuon WI • . . . r k art 
conference participants interested in the history of the diSCIP me to ta e p . 

<1111-SA Business Meeting 
. 1 m B 5·30-7:00 PM. This meeting will be 

The_ business meeting ha~ ~~ ~~=~i~::t.m i~~!!:!r~0~r th~ Resolutions <::ommittee are: S~C:, 
chaired Cbyh ~~Jmudo~ .. BAal~sse' n and John Rick ford. The rules for motions and resoluuons appear on Jl8i 
Schane, alf. "" 

saturday, 6 January 

<Ill American Dialect Society 
· · · the border slaWS' 3:30-6:30 

The ADS will host a special session titled 'Spanish and Enghsh 10 .contact 10 • 

PM in the Marina III Room. The schedule of papers IS on page XXIV. 

VI 

-4~ American Association for the Hjsm of !he Laniuage Sciences 

NAAHoLS will meet 9:00 AM • 12:00 noon and 3:30 • 5:30 PM in the Marina II Room. The 
ASSOCiation's business meeting will convene at 6:00 PM in the same room. The schedule of papers is on 
pees llJ(V·XXVL 

<Ill SocielY for Pjdgjn and Creole Linguistics 

sl'CL will meet 9:00 AM • 12:00 noon and 3:30 • 4:30 PM in the Seabreeze and Marina VI 
JtOOffiS. The schedule of papers is on pages xxviii-xxix. The SPCL business meeting will begin at 4:30 
pM in the Seabreez.e Room. 

<Ill Socjetv for !he StudY of !he Indigenous Languages of the Americas 

ssn..A will meet 9:00 AM • 12:00 noon in the Harbor Island III Room and 9 :00 AM • 12 noon, 
3:30 • 4:50 PM, and 8:00 • 11:00 PM in lhe Spinnaker Room. The schedule of papers is on pages 
llJ(ll.i-xxxiii. The SSILA business meeting will be held 5:00 • 6:00 PM in the Spinnaker Room. 

JlDiivia pocumentalion Project. Colette Craig (U OR) will provide an update on the Bolivia 
Documentation Project 6:00 • 7:00 PM in Parlor Conference Room 514. This major documentation 
project for the Amazonian languages of Bolivia was commissioned by the ministries of Education and 
Elhnic Affairs with the view of establishing bilingual education programs in the eastern lowlands of 
Bolivia. This phase of the project involves standardization of the writing systems of 10 of the 36 
Japguages in the region. 

<IIIComouter Software Poster Session 

The Linguistic Society will sponsor a poster session for software 10:00 AM • 12 noon in the Marina I 
Room. Participants are LSA members who have developed software of interest to lhe discipline which may 
be purchased for less than $100 in addition to the cost of d1stnbution media. Abstracts of the programs to 
be demonstJ3ted are on page 97. 

<I!ICornmjuee on Endangered Languages and Tbeir Prescrvauon 

The Committee on Endangered Languages w11l hold an open meeting in the Marina III Room, 12:00 • 
1:00 PM. 

<Ill Committee on lhe Status of Women in Lint:uistics 

11:30 • 1:00 PM in Grande Ballroom B, COSWL members w1l1 present the initial results of two 
questionnaire stud1es, one sent to institutions and lhe other to graduate students and junior faculty. These 
data will serve as the basis for a general discussion on how to address issues of importance to women in 
linguistics, with projects such as future menmring workshops in mind. 

<Ill 1995 Presidential Address 

Emrnon Bach, the 1995 LSA President, will dehver his prcsidenltal address at 2:00 PM in Grande 
Ballroom B. 'The address is entitled 'The Politics of Universal Grammar'. 

Sunday, 7 January 

<Ill Socjety for the Study of the Indigenous Languages of the Americas 

SS!LA will meet 9:00 AM • 12 noon in the Spinnaker Room. The schedule of papers is on page 
xxxiii. 

vH 



LSA Meeting at a Glance 

G .. n"- Grende Horbor H.,bor Harbor Morine I Morino II Marina Ill Marin• VI 
Ballroom B Bellroom C lalond I laland II lalond Ill 

4 January 
Evening Colloquium: Lessons Psychollnguistics 

lrom the Field: A 

5 January Momlng Prooody & Word Ordol Time, Syntax/ Langue~ Fteld Reportl/ 
r=aatutes & Movement Semantics Acquisition Endangered Langua~ 

lntltffaoe 
Middoy Orgarued Sossion: Roundtal* Oiooussion: 

Field Melhods Course Minority ReoruitmenU 
on lngush Retention 

Afutrnoon Prosody & Coordination. Discourse Psydloling. 
Interface Ellipsis & Analysi1o 

Argument 
Struccure 

5:30·7 PM LSA Business M"ting 

Evening Symposium: Syllables Questions. auant•tien. 
Codoawitd'ling Obje<:ts 

6 Januery Morning RediJplic:ation Anaplw>ro lexical Poster Session: 
& Conuast - CompuiOr Soltware 

Midday Panel: Car .. r 
Paths for Women 

2:00-3:30 PM Presidential Address 

Alt8moon Quantification Conoonanto Argument Language & Poster Session 
Struc1ure Gonda< 

Evening Symposium: 
Addressing Bias 

7 Jonuery Morning PhonologyiiAorpholcgy F'-"'CIIoNII Di•ooura.t SodallniJ. Hlotorloal Reid Repoltll 
lntwtactt CoiOgOIIel Progmetlca Llnguloli<o 

~ 
ErdangoNd l..onguogM 

FOf opodlk: UMM, - pp. ld-xldll. 

Concurrent Meetings at a Glance 

Harbor loland Ill Morino II Morino Ill Morino VI Seebreeze Spl nnollor Conference 
4 January Room 514 

5 Jonuory 8;0().10 AM SSILA Adaa Project 

G:OO·noon SPCI. SSILA 

Afternoon NAAHoi.S SPCL SPCI. SSILA 

5:00-7 PM NAAHoLS 
Reoeption 

Evening SSILA 

$ January Mormng SSILA I'IAAHoi.S SPCI. SPCI. SSILA 

Alt&moon NAAHoi.S />DS SPCI. SPCI. SSIL.A 

• :30 PM SPCL 
Bual,....s Meeting 

Sj)() PM NAAHoi.S SSILA 
Bus ..... Mooting Buaineas l.loGting 

6j)()·7 PIA Bolivia 
Ooc:ument 
Pto)e<t 

7 January Morning SSILA 

For spoc:jll< times, '" pp. vi-vii and nlv-u•liL 



Meeting Rooms Floor Plan Linguistic Society of America 

Thursday, 4 January 

Evening 

• = 30-minute paper 

Colloquium: Lessons from the Field: A Retrospective 

Room: Grande Ballroom B 
7:00 - 9:00 PM 

Discussants: 

Margaret Langdon (U CA-San Diego) 

Kenneth Hale (Mil) 
Leanne Hinton (U CA-Berkeley) 
Pamela Munro (UCLA) 

Psychollngulstlcs: 1 
Chair: Lise Menn (U CO) 
Room: Grande Ballroom C 

8:00 Phonemic contrasts in auditory cortex: Crosslinguis
tic differences in magnetic mismatch fields 

8:20 Studying processing within a model-based approach: 
A case study involving contrastive focus 

8:40 Look Ma, no voicing! Jaw wags in silent babbling 
9:00 The role of stress and position on syllable omission in 

children's early speech 

9:20 Babbling of twins in a bilingual environment 

9:40 The development of syllable structure: Evidence from 
slips of the tongue 
functional projections 

Alec Marantz (Mil) 
Colin Phillips (Mil) 
Martha McGinnes (Mil) 
Ken Wexler (Mil) 
Julie Sedivy (U Rochester) 
Gregory N. Carlson (U Rochester) 
Michael Tanenhaus (U Rochester) 
Richard P. Meier (U TX-Austin) 
Jacqueline S. Johnson (U VA) 
Lawrence B. Lewis (U VA) 
Carol Antone (U VA) 
Larisa Zlatic (U TX-Austin} 
Peter MacNeilage (U TX-Austin) 
Christine Matyear (U TX-Austin) 
Barbara Davis (U TX-Austin) 
Jeri J. Jaeger (SUNY -Buffalo) 

1 

Friday, 5 January 

Morning 

Phonology: Prosody and Features 
Chair: David Perlmutter (U CA-San Diego) 
Room: Grande Ballroom C 

9:00 

9:20 
9:40 

10:00 
10:20 
10:40 

11:00 
11:20 
11:40 

Phrasing and focus in Northern Kyungsang Korean 

Evidence for a gradient in the speech metrical grid 
Classical Greek meter 

A locality constraint on sound-repetition in poetry 
On the noncyclicity of Chamorro stress 
Alignment paradoxes in optimality theory 

Labial opacity as labial attraction 
Three parameters of debuccalization 
Features as phonological primitives: Evidence from 
Beijing Mandarin 

XJ 

2 

Michael Kenstowicz {Mil) 
Hyang-Sook Sohn (Kyungpook Nall U) 
Phyllis Muller (U CA-San Diego) 
Chris Golston {Heinrich-Heine U) 
Tomas Riad (Stockholm U) 
Nigel Fabb (U Strathclyde) 
Thomas B. Klein (U DE) 
Bushra Zawaydeh (IN U) 
Stuart Davis {IN U) 
Jill N. Beckman {U MA-Amherst) 
Paul D. Fallon (OH SU)} 
Jenny Zhijie Wang (City U Hong Kong) 



Friday Morning 

Syntax: word Order and Movement 
Chair: Sandra Chung (U CA-Santa Cruz) 
Room: Harbor Island I 

9:00 

9:45 
10:05 

10:25 

11:10 
11:30 

•Participle-auxiliary orders in cross-linguistic perspective 

Object shift in Korean negation 
Irish VSO order revisited 

*Verb raising in American Sign Language: A theoretical 

approach d od' . . 
Slavic clitics, long head movement, an pros tc mvcrston 
Local economy and the status of the minimal link condition 

semantics: Time, Syntax/Semantics Interface 
Chair: Emmon Bach (U MA-Amherst) 
Room: Harbor Island II 

9:00 

9:45 
10:05 
10:25 
10:45 
11:05 
11:25 

*Tile temporal reference of definite descriptions in 
St'At'limcets Salish 
Temporal interpretations of NPs 
Contextual modulation and the semantics of already 
Spanish comparative construCtions and n- words 
Negative polarity items as predicates 
Negative wh- questions and iterability 
Indefinites in VP ellipsis and semantic identity 

Language Acquisition 
Chair: Suzanne Flynn (MIT) 
Room: Harbor Island Ill 

9:00 Dissociating movement and inOection: A continuity 
account of subject-aux mvcrsion 

9:20 Early and late in language acquisition 

9:40 Adverbtal subordtnation in the ftrst language acquisition 
of Sinhala 

10:00 OperatOr-variable bmding and the syntaX of relative clauses: 
A study of the acquisition of French 

10:20 *Children who know elkaar 
11 :OS On the origin of 'passivized' unaccusativcs in L2 English 

3 

Farrell Ackerman (U CA-San Diego) 
Robin Schafer (U CA-San Diego) 
Paul Hagstrom (MIT) 
Andrew H. Carnie (U Calgarytu CA-San 
Diego) 
Heidi B. Harley (U Lille) 
Kazumi Matsuoka (U CT) 

Tracy Holloway King (Stanford U) 
Geoffrey Poole (Harvard U) 

4 

Ham ida Demirdache (U BC) 

Renate Musan (Humboldt U) withdrawn 
Laura Michaelis (U CO) 
Raul Aranovich (U CA-San Diego) 
Anastasia Giannaltidou (U Groningen) 
Kari Swingle (U CA-Santa Cruz) 
Satoshi Tomioka (U MA-Amherst) 

Lynn Santelmarm (SUNY-Buffalo) 
Barbara Lust (Cornell U) 

5 

Jennifer Austin (Cornell U) 
Whitney Postman (Comell U) 
Shamitha Somashekar (Cornell U) 
Stephanie Berk (Comell U) 
Diane Lillo-Martin (U Cf/Haskins Labs) 
Carole T. Boster (U CT) 
Kazumi Matsuoka (U CT) 
Michilco Nohara (U CT) 
Nancy Goss (U DE) 
James Gair (Cornell U) 
Barbara Lust (Cornell U) 
Shamitha Somashekar (Cornell U) 
Claire Foley (ComeiiU) 

william Philip (U Utrecht) w· i t h d raw n 
Hiroyulti Oshita (USC) 
Joe Allen (USC) 

Friday Morning 

Field Reports/Endangered Languages: 1 
Chair. Scott DeLancey (U OR) 
Room: Marina VI 

9:00 

9:20 
9:40 

10:00 
10:20 

Native spealc.er intuitions and the phonetics of stress 
placement 

Scottish Gaelic as an ethnic marker: Revival in context 
Language production practices at a Dublin Irish radio station 
and theillinguistic effects 
The laryngeal specifications of fricatives 
A cross-linguistic study of Mexican and Guatemalan 
sign languages 

•Tsez syntaX: An overview 

Daniel L. Everett (U Pittsburgh) 
Peter Ladefoged (UCLA) 
Keren M. Everett (U Pittsburgh) 
Pamela S. Morgan (U CA-Berkeley) 
Colleen Cotter (U CA-Berkeley) 

Ben Vaux (Harvard U) 
Anne-Marie Guerra (U TX-Austin) 
Amanda Holzrichter (U TX-Austin) 
Gene Mirus (U TX-Austin) 
Bernard Comrie (USC) 
Maria Polinsky (USC) 
Aaron Shryock (UCLA) 

6 

10:40 

11:25 
11:45 

Investigating laryngeal contrasts: The case of Muscy 
Language shift on Java Franz Milller-Gotama (CA SU-Fullerton) 

Friday, 5 January 

Noon 

Organized Session: A Field MethOds Course on tngush (Northern Caucasian) 

Room: Marina II 
12:00 - 2:00 PM 

Informant: 

Johanna Nichols (U CA-Berkelcy) 

Issa Guliev (U CA-Berkeley) 

Roundtable Discussion: Minority Recruitment and Retention In Linguistics: 
Experiences and Strategies 

Room: Marina 1li 
12:00 • 2:00 PM 

Organizer: 

Panelists: 

MaryEllen Garc1a (U TX-San Antonto) 

Grant Goodall (U TX-EI Paso) 
Anne-Marie Guerra (U TX-Austin) 
Norma Mendoza-Denton (Stanford U) 
Barbara Partee (U MA-Amherst) 

Geoffrey Pullum (U CA-Santa Cruz) 
John Rickford (Stanford U) 
MaryAnn Withe (U AZ} 



Friday, 5 January 

Afternoon 

Phonetics: Effects of Prosody and Interface 
Chair: Victoria A. Fromkin (U CA-Los Angeles) 
Room: Grande Ballroom C 

2:00 Voice onset time and position-in-utterance 
2:20 Articulation of French nasal segments depending on their 

prosodic position 
2:40 Prosodic boundary effects in Tamil: An aniculatory study 

3:00 Phonetic correlates of primary and secondary stress in 
Indonesian 

3:20 The role of duration in manner of articulation distinctions 
3:40 The duration of segments in Sinhala and implications for 

phonological representations 
4:00 Sonority violations and temporal st.ability in Tsou 
4:20 Binary features and consonant-vowel interaction in 

Ponapean 
4:40 Synchronic chain shifts in optimality theory 

7 

Patricia A. Keating (UCLA) 
Cecile Fougeron (UCLA) 

withdrawn 

Dani Byrd (Haskins Labs) 
Abigail Kaun (Yale U) 
Shrilcanth Narayanan (AT&T Bell Labs) 
Niken Adisasmito (Cornell U) 
Abigail C. Cohn (Cornell U)) 
Joaquin Romero {Haskins Labs) 
Rebecca S. Letr.ennan (Cornell U) 

Richard Wright (UCLA) 
Beverley Goodman (U Wl-Madison) 

Roben Kirchner (UCLA) 

Syntax: Coordination, Ellipsis, and Argument Structure 
Chair: Susan Steele (U AZ) 8 
Room: Harbor Island I 

2:00 
2:20 
2:40 
3:00 

3:20 
3:40 
4:00 
4:20 
4:40 

(And) coordination, and coordination, ... 
On result clauses and coordination 
On the nature of discourse ellipsis: Evidence from sluicing 
Verb phrase deletion and 'nonparasitic' gaps: Evidence for 
vehicle change 
The stranded constituent in gapping constructions 
Logical versus morphological mood in German 
Gerund and gerundive in Latin 
AffiX marked suppression of verbal arguments in Ru.~sian 
Hindi and the typology of noun incorporation: An analysis 
with lexical sharing 

Discourse Analysis 
Chair: Elinor Ochs (U CA-Los Angeles) 
Room: Harbor Island II 

2:00 • Universal and culture-specific properties of b'TCCtings 
2:45 Negotiating expenisc in medical encounters 
3:05 Uchi and soto; Rules of complimenting in Japanese 
3:25 Co-construction in Japanese conversations 
3:45 Silences which elicit reversals in business meetings 
4:05 Dialect perfonnancc and (socio)linguistic paueming 
4:25 On the nature of incip1ent obsolescence in Emai 
4:45 Parental styles in eliciting personal narratives and 

developing narrative skill 

Ljiljana Progovac (Wayne SU) 
Paulien Rijkhoek (U Groningen) 
Milagrosa Ramos-Santacruz (Georgetown U) 
Christopher Kennedy (U CA-Santa Cruz) 

Luis LOpez (Miami U) 
Margarete Ling (U Ott.awa) 
D. Gary Miller (U FL) 
Stephen Pobursky (Wayne SU) 
Michael T. Wescoat (Osaka U) 

Alessandro Duranti (UCLA) 
Ellen L. Banon (Wayne SU) 
Akiyo Maruyama (Hiroshima U) 
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Polly Szatrowsld (U MN-Minneapolis) 
Christina Wasson (Yale U) 
Natalie Schilling-Estes (NC SU) 
Ronald P. Schaefer (S n.. U-Edwardsville) 
Masahiko Minami (Harvard U) 

psychollngulstlcs: 11 
Chair: Lila Gleitman (Penn) 
Room: Harbor Island Ill 

2:00 Minimal attachment implications for a theory of small 
clause complementation 

2:20 Argument preference in English PP attachment 

2:40 Parsing differences in English and Hungarian: Who vs 
which-N' in reflexive binding 

3:00 An experimental approach to judged accept.ability 

Friday Afternoon 

10 

Stanley Dubinsky (U SC) 
Rene Schmauder (U SC) 
Carson T. Schutze (MIT) 
Ted Gibson (MfT) 
Janina Rado (U MA-Amherst) 

Wayne Cowart (US ME) 
3:20 lnfonnation accessed at the verb: Evidence for participant Kathleen Ahrens (Natl Chung-Cheng U)) 

roles 
3:40 Decomposing events: Event structure and verb expression Margaret Kimberly Kellogg (U CA-San 

by aphasic patients Diego) 
4:00 The role of syntax and semantics in the interpretation of Sergey Avrutin (Yale U) 

symmetrical predicates 
4:20 Agreement and NP structure: A processing study Patricia L. Deevy (U MA-Amherst) 
4:40 Processing quantifier scope in dative sentences Susanne Tunstall (U MA-Amherst) 

Friday, 5 January 

Evening 

Symposium: Codeswltchlng and the Nature and Structure of Lexical Entries 

Room: Grande Ballroom B 
8:00 • 11:00 PM 

Organizers: Janice L.Jalce (Midlands Tech C) 
Carol Myers-Scotton (U SC) 

Shoji Azuma (U UT): The linguisuc unit in codeswitching: Japanese/English in Japan 

Ad Backus (U Tilburg) & Hendrik Boeschoten (U Tilburg): Turkish/Dutch codeswitching and levels of lexical 
suucture 

Silvia Milian (U SC): Csse assignment in Spanish/English codeswitching 

Janice L.Jalce (Midlands Tech C) & Carol Myers-Scotton (USC): Verbs in Arabic/English codeswitching and 
lexical structure 

Discussants: Eve Oark (Stanford U) 
Ronald Langacker (U CA-San Diego) 
Shahrzad Mahootian (NE n.. U) 

John Haiman (Macalester C) 
James McCawley (U Chicago) 
Almeida J. Toribio (U CA-Santa Barbara) 



Friday Evening 

Busln .. s Meeting 

Chair: Emmon Bach 
Room: Grande Ballroom B 

5:30 • 7:00 PM 

Resolutions Committee: Sanford Schone, Chair 
Judith Aissen 
John Rickford 

Rules for Motions and Resolutions 

The following rules for motions and resolutions were prepared by William J. Gedney and lise Lehiste and aJIPro~ed by the 
Executive Committee at its June 1973 meeting. LSA mem hers are urged to follow these rules in order 10 have their motions 
and resolutions considered at the Business Meeting. 

1. Definitions. 

A IJllUi.lm is any proposition calling for action whether by an officer of the Society, the Executive Committee or 
the membership. A rcsglution expresses the opinion or feeling of a group. Resolutions are of two kinds: a} 
resolutions expressing 'the sense of the majority of the meeting,' and b) resolutions expressing 'the aense of the 
majority of the membership.' 

2. Procedure Regarding Motions. 

2a. Motions are in order only at the duly constituted Hnnual business meeting. Voting is restricted 10 members of 
the Society. Motions may be initiated by the Executive Committee or from the floor. 

2b. Motions initiated by the Executive Committee require for their passage a majority vote of the membera voting 
at the meeting. 

2c. Motions initiated from the Ooor. if they receive arrirmative vote of a majority of members voting at the 
meeting, are then to be submiued by the Executive Commiuee to a mail ballot of the membership of the Society 
in the next issue of the l.SA Bulletin. Passage requires: a) a majority of those voting, and b) that the total of those 
voting in favor must be at least 2.5% of the personal membership. 

2d. If a member wishes to introduce a motion, but prefers to avoid the delay involved in 2c above, the motion may 
be submiued in advance to the Executive Committee (before their regular meeting preceding the business m.ting 
at which the motion is to be introduced) with a request that the Executive Committee by majority vote of the 
Committee approve the introduction of the motion at the business meeting as a motion initiated by the Exeeutiv~ 
Committee (see 2b above). 

3. Procedure Regarding Resolutions. 

3a. Resolutions may be introduced at the annual business meeting or at any special meeting of the Society, such u 
the summer meeting. 

3b. A Resolutions Committee consisting of three members will be appointed by the president prior to the 
begiMing of each regular or special meeting. Any member wishing to introduce a resolution must submit it in 
advance to the Resolutions Committee which, in addition to its traditional duty of formulating resolutions of 
thanks and the like, will have the duty 10 make sure that the language is clear, and that duplication is avoided. The 
Resolutions Committee may meet in advance for this purpose or may, if necessary, retire to caucus durins the 
course of the meeting. 

3c. A resolution expressing the sense of the majority of the meeting requires for its passage the affirmative voce 
of a maJOrity of the members voting at the meeting. 

3d. If at least ten members present at the meeting so desire, a resolution may be broadened 10 express 'the sense of 
the majority of the membership,' regardless of whether or not it has passed the procedure in 3c above, by the 
following steps: the resolution is forwarded to the Executive Commiuee for submission to the membership by 
mail ballot (in the next issue of the l.SA Bulletin). Passage of such a 'sense of the majority of the membe:rahip' 
resolution requires the affirmative vote (more than 50%) of the membership responding. 

phonology: Syllables 
Chair: Sanford Schane (U CA-San Diego) 
Room: Grande Ballroom C 

8:00 
8:20 

8:40 
9:00 
9:45 

10:05 
10:25 
10:45 

Wbere have all the onsets gone? 
Syllable onsets as a facr.or in stress rules: The case of 
Mathimathi revisrted 
Against subsyllabic constiUJency in Western Apache 
•The nonnuclear status of syllabic obsttuents in Berber 
Glottal consonants and lhe 'sonority' hierarchy 

Sonority scale and vowel deletion 
The moraic status of lhe coda consonant 
Morae ex nihilo 

Syntax: Questions, Quantifiers, Objects 
Chair: Robert Underhill (San Drego SU) 
Room: Marina VI 

8:00 

8:20 

8:40 
9:00 
9:20 
9:40 
10:00 

10:20 

10:40 

Restrictions on movement to Spec of CP m Polish 
multiple wh· quest ions 
The antisuperiority phenomenon in Japanese and scope 
dependencies in multiple wh· questions 
Cross-linguistic variation in quantifier score mtcrprctation 
Case and lhe parameterization of scope ambiguities 
Case alternations in Korean: A mismatch resoluuon 
Morphological case without functional pro)Cction 
Focus, adjacency, and nonspecificity 

The English double object construction: Undcrly•ngly and 
at the interfaces 
The case for object expletives: Evidence from T1wa 

Frld•y Evening 

Juliette Blevins (U W Australia) 
Susanne Gahl (U CA-Berkeley) 

Amy V. Fountain (U AZ}) 
Patricta A . Shaw (U BC) 
Donald G. Chwma (Ball SU) 
Yili Shi (Ball SU) 
Yukt Taka10n (Yale U) 
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Mmsu Shim (IN U) 
DavtdOddcn (OH SU) withdrawn 

Ewa Dornisch (Cornell U) 

Shin Watanabe (Smith C) 
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Robert D. Van Valin, Jr. (SUNY ·Buffalo) 
Thomas Ernst (Rutgers U) 
Wataru Nakamura (SUNY -Buffalo) 
Regina Pallat Moorcroft (Cornell U) 
Miriam Butt (U Tuebingen) 
Tracy Holloway King (Stanford U) 
Jeffrey T. Runner (U Rochester) 

Lynn Nichols (Harvard U) 

Saturday, 6 January 

Morning 

Phonology: Reduplication and Contrast 
Chair: Donca Steriade (U CA-Los Angeles) 
Room: Grande Ballroom C 

9:00 
9:45 
10:05 

10:25 

10:45 

11:05 
11:25 
11:45 

*ProsodiC misalignment and reduplication 
Reduplicauve ovcrcopying through correspondence 
Do feet have onsets? Evtdcnce from Samoan retluplicmion 
and elsewhere 
Anchoring and reduplicative idcnuty in Koasmi and 
Naocowry 
Reduplicant-stem correspondence: Evidence rrnm vowel · 
changing reduplicauons m Malay 
Luiseno past tense verb rcduplicauon in optimality theory 
Preservmg vowel sets m Applccross Gaelic 
Tone displaccmcm in Zulu and the maintenance or contm.,t 

13 

Laura J . Downmg (Penn} 
Cemil Orhan Orgun (U CA Berkeley) 
Don Wccda (TX A&M U) 

Barbara Meek (U AZ) 
Scan Hcndncks (U AZ} 
Hooi Ling Soh (MIT) 

Jessica P. Weinberg (U AZ)) 
Molly Homer (U ll..-Urbana/Champaign) 
Daniel Silverman (UCLA) 



Saturday Morning 

Syntax: Anaphora 
Chair. John Moore (U CA-San Diego) 
Room: Harbor Island I 

9:00 

9:20 

9:40 
10:00 
10:20 
10:40 
11:00 
11:20 

11:40 

Intrinsic reflexivity and the blocking effect in Japanese 

'Caki' as a nominal anaphor and locally free pronoun in 
Korean 
Self-ascription and Mandarin reflexive 'ziji' 
The case of the Telugu 'anaphoric' predicate 
Noncoreference marking in Lakhota narrative 
Optimal coreference in St'At'imcets (Lillooet Salish) 
Pragmatic and discourse consttaints on rero object 
Lexical and syntactic properties of control constructions in 
Gennan 
A movement analysis of obligatory-controlled PRO 

Lexical Semantics 
Chair: Adele Goldberg (U CA-San Diego) 
Room: Harbor Island II 

9:00 An alternative Alctionsart-based system of lexical 
representation 

9:20 M ilsaric's generalization and its exceptions 
9:40 Strategies in the generation of morphologic.:al c.ausative 

verbs in Modem Hebrew 
10:00 A revised uniqueness condition on argument realization 
10:20 Licensing secondary rcsultative predicate.~ 
10:40 Evidential coercion: Using individual-level predicates 

in stage-level environments 
11:00 The complemcntizer toiu in Japanese: Factivity or 

evidentiality? 
II :20 Cognate objects do passivize! 

Poster Session: Computer Software 

Room: Marina I 
Time: 10:00 AM· 12:00 noon 

Unangan Tunuxtakun: Aleuts Arc Talking 
Dcg Xiang axa Nixodhil Ts'in': Dcg Xinag Verb Lesson~ 

Takako Ailtawa {Mfl) 
Natsuko Tsujimura (IN U) 
Sook Whan Cho (Sogang U) 

Haihua Pan (City U-Hong Kong) 
Rosanne Pelletier (Yale U) 
Richard W. Lungstrum (Penn) 
Taylor Roberts (Mfl) 
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Alazne Landa (U Basque Country/{} Deuuo) 
Erhard W. Hinrichs (U Tuebingen) 
Tsuneko Nakazawa (NTT Labs) 
Roger Martin (U CT) 
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Robert D. Van Valin, Jr. (SUNY-Buffao) 
Randy J. LaPolla (Acad Sinica) 
Eun-Joo Kwalt (Brown U) 
Nili Mandelblit (U CA-San Diego) 

Christopher Johnson (U CA-Bertcley) 
Nancy Goss (U DE) 
Theodore B. Fernald (Swarthmore C) 

Yoshilco Matsumoto (Stanford U) 

Talke Macfarland (Northwestern U) 

Ahce Taff (U W A) 

Saturday, 6 January 

Afternoon 

panel: Academic career paths of women In linguistics: A first look at the 1995 survey 
data 

Room: Grande Ballroom B 
12:30 ·2:00PM 

Panelists: 

Justine Cassell (MIT) 
Kira Hall (U CA-Berlceley) 
David Silva (U TX-Arlington) 

Francine Frank (SUNY -Albany) 

Justine Cassell (MIT) 
Megan Crowhurst (U NC-Chapel Hill) 
Kira Hall (U CA-Berkeley) 

LSA Presidential Address 

Room: Grande Ballroom B 
2:00 • 3:30PM 

The Politics of Universal Grammar 
Emmon Bach (U MA-Amherst) 

Semantics: Quantification 
Chair: Barbara Partee (U MA-Amherst) 
Room: Grande Ballroom B 

3:30 Distributi vity, proponional quantifier, and the scopa I ad verb 
dou in Mandarin Chinese 

3:50 Melalinguistic negation in two verb-final languages: Case 
studies from Japanese and Korean 

4:10 A pragmatic constraint on particle conversion in Japanese 

4:30 Focus and specificity in ASL structures containing SELF 
4:50 Specif'ICity and events 
5: 10 A note on belladonnas 
5:30 News flash: Water is H20 
5:50 Quantificational modals 
6: 10 Implicit quantification in conditionals and generics 

Phonetics: Consonants 
Chair. Jan Maddieson (U CA-Los Angeles) 
Room: Grande Ballroom C 

3:30 Similarity between OCP-place effects and phonological 
speech errors 

3:50 Voicing underspecification in Taiwanese word-final 
consonants 

4:10 The role of perception in velar palalalization 
4:30 Visual gender affects fricative perception 

4:50 The slatus of phonetic rarities 

David Silva (U TX-Arlington) 
Sara Trcchter (CA SU-Chico) 

Jun Da (U TX-Austin) 
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Alan Hyun..Qalt Kim (S IL U-Carbondale) 

Kaoru Hori (Toholcu U) 
Noriko Saito 
Ronnie Wilbur (Purdue U) 
Piroska Csuri (Brandeis U)) 
Greg Carlson (U Rochester) 
Barbara Abbott (MI SU) 
Virginia Brennan (Vanderbilt U) 
Kai von Fintel (MIT) 

Stefan Frisch (Northwestern U) 

Chai-Shune K. Hsu (UCLA) 

Susan G. Guion (U TX-Austin) 
Elizabeth Strand (OH SU) 
Keith Johnson (OH SU) 
Daniel L. Evereu (U Pittsburgh) 
Peter Ladefoged (UCLA) 
Barbara Kern (New Tribes Mission) 
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Saturday Afternoon 

Syntax: Argument structure, voice, anaphora 
Chair: James Huang (U CA-Irvine) 
Room: Harbor Island I 

3:30 Anaphora in I xi! 
3:50 Middles and anaphora 
4:10 Incorporation and the 'linking' antipassive 
4:30 Unifying antipassive and reflexive: An argument structure 
a~ 

4:50 On Japanese ni vs niyotte passives 

5: 10 Passive is lexical, not (sentential or phrasal) 
5:30 Passivization and inversion: A functional correspondence 

Language and Gender 
Chair: Francine Frank (SUNY -Albany) 
Room: Harbor Island Ill 

3:30 •The speech of Japanese women in authoritative occupa
tional statuses: Examinauon of opposing v1ews of 
sociolinguistic innovation) 

4:15 Boys to women: Language socialization and gender 
ambiguity in Hausa 

4:35 Of fillies and heifers and lexicalization 

Poster Session 

Room: Marina I 
Time: 3:30 · 5:00PM 

Pah! The acquisition of adverbials in American S1gn Language 

Prosodic comprehension in aphasicsand right hemisphere 
damaged patients 

Verb access difficulties and pragmatics in agrammatie aphas1c 
narratives 

The logic of lexical opposition 

Glide epenthesis in optimality theory 

Glenn Ayres (Inter Amer U) 
Thomas Stroik (U MO-Columbia) 
David Embick (Penn) 
Jeffrey Lidz (U DE) 

Mineharu Nalcayama (OH SU) 
Domenic Cipollone (OH SU) 
Sanae Eda (OH SU) 
Samuel Bayer (MITRE Corp) 
Beuy J. Bimer (Penn) 
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ShoJ• Talcano (U AZ) with d r awn 

Rudolf P. Gaudio (Stanford U) 

Caitlin Hines (San Francisco SU) 
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Diane Anderson (U CA-San Diego/San 
DiegoSU) 
Judy Reilly (U CA-San Diego/San Diego 
SU) 

Venu Balasubrarnanian (U WI-River Falls) 

Giulia Bencini (U CO) 
Douglas Roland (U CO) 

James P. Blevins (U W Australia) 

Rachel Thorbwn (U MA-Amherst) 

Saturday, 6 January 

Evening 

symposium: Addressing bias In linguistic example sentences: Are guidelines 
necessary? 

Room: Grande BaUroom B 
8:00 - 9:30 PM 

Organizers: Victoria L. Bergvall (MI Tech U) 
Colleen Brice (Purdue U) 
Monica Macaulay (Purdue U) 

Edwin Battistella (Wayne SC): The LSA guidelines for nonsexist language' 

Monica Macaulay (Purdue U) & Colleen Brice (Purdue U): John give it, Mary gets it: The distribution of gendered 
NPs in syntactic examples 

Victoria Bergvall (MI Tech U): 'Merely data'? ReOcctions on/or bias in constructed linguistic examples 

Birch Moonwomon-Baird (OH SU): What are Adam and Steve, Fatima and Eve?: Heterosexism in example 
sentences 

Discussants: Megan Crowhurst (U NC-Chapcl Hill) 
Penelope Ecken (lnst Res Lmg) 
Susan Herring (U TX-Arlington) 

Sunday, 7 January 

Morning 

Phonology, Morphology and the Interface 
Chair: Byron Bender(U HI Manoa) 
Room: Grande BaUroom B 

9:00 *Head operations and head-modifier order in nominal 
compotmds 

9:45 The morphosyntactic reality ofphonologicallorm 
10:05 •Enter a new headed morphological structure; exit a 

mythical contraction rule 
10:50 The alleged unidirectionality of grammaticization vs the 

discontinuity of language transmission 
11:10 Nasalizing consonant mutations: Theme and variations 

11:30 Maximal and minimal morphological expressions 
11 :50 Direct OT: Representation as pure markedness 

21 

Robert Beard (Bucknell U) 

Lise M. Dobrin (U Chicago) 
Geoffrey K. Pullum (U CA-Santa Cruz) 
Arnold M. Zwicky (OH SU/Stanford U) 
Richard D. Janda (U Chicago) 

Amalia E. Gnanadesikan (U MA-Amhersl/ 
Rutgers U) 
Sharon Rose (McGill U) 
Chris Golston (U Dusseldorf)) 



Sunday Morning 

Syntax: Functional Categories and Relative Clauses 
Chair: Pauline Jacobson (Brown U) 
Room: Harbor Island l 

9:00 

9:20 

9:40 
10:00 
10:20 

10:40 

11:00 

11:20 
11:40 

Functional restriction: English possess1ves 

DemonsiJ'alive reinforcemem in Romance and Germanic 
languages 
The spell-out of functional feawres . . 
An argument from French in favor of lhe negauve cmenon 
Neg-<:riterion extensions: Negative concord across relauve 
clause boundaries in Nonstandard English 
The conventionalized function of Japanese imcmally headed 
relalivization: A consuuctional accoum 
Korean internally headed relative clauses arc nonre~tr•ctivc 
modifiers 
Antisymmetry and the synJaX of infinitival relatives 
Disagreement bel ween adults and children 

Dlscourse/P ragmatlcs 
Chair: Laura Michaelis (U CO} 
Room: Harbor Island II 

9:00 
9:20 
9:40 
10:00 

10:20 

10:40 
11:00 

Overt tail-marking in Japanese 
Reexamination of 'condiuonals arc topics' 
A comparison of postposed subjects in English and Italian 
Information structure and object-verb order in Hcrodotean 
Greek 
Referentiality constraint and lhc preverbal pos1UOn in Breton 

Modality and information structure: Evidence from Tcpchua 
•Not (just/#only) good friends anymore: Corrci.1Uvcs and 
background inversion 

Sociolinguistics 
Chair: John Rickford (Stanford U) 
Room: Harbor Island Ill 

9:00 •The over-all direction of sound change in Nonh Aml·ric.J 

9:45 The paueming of post-vocalic II/ in African-American 
English in Delroit 

10:05 Done: An element of the V AAE aspcctual system 
10:25 That's !he [tin]: Converging phonetic variables in th.: 

lexicon of a Chicana community 
10:45 The relationship of metalinguistic awareness 10 register 

variation 
11:05 Variable zero-marking oflhe accusative case in Tok~·o 

Japanese 
11:25 The variable deletion of /w/ in Seoul Korean: Its 

synchronic and diachronic implications 
11 :45 •Perfective 'I'm' in Lumbce English: Dclinemion, 

description, and explanation in dialect variation 
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Arnold M. Zwicky (OH SUI)Stanford U) 
Geoffrey K. Pullum (U CA-Santa Cruz) 
Judy B. Bernstein (US ME) 

Andi Wu (Intelligent Text Processing} 
Hugues Peters (PA SU) 
Stefan Martin (SL Mary's C) 

Kyoko Hirose Ohara (U CA-Berkeley) 

Yunsun J ung (Harvard U} 

Stanley Dubinsky (U SC) 
Colin Phillips (MIT} 
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Li1.anne Kaiser (Yale U} 
Fumiko Nazikian (Princeton U) 
Gregory Ward (Norlhwestem U)} 
Matthew Davidson (SUNY -Buffalo) 

Nancy Hedberg (Simon Fraser U) 
Nathalie Schapansky (Simon Fraser ll) 
James K. Watters (SIL) 
Laurence R. Hom (Yale U) 

W1lliam Labov (Penn} 
Sharon Ash (Penn) 
Charles Boberg (Penn) 
Walter F. Edwards (Wayne SU) 

24 

Eli1.abeth Dayton (U PR-Mayaguez} 
Norma Mendoza-Denton (Stanford ll) 

Mary Shapiro (U TX-Austin) 

Kenjiro Matsuda (Hiroshima ll)} 

Hycon-Seok Kang (OH SU) 

Walt Wolfram (NC SU) 

Field Reports/Endangered Languages: 11 
Chair: Akira Yamamoto (U KS) 
Room: Marina VI 

9:00 

9:20 

9:40 
10:25 

10:45 

I 1:05 

11:25 

Preservation and revitalization of indigenous languages in 
Cameroon: An overview of attitudes, policies, and practices 
Contact-induced language change in the Francoproven~al 
dialect of Faetar 
•Field repon on Abu Shusha Palestinian Arabic 
Mohave language preservation: New directions 

Place of articulation and acoustic realization: Evidence from 
Ndumbea 
Once upon a time !here was vowel harmony in hclmcn 

Turkish influences on dying Romani dialects in lswnbul 

Historical Linguistics 
Chair: Robert Cox (U Pac1fic) 
Room: Marina R 

9:00 

9:20 

9:40 

10:00 

10:20 

11:05 
11:50 

English spread, Golhic us-braidjan 'spread' and a sound-law 
for word-initial •tut·loss 
IE •dw> Ann. [ierk]: Anomalous sound change and 
phonotactics 
Meuical structures in the evolution of Japanese accentual 
pauems 
A report on lhe study of the consonant systems of two 
Manchu-Tungusic languages in China: Ewenki and Oro4en 
• Syntactic doublets and language change 

•c- D-driven derivations, verb movement, and chtic closure 
Scope and modal classification: Diachronic evidence from 
'ought to' 

XXIII 

Sunday Morning 

Raymond Mopoho (U Regina) 

Naomi Nagy (Penn) 

Kimary N. Shahin (U BC) 
Susan Penfield (U AZ) 
Teni Cononelos (U AZ) 
Matlhew Gordon (UCLA} 
Ian Maddieson (UCLA) 
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Jonalhan David Bobaljllc (Harvard U/McGill 
U) 
Peter Balcker (U Antsterdam) 
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Peter Gamm (SAl C) 

John U. Harkness (Mercer U) 

Stephen A. Wilson (U CA-Berkcley) 

Fengxiang Li (CA SU-Chico) 

Alice C. Harris (Vanderbilt U) 
Ly le Campbell (U Canterbury) 
Luis S1lva-Villar (UCLA) 
Rachel Nordhnger (StanfordU) 



American Dialect Society 

Saturday, 6 January 

Afternoon 

Spanish and English In Contact I~ the Border States 
Organizer: Robert Bayley (U TX-San Anton•o) 
Chair: Walt Wolfram (NC SU) 
Room: Marina Ill 

3:30 

4:00 

4:30 

5:00 

5:30 

6:00 

Phrases-to-lextcon: Patterns of grammaticalization in San 
Antonio Spanish . . . , 
The specificity constraint on subject express1on tn Mexican-
American Spanish . . . 
Subject pronoun variation in a Cahforn1a Mcx1cano 
community . 
Fighting words: Variation and ideology among Launa 
gang girls . 
Sonority and syllable structure in Chicano English /-t.<l/ 
deletion . . 
Chicano Spanish: The problem of the underdeveloped 
code in bilingual repertoires 

27 

MaryEllen Garcia (U TX-San Antonio) 

Carmen Silva-Corvalan (USC) 

Lucinda Pease-Alvarez (U CA-Santa Cruz) 
Robert Bayley (U TX-San Antonio) 
Norma Mendoza-Denton (Stanford U) 

Otto Santa Ana (UCLA) 

Guadalupe Valdes (Stanford U) 
Michelle Geoffrion-Vinci (Stanford U) 

North American Association for the History of the 
Language Sciences 

Friday, 5 January 

Afternoon 

session I 
Chair. Joseph Subbiondo (St. Mary's C of CA) 
Room: Marina U 

2:00 

2:30 

3:00 

Norm and metalanguage in Palsgrave's Le.tclarr i ~sem1~nr 
de La langut francoyse ( 1530) 
Marin LeRoy de Gomberville's Relauon de Ia rivicre des 
Amazones: Translauon, language and the new world's 
discovery in 17th-century France 
History and structure in Seferis' Helen 

3:30 Break 

session II 
Chair: Regna Darnell (U W ONT) 
Room: Marina II 

4:00 'La ciencia de hoy, mata toda poes!a': Villamil de Rada's 
eccentric adventures in comparative philology 

4:30 Asa B. Smith's grammatical sketch of Nez Perce (I !\40) 

Reception 
5:00 • 7:00 PM 

Marina Ill 
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PaLrick Reidenbaugh (U IL-Urbana/ 
Champa1gn 
Dominique Lmchct (Birmingham Southern 
C) 

Maria Tsiapera (U NC-Chapel Hill) 

M1chacl T. Ward (Trinity U) 

Michael Mackcrt(W VA U) 
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Saturday, 6 January 

Session Ill 
Chair: Michael Mackert (W VA U) 
Room: Marina Il 

Morning 

9:00 Simon Hartwich Schaank and lhe Chinese phonologiral 
tradition in the West 

9:30 Colonial officials and the linguisucs or triad ~cerci SO<.:IClics 

10:00 Boasian cultural relativism vs linguisuc rclattvity: Ruth 
Benedict, Edward Sapir, Paul Radin, and Bcnjmnm Whorf 

l 0:30 Brc;tk 
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David Prager Branner (U W A) 

Kingsley Bolton (U Hong Kong) 
Christopher M. Hutton (U Hong Kong) 
Rcgna Darnell (U W ONn 

Session IV 
Chair: Maria Tsiapera (U NC-Chapel Hill) 31 
Room: Marina II 

11:00 Private wealth in North American linguistics, liJ25- l<J45 
11 :30 Social-historical approaches to the study of Amcru.::m 

English 
XX \ 

Julia S. Falk (MI SU) 
Daniel R. Dav1s (U Hong Kong) 



Saturday, 6 January 

Afternoon 

Session V . 
Chair: Douglas A. Kibbee (U IL-Urbana/Charnp<ugn) 
Room: Marina II 

3:30 

4:00 

4:30 

Back to Blavatsky: The impact of theosophy on modem 
linguistics . 
Coming out of !he wil~em~s~: ~ecent e_fforts to establish 
!he historiography of hngu•s~1cs 1_n Bralll . . 
Towards a history of world hngmsucs: Ph1losoph1cal and 
practical considerations 

Business Meeting 

Chair: Joseph Subbiondo (St. Mary's C of CA) 
Room: Marina II 
Time: 5:00 PM 
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Christopher M. Hutton (U Hong Kong) 
John E. Joseph (U Hong Kong) 
Maria Cristina F. S. Altman (U Slo Paolo) 

E. F. Konrad Koerner (U Ottawa) 

Society for Pidgin and Creole Linguistics 

Friday, 5 January 

Morning 

Atlantic Syntax 
Chair: Donald Winford (OH SU) 
Room: Seabreeze 

9:00 On the origin of functional category labels 
9:30 A minimalist approach to Lesser Anullean symax 
10:00 The roots of negative concord in HaJtian and other French 

based creoles 

10:30 Break 

10:45 The passive in Jamaican Creole: Phoncucally empty 
but syntactically active 

11:15 Attributive items in Ndyuka and its K wa substrate 
11:45 The origins of the relative clause marlcer d1 (s1) in Sranan 
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John S. Lumsden (U Quebec-Mon~al) 
Karl Erland Gadelii (U Goteborg) 
Viviane Deprez (Rutgers U) 

Darlene LaCharit~ (U W Indies-Mona) 
Jean Wellington (U W Indies-Mona) 
Bettina Migge (OH SU) 
Adrienne Bruyn (U Amsterdam) 

Friday, 5 January 

Pidgin/Creole History and Genesis 
Chair: John Rickford (Stanford U) 
Room: Seabreeze 

Afternoon 

2:00 Formation of Hawaii Pidgin English and d1ff us10n 
2:30 Evidence for the pidgin/creole origin ofCaribbc;Jn Spanish: 

(Afro)-Portuguese pronouns in (Black) American Spanish 
dialects 

3:00 Chinese-Cuban Pidgin Spanish Implications for the Afro· 
creole debate 

3:30 BTC<lk 

3:45 On the possibility of Afro-genesis in the case of French 
creoles 

4:15 Tracing the birthplace of Atlantic English-based crcolcs: 
Inductions from Suriname 

Varia 
Chair: Glenn Gilbert (S II.. U-Carllondale) 
Room: Marina VI 

2:00 'Basic vocabulary': Light from creoles 
2:30 Aspects of the grammaucal structure of Yimas Alamblak 

Pidgin 
3:00 Gaps in Singapore English and the substrate mnucncc 

3:30 Bn:<lk 

3:45 Verse analysis and its lheorelical contnbuuon to the 
study of creole discourse 

4:15 Semantic. tactic, and pragmatic changes in Sango's plum! 
suffu 

JIXV II 

Julian Roberts (U HI-Manoa) 
Armin Schwegler (U CA-lrvine) 

John Lipski (U NM) 

Milcacl Parkvall (U Stockholm) 

John McWhorter (U CA-Berkeley) 

George Huttar (U TX·Arlington) 
Jeffrey Williams (Cleveland SU) 

Zhiming Bao (Nat! U Singapore) 

Hirokuni Masuda (U HI-Manoa) 

W1lham J. Samarm (U Toronto) 
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Saturday, 6 January 

Tense-Mood-Aspect 
Chair: Salikoko Mufwene (U Chicago) 
Room: Seabreeze 

Morning 

9:00 A look at the forms, functions, and meanings of the verb 
® in contemporary Gullah 

9:30 Nigerian pidgin English don: PERFECT or what? 

10:00 The tempo-aspectual system of Anglo-N•gcrian pidgin 

10:30 Break 

10:45 The creole verb: A comparative study of stativity and 
tense reference 

II : 15 TMA in a radical creole: The case of Sranan 
11 :45 A new future tense marker emerges in the Pan.1manian 

West Indies 

Variation 
Chair: Armin Schwegler (U CA-Irvine) 
Room: Marina VI 

9:00 Notes on componenttal diffusion: The genesis of the 
Kabuverdianu cluster 

9:30 Variation in the spoken Portuguese of the Xingu Park 

10:00 Copula absence and the question of prior creolization 
inAAVE 

10:30 Break 

Language Types 
Chair: Adrienne Bruyn (U Amsterdam) 
Room: Marina VI 

10:45 
I 1:15 
11 :45 

Salience and semantic transparency in language mixing 
How to define classical and nonclassical pidgins and crcoles 
Mixed languages and their implications for pidgin and creole 
genesis 

Tometro Hopkins (FL Inti U) 

Sali Tagliamonte (U Ouawa) 
Shana Poplack (U Ottawa) 
Ejike Eze (U Ouawa) 
Charles Mann (U Surrey) 
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John Holm et. ai.(CUNY -Grad Cit) 

Donald Winford (OH SU) 
Michael Aceto (U TX-Austin) 
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Angela Bartens (U GOttingen) 

Alzira Tavares de Macedo (Fed U-Rio de 
Janeiro) 
John Rickford (Stanford U) 

Fred Field (USC) 
Helma Pasch (U Koln) 
Peter Bakker (U Amsterdam) 
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Saturday, 6 January 

Meta theory 
Chair: John Lumsden (U Quebcc-Monutal) 
Room: Seabreeze 

Afternoon 

3:30 Chaos and crcoles: Towards a nonlinear creole dynamics 
4:00 Language ecology and creole genesis 

xxvi ii 

George Lang (U Alberta) 
Salikoko Mufwenc (U Chicago) 
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Phonetics and Phonology 
Chair. John Holm (CUNY -Grad Ctr) 
Room: Marina VI 
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3:30 On the correlation between tone and stress 

4:00 The nonappearance of postvocalic /r/ in the English-based 
New World creoles: A case of 'favored syncretism' 

Yolanda Rivera-Castillo (U AL-Tuscaloosa/ 
UNE-Omaha) 
Glenn Gilbert (S n.. U-Carbondale) 
Alicia Spiegel (S JL U-Carbondale) 

Business Meeting 

Chair: John Victor Singler (New York U) 
Room: Seabreeze 
Time: 4:30 PM 

Linguistics Titles from 17\\ 
Ablex Publishing Corporation v-\) 

Publisher of Advances in Discourse Processes Series 

New series editions: 
Vol. L Discourse in Society: 

Systemic Functional Perspectives 
Vol. U How Language Works 

Vol. LIII Naturalistic Text Comprehension 

Ablex Publishing Corporation, 
355 Chestnut Street, Norwood NJ 07648 

201· 767-8450 



Society for the Study of the 
Indigenous Languages 

of the Americas 

Friday, 5 January 

Algonquian and Muskogean 
Chair: Karl V. Teeter (Harvard U) 
Room: Spinnaker 

9:00 Cleft focus and predicate focus in Cree 

Morning 

9:20 Shawnee verb inflection within Algonquian 
9:40 Subordination and verbs of color in Shawnee 
10:00 Topic, anlitopic, and nommal arguments in Fox 
10:20 First· and second-person partic1ples in Fox 
10:40 More on the history of Algonquian number words 
II :00 Irrealis in Creek 
11:20 Drunk, tricked, crazy: A semantic analysis of Chocu1w 

II :40 Creel!; dialectology: A progress report 
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Eleanor M. Blain (U BC) 
David J. Cos1a (U CA-Berkeley) 
Amoena B. Norcross (Tri-County Tech C) 
Amy Dahlstrom (U Chicago) 
lves Goddard (Smithsonian Inst) 
Richard A. Rhodes (U CA-Berkeley) 
Karen M. Booker (U KS) 
George Aaron Broadwell (SUNY -Albany) 
Nili Badanowslu (SUNY-Albany) 
Jack Manm (C Wm & Mary) 
Stuart Hannah (C Wm & Mary) 

Friday, 5 January 

Afternoon 

Athabaskan and Tllnglt 
Chair: Victor Golla (Humboldt SU) 
Room: Spinnaker 

2:00 

2:20 
2:40 
3:00 
3:20 

3:40 
4:00 

4:20 
4:40 

Reasons ror Navajo language attrition as pcrcei vcd hy 
Navajo-speaking parents 
Hydronymic districts in Northern Athabaskan languages 
Classifier obruscalion in Western Apache 
Noun classification in Carrier 
Restrictions on long-dis1ance wh- movement in Athabaskan 
languages 
The plurality condition on generalizations in Navajo 
An instrumental study or tone in Western Navajo 

Deg Xinag vowel space vs universal prediction 
Ejcctive or glotllllized rricatives in Tlingit? 
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Evangeline Parsons Yazzie (N AZ U) 

James Kari (AK Native Lang Ctr) 
Willcm J. de Reuse(U AZ) 
William J. Poser (U N BC) 
Kristin Denham (U W A) 

Theodore B. Fernald (Swarthmore C) 
Joyce McDonough (OH SU) 
Eli1..abeth Strand (OH SU) 
Alice Taff (U W A) 
Nicola J. Bessell (U TX-Austin) 

Friday, 5 January 

Mesoamerican languages 
Chair: Yolandal..aslra(UNAM) 
Room: Spinnaker 

Evening 
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Reports from the Project for the Documentation of the Mixe-Zoquean Languages 

8:00 Voiced obstruents in Texistepec Popluca 
8:20 A nonlinear analysis of metathesis in Chiapas Zoque 
8:40 Auxiliary/verb constructions in San Miguel Chimalpa Zoquc 
9:00 Inverse in Olutec 
9:20 Positional roots in Mixe-Zoquean 
9:40 The language of the epi-Olmec hieroglyphic tcx ts 

Other Papers 

10:00 Cognitive recovering of the Mixe numeration system by 
Mixe speakers 

10:20 Discourse pragmatics and the disambiguation of grammatical 
functions in Tepehua 

10:40 Twahka: A neglected variety of Sumu 

Catherine Bereznak (LA SU) 
Mary Swift (U TX-Austin) 
Heidi Anna Johnson (U TX-Austin) 
Roberto Zavala Maldonaldo (U OR) 
Terrence Kaurman (U Pittsburgh) 
John Justeson (SUNY-Albany) 
Terrence Kaurman (U Pittsburgh) 

Dominique Vellard (U NanteS/Simon Fraser 
U) 
James K. Watters (SIL) 

Elena Benedicto (U MA-Amherst) 
Mike Dickey (U MA-Amhest) 
Kenneth Hale (MIT) 

Saturday, 6 January 

Morning 

Northwest and Esklmo·Aieut 
Chair: James L. Armagost (KS SU) 
Room: Spinnaker 

9:00 
9:20 

9:40 

10:00 
10:20 
10:40 
11:00 
11:20 
11:40 

Halkomelem lexical suffixation parallels noun incorpormion 
Word level evidence for lexical categories in Salish: An 
answer to Jelinek and Demers 
Truncation in Montana Salish 

Languages, dialects, and subdialects in Straits Salishan 
Lushootseed voiceless syllables 
The 'passive' suffix in Nootlca re-examined 
Phonetic correlates of Nez Perce stress 
Argument structure of Klamath bipartite stems 
Prepositions as predicates: Double objeCtS and anu pass1 vcs 
in Eskimo-Aieut 

l!O.i 
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Donna B. Gerdts (Simon Fraser U) 
Marcia Haag (SUNY -Stony Brook/U OK) 

Sally Thomason (U Pittsburgh) 
Lucy Thomason (U TX-Austin/Smithsonian 
lnst) 
T1mothy Montier (U N TX) 
Suzanne Urbanczyk (U MA-Amhersi/U BC) 
Toshihide Nakayama (U CA-Santa Barbara) 
Harold D. Crook (UCLA) 
Scou DeLancey (U OR) 
Teresa A. Griffith (U CA-Irvine) 



South American Languages 
Chair: Haniet E. Manelis Klein (Montclair SU) 
Room: Harbor Island Ill 

9:00 
9:20 

9:40 

10:00 

10:20 

10:40 

11 :00 

11 :20 

11 :40 

Adjectives, adverbs, and ad-forms in Panare (Cariban) 
Prosody and dialect distinction in Upper Xingu Car1b 

Position, distance, and motion--Pilagli classifiers: A new 
typological category? 
Metapragmatic operators in Mapudungun: More about 
Realis-Irrealis 
Verb agreement and the structure of the clause in Karaja 

Adjunction in Tikuna and its theoretical consequences 

The possessive construcuons m some Tupi-Guaram 
languages 
Negation in Matsts 

The encoding of dcietic clements in Maruho (f"Jno;tn) 
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Doris L. Payne (U OR) 
Bruna Franchetto (Nat Mus-Fed U Rio de 
Janeiro) 
Alcjandra Vidal (U OR) 

Lucia A. Golluscio (CONICET, U Buenos 
Aires) 
Marcus Maia (Natl Mus-Fed U Rio de 
Janeiro) 
MarHia Fac6 Soares (Nat! Mus-Fed U Rio de 
Jane1ro) 
Marcia Mar1a Darnaso Vieira (Nat! Mus-Fcd 
U Rio de Jane1ro) 
Carmen Teresa Dorigo (Natl Mus-Fed U Rio 
de Janeiro) 
Raquel GUJmataes Romankevieius Costa 
(Natl Mus-Fed U Rio de Janeiro) 

Saturday, 6 January 

Languages of the Southwest 
Chair: William Bright (U CO) 
Room: Spinnaker 

Afternoon 

3:30 Glottalization and aspirauon in Tohono O'odham 
3:50 Transitivity and voice as functional heads in Yaqui 
4:10 Recycled morphology: Expanding the Seri lexicon 
4:40 Pronominal reference and word order in Zuni 

Business Meeting 

Chair: William Bright (U CO) 
Room: Spinnaker 
Time: 5:00 - 6:00 PM 

Colleen M. Fitzgerald (U AZ) 
Eloise Jelinek (U AZ) 
Stephen Marlett (Sll.JU ND) 
Lynn Nichols (Harvard U) 
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Saturday, 6 January 

9:20 

9:40 
10:00 

10:20 
10:40 

Evening 

Iambic lengthening and final vowels 
Grammatical Hispanisms: The other kind of transpacific 
isoglosses 
Person marking patterns in Timucua 
Oro Win and Chapakuran: Evidence for Greenberg's Arawan
Chapakuran connection? 
Endangered languages of Mexico 

Teaching and learning Native Amencan languages 
The advent of Yugcetun and Inupiatun language imm(rsion 
education 
Evidential systems in Tsaliki 
First person dual and plural marking in North Amencan 
Indian languages 
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Eugene Buckley (Penn) 
Thomas Stolz (Ruhr-U Bochum) 

George Aaron Broadwell (SUNY-Albany) 
DanielL. Everett (U Pittsburgh) 

David Persons (t) 
Eugene Casad (SIL) 
Ronald Stoltzfus (SIL) 
Marilla Macri (U CA-Davis) 
Roy D. lutzi-Mitchell (Arctic Sivunmun 
llisagik C) 
Connie Dickinson (U OR) 
Johannes Helmbrecht (NE IL U) 

Sunday, 7 January 

Morning 

Slouan and Mayan 
Chair: Terrence Kaufman (U Pittsburgh) 
Room: Spinnaker 

9:00 
9:20 
9:40 
10:00 
10:20 

10:40 
11:00 

11:20 
11:40 

Mississippi Valley Siouan *stop stem rc nexivc-; 
On ablaut in Lakhota 
Personal presence as ev1dencc in Lakota 
Nouns to pronouns: The S1ouan 1st dual and 3rd plum I 
Yucattx: dimension terms: Language-parucuh•r and Will· 

parative perspectives 
K'iche' Maya verbs of breaking and cuttmg 
The glottal stop and its shadow in the Mam oi'Twt'xo4' 

Ergative possession in Kaqchilccl 
Field repon on Sipakapensc (Maya) 

, .. , ... 

John E. Koontz (U CO) 
Richard W Lungstrum (Penn) 
S.ua Trcchter (CASU-Chico) 
Robcn L. Rankin (U KS) 
Christel Stolz (MPI-Nijmegen) 

Clifton Pye (U KS) 
Susan Russell (Simon Fraser U) 
Alejandro Ruiz (Consultant) 
Rusty Barrett (U TX-Austin) 
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Harry Howard (Tulane U) w i th drawn 



Abstracts of Regular Papers 



The abstracts which appear in this Meeting Handbook 

are photocopies of the originals submitted to the 

LSA Program Comrmttee. Infelicities of style, 

grammar, punctuation, and spelling are the respon

sibility of the authors. 

Abstracts of all papers on the program are printed 

in alphabetical order by first author's last name. The 

number to the far rig ht refers to the session in whic h 

the paper will be presented. See pages xi-xxxiii for 

the session title, day, time, and place. 

(Michigan Stale University) 
WattrisH20 

and Chomsky 1995 note that substances such as tea and Windex are believed to 
the same proportion of H20 molecules as tap water, yet are not cnlled 

challenge the essentialist semantics of Putnam 1975 and Kripke 1972 according 
__ ,,,,,.,,r., for natural kind terms (NI<Ts) like Willer is determined by internal 
-·~·n"r"''~ (e.g. consisting of H20), and assert that features of function, source, and 

role in categorization, and thus that NKTs are more similar to artifact l<mns 
assumed. But if Willer did not denote H20 subjects' judgments that coffee is 

would be unaccounted for. Furthermore examples like Perrier water, which is 

10 
beer and Sprite in function (human consumption), source (bottling plant), and 

(fridge), suggest that these features are not relevant for categorization. Similarly 
blood no matter what its location. I claim that brake fluid, coffee, etc., are believed 
distinct internal structures (reflected in appearance and taste) that account for their 
different names. Ordinary vagueness accounts for the application of "water" to 

with impurities. 

Aceto (University of TeJtas Austin) 
tense marker emerges in the PanamanianWest lndies 

-•nalvTA~s variation and change in the future tense marker in the variety of Panamanian Creole 
on the Caribbean island of Bastimcntos in the province of Bocas del Toro near the \n~la 

There are at least ten fu1ure tense marker variants in free variation in this creole language. 
are divided into two categories. The first category list s variants both synchronically· and 
derived from the lex erne &Qin. which. of course, corresponds to the progressiVe ft•rm ••f 

metropolitan English fulure construction 'be going to' • infinitive: &Qin, &ruUll. ~ai.n. 
11!1· The second category contains those variants in Bastimentos Creole wh ich are 
plu~ an additional morpheme ;m: iQinan. &Yainafl, ~· i2iJ!. (Each future ma• kcr 

into the prototype sentence: !;i l>i!) 'she will sing'.) lbe fl•ture tense marker 
,_..,,~ .. ~..,.,.are undocumented for any other English-derived Atlantic creole. This paper Jays out 

f11ture tense marker variation found in the verb com1)lelt in Bastimentos Creole. 
it examines the origins of future tense markers like ~ and determines that lhis 

change is a local innovation unrclaled to any areal contact phenomenon. 

Ackerman & Robin Schaftr (University of California-San Diego) 
•r.trtlloary orders in cross-linguistic perspective 

. part ici1liC a.u~ili:~r} orders (i.e .. long hc~d move.ment or remnant topicali7A11ion con~lruclion~l 
1n Dal.1o-Sinv1c, Gcrm:Jn1c. Ro1!'~nce, Cell1c and F1~no-Ugric languages. A Breton (Celtic) 
liVen 111 (I) where the pa~t partiCiple kav~l fronts Within lhc VP to lhc clause inili:~l po~ition . 

analyzed as C. and cros~es the aux iliary meus. 

Yann 
Yann 

to violalations ~r the llead Movement Cooslrainl (UMC) have engenr.lcrcd several 
(lr<>posa l~ (1{1vero 1991. 1994, Roberts 199~. ~mong olhcr~). Unsically, c:~ch propo~a l 

o~ ~ smgl~ langu:~gc. or hmgu~~~ ~roup, !":glectmg the fu ll range of cross·lingui~tic 
asscxaaled With cl:~u~e lllltlal partiCiplal-auxJhary order~. We witt present a taxonomy ur five 

:aspects of these constm~tions which we argue to be essential to any adcqualc theoretical 
The relevant results dcnvc from a sludy of twelve language~. 

argue thallhc laxonomic results arc rclcvanl fo r choosing between a syntaclic vs. le xical 
con~lude by contrasting a lexicalist approach positing a predicalc cntcgory wil h a 
lliOIJvatcd syntactic :~pproach employing a revised nolion of e~tended projcclion 

991). 

· I · 

(Session 16) 

(Session 36) 

(Stssion 3) 



Niken Adisasmito & Abigail C. Cohn (Cornell University) 
Phonetic correlates of primary and secondary s1ress in Indonesian 
We report here on an instrumental analysis of word stress in Indonesian. in order to broaden our cross· 
linguistic understanding of the phonetic properties of stress and to assess observations in the phonological 
literature about Indonesian stress based on impressionist listening. In this study, reiterant speech of two 
speakers was used to investigate the contnbutions of FO, duration, and intensity as acoustic correlates of hoth 
primary and secondary word stress in Indonesian. First, the reliability of reiterant speech for these particular 
speakers was assessed. by comparing the normal and corresponding reiterant patterns. Once the technique was 
shown to be reliable. acoustic correlates of both primary and secondary stress were studied. by ana ly:ring the 
reiterant speech patterns of two to five syllable words. It was found in all cases that the penult showed the 
peak FO and greatest intensity. The penult also showed the greatest duration when compared to any preceding 
syllable. Final sy11ables exhibited consistently low FO and intensity. but were similar in duration to penult~. 
showing final lengthening. In four and five syllable words, it was found that all pretonic syllables showed 
comparable midrange FO and moderate intensity. However, the initial syllable was consistently longt.-r in 
duration. This study highlights the imponance of expanding the range of languages investigated to reach a full 
understanding of the phonetic realization of both primary and secondary stress, while providmg further 

1 evidence of the reliability of the technique of reiterant speech. 

Kathleen Ahrens (National Chung-Cheng University) 
lnformazwn accessed aJ the verb: Evidence for par1ic1pan1 roles 

The present study examines the following two hypotheses: 
(1) A verb's complexity depends on its potential to figure in 
different argument structure arrangements (Shapiro et al. 
1987) 
(2) A verb's complexity is determined by the number of 
participant roles associated with the central sense of the 
verb. 
No experimental evidence is found to support the hypothesis 
that the number of possible argument structure frames a verb 
c an occur in affects the rate of processing at the verb. 
Instead, there is empirical evidence for the processing 
reality of the notion of participant roles -- thematic roles 
that are associated with the basic sense of a verb. This 
finding indicates that participant roles are a crucial aspect 
of the information encoded in the mental representation of a 
verb. 

Takako Aikawa (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) & Natsuko Tsujimura (Ind•ana University) 
Intrinsic rejlexiviry and the blocking effect in Japanese 

In this paper. we will fi['!;t present heretofore unreported data regarding the hinding 
behavior of the Japanese reflexive anaphor zibrm ·self. We will see that the long-distance binding 
(henceforth, LD binding) of zilmn can be "blocked" in conleltts; (i) where zibun occurs with a 
morphologically reflexive predicate or (ii) where zibun occurs with a predicate that selects an 
inalienable NP (e g, body part NP's) as its argument Second, we wi11 characterize these contexts. 
using two notion~; (i) "intrinsic reflexivity" (cf. Reinhart and Reuland (1993)) and (ii) "(ahstracl) 
inalienabi lity". Last, based on the se two notions, we will provide an analysis that can subsume the 
two a pparently rndependcnt cases of the blocking effect mentioned above. We will argue that the 
identity requirement Imposed by the "intrinsic reflexivity" of these types of predicates can be met 
only through the mediation of the "inalienable" relation of the object to the subject. If the LD· 
brndi.ng of zibrm is intended. there is no way to satisfy this requirement, hence, the re sult of the 
blockmg effect. 

Maria Cristina F. S. Altman (University of Sao Paolo) 
Coming out oflhe wilderness: Recem efforts to eslabilsh the hi.tlortography of linguislics in Brazil 

The Historiography of Linguistics is quickly becoming a regular subject of scholarly research 
nnd ofio5tructlon at a number of universities in Brazil My paper will focus on developm1!nts since the 
later 1980s when we can observe a growing number of researchers, from divergent scholarly 
specialties, who are attracted by the rediscovery of our own linguistic traditions. It also discusses the 
problems that c ould arise if this sudden interest in the history of the Brazilian linguistic thought was 
not be guided by careful investigation, based on principles of research and a well-defined organized 
teach i n~ policy aiming at the formation of students. Finally, the paper will present the main themes 
wnich are being developed under the scope of Historiography of Linguistics in Brazil. 

·2-

& Judy Reilly (San Diego State University/Umversny of California-San Diego) 
....... ,.,,w,. of adverbia/s in American Sign Language 

of American Sign Language (ASL) and other signed languages is their "layered" organization 
multipTe communicative channels, i.e., face and hands, to be employed and interpreted 
One aspect of this layered system is the use of facial behaviors which serve only an affective 

languages but both an affective and linguistic role in ASL. Given the multifunctionality of 
in ASL, are facial ~dverbials acquired in a manner that reflects affective or linguis tic 

this study, we report on the acquisition of non-manual adverbials from 50 Deaf children (age I ;0 
parents who are learning ASL as a primary language. Naturalistic and experimental c ross

longitudinal data are reported. By 12 months, children produce a range of affective facial 
18 months, children produce a variety of manual predicates without co-occumng non-manual 
the age of two years, children recognized and produced non-manual adverbials; by the age of 3 

children fluently used the full range of non-manual adverbial marlcers. Children made relatively 
the integration of non-manual adverbials with the co-occuring manual predicates. However, there 

0vergeneraiization errors in the acquisition process similar to errors observed in the acquisition 
in spoken languages. In sum. it appears that non-manual adverbials are not acquired as a gestalt 

~.o.oc1:unu·, 'll predicates and affect ive expression is not initially generalized to appropriate linguis tic 
non-manual adverbials follow the acquisition patterns found in spoken languages in which 

precede the acquisition of bound morphemes. 

(University of California-San D1ego) 
.-IDIJI'Illl'vt: constructions and n-words 

argue that the n-words which appear in Spanish comparative constn•ctions ( I 01). whkh 1 will 
n-words, are not of the same kind as the ones that appear in negative sentences ( I h). 

Gabriela plays better than anyont' 
Martin did not catch anytlrin!(. 

that superlative n ·words are a special case of free ·choice items. The arguments for this anal\ <i' 
ordinary n-words, superlative n·words do not equire a preverbal negati ve element (negat in· 

B) Superlative n-words have a u01versal meaning C) Like free-choice cmy in English. su pcrlath·,• 
tannot appear with mass terms. D) The comparative construction in ( Ia) is an N P comparnt i1r 

1983), which determines an upward·entailing con1e11:t and licenses only free -choice mry in 
Since negation defines a downward-entailing context, I wi11 show that pr;,:vious allcrnpts lo unify all 
in Spanish on semantic grounds (Bosque 1980, Laka 1990) cannot be e:w.tended tn n-words in cnrn 

(Yale University) 
••• ~mtGIX and semantics in I he interpretation of symmetrical predicates 

pro v1de s h 1)g u 1Stlc ~ na l yses of the so-called symmetrica l predicates (e g 
'near ', etc ) Co ntrary to the claim of Tver sky (1977) and in a greement with 
et a l (1993), I show how a n interactio n of ge neral world k nowledg e. synl~~ 

r esults in the app arent asymmetry of symmetnca l prrd ict~ l t · ~ 
in (1), (2) and (3), (4) 

North Korea is simila r to China 
2) ??Ciuna is sim1lar to North Kore a 
3) The ca r is near the garage 
4) ??The gar age is nea r the car 

proposed ana lyses are b ased o n the D iesing's (1991) m ap p mg hypo thesi ~ G ivPn 
from IP is m a pp ed o n to a re stric to r cl a use, and assu ming th~ t d is<"oursc 

llp]lOSJ!ho n is also r e presented in the restricto r, subject NP ends u p in the snme 
as the presuppos ition. I argue that such a co-occurence ts p r~ gm~ticnlly 

only w hen the s ubJect represents a less pro minent entity in a ~peci fic 
of know ledge 

and rec iprocal s in Ixil, a Mayan language of 
, appear to be structurally different from reflexives 
other languages, and to have features wh i c h 

sh them from ref lexives surveyed in typologi c al 
of reflexives suc h a s Faltz 1985 and GeniuAiene 1987. 

person reflexives and reciprocals seem to have the form 
~ssessed noun optionally followed by a full possessor 

occur only as objects of transitive verbs (with a null 
in subject position), as subjects of copulat i ve 
and in constructions derived from transitive verbs . 
for tha t analysis is presented, along with a more 

description ot r e flexives and reciprocal elements in 
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Peter Bakker (University of Amsterdam) 
Mixed languages and their implications for pidgin and creole gene.m 

MiJted languages and their implications for pidgin and creole genesis. 

There is a growing interest in mixed or intenwined languages, which show a leJticon 
from one language and a grammatical system (phonology, morphology. syntax) from a 
different language. The best known cases are Media Lengua and Angloromani. In creo!e 
studies languages like these are sometimes considered 'creoles'. In my paper I w11J 
argue that these miJted languages came about under social circumstances which are 
different from those of creole or pidgin languages. Structurally and socially they are 

different from creole languages. 
There is also another class of mixed languages, in some situations of 

convergence and strong areal contacts (Sprach~und), which does ~ave implications. for 
the genesis of creoles. I will discuss these 111 my paper. argumg that non-le~1ficr 
structural features in creoles are the consequence of convergence towards a dommant 
(e.g. African) language rather than substrate influence. 

Peter Bakker (Umversity of Amsterdam) 
Turlcish influence on dying Romani dialects in Istanbul 

Romani is a Neo-lndic language spoken throughout Europe and 
the Americas. The ancestors of Romani speakers. now known as 
Gypsies, arrived in Europe from India in the twelfth or thirteenth 
century. All known modem day dialects underwen~ Significant 
structural influence from Balkan languages. especially Greek. 
Nothing is known about pre-European Romani. Fieldwork on 
Romani as spoken in Turkey show that the language 1s dying out 
raptdly. All these dialect.~ appear to co~form to the. Balkan 
Sprachbund features like European. Rom am. The. p~per d1~cusscs 
the significant influence from Turkish on Roman• d1alects 10 four 
Gypsy neighborhoods in Istanbul 

Ve11u Balasubramaniall (University of Wisconsin-River Falls) 
Prosodic comprehension in aphasics and right hemisphere damaged pauenrs 

The present study investiqated tne prediction that in comprehendi 
- ng sentences with surface structure ambiguity (SSA) normal 
control group's performance will be siqnificantly better than 
that of the brain damaqed groups. It is further predicted that 
the riqht hemisphere damaqed subjects' performance will be 
significantly worse than that of the left hemisp~ere damaqed 
aphasic groups. Usinq sentence picture matching task, comprehensi 
- on of 10 SSA sentences was tested in four groups of subjects (8 
nomals, 7 right hemisphere damaged, 11 anterior left he~is~here 
damaged, and 8 post~rior left hemisphere damaged). Stat1st1cal 
analysis indicated that the normals' performance was signific~ntly 
better than that of ,,11 brain damaged groups. There were no s1gni 
-ficant differebces in the performance of the three brain 
damaged groups on the sentence-picture matching task. The 
implications of the results for various models of hemispheric 
processing of prosody are discussed.Some of the limitations of 
the present study are also described. 

1110 (National University of Si11gapore) 
English and the substrate influence 

Janguages pronomi~al elements are of~e~ ~iued fro~ grammatical sentences. English 
are at the opposue end~ o_f the ?mt~Stbll1ty ~eO 1n plac.es .where English requires a 

. prefers_ to omtt 1~. Thts dtfference IS charactensllc of sentence-orient<'d 
IS~) a~d d1scourse o_nented languages (Chinese). In this paper 1 examine the 

ga~ 10 Smgapor~ Engl_1sh, Standard. Enghsh, and Mandarin Chi11ese. and show that 
English behaves hkc C.hmcse m that 1t aiJO\\S maximum freedom of pro-dwp, and 
same effe~t of constratnts on gaps. The conclusion has Implications for thconcs of 

The mnuencc from English is lexical, and the mnucnce from the substra1c 
s~ructural . The,'> pc and ~nge of substrate mnucnc~ one finds in Singapore Enghsh 
1\lth Koopman s ftndmgs 1n Hmtlan: French conlnbutcs words and word order W 

languages contnbute syntaclic properties. ' 

11frett (University of Tellas-Austin) 
011 Sipakapense (Maya) 

. spoken. by about 7.(Xl0 peopl~ in the San Marcos department of wc~lf:m 
IS the least sllldled member or «he K IChean branch of Mayan This paper prcS<'III ~ 
results f~om field wor~ conducted on Sipakapense between September 1994 and .lui\ 

ex1ens1ve co~lact wtt~. Mam. S1pakapense hAS developed a number of inlcrc<lin~ 
thai are atyp1cal of .K 1chean languages. This field report oullincs these and oth<'r 

aspecls of S1pakapensc and relates them to the historical developmcnl (If 

JarteDs (University of GOttingen) 
componential diffusion in the genesis of the Kabu~erdianu cluHrr 

P'F• we iut.:ud to n:\ i.:w tb.: external history .. nd ~enesi.s of Kabuv.:rdianu bectiou I) or which 

1socio-Jiinguistic situalion including language polk)' is a direct result lsectioo ~)only partly 

in the lwgui.stk dcs•:riplions so far rs.:cliou 3). Finally, we present some linguistic data from lhe 

<'OIIlpoocnts thkl comprise a language syslcm to support oor daim that we a~e dealing with a 

crc\'cn .t la11guage cluster which bas rome .. bout by ~~~Cans of com~ntial diffusiou, i..:. separate 

tscc.:tion 4), and ~scnl SOIIIC flllal remarks including suggestiow for further 

L. Barton (Wayne State University) 
txpertise in medical encounters 

Research on -:nedical d!scours7 g~ne~ally h~s assumed that a sialic and asymmetric 

0 
of ex,rertJse underlies the u~stJtuHonal d1scourse of medicine and the inter;~ctional 

f med1ca! enco~nters. In th1s paper. I argue that expertise is actually a dynamic 
one that IS continually and repeatedly negotiated within the contellt of a medic;~! 
:::~cross t~~ encounters of long-standing relationships. not only by patients or family 

Y phystc~ans ~s well. The pape~ analyzes four sequences in which p3rticipant~ 
observable onentatlon towar~s expert1se, all drawn. from enco~nters in the subspeci:tlly 

~e sequ~~c.es Illustrate the monolog~e presentation ofinformalion al>nut 
typ1cal of mtltal encounlers, the subsequenl use of I his kind of inform:tlion 

follow-up enco~nters, a~d the proble~atic use of subspecialty information in 
encourtler notable ~or tts confl1c1s ov~r med1cal vs. family expertise. Attention to 

· r how speak.crs actively ncg~tmte demed roles and relationships within institulional 
ofathe~ th~n passively act out asstg~.d places and.positions, bul the asymmetrical power 

e~ ~e lnShlutlonal _d•scourse of mcdiCme may st1ll he in place since the negotialion of 
pe se may be relatively successful or unsuccessful in any particular encounler. 
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Samuel Bayer (The MITRE Corporation) 
Passive is lexical, not (sentential or phrasal) 

In this paper, I will argue that in an ordered argument semantics, Passive must be a word
level operation. In particular, I will reject the position that Passive is an operation on (potentially 
complex) TVP constituents. as argued by Bach (1980) and others. This latter analysis has been 
invoked in support of an analysis of pass1ve-senslt111e adverbials like reluctantly, whose argument 
orientation differs depending on the voice of its modifiee. ~y argument will be based on passives 
of TVPs consisting of a ditransitive and its indtrect object, as in (1): 

( 1) Jermaine was introduced to most musicians. 

I will argue that whatever mechanisms allow us to derivf' a reading where the existential quantifier 
corresponding to the deep subject has innermost )Cope will also allow us 10 derh·e illicit scope 
configurations of explicit arguments as well. I wtll ,how 1 hat if Pass11·e is a word-lev<'l operation. 
on the other hand. the problem does not arise 

Robert Beard (Bucknell University) 
Head operations and head-modifier order in nominal compounds 

This papt>r claims t~at the ordering of nominal compounds is the samP as thl' 
modifier-head ordering o! NPs in most languages. If this Is so, Head Operations. 
the tendency for affixation of compounds to accrue to the head rather than to thP 
modiCier. will causl' conflicts when, say, a suffixing language needs to suffix a 
compound following hPad- first order of NPs but not in head- last languages. A 
<~urvey of 40 languag<'s found evidence of this conflict resolving Itself as predict<>d 
in 35 of those languages. Th(> behavior of the rt'maining 5 languages suggf'Sts that 
compound ordering is a param(>ter based on Input and output classes: compounds 
in o;ome languagE'S follow the order of the output class (NP); others follow the ord<>r 
of the Input classes (AP, VP). 

Jill N. Beckman (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
Labial opacity as labral attraction 

W;~rlpiri ha~ t\\o h~rmony pn1ecsscs affcchng high vowels. One is a rightward unrnundmg pr<JCc<~ 
( u - 1 I i _). and the Nhcr mroh·cs lcf1\\'anl roundmg (r -+ u I _ u) The nghtwa.rd process IS blocked 
b)· lnh1al wnsonants, but the left\\a.rd pn1ecss rs not While ca.rher analyses (Sagey 1~) rely on feature 
gC<•metr) to acl'tlUnt for the differential bltJCking propcrtrcs of Warlptri labials. I prm ide an Optimalit) 
Theoretic accnunt whn:h dcnrcs thc<:e prnpcrtres from the interaction of a L.abral Attraction constr.Iint 1\·ith 
t\ p1c<1 l OT faithfulness anti markedness cnnstratnK 

I argue that labral opacity results I rom the mtcmctron of faithfulness constramts, markctlnc<s cnnstraurt<, 
antl .r phnnotacuc l.'onstr..unt (LAllA II) rc<Jmring ph:rcc feature agreement rn labial consonant+ round 'owcl 
~et1ucncc" (Tutu and Turktsh arc u-cll -knll\\·n examples(>( this cru~<·hnguistrcall} comm<m phenomenon.) 

I lannon) in Warlpiri results from the <Ubonlinallon of fauhfulncss constraints to markctlnes~ l'onstr..nnt<: 
•t. \Ill \ I ~ r: \l"lli(Labr,tl) ~ *('oRo~ \1. C'ornnal <prcads from r to replace untlerlyrng L::rbml. In til(' 
unroumhng pn11:c.<s. a labral n>nsnnant + 1 sequence I< the e'tpcctctl ~·utput. 1·iolating LJ\JlA 1'1 In just thi< 
l'lrl'lllll' I.!Ol'l' .• m nlhcrwiS{' tmpcrmtsSJblc I . u c:cqucnce IS pcrmittcd. Therefore, Lo\IIA n • *I. \Ill \I . 
11cld1ng l.rbml "l"rcil) In IlK' roumlmg pnll:css. d1sharmnn~ t{ n m-cls is rcsuhctl b) sprcadmg o l l .<•bwl 
(due to a mnrphcmc·<pet:rfrc •onstr..tint tlnmrn.llmg *Labtal). Thrs process docs not ha1·e a labial + i target. "' 
L \I lA II ' ' not rc c1 ant: the labrals arc therefore tr.Insparcnt to lcfl\\a.rd harmony. 

Giulia Bencini & Douglas Roland (University of Colorado) 
Verb access difficulties and pragmatics in agrammarrc nphmic narrarrvtf 

Narratrves ofagrammatic aphasia patients ITom English, French, Italian, and Japanese are analyzed and it 
is found that the verb access difficulties of these patients does not result in an increase of semantically light 
verbs as claimed by Berndt at al (1993). but rather that they use fewer light verbs than the controls. When 
they do use verbs, heavy verbs are usually used In addition, although the pragmatics of these patients is 
generally constdered to be intact, two violations of well documented pragmatic tendencies were noted The 
agrammallcs had more new content in subject position than did the controls, and used more full NP referents 
were a control might use a proform However, they drd not make the reverse error ofunderspecification 

Although these findings show a problem in pragmatics, it may not be a problem in pragmatics per se, but 
in the processing necessary to produce these pragmatically appropriate structures The apparent need to 
have a full NP rn subJect position resulting from this proposed processing problem could cause both the 
appearance of new referents in subject position and the overspecification of referents in generll This same 
problem may also cause the reduction of a common source of light verb constructions; the presentational 
forms of"it is "and "there is ,"which are observed to be problematic for the agramrnatic patients in our 
sample 

• (>. 

& Mike Dickey (Untversity of Massachuseus-Amhcrst), Kenneth Hale (MIT) 
A ,.,eglected variety of Sumu 

--~~:_th·:;,e-:;,;;m;;ajority variety of Northern Sumu, became identified as the "Sumu" of the 
•• of the Autonomy Project on the Nicaraguan Atlantic Coast. Speakers of 

variety, requested that attention be paid to their form of Sumu as well. As an 
worlcshop was devoted to the documentation of Twahlta grammar and lexicon 

;.,.~&oen•m teams, each consisting of a linguist and 11 speaker of the language. This paper 
findings of this special project. The findings suggest Twahka was responsible fOt' 
number of Sumu loans entering Miskitu in the 18th century, a picture complicated 

fact that Miskitu is now the primary soun:e of loans entering both varieties of 
The region is one of intense multilingualism, and the grammars of all varieties of 

are in essential respects identical. Even here, however, It is possible to deleet 
e,;clusively by Miskitu and Twahka. 'The name Twahlta evokes the term Tawahka 

Twahka, Panamahka, and Tawahlta are all closely related variants of 
we will argue that the Honduran Tawahka is more closely related to Panamahka 

Bereznak (Louisiana State University) 
.,ll~lltn'-> in Texistepec Popoluca 

Popoluca (TX, Mixe-Zoquean) has in its surface phonology 
.n•·~s:sLve voiced obstruents and implosive stops. Clark and 

(n.d.l argue that these are all derived by phonological 
the former from unmarked voiceless obstruents and the latter 

Wichmann (1995) posits underly ing implosives . This 
that the obstruent (g) and the implosives cannot be 

from the phonemic inventory of TX . 

1. Bernstein (University of Southern Maine) 
reirrforcemenJ in Romance and Gtrmanic languages 

differences between Romanl.-e and Oennanic languages support characterizing Romance n.~ 
mc1ve1me:nt and Germanic ns relatively[-] noun movement. In this talk I eJtamine another 

to reinforcement , and propose that it also involves a movement 
in Unlike the head movement involved in, for example, the 

to the noun, I claim that the movement involved in demonstrative reinforcement 
the NP plus modifiers to a functionaJ category projected by the demonstrative and 

and nonstandard English varieties (2), demonstratives may be reinforced with 
au1rcnmu·UJ<~:: elements. In contrast, French (3) exhibits demonstrative reinforcement with the 

head noun: 
this here guy (3) cette femme<i 

this woman-here 
~posall make is that den hllr/thi.f htrt!ce-ci are base-generated as complex elements. with the 

reinforcer oocupyin1the head of the functional category FP: 
IFP ce IF -<i] .... Jxl' INP I ] 
deinonstrative ea of Spec,f:li raises and cliticizes to the determiner (D) position. French. 

•SW~:dilih and English. has an additional operation available that moves the XP containing NP plu~ 
and left-adjoms it to FP, yielding the order illustrated in (3). 'The absence of this movement 
in Swedish and English yields tlie order illustrated in (I) and (2). 

J, Bessell (University of Texas-Ausun) 
glottalized fricatives in Tlingit? 

This paper investigates phonetic properties of the laryngeal conirasts in Tiingit, a Na-Dene 
spoken in present-day Alasl:a. Tiingit has a three-way contrast in its stop and affricate series: 
unaspirated, aspirated, and gloualic. Moreover, Tiingit is one of the few languages purported to 

fricatives (F') and it has the most extensive range reported forany language (s'. f'. x' . x' w, 
(C') are relatively rare in languages of the world, occurring in 16"'o of 

in Ma1ddi1escm (1984). Ejective fricatives (F) are rarerstiU (3.2%). Accord ingly. 
to~lcer1tra1teS on an acoustic investigation ofF' in Tiingit. using plain F and C' as points of 

Findings arc based on recorded data from one male speaker of Tlingit, with supplemental) data 
l~nd male speaker. The pnncipal finding is that Tlingit ~do not.use a gloUahc egre.<sll·~ 

mechanism. The airstream mcchamsm is pulmomc, albert glouah7.ed. Evtdcn~c for tlus ts 
from waveforms, spectrograms, segment duration and the VOT (vorce onset lime) profile "' C'. 

P, Aff and Afr . 
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Betty J. Birner (University of Pennsylvania) 
PassivizaJion and inversion: Afunctional correspondence 

Thi~ paper investigates a functional correspondence between pa.~sivtzation and invPrsi<'>n m English 
An f'Xarnination of a corpus of naturally occurring data shows that in more than 99% of ~11 PM•ivM 
conl.~ining by-phrMes, the syntactic subject represents information that is at leMt a.• familiar in thP 
<li~rOlmf' as that represented by the NP in the by-phrase. Thus, the data indicatE tlo:tt in PM~iv,.~ 
with b!J·phrase~, the subject may not represent less familiar information within the discourRe thitn ciiH"!! 
thf' N I' contained within the by-phrase. This constraint paralleb that previously fcouml for inv<'r~ion· 
13irnf'r ( 1994) has shown that the preposed constituent in an inversion mi\y not represent J,.s~ familiar 
information in the discourse than does the postposed constituent. Syntactically, the two ron~trurtion~ 
are in complementary distribution, with passivization applying to transitives and inversion applying to 
intransitivcs and copular clauses. Thus, an examination of these two constructions, occurrmg in cliRtinrt 
syntactic environments, shows that both serve to reverse the canonical order of the logtcal •ubject and 
another constituent, and both constrain the relative information status of these two const itnPnt• in 
identical ways. The~e data suggest that passivization and inversion represent distinct mechanisms for 
performing a single information-packaging function in different syntactic contexts. 

1-:leanor M. Blain (University of British Columbia) 
Cleft focus and predicate focus in Cree 

Cree wh-phrases show properties of focussed NPs, 1.e., clause-1n1t1al 
position, complementizers on the verb, and the absence of wh-in-situ. 
In other words, they are clefted constructions. G1ven a clefted 
analysis and the ungrammaticality of multiple wh-words, one would not 
expect other emphatic/focussed elements to be allowed 1n a wh-question; 
however, that is not always the case; !or example: 

awi:na ~ ki-ite:yiht-in Mary ka:-pi:kiskwat-a:-t 
who is it you 2-think s.t.-2sg Mary comp-speak to-dir-3>3' 
Who is it that YOU think Mary is talking to? 

In my analysis, I look at the properhes of a cleft focus and a 
predicative focus; and I argue that the use of the pred1cat1ve wh-phrase 
allows for contrastive emphasis on the subject. I then show that an 
overt personal pronoun -- which typ1cally occurs only 1n emphatic 
contexts -- does not constitute a focussed constituent; rather, the 
overt pronominal represents a contrastive topic. 

James P. Blevins (University of Western Australia) 
TM logic of lexical opposition 
Although patterns of syncretism and ncuttali7.ntion provide the principal empirical motivation for disjunctive an~ 
negative feature values.the same phenomena highlight descriptive limitations of these logical extensions. This 
paper offers an alternative that recognizes two interacting sources of feature neutralization. First. ntomic values 
may he neutralized by 'macrovnlues' in the sort hierarchy of a language. Second, attributes may be ncutrali7.cd 
via lexical underspecification, with the distribution of such entries circumscribed by marked alternatives in their 
paradigm, as in the 'morphological blocking' accounts of Aronoff 1976 and others Furthermore, by allowing 
oppositions between mnrked items within a paradigm. the paper extends a blocking analysis to cases that involv<' 
the ncutraliz.~tion of interdependent features, as exemplified by kiluft, which neutralizes 3sG and 2rt. in (2). 

(2) ... wei/ ihr das Ha11.f mul Fra11z dttl Garte11 kauft. 
... because you.lPL bought the house and Frao:z.JSG (bought) the garden. [Pullum & Zwicky 1986:771) 

Unmarked kauft is confined to contexts that bar marked entries from its inflectional paradigm. i.e., those with 2• 
or 3so subjects. l11e analysis avoids disjunctive values by keying the admissibility of items to the i11admissibilit• 
of alternatives, a strategy that is intrinsically constrained by the dual role of entries in sanctioning and blockiltR 

Juliette Blevins (University of Western Australia) 
Where have all the onsets gone? 

'This paper presents a cross-linguistic ~u~ey of initial consonant loss in Australian Aboriginal 
languages. a~~ pro~~s a. ~pology of uutial consonant loss based on three primary factors: i) 
utterance-uutJal posttlon; n) consonant quality; and iii) initial unstressed syllables. Data is 
taken from a survey of the s~ll~~le structure of.over 100 Australian Aboriginal languages. At 
feast 40 languages hav.e lost Jrutial consonants m some words, or have acquired vowel-initial 
~o~~s thr~~gh borrowmg. In many cases, the consonant loss appears to originate in utterance
uutial po~thon. None of these languages are reported to exhibit obligatory word-initial 
~penthests. An Optimali!y~theor~tic analysis is evaluated for the data. A question which arises 
ts why consonant-loss ongmates m utterance initial-position. The intuition to be captured is 
that onse.tless syllables are licit in this position, not because of a constraint against initial 
~pent~ests, but .because it is just in utterance initial position that no sonority violation 
mvolvmg abuttmg syllable heads occurs. 
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paper provides evidence that the domain of a dommant/recessive vowel 
(/i,e.u/lower to /e,n,o/ in words containing a phonemic low vowel) in the 
language ltclmen (n.k.a. K;unehadal) was the entire word as recently as the 
· century. though <tgrccmcnt suffixes are outside the domain in the current 

Forms cnllccted dunng a year of field work on Kamchatka are compared 
..t<CO'"'~''"u iu 1910· 191 L The 1910 II texts show vowel alternations throughout 

the agreement affixes ure nol exceptions. However, the same text~ ~how 
with both high and low vowels, apparent violations of the vowel harmony 

1 propose that systematic idiosyncracies of the 1910-11 transcription account 
exceptional rorms. For example, "i" m the 1910- 11 transcription 

/i/ (~uhjcct to VH) and to modern /M (irrelevant for VH). A 
e11c:res.cclt! vowel in uvular+ votced resonant clusters ( 1910· 1 I "a") accounts 
apParent exceptions. 

Bolton & Christopher M. Hutton (Universlly of Hong Kong) 
and the lin8uisrics of triad secret societies 

concems studies of the secret langnllle of ChineSe secret societies. 
kllo~u as 'triads' In the coarse of their ctaties in the empires of the 

-·DOW~ eolou:i.al. officials often became illterested in the study of the cultures 
eotttroL This iuterest frequently extended to research inio linguistic :md 

!*aOtaeo.a. that struck them as panicularly impoCWl.t or 'exotic'. Chinese secret 
•lllUl'"'""' the attention of a v.-ide range of colonial administrators and imperial 

mmy accotmts were written in the 19th and 20th centuries of triad 
IJY'IIIDO~ISIII, history md lm!Ua8e. These works often. included glossaries of triad 

fieqa.entl,y plag;msed from e:ulier wotks. The papar concentrates on the 
gival of the triads' special language 211d discusses the tingu:istic and 

explanlrtory framewoik used, a:Dd the idcologi~ and political positiott 
colonial accounts of triad lmtguage m:e then linked to present-day Hong 
the laws against triads in. force today maintain Dll!ch of the mythology of 

eellttlly stUdies.. 

language of the Muskogcan family has previously been counted among 
which morphologically mark an irrealis category. Yet there exists 

a suffix i:, traditionally interpreted as a stative, Hhich 
s in non-stative contexts. This paper examines co-occurrence 

ions of -i:, e.R., its obligatory use with modal auxiliaries 
future an~historic past suffixes, as well as its non-occurrence 

suffixes, such as the auditory evidential. These contexts, 
with conditional and unwitnessed actions (still other cases of 

tory use of -i:), all point to the suffix as an irrealis 

Brennan (Vanderbilt University) 
IIIIJa•riollo/ modals 

This paper concerns the construction in I and 2 (the q11anti{IU11wnal reading of modal 

A basketball player can be short. 
A basketball player will have good eyesight. 

1982 proposed that modals, like adverbs of quantification, provide quanlificational forrr 
but Chicrchia 1995 rejects this idea. The present paper shows that modals rtw 

Ylriables and explains why they do not always do so. 

· G. 1995 J?yr1mmcs of Mra11i11g {U.Chicago). 
I. 1982 Tht Smumtics of Defuilt and lndtji.nite Noun Phrases. (GLSA: Amherst). 

Aaron Broadwell (University a1 Albany, State University of New York) 
-- ..... ,,..n,vpatterns in Timucua 

is an extinct language isolate of Florida. The only modern discussion 
marking in Timucua is that of Granberry (1993}, who describes a 

perron markers prefixed to the stem. Based on re-euminalion of the 
Timucua texts, this paper describes a second person marking 

in which the person marker occurs between the verb stem and a 
syntactic suffix. I will suggest that this patlern is reminiscent of the 

auxiliaries seen in some other Gulf languages and reconstructed for 
~~Uslm1!1~an by Haas. ·<J-
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George Aaron Broadwell & Nili Badanowski (University at Albany. State University of New York) 
Drunlc, tricud, crazy: A semantic analysis of Choctaw IKl/r.si 

Choctaw, a Muskogean language spoken in Oklahoma and Mississippi, has a number of 
emotion terms referring to disordered or aberrant behavior Prominent among them is haksi. 
variously defmed as 'drunl<:', 'tricked'. or 'crazy'. This paper provides a semantic description 
of Choctaw haksi, following the model of analysis of emotions suggested by Wierzbicka 
(1992). We suggest that haksi represents a culturally salient and elaborated emotion in Choctaw 
culture, and that a model of this emotion provides insight into the emotional perspectives of 

Choctaw speakers. 

Eugene Buckley (University of Pennsylvania) 
Iambic lengthening and .final vowels 

Hayes (1995) observes that in languages with iambic (or rhythmic) lengthening of vowels in alternating 
open syllables, word-final vowels typically fail to become long. l argue, based on data from a variety of 
languages, that this failure should be attributed not to iambic lengthening per se but rather to other 
properties found in many languages of the world, namely !he lack of long vowels in word-final position 
and the extrametricality of final syllables. I show that in Kashaya {Oswalll%1), long vowels are permitted 
in ftnal position but can nonetheless be subject to shortening there; fmal iambic lengthening is also 
prevented, and can be attributed to the same avoidanre (though not absolute prohibition) of a final long 
vowt l. Similar arguments can be made for Western Muskogean, Northern Sierra Miwok, etc. In Carib 
(Hoff 1968), there is clear evidence that the non-lengthening of the final vowel is due to the lack of foot 
structure on the last syllable, since that syllable is ignored in meeting the minimal word size of two moras. 
The <arne is true of related Hixkaryana. Thus the pattem observed by Hayes results from propertie~ quitr 
independent of lengthening. I also show that m languages with other ways of achieving the same light 
heavy weight asymmetry that 1ambil" lengthening enforces, the final foot is not exempt: e.g. unstre~sed 
vowel reduction and deletion in Delaware (Goddard 1979), laryngeal metathesis in Cayuga (l'uster 19R2). 
and consonant gemination in Central /' la~kan Yupik (Miyaoka 1985). This confirms that (when footed) it i~ 
a property of final vowels, and not final feet, that blocks lengthening. 

Adrienne Bruyn (University of Amsterdam} 
The origins of the relative clause marker diW.l in Sranan 

There arc no renexes nf Enghsh rclall''ll.Crs m Sr.man. The form di(si) 1s nne of the markers o l rclatl\ c 
clauses in prc~ent-day Sr.man as'' ell a.~ mother Surinamese creoles. The fnnn IS ultimatcl~ dcfl\ cd l'mm 
the English demonstrative I flit, and in Sro~n.m tli.ti 1s n demon~trativc as well. It could be hypothc sttcd tiHll 
the relath e funcuon of di(.ti) came about by a language-internal functional c·Hension of the dcmon~tmth c 
pronoun, :md lhat rdall\'e dau~s emerged thf\)ugh the grammaticah7.ali(>n or synlactict7..alton of frct~ucntl~ 
occurnng panerns ln\Olvmg demnnstratl\·c tli.ti (cf. Sankoff & Brown 1976; Romaine 19R4). lin"·c,·c•. 
m ~uch nn apprmch it is dtfficullto account for the fact that d1si 'thts' lxx::une a rclnll\ i7.cr r.:~thcr than tlllli 
' that ' , " htle the l:lllcr would be more in line 1\tlh typologicnl umversaltendenctcs (cf lierne. Clandt & 
HUnnemeycr 1991 ). and for the fact !hat di.fi became not only a marker of both headed and free rch1ti\'('' 
r.llhcr early m the history of Sranan, but al!lll a non rclaii\'C clause introducer ('when', 'because') I hr 
functions of Sranan di.ri can be understood by assuming sub~lrate mnucncc rather than purcl~ languag<'· 
Internal devclopmenl~. By auribulmg a role to the mother tongues of slaYes Imported from West i\friw. 111 
wh1ch there is no relation between rclaliYi7.rr~ ami question words, 111s possible to pro' ide an nplun;~llnn. 
a! lc;t~t With respect to the Surinamese creole~. for the gencr.:~lmllion put ftlf'\\ ard by Brckerton (I~) I hal 
rchlii\'IZcrs tn crcolcs arc DC\'er hnmo phom>us with any ques!Jon word in the creole 11 hen they "" 
reue;ucd rather than retamcd from the lcxilicr language 

Miriam Butt (University of Stuugart) & Tracy Holloway King (Stanford University} 
Focus, adjacency and nonspecificiry 

' I he strong claim put forward hy llorvat h (1995) that structural focus is licensed by m~hanism~ 
whic..h parallel structural C11s<! ~ssignnu:nt receives support from SOV languages like Ur~lu ancl Turk
ish. llowever, the c11se marking, position, and interpretation of objects do not yil'l<l th e r xprdr•l 
$traightforward parallcliRm to focus li((:nsing. In pa.rticular, a. connict arises with regar~l to I hr intrr 
prdation of the imm<'diatl'ly prl'vrrhlll position: while preverbal focus forces a specific intc•rpr('ta t ion , 
11nmarkcd prcvcrha.l objects a.rc interpreted as nonspecific. Following Horvath, focus is associ<~t<'rl wi th 
a functional head (lnR), and 11 lrxical itr.m (V) must ra.ise to license focus; focus in lllf>S(' l ang11 <~grs 
i 11•~ig1wrl undN govf'rnmrnt and a.<ljll<'<'ncy, which is satisfied by right-adjunction lo A~pP, rrr 11 t ing 
~ preverbal pOSition . In Tnrki~h and tJrd11 , nominative objects can only be intcrprdrd 11s non<JI<'c·ilic 
in immediately prrv..rbal posiLion; lhis <~djaccncy requirement follows from Weak Ca~e hci ng a<sigrwd 
lo thr c:omplcm,.nt. of V an•l forcing ~ nortspecific reading Since focus requires V rai~ing, our M c cmnl. 
co r r<·clly prc<lids that Weak Ca-.· ohj('r !.s <.annot occur with preverbal focus phr11st"~ i nom ina l; , ,. ob· 
jl'cts which co·ocwr with pr .. vrrt.al foci always receive Strong C;u:e and the corr<'spund ing <t"mnntic: 
i nt<'rpreta~ion . Thus, wr show that a unifying analysis for the crosslinguistic similarity or focus 11nci 
('asc follows from il comhin11l ion or llorvalh 's general approach and the differentiation hrtw('('n Weak 
a.ncl Strong Case (clc lloop 1992). 

-10. 

Labs}, Abigail Kaun (Yale Umversity}, Shrikanth Narayanan (AT&T Bell Labs} 
.............. J effects in Tamil: An articulatory study 

considers how the articulation of consonant sequences in Tamil changes a~ o function of v~rying the 
intermediate prosodic boundaries. A magnetometer system was used to record spatial and tempnrol 
(or articulatory movement. These data enabled us to dctcm1ine the magnitude and dura1ion of each 

""'""'•"''" in a given cluster. Additionally, temporal relation• and overlap hctwcen the cniiSnllant.' 
Preliminary rcsuiL~ indicate that in the consonant clu~lers, phrasc-lin.1l lengthening occurs li•r 

most, but not all, phrase boundaries. Amplitude of the tongue tip orticulalion is greater 
in the two largest phra~al domains. The tongue body articulation is greater in magnitude in 

than in domain-linn! position for all levels of boundaries. This effect is not hierarchical hnwevc1, in 
strength has no tlircct correlation with movement amplitude. With respect to the temporal relations 

articul~ · ions, we lind that when the boundaries arc phrasal. as opposctl to word level. the 
articulation (lt'aks proportionally earlier during !he first consonant. These lindings contribute tn 
of how prosodic structure affects supralaryngcal articulation. The ex rent to which our rc~ull~ 

of a prosodic hierarchy is of special interest. Furthcnnore, the study uses new phonetic 
to investigate how these effects occur in both the spatial and temporal domains. 

a1 (1995}. following Kratzer ( 1980), present an argument that existential readings of hare 
to be assigned scope with respect to other sentence operators, in contrast to a series of 

ltriJU'"'~"'~ ly, Carlson (1977, 1980)) that English bare plurals on all readings are 
SC(Jpcu;~>. functioning as names of kinds. This argument in favor of scopcd readings poses 
compelling challenge to the scope less analysis of existential readings of bare plurals. 
following sentence: · 

intentionally put belladonnas in the fruit salad, because she mistook them for cherric~. 
interest is naturally represented in ( 1'): 

J1 3x (belladonnas( X) & (Mary intentionally (put X in the fruit saladJI(because she mistook X 
for cherries )J 

the analysis posits an existential quantifier associated with the bare plural that also binds th.:= 
the 'because' clause. In this paper, it is argued that this is not a counterexample to the 

analysis, and that similar data would appear to support a refined version of the scopeless 

H. Carnie (University of Calgary/University of California-Santa Cruz) 
Harle7 (Universilt de Litle 3} 
revisited 

we reopen the question of the locus of case assignment and word order in 
Irish is a VSO language. We claim, following McCloskey (1995) that VSO 

as Irish lack EPP licensing, and have only case licensing for ~objec ts . We 
a "split VP" structure to account for certain facts of infinitive order and 

violu!ions of !he Head-Movement Constraint and minimality found in non finite 

Wba Cbo (Sogang University) 
IIOIIIinal anaphor and locally free pronoU/1 in Korean 

1ttis paper is intended to challenge the widely-held view that the reflexive 
in ltorean is a long~istance anaphor and it is a logophoric pronoun 

Ill. 1990: 19). This paper pre:!lents a radically new view by demonstrat ing 
grammatical status as a nominal anaphor and a pronoun. In part icular , 

r•~MJ,s are made: (a) the reflexive in the local domain i n t he context 
om~rn~·n~-binding theory is not a pronoun, but rather behaves l i ke a 

L~~>nc>ric sensitivity noted in some previou:!l analyses refl e c ts 
nature of the reflexive. We will observe that t he refl exive 
when tun~tioning genuinely as a pronoun, i . e . , as a non-nomi nal, 

effect of logophoricity i:!l overridden in the indirect di s course 
encoded by reportive modale such as •-tela' and •-tay.' 
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Donald G. Churma & Yili Shi (Ball Slate University) 
Glottal consonanJs and the 'sonority' hierarchy 

1 h.- 'sonority hierarchy' - in one form or another has played an increasingly important rolt" in thl' 
statement of putative phonological universals and in the postulation of potentially explanatory (partial) 
phonological theories (cf., for example, Selkirk 1984, Clements 1990). It wilt be argued in this paper 
that repl11cing the parameter of 'sonority' by that of (degree of supralaryngeal) 'constriction', whl'reb 
the r11nkings of consonant types will be inversely correlated, results in significant improvement, hot~ 
in empirical coverage and explanatory value. We proceed by examining the behavior of low-sonority 
(in the literal sense) glottal consonants in contexts in which consonants might be expected on other 
grounds to exhibit their relative 'sonority': 'final demisyllables' in languages that do not allow coda 
clusters, where less marked su('h demisyllables end in high·'sonority' consonants {Clements 1990:305) 
and onsl't and coda clusters with respect to the 'Sonority Sequencing Generalization' (SSG - d. Selkirk 
1984:116). Our preliminary investigation suggests that glottals do in fact behave as if they have high 
'sonority' RECAUSE they have little supraglollal constriction - and an EXPLANATION for the SSG: it 
is easier (though not necessary) to go through ever-increasing degrees of constriction than to go directly 
from little constriction to much (for codas, vice versa for onsets). 

Bernard Comrie & Maria Polinsky (University of Southern Californta) 
Tsez $Jntax: An overview 

The paper presents a field report on Tsez, a language of the Nakh·Daghestanian family of the Cauca~us. 
The goals or the paper are twofold: first, to provide a general characterization of Tsez, second, to highlight 
some areas of particular intere::t in the syntax and semantics of the language. Tsez is a predominnntly 
suffixing agglutinating language, characterized by developed consonantism. The language is ergative. The 
nominal co..o;e system distinguishes between argument cases and 42 locative cases. Vernal morphology is 
complex. Tsez is predominantly V -final. though contact-induoed violations of this order are demonstrated. 
Points of special interest discussed in the paper include: (i) the structure of the noun cla~s system (cla.~s 
assignment mainly follows semantic principles); (ii) relativization using a participle and Wh-question 
fonnation with a special interrogative fonn; arguments and adjuncts as well as constituents of embedded 
clauses are accessible to both types of extraction; (iii) agreement of the matrix clause vern with the 
absolutive NP in the embedded clause. which is shown not lo raise out of that clause; the proposed 
interpretation of this agreement type is ba~ed on the reanalysis of ECM structures. 

David J. Costa (University of California-Berkeley) 
Shawnee verb inflection within Algonquian 

Shawnee is an Algonquian language spoken rn Oklahoma Although many of the sound changes 
~nd much of the lexicon of Shawnee are shared with its closest relatives, the Shawnee language 
has undergone drastic changes in its verb mflection which sharply differentiate it from other 
Algonquian languages. Most notable among these changes is a dramatic loss of almost_ all the 
non-person marking suffixal morpho,ogy found in its sister languages (and reconstructible for 
J>roto-Aigonquian). accompanied by ,, shift toward much wider use of preverbs, many of them 
wtthout clear parallels elsewhere m the family In this paper, I will discuss what has become of the 
mllrcttonal resources of Proto· Algonquian in Shawnee. and also outline the preverbal morphology 
\\l11ch has replaced it Additionally, I wtll also discuss some ways in which this morphological shill 
can he seen as ongoing. with a greater reduction of suffixal inflection being seen in modern 
Shawnee when compared to the oldest records of the language 

Colleen Cotter (University of California-Berkeley) 
Language production practices at a Dublin Irish radio station and the1r lmguiSiic effects 

In this paper, I look at the language-use strategies in place at a po~ular lrish-la~guage !ll~io ~tation 
in Dublin. These strategies are conscious attempts by slation staff to pracucally deal With the hm1~11ons of 
semi-speakers (interviewees and broadcasters alike) in a discourse environment in whic~ fluency ts . 
expected, and to fulfill a primary goal: get the Irish langua~e on the ~ir. By accom~~ng to _th_e serru: 
speaker and narrowing their focus to speakers of low-prestige but wtdespread Dubhn Irish Ratdt6 na Ufe 
(RL) staffers disregard received assumptions about preservation practice in Ireland and are sources o~ 
innovation in the modem language maintenance paradigm. I bring in evidence from ~nt fieldwork ~n 
Dublin of practices that include: on air prompting of non-fluent interviewees l)y compih~~ ~cyw~ l_1sts or 
scripts: use of a broadcast training tape (to slandardize on-air 1alk by broadcasters); acquiSitiOn of d1g1tal 
editing software to "edit out the Englishy bits"; and compiling a database of Irish speakers,_ locally and 
globally. I focus on the semi-speaker (relating it to Dorian's discussions of the Gaelic sem!-SP_eak~r, as . 
well ns her personal·pauem variation methodology) and on the inclination toward standardtzabon m pubhc 
di~·ourse contexts. Variation in dental palatalization, use of focus constructions, and presence of 
conventionalized linguistic fonns are noted and compared with prestigeful Gaeltacht targets. Most 
importantly, RL is building a social infrastructure in which use of the language occurs as a consequenoe of 
the :tnivity, rather than in an artiftcial environment. It thus provides a model for endangered languages 
cl~cwhere and more fully explicates the potential positive role of media in minority-language development. 

·12-

(University of Southern Maine} 
opP'oach to judged acceptability 

the widespread use of int~pec!ive judgment~ of acceplability in the syntactic literature. tJ1cre i.~ 
)argely unallSwered ~n~~l hteratu!'C s_u~esting that such judgments are gravely 
a high deg~e of vanabthty across mdiVIduals and by instability in the judgment~ of 

over ttme (see, for e)(ample, Labov, 1975, Nagala, 1989, 1992, Ross. 1979. Snow <tnd 
TheSe conjecture..~ are both empirical and false. 

of c:~p~rirnertl~ show~ that the p~ttem of preferet!ces that con~titutes the .lllll.t-trace phenomenon 
across samples of mformants (totahng more than 2,000) collected at sites aero~~ 

is al~o _evi~nce that individual inf01mants are quite stable over time. a~ well a.~ 
subtle vanattons m the 11!m-truce pattern that are associated with particular verbs are seen in 

populations. Similar stability in other synlactic phenomena is also demonstrated. 

demonstrates that there is in fact a large element of error v;uianoe tl1at affecL~ in<lividu~l act~ of 
Though standard tooh of e~perimental design and statistical analysis arc sufficient to 

vari:mce and to teliably uncover the general patterns it obscures, the extremely informal 
and reporting judgment data that prevail in syntactic research may not be. 

(University of California-Los Angeles) 
Ntz Perce stress 

correlates reflect several different levels of stress in Nn Ptrc:~ 
contoun, coda lengthening, and vowel centraliution Main stre~sed 

the highest fundamental frequencies and unstressed syllables the lowest 
intermediat~ levels or stress have corresponding pitch levels with one 

with Sl'<:ondary stress immediately following main stress have pitch 
stress. Pitch contours plateau onto these syllables before falling ofT 
unstressed syllable. In stressed syllables with short vowels coda 

lengthened •• higher degrees of stress are correlated with greater ' 
Coda lengthening applies even to syllables that are open when unstressed. as 

is lengthened, and the syllable is closed -- cvcvc > cvc:vc. 

cv syllables are actually closed is seen in the fact that their vowels 
a characteristic of short vowels in closed syllables. 

lllfiniliollS have been proposed to capture the semantic content of specificity, ~ nd 
behavior of specific phrases (see Heim:l982, Fodor & Sag: 191!2, 

-•in••· 11
10? Kamp & Reyle:l993). All these definitions :t.~sume that indefinites 

• lmnonnlv specific, or uniformly non-specific, no matter what context (domain) 
This paper redefines specificity in terms of the relationship nnd intentction 

referents introduced for individuals and events. It proposes a suhstantial 
~RT fonnalism in that discourse referents are not introduced one hy one, 
JRtroduced as clusters. Each cluster includes at least one event variahle and 
'p~rticipants'. Specifics are represented by equating an event pllrticipant 

1s known to exist in a higher DRS, thus deriving its wider ~cope reading. 
are only introduced through the event variable, and take nnrrowest ~cope. 

of lhe representation, specifics, however, can hehave as ~pecific in 
but as non-specific in a larger domain, which is a de~irahle result. 

of Texas-Austin) 
~,.-4,/JOrtia•ltiJiquanrijier, and the scopa/ adverb dJlll in Mandann ChincJe 

as all, the scopal adverb dou in Mandarin Chines e ha s been treated 
ifier. However, this 'universal' point of view is prohlemntJc 

in which dou seemingly quantify over non-universal NP' s such " " 
It is argued in this paper that dou should be analyz ed as n dtstr!hut f vf' 
English each as a floating quantifier. That is, rather than cr<'n t !nr, 

1111 
itself, dou indirectly assigns a distrihutive reading t<•, · 

Y otherwise be ambiguous. It is shown that dou has a s cope ovl'r 
:rorortional NP's. It also rt'quiree that the proportion of the qu.1ntf h · 111 • 0 

ess than 50% and the predicate is semantica lly plural. Typologtc.~ li , .• ' 
represents a di f ferent case o f the marking of distributivlty in n 

which no theory o f distributivity can ignore. 
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Amy Dahlstrom (University of Chicago) 
Topic, antitopic, and nominal arguments in Fox 

word order in the Algonquian language Fox is determined by a combination 
of discourse-pragmatic, Gern~ntic, and syntactic factors. Previous work 
(e.g. Dahlstrom 1993, 1995) has established separate positions for 
topic and focus to the left of the verb. In this paper I use 
Lambrecht's (1994) notion of •antitopic' (e.g. Right Dislocation in 
English or French) to solve some remaining word order problems in Fox. 
The discourse function of antitopics is compared to that of topics. It 
is further argued that Fox is not wholly a 'pronominal-argument' 
language in the sense of Jelinek 1984~ although some NPs bear discourse 
functions like topic and antitopic, others function as ordinary nominal 
arguments. 

Marcia Maria Damaso Vieira (National Museum-Federal Univcrsily or RIO de Janeiro) 
The possessive constructions in some Tupi-Guarani lanxuaJ?es 

of possessives at 
in some languages 

do TrocarA 

This paper is concerned with the syntax 
both the phrasal and the sentential levels 
of the Tupi-Guarani family such as Asurini 
Guarani and Tupinamb~. 

special attention will be given to the ~ inalienable 
possessives. Kayne's (1993) and Hornstein, Rosen and 
Uriagereka's (1994) proposals which assign to such possession 
constructions an underlying small clause phrase structure will 
be adopted to account for the facts under investigation. 

It will be shown that roany restrictions observed in the 
possessive inalienable constructions of these languages can be 
explained through the small clause analysis. 

Regna Darnell (University of Western On~ri?) . . . . 
Boasian cultural relativism vs. linguistic relattvrty: Rwh Benedrcr. Edward Saptr, f'aul Radm. and BenJamm Whorf 

This paper will look at North American anthropology and linguistic s in 
the interwar period in an effort to specify the nature of the relativity 
concept applied by various Boasians to both language and culture. The 
link between the two versions of relativity is posulated to lie in the 
art.iculation of cultural premises by individual members of cultures. 
Whorf, then, may have been adapting a logic already present in Boasian 
cultural analysis. 

Matthew Davidson (State University of New York-Buffalo) 
Information structure and object-verb order in 1/erodotean Greek 

Like other older lndo-Furopean languages, Ancient Greek allows considerable flexibility m the 
order of ~ubject, object, and verb. ln this paper, 1 apply results of recent discourse research to a ~ample of 
190 object-verb pairs from the 11istory of Herodotus to provide a more rigorous analysis of this aspect of 
Ancient Greek word-order variation than is found m the standard grammars. Objects are categorized fnr 
several parameters including referential d1stance, information status, presence of focus particles, and 
posilinn relative to the verb. S1gn11icant correlations are revealed between object position, the information 
status of the object, and whether the objeCt occurs with a focus particle Objects with the information 
status New nrc 74% (34/46) prcverhol, while those with the status Inferable or Evoked arc 20% (24/ 144) 
preverbal. Objects that occur with focu~ particles such as lcai 'also, even' are 88%(22125) preverbal, wh1le 
objects with no focus particle are only 22% (36/165) preverbal. 

Daniel R. Davis (Univcrsily of Hong Kong) 
Social-historical approaches to the study of American English 

Social - historical approa.c:hes to the stuc:ly of American Eng-lish have :!. 

long and distinguished pedigree in the history of American l inguistics 
(see Andresen, 1990) and cont~ue to dominate discussions o! American 
English {Dillard, 1985 and 1992, Machan and Scott ,. ~992). This 
ongoing popularity can be attributed to the transparent rationa l e of 
social-historical approaches (that language change reflects social 
change) and to a series of adaptations to current sociolinguistic 
theorv . ~~ texts, social-historical accounts of American English can 
be read as ideolog ical i~te~retations of linguistic theory; this 
discursive practice il)uminates both the political. unc:lerpinings of the 
social-historical approach and an attempt to justify of linguistics to 
the American public . -14-

payton (University of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez) 
/t!ltlement of the VAAE aspectual system 

~ is an element o f the Ve~nacular African Ame~ican English (VAAE ) 
of tense/aspect/mood-modali ty , which, as asserted by Labov ( 1972), 

115ually be seen as an equivalent of hv..e." even though done "has 

80 
1 intensive1 meaning which is not equivalent at all t o have in 

dialects" (p.55). ' 
alternative view is that ~. togr.ther with be2, is an eleme n t of 
system of aspect, the main evidence for which is the cooccurrence 

1 and adverbial subcategories ( Dayton 1988, 1994) . 
reconcile the view that done " has for all in tents and purposes 
an adverb, functioning sometimes like already o r really .... " 

1972, p.56 ) with the view that done, with be2, forms an aspc ctu<!l 
' this paper proposes that ~ is a grammat iealized element which 
~n Existential Perfect with two dist inc t categories of use: the 
ential Perfect and the Perfect o f Result. The argument rests on 
lysis of tokens o f don~ (n=624) collected du ring 4 1/2 y ears of 

ipant observation research in Philadelphia. Th e paper contributes 
~search on VAAE aspect an~ the development of aspe e t ual systems . 

L. Deevy (University of Massachusel!S-Amherst) 
NP structure: A processing study 

..,.~se11tatl0n of number and number agreement remains controversial in both linguistics (L11'ointc 19RO. 
Barlow.1992) and psycholinguistics (Bock et al , 1991 ,1992, 199.l,Nicol 1995). For I hi ~ p~ pcr. 

Subject NPs were studied in a self-paced reading experiment. Subject NPs with amount phr~•c~ 
· .) were contrasted with "partitive" NPs (.ftaddpileljleet t'.f..) as illustrated in ( I J amlt2).] ·m 

either restrictions on the main predicate allowed only the second noun as Suhjecl (>r till' 
was unconstrained in this way(iJ w•ailahle. i.~ t:X{'e~·ted). 

1. a. This year,a grc:al mrmher oftouri.\1.< is surely planning to visit Cape Cod. 
b This year. a J~reat llllmhero[/ouri.l'l.< are surely planning to vis1t Cape Cod. 

2. a. A /lox<~{ JowmentJ wa!Jwere usually returned to the archive.~ oflice. 
b. A hox of dfl<.'lllllf!llf.\ wa!Jwere usually filed immediately hy the secretary. 
phrases, plural agreement continuations (! .b) were read significantly faster than si ngular (I a) . I or 
(2), no difference was observed in reading times. As for the main predicate condi linn. f<•t holh <<'t ' . 

verhs were read more quickly than verbs with selectional restrictions, with no intcradion hl·tWl' t•n 
and number. These results strongly suggest that the two types of Nf>s differ from cadt {>\her ~t n•,· 

for amount phrases, it is the second (plural) noun which is the head of the subject Evidcnt·c fmm 
_,ma1r IS:elkirk.1977) and a questionnaire study support this also. The paper will compare this Ucmkdnc« 

psycholinguistic e~planations. Specifically, we cons1der the possibility that the proct<ssor t·~n 
on semantic information rather than svntactic.leadine: to oreferences thal are not based onstructurc. 

DeLancey (University of Oregon) 
nructure of Klamath bipartite stems 

other North American languap;es, the lexical structure of Klamath verbs is unuswl 
of Old l~orld languages. Many stems are bimorphemic , consistin~ of 

and a locative-directive stem, an Instrument classifier plus a 
11t~1·-s1tat:e stem, or a compound of a verb stem and a locative-directive stem. The 

be used transitivitely or intransitiviely, the second type are t rans itive, 
.......... u,r.1.ty of the third type depends on the f:l.rst element. These can he easily 

terms of a general theory of argunent structure in which every verb denotes 
between a Theme and a Location, with Agent the only other possible core case 

Demirdac:he (University of British Columbia) 
reference of definite descriptions in St'at'imcets Salish 

of this paper is to establish thalthere is cross linguistic parametric variation with respect 
interpretation of definite descriptions (DDs). Enr; ( 1981) argues that the temporal 

DDs in English is not dependent on the tense of the sentence but detennined only h} 
context . I argue that the temporal reference ofDDs in St'oit'imcets is not free. First, DDs 

allow both a referential and an attributive reading, but not an indi vidual concept 
the evalualion time of a f)f) always overlaps with the evaluation time of tht' 

the clause. Thus, whereas DDs in English are temporally free, DDs in Sali sh arc 
bound. I derive this asymmetry in the semantics of DDs from a crucia l difference 

two types of languages: Salish lack all strong determiners (cf. Jelinek 1994) · 
quantificati onal definite detenniner ( Demi rdache & Matthewson 1994). 
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Kristin Deaham (University of Washington) 
Restrictions on long-di.ftance !l!h· movemenlm Athabaskan language~ 

In an effort to provide an explanation and analysis of the optional wll-movement in Athnhaskan 
languages. I examine here the restrictions on long-distance movement. primarily in Babine Witsuwn'cn 
(BW). an Athabaskan language of Northern British Columbia. Rice ( 1989), Saxon ( 1989). and Rnchcrnont 
& Saxon ( 1993) all assume there is an adjunct/argument asymmetry 1n Slave, but preliminary work on 
Slave and work on B· W suggest that this cannot be the case Instead. all wh-arguments may front . hut only 
certain of the wll-adjuncts may do so. The restnction on fronting has to do wuh whether the 11-h word can 
take scope over--or modify--the whole ~entcnce Adjunct wh-words, bemg adverb1al. may modify d1frcrent 
parts of a sentence and consequently they origmate in different places 1n the sentence (Aoun & Li. 199'\b). 
Extraction of adverhials originating w1thin the lower clause results tn a Subjaccncy violatiOn We arc not 
dealing with an adjunct/argument asymmetry. hut instead the restrictions on movement have tu d" with 
varying pomts of origin for the adjunct 11'/1-words Perhaps this analysts can be extended to other 
Athabaskan languages and languages of other families. 

Viviane Deprez (Rutgers University) 
The roots of negative concord in Haitian and other French based r. reolc< 

t\s noted by Otckerton (84). the phenomenon of double negatives or Negative Concord (NC) ~~one uf a mnubcr of 
ch:uacterisllc constructions common to lolost (all?) Creoles. lluough a detailed analysis ofth·~ ~\11tachc illld 
scnmnllc properties of NC 111 llaiti111 ( 'rcole (II C). tins paper proposes a theory exphumng the root of tlus 
phcnnmenon ·n,e propcrt1es of IIC -NC 11re compared to those of 1ts superstrate. French. as well as h1 those nf nthe1 
I rmch ba.~ed Creoles It is demOJlstrate.lthat the properties of NC, simtlar across the Creoles. cn1ctall} d1ffcr from 
thn~c nf ~1C1r common supcrstrate 'Jlu1t 1s, though both French and HC manifest NC. the construl1tons thffcr m 

thctr ~vntact1c locality 11ul senmntic compallbtlitv with negat1011 proper TI1e consequences ofthi~ dtsCm•:tv me 
1111pn1t:u11 On the thcorettcal point of VICW, they pomt to the non·unifomuty of the phenomenon of NC <1:~1!011111l! 
th<'JHCvaolmtt GU ;ul;Jivsis l>a.<cd un the Ncgattvc ('ritenon (Zanuttnu. llaep.eman) W1th regards h> the p.cncraht\ nf 
N( 111 Ctcol~. supcrstt:lle inhcriHutce ::1s well~ JclcxtlicatJOn are ruled out We further show thnl ~uhsllatc 
mllucnce ts 1U1hkely leavmg only 1u1ivcrsal proper11es as a posstble source Our theory relates the pwpcrt1~ nf N( · tn 
hccn'lng rondii!Ons onmdclinites NPs Ill general ~don bare NPs (mass and plural) m particular Uarc Nl's a1c 
p1 C\ alent 111 all Creoles nnd in other NC languages but notably absent from French The relallon to bare t'lf's 
uhnmttclv pomts to a theory •elating NC 10 the general morphological paucity of Creoles and to the consequent 
<t rncturc of then Dl's 

Willem J. De Reuse (University of Arizona) 
Classifier obfuscation in Western Apache 

The Athabaskan verb prefixes called "classifiers" often indicate transitivity 
increase or decrease (Kibrik 1993), but just as often do not appear to have any 
discernible function. This report, based on NSF-funded fieldwork on Western 
Apache (spoken by over 15,000 on the San Carlos and White Mountain 
Reservations, Arizona) describes three mechanisms (analogical extensions with 
reanalysis, phonological rule reordering, and devoicing of -1- to t - ). which result 
in obfuscation of the differences between the classifiers. Such developments 
indicate that Western Apache classifiers no longer function as productive 
elements. Since younger gt>nerations of Western Apaches are losing the 
language rapidly, and since clac;sifier obfuscation is an age-graded phenomenon, 
with considerable individual variation, it is presumably an instance of language 
attrition, reinforced by (possibly accelerating) tendencies inherent to Apachean. 

Connie Dickinson (University of Oregon) 
Evidential :rystem in Tsafiki 

This paper examines the morphosyntactic system of evidentiality 
in Tsafiki, a Chibchan language spoken in t he west e rn l o wl a nd s 
of Ecuador. The evidential system marks at least f our types of 
sources of information : l) evidenre from d irect sensory experi Pn~P; 
2) direct physical evidence; 3) circumstantial evidence; and 4) 
purely inferential evidence. In addition, the system indicates 
whether the information is from the speaker, from another person or 
hearsay. Two f e atures of this system are o f parti cular interes t. 
One is the degree to which the evidential system is intertwine d with 
tPnse/aspect and the verb class system of Tsafiki. The mo rphemes 
hAve different funct ions depending on the internal aspect and internAl 
Pvidentiality of the verb root. The other interesting feature 
concerns the clear differentation between first-person and second/ 
lhird person in the morphosyntactic structure of the language due 
to this complex evidential system. 
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I)Obrio (University of Chicago) 
::...~~~osy,U,aclrrc reality of plwnological form 

reference to phonological form is common in gender and noun cia~~ 
rtheless, prevailing theories hold that morphosyntactic operation~ <lre 

by abstract features, and as a result, correlations between pho11nln~ir:tl 
morphological class are not directly expressible in morphosyntactic rul!'~. 

,.0~•~~"'·'"''~ systems of the Arapeshan dialects, morphological class is typically 
on a phonological basis: a noun's final phonological elemenl(s) 

the form of agreement markers on syntactically associated words. In 
these dialects a new class has recently arisen which incorporates all and 

borrowings (Arapeshan lacks s-final singular nouns). This innovation is 
remarkable since there is a native default pattern to which these nouns 

expected to assimilate. The spontaneous development of an s·class strongly 
that direct reference to noun-final phonological form is a productive 
operating in Arapeshan morphosyntax. 

Teresa Dorigo (National Museum-Federal University of Rio de Janeiro) 
UIMats~s 

deals w1th negation tn Matst!s, a Panoan language of the Brazilian and Pcnn·ian 
using T. G1v6n 's functionalist approach 

IIIJIIl'lrntaiCIIrcally, negatron tn MaL~cs is marked by a com~ination <~f auxiliary verb~ ;uHI 
to the matn verb. An analysis of aflirmatrve/negattvc sentence parr~ re' c.1l' 

several posstblc combinations of forms used to mark negation. Further 
shows that the d1ffercnt patterns of marking negation ha,·e different inror~.llion

function~ in drscoursc. This informallon mtroduces the speaker's potnt of n ew tntn 
cilhcr confirming (••r aHinning) the negation of a fact or making it explicit that it is 

the addressee's cxpccL•ttons. 

Dentis<:b (Cornell University) 
011 movemenr to Spec of CP in Polish multiple »!h.:. quesuons 

~lish multiple wh-questions, clitics can occupy the Wackernagel 
on, following the first wh-phrase and preceding the second one. 

fact lends support to the generally accepted structure for 
wh -questions in Polish, in which the first wh-phrase is in th P 

CP and the remaining wh-phrases adjoin to
0

1P . Clitics o c cupy i llll 
ckernagel position can be accommodated in C. However, when a 

wh - question begins with a dative wh- phrase, the clitic cannot bP 
in the Wack~ rnagel position, directly following the dative wh -

. The structure described above cannot a ccommodate this fact. l 
argue that, because dative wh-phrases do not originate in a 

ifier position, they cannot move into the Spec of CP, due t o a 
requirement that only categories generated in specifier posi ti o " '' 

into specifier positions. A dative wh-phrase in the clausP 
1 position is adjoined to CP. The second fronted wh - phrase movP« 

the Spec of CP. Consequently, there is no position be twe <? n the ' ''" 
ses which could func,tion as the Wackernagel position, hostin~ t h~> 

J. Downing (University of Pennsylvania) 
.. *miJral~gfllne11t and reduplicauon 

In KiHehe and [siXhosa, the verb stem is tbe base for reduplication, and the reduplicant is prefixed to the 
._lttt:ll·lmatltla-~lllaU:ta 'touch' (lsiXhosa; Cassimjte 1994); laJ~-c«nga 'build' (KiHehe; Odden & 

tan1guages the reduplicant (RED) may be misaligned with vowel-irutial stems. either 
as in IsiXhosa (ukw-aatha -> ukw-a·WM-Iatha 'pomt at') or yexfixedft before a 

~~:~fJ~~~~~wt~-~th~th~e~i~ru~·~tial vowel as in KiHehe (kw-hka -> ~-kw-~ 'bum'; the prefix is 
~ are problematic for dcn~ti.onal theonC:S· Th~ ~lem with in~on is 

stetlrt-tiOIIla.l vowel e:xtraprosodic. The problem wtth ex fixation IS that tt mvolves an ~~g 
1111111 (()dd,.., & Odden 1985 Marantz 1987). In both cases, it is difficult to formalize the genernliz.anon that 

found only with V -initial stems betause they do not begin with onset-ful syUables. 
the theory of Generalized Alignment (M~y & Prince 1993b), I ~ue that both . 

~lllfttllts are accounted for by ranking Onset above the alignment constralllts deli rung the prosodic base for 
- ...... IDII. making it optimal for the base to begin with an onset-ful sy~W?Ie. lnfixabon IS ?JlOmaltf_ a . 

requiring all segments of lhe base to correspond to some segment tn the morphologtcal stem ts hig_hly 
a!iixatiort is optimaltf a constraint requiring all segments of lh~ stem ~ correspo~d to a segm~t ot the 

ranked. This analysis avOids the ordering paradox found m a_ derivational ~ehe analyst~ by 
RED is unordered in the input, and its output order ts determined by the alignment constraJnts 

base. Finally 1 argue that this analysis provides a liKR straightforward account for the tonal 
iD two KiHehe dialects than McCanhy & Pnnce · s ( 1995) alternative account of KiHehe reduplicanon. 
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Stanley Dubinsky (University of South Carolina) 
Antisymmetry and the syntax of infinitival relatives 

This paper accounts for the structure of infinitival relatives, preserving the insights ofpreviou~ analyses while 
accounting for some previously unexplamed phenomena. An Infinitival relative clause can have an overt PP
operator, as in (I b), but not an overt NP-operator, as in (1 a). 
(I} a. •This is a good beer whicl to wash the grill with 

b. This is a good beer with which to wash the grill 
·r he analysis maintains Levin's (1984} Case Visibility Principle vis a vis WH-operators, which accounts for 
( 1 ), and follows Kayne's (1994) analysis of relative clauses wherein the DP contains a CP (rather than NP) 
complement II adopts the premise that Engish determiners only select [+finite] CP complements. such that 
infinitival CPs cannot be DP complements. Since nothing prevents a 0° from having AP complemcng. or an 
A• from having infinitival complement CPs, the DP in (I b) has the structure in (2). 
(2} IDI' a ("" good lcr lrr beer; I with wh1ch e,)}1 I C { PRO to wash the grill ~ JJIJ 
In (2), W2!!4 has scope over beer and the infinitival CP. Evidence supporting this analysis comes from a 
comparison with 1ml&b constructions. differences in entailments engendered by finite and infinitival rclati\'c 
clauses, the distribution of"tough" and "non-tough" adjectives with infinitival relatives. and from scope facts 
in infinitival relatives having embedded structure. 

Stanley Dubinsky & Rene Scbmauder (University of South Carolina) 
Minimal attachment implications for a rheory of small clause complements 

Two basic structures have been proposed for small clause (SC) complements, ternary (Williams 1983) and binary 
(Stowell 198111983). Proposals to date can still be categorized along these lines. Experiments have suggested 
that complexity of syntactic structure impacts the processing of PP modifiers. Minimal Ahachment (Fra:~:ier l971J} 
predicts J>Ps following a complement NP to be easier to process if they are VP modifiers than if they modify the 
NP itself. These experiments raise questions about small clause processing. If SC structure is ternary. their 
processing should be as easy as other VP modifiers. If the binary analysis is correct, then their processing shotlld 
be as difficult as NPs, or more so In a "forced choice" experiment, we presented participants with a tripartite 
structure in which the first phrase established a NP or SC complement bias, the second phrase presented a NP/SC 
ambiguous complement, and the final phrase forced resolution to NP or SC. This yielded four conditions. in two 
of which bia.~ and resolution were inconsistent. Participants were asked to select a paraphrase (out of two) which hcst 
matched their interpretation of each sentence. This experiment had reliable results. The main effect of resolution 
was significant [r( 1,59)• 13 14, p<.OOI ), indicating SCs to be more difficult to interpret than NPs. Further. 
inconsistency between bias and resolution only innuenced SC resolutions. Results indicate that participants initially 
posit an NP structure for the ambiguous phrase regardless of bias. If the results are due to structural effects. they 
support the binary analysis in which processing of SCs is at least as difficult as NPs. 

Alessandro Duranti (University of California-Los Angeles} 
Universal and culture-specific properries of grulings 

This paper proposes six criteria for identifying greetings across speech communities 
and a new analysis of their illocutionary force that is sensitive to cultural 
dimensions of language use. On the basis of greetings collected by the author in 
Western Samoa, it is shown that rather than an expressive speech act aimed at the 
"courteous indication of recognition" of the other party, as suggested by Searle (1969) 
and Searle & Vanderveken f1985:216), in certain types of greetings, recognition has 
already taken place before gteetings are exchanged and even when mutual 
recognition is at work. the ac' of greeting does not necessarily imply that the parties 
have ~ encountered each other, but that they are encountering each other Y..ru1u 
particular socjo-bjstorkal conditions and as particylar types of social personae . 
Furthermore, in the Samoan "where are you going?" greeting, recognition is not as 
important as gathering information about the other person's whereabouts and. 
differently from what argued by Sacks (1975) about the English how are you?. a lie is 
not the 'preferred' answer. 
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(Wayne State Un_1versity) . . . 
tfpost·voco/ic 11/m Afrlcan-Amer~can Engll.th m Dctmtt 

of the variable realization, deletion and vocalization of N when it follow$ 
•nd occurs word finally in the $peech of len male and len female Nric•n 

reJidents of a Detroit in?er·city neighborhood. The sample is further divided 
-..-~ . ....,..,..,.. (18-JS) and older Informants (SO+). The paper provides quanlitnlive 

o( the va~iants of N in. each environment a~ for each sex and oge group. 
z.so p~~onemrc:ally lranscnbed and contextualrzed words in the data with 

N show th•t the highest incidence of (lj deletion/vocalization occurs when lhc 
back vowels ( [u)68.5%; [o) S2.2%; [~I 52.8%, (u I SO.O% etc.). Examples include 

:~w (all); puw (pull). The highest incidence of [II realization occurs when the 
vowel 100%; (A}69.3%; [i) 62%; [e} 60% elc.). Examples i"c'ude 

tel Pearson's Ukelihood Ratio stalistic.s we have determined 
back or front vowels and occun word-finally, a followrng 

the delelion/vocalization rule in a statistically significant manner, while a 
realization of 1he sec-nt. We found !hat such WO<ds as "selr arod "help" 

which are pronounced more frequently with the /1/ deleted than olher wmtls 
. .,.,IIOIOSK:ar shape. The eorly indic:uions are that /1/ deletionfvocafiuuion is more 

males than in any olher group and that the incidence of lhe phenomenon is lc~s 
idiosyn<ratic than / r/ delelion/vocalization. We wilt examine lhe implications of 

(or Hnguistic change. 

the 'Linking' Ant!pass~ve, a term I use to denote a construction in which Noun 
. by a~u~as~rve (~P) morphology. According to the analysis of Baker 

momll.errte tn such cases ts ttself the mco~rated object of the verb, and provides the link 
incOCJIIOrltUc'n of the full NP. .1 !?resent a senes of conceptual arguments against the Linking 

phenomenon as.e.xhtblled m Yucatec Maya (based on facts from Bricker 1978), 
pre~ents. empmcal ~ro~lems ~or t~e analysis of Baker (1988). Specifically, 
anUpass1ve and the !mking anttpassrve to be the same excepting the incorporated 

of Yucate~ ve~s sho~s d1~ferent stem forms for AP and NJ: antipassive for AP, but 
. Furt.her comp!tcatm~ !he rssue IS the fact that for. the p~rposes of other verbal morphology, 
tdenu~al and. rntranslh.ve. I develop an analysts wh1ch treats the apparent anlipassi ve 

tn certam s>:ntacuc str~cturcs, rat~er th~n treating it as an incorporated element itself. 
. lncorporahon a~alys1s of the anttpasstve by arguing that the stem difference results 
&n the type of pred1cate creat~d in_ AP incorporation and Nl. The cross-linguistic 

tbe analysts for other types of ant1pass1ves as well as for issues relating to predtcation are 

(RUigers University) 
•~~~t~·uiJ~atiiM of scope ambiguities 

that all Case.is_a r~flection of Spec-head relations , this paper presents 
taining the dJst•nc t1on between Case assigned under government and Case 

-head agreement. This distinction underlies cross- li nguis t i c patterns 
ty which cannot be adequately explained on most current theories. 

EYery child tore up~ book. [English : ambiguous) 
Heige xfaohafr dou Slpo-le yiben shu. [Chinese : unambiguous) 
every child all tear-up-PRF one book 
& lf's 1993 Minimal Binding Requirement, the contrast in 1- 2 is predicted 

Case by a verbal hea~ hlock variable binding . F.nglish 
se, . after QR at lf, tliey do not block binding of object 

. can have w1de scope by adjoining to IP above a subject . But Chinese 
b.:e 1 ~_VP under government from (verbal) lnfl: they thus block binding so 
t!rs 0 .Jects from adjoining above subjects to take wide scope. ' 
f thts approach comes fr~n (A) passive and double object sentences (0) 
r~ Kobean/Japane~e/~ers!an, and (C) subject/object asymmetries: 'Chinese

owl oth !!.Q!!amb1gu1 ty tn r ases 1 ike 2 and ECP sxrm1etries while Eng ! ish 
corre ations predicted if the distinction between the two types of Case is 
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Daniel L. Everett (University of Piusburgh) 
Oro Win and Chapalauan: Evidena.for Greenberg's Arawan Chapakumn wnner.tion? 

Oro Win was for many years considered to be a dialect of Wari' (Pacaas Novos), a Chapakuran language 
of Rondonia, Bra7.il. Last year it was identified as a d1stinctlanguage, but on the basis of very sketchy 
data, principally a brief word list. Th1s paper describes its basic phonology, phonetics, morphology, and 
syntax. There are only five Jiving speakers of Oro Win and this report is based on field work by the 
author with three of them. Although Oro Win IS a Chapakuran language there are interesting differeoces 
between it and its nearest relative, Wari' (the only Chapakuran language with a published grammar), For 
eumple, although, like Wari', Oro Wm manrfests aVOS constituent order, it differs in that 't>mphatic' 
pronouns must precede the verb in Oro Wm. I Will suggest that this is due to language interference from 
Portuguese, rather than different clause structure from Wari '. Oro Win seems therefore in immediate 
need of documentation, since it is likely to last no more lhan 15-20 years. An interesting comparative 
result that emerges from Oro Win is that new support is found for Greenberg's ( 1987) proposal of genetic 
affiliation between Arawan and Chapakuran. For example, Oro W1n pronominals, contrary to those of 
Wari' and other Chapakuran languages, are nry similar in form, function, and information conveyed to 
the corresponding pronominals in Arawan. These similarities are almost certainly not the result of 
borrowing and may in fact provide new ev1dence in favor of Greenberg's classification. 

Daniel L. Everett (University of Pittsburgh), Peter LadefoiJed ( Un•vcrsity of California-Los Angeles) 
Keren M. Everett (University of Pittsburgh) 
Native speaker intuitions and the ph()net•cs of stres.t placement 

This paper discusses field methods for checking native speaker intuitions on stress. The results are 
imponant for linguistic theory because (I) they illustrate the application of a useful methodology for recording 
native speaker intuitions concerning stress placement; (ii) they substantiate some of the theoretically 
interesting propenies previously claimed for Banawa prosody; (iii) they provide a record of the prosody of a 
highly endangered language; (iv) a companson of the methodology used in the study of Banawa with use of 
the same methodology in Piraha suggests that native speaker intuitions concerning prosody are affected by the 
parosodic structure of the language more generally We trained three Banawa speakers to tap on what they per· 
ceived as the stressed syllables, striking a metal plate as they said the words at a natural rate of speech. 
Spectrograms of utterances made in this way show that the stresses marked by tap occur in the locations 
previously predicted. Attempts to apply this same methodology in an unrelated language, Piraha, were less 
successful. Piraha speakers seemed less able to focus on stress in our tests. Unlike Banawa, stress in Piraha 
may not have an explicit phonetic correlate, and is sensitive to tone and morphological boundaries. 
Methodologies for study of native speaker intuitions of stress will vary in their nature and rate of success, 
depending on the prosodic structure of the languages. For some languages it may not be possible to record 
native speaker intuitions directly. We will have to observe phonological processes that rely on stress 
placement. 

Daniel L. Everett (University of Piusburgh). Peter Ladefoged (Umvcrsity of California-Los Angeles) 
Barbara Kern {New Tribes Mission) 
The status of phonetic rarities 
All feature theories have rough edges. In setting up categories that describe the sounds of the world's 
languages, some features are needed to describe phonological events found rn only one or two 
languages. Similarly languages do not always form systems In which everything hangs together. 
Within a language there are often small pieces that are not quite a part ol the regular sound 
system, and yet are clearly part of the language. This paper documents these points by reference 
to an unusual sound in two Chapacuran languages, Warl and Oro Win. This sound, transcribed 
1181, Is a voiceless !aminal dental stop released so as to set the lips In vibration. Instrumental 
data suggests that no other language has a phonological unH of this phonetic character. We 
present the phonological characteristics of 1181 In the Chapacuran languages, showing that It 
has to be considered as a single segment, not a sequence. There Is evidence thalli Is fully 
recognized by speakers as a regular sound of the languages In that II can occur In new words. such 
as that lor 'helicopter.' FineRy, we argue that phonetic and phonological theories should not 
be criticized for falling to predict the possibility of such a sound. In our view, such unusual 
innovations are properties of specific speech communities rather than ol human language as a 
whole. Only in a loose, fairly meaningless sense, Is there a universal set of phonological 
features available to all children learning their mother tongue. 

Nigel Fabb (University of Strathclyde) 
A locality constraint on sound-repetition in poetry 

I propose a metrical generalisation. which I illustrate from the world's poetries, that systematic alliteration 
must be local (involving adjacent metrical constituents), while systematic rhyme need not he. ic. pattern• 
of sound-repetition such as (interrupted) a ax a or (intersecting) a b a bare common for .•ystematK rhynw 
hut arc so rare for systematic alliteration (where we find only a a (a ... )) as to require ex~:eptional 
explanation. I suggest that in systematic sound repetition a sound can repeat a sound from anywhl!rc in 
the adjacent metrical constituent hut only from the end of a non-adjacent metrical constituent. thns 
favouring long distance rhyme and ruling out long distance alliteration. hence the end of a mctriral uni1 i' 
super visible (metrical unit ends typically have special characteristics). Where alliteration also hl'lp.~ 
define metrical units, this locality constraint has consequences for the theory of mctri~:al ~:onstiflll'IKY (rf. 
Pnnce and Hayes) and for lhe debate as to whether there are foot-like small metrical constituents \\ithin 
the line in Old and Mediaeval English, Icelandic, Welsh and Irish poetries, where alliteration i• cxtcnsiw. 
The locality constraint also supplements the strength·based accounL~ of Rus.~om and Su1uki as to why in 
Old English poetry the alliterative patterns ( a] (a] ( a] [ x ) and ( x I ( aIl n I [ x I (font-ha.~'tl ;ulj~tTnl 
alliteration) and [ ax ] [ ax ] (verse-based adjacent alliteration) are acceptable hut I a I I a I ( x I I a I 
(foot-based non-adjacent alliteration ) is not. .

2
(). 

rac:O Soares {National Museum/Federal University of Rio de Janeiro) 
ill TJA:una and its t~orelical consequences 

the usc of _certam parucles wh~ch appa~cnlly mtroducc post head nommal phmscs 111 
language 1solate of Bra1.1l ), th1s paper mtcnds to show: (a) how the1r \\ itlcsprc:1d u•c 

ba.~tc head final structural pammeter of the language, and presents, accordmg to :1 

pred1cat1on and theta-role ass1gnment to the lert; (b) how the post-head nomm.11 
be seen as base gcncratctl adjuncts; and (c) how these ••adjuncts" can be 

according to a m1n~mahst approach, as a case of merger. 

to reach a soluhon fnr the po.~t head nom mal phrases m T1kuna, "e have to fare •orne 
empty categonc~ and bindmg cond111ons (GB approach) and movement opcr<llulfl' 
approach). We then cons1dcr constructions" llh .. adjecll\'cs", rclatl\·c cl<~u~e~. 
adpositiOn~. NF'\ postponed to the verb, and NPs wh1ch arc wuhm the •~upc ~ •I 

also compare the theoretical consequences derivmg from GB and m1mmah~t 

s. Fall1 (Michigan State University) 
in North American linguistics. 1925·1945 

soouces available fc;r lioguisuc research have at times affected the direction in which lhe rn:unSIIcam· of the 
. flowed. Today even local CIOUe~ fund CacuJty ~h. thereby enCIOuraging a divl!rsity of scholars and 
ra tbe 1920s and 19~0s, researchers were depeodent on external support to an extent far gr-e.11er lhan now, as 
the clusters of hngwsts that formed qwckfy around the few well funded projects of their time5 the Commillt>e 
la American Nati\-e Langua~. the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada, and lhc lntcn.<h'<' 

_all supported by _foundatio~, ~~c orgaaizations, and the government Only rcc.:ntf) hJtS 1h<:re bc:cn 
the pnvate wealth behind some hngwstic ~b in the Unit~ Stales, especially during the ye:~r:< <>f the 

e.g. money from Els1e Oews Parsons supporuog reseatdl and publrcatJons on native Amcrtcan tang••,~cs and 
~ 992). A surular figure. as ~thy aad as CIOmmitted to research as Parsons and even more ciMCh· liN! 

m:w~ more obscure In 192S. Alioe Vanderbilt Morris inherited over $1.000,000 and used a subsl.1 n11.1 1 
fUnd bngwsu~ r=h through the lnlemati?nal Awoliary Language Association (JAI.A) tn the prore<<. lht' 

Ed<>-ard Sapu and several of Ius students, Including Moms Swadesh. w.15 channeled 111 new dtr~ion< lh.1o 
work for years I hereafter Sapu·s woric with I ALA is discussed 1n Falk ( 199~! Th1s papcr 1rra1~ lh 

often sccr~l) con.tn~llons ~t funcled that work.. IALA as a source of Swadcsh · s glottochre>nolo~·. "'"" 
illrcons;equenoesfo~ h~gwsucs 1n lhe Uruted States, ancl reasons for the strong but bneflhoson bctt,ccn pm~lc ., t ,lllo 

scholarship, mcludmg lhe role of the new technologies of lhe time - rad•o ~nd telephone 111 11 r:o 1,.., 
the CIOmmunications mdustry lo hngu1SUC studies. 

D. Fallon (Ohio State University) 
ilriJtUilllltlersof debuccaJizatron 

B. Fernald (Swarthmore College) 
coercion: Using individual-level predicate$ in 1ta!le·levell'n>'ir(,nmt:nt,f 

diagnostics _for the ~istinction between Individual- and Stage-Level Predicates (ILP~ nrul 
are ~otonously shppery. When a particular predicate does not behave in the manner 
~t~ .respect to a partie !liar diagnosti~, a common rhet?rical strategy is to assert 1h~t th1• 

. ~ng ~sed as a p~d1cate fro'!' a different. level. Thts paper provides addi1ional tool~ 
myesugauo~ by offenng a prec1se formulauon (using Carlson's 1977 notation) of 1hc 

mterpreta_tton that occurs when an U..P is forced into an environment betlcr suited for a 

:~,:~'3Ctes,riuc:stihc Clrcu.msta~ces, the ~r~icate ~e~o!es a set of stages which exhibit somc ~tagc 
lha.t IS typ~cally exh•bited.by _n~diVIduals who h~ve.th~ individuallcvcl pmpcrl~ 

. that giVes evidence that an tndlvtdual has a certam m<hvidual level properly j~ a 
tn natural language as a SLP. 
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Theodore B. Fernald (Swarthmore College) 
The plurality condition on generalizations in Navajo 

This paper presents new Navajo data on the fon:nation of gener~izations using individual-level and stage
level predicates (ILPs and SLPs), and companng the use of scngular and plural term ell.pres~ions. The 
results suppon a version of de Hoop & de Swart's (1989) Plurality Corfl/ition on Quantification. 1 pll'~ent 
showing a contrast in th~ ability of el'l!bedded ILPs ~d SLPs to re~tnct a null g~n~ric opemtor th~t is 
consistent with an elltenston of Kratzer s ( 1988) analysts of the Enghsh glosses. Stmtlar to what KrM7cr 
found, the addition of nominals that can be interpreted as plural has the effect of permitting ILPs tc> ~rtl('a• 
grammatically. Whether Nav~jo plurals s~o~ld be analyzed .along the lines of. English in~lelinitc~ (c !! 
Lewis 1975, Kamp 1981, Hetm 1992, D1estng 1992) remams an open quesllon. NavaJo verhs tmve 
separate prefixes marking the plurality and the indefiniteness of arguments. Additional data involving n.r~ 
and the adverb of quantification l'eh ('usually') show that the plural marker is sufficient to peon it the 
formation of a generalization. This suggests that the argument in these cases is indefinite as well, despite 
the lack of an indefinite marker on the verb. This paper, thus, aims to make a contribution to the work 
begun in Jelinek, Willie, & Diesing ( 1993) of examining the combination of Diesing's syntactic treatment 
of indefiniteness with Jelinek's (1989) hypothesis that Navajo nominals are adjoined rather than in 
argument positions. 

Fred Field (University of Southern California) 
Salience and semantic transparency in language mixing 

Mut·h attention has been focused on language varieties that have arisen in contexts of language contact, 
especially those that have emerged relatively abruptly as a result of European tolonial practites and trade. 
Lumped into this general category are pidgins and creoles and various seemingly heterogeneous mixed 
languages that defy classification into either subgroup. Many indigenous varieties have undergone 
sub~tantial alteration, as well, albeit gradually, as a consequence of massive lexical and structural 
borrowings. In ~ituations like these, differing types and degrees of bilingualism are expected; contact and 
interaction among speakers of the panicipating languages will inevitably allow a community to become 
familiar wuh a number of potentially competing forms from both (all) languages. Jfence, some criteria need 
to develop by whtch selection of lexical items and structures can be made. This paper investigate.~ two 
potentially unifying threads that run through a broad spectrum of linguistic research. The first is salience, 
wh•ch (a) enables the hearer to attend to cenain lexical or grammatical form.~ in the speech stream occupying 
predictable posit10ns and capable of bearing stress and (b) facilitates perception of affixes in prominent 
posittons within words. The second is semantic transparency (ST), defined as follows: the more 
semantically tran~parent an uem is, the higher it is on a scale of le11icality. It is further proposed that salience 
and ST conspire together to promote viable candidates for incorporation into the lexicon. Data from existing 
pidgm, creole, and mixed language studies are compared and analyzed, along with Spanish borrowings in 
Mexicano (Nahuatl) and ~amples of Spanish-English codeswitching. 

Colleen M. Fitzgerald (University of Arizona) 
Glollalization and aspiration in Tohono O'odham 

In this paper. I employ cvulcntc from an mstntmental :malysis of Tohono O'odham, 
arguing for a different chara•tcmcation of aspiration and glottalization in TO vowels. Tohono 
O'odhnm. a Uto-A1.tecan language spoken mainly in southern Arizona, may have vowels with 
aspirated off glides (llalc 1959. s .• ~ton et al. 1983) or glottal offglides (Saxton et al. 19R3). but 
not huth. Fieldwork and an instrument:•! analysis ofTohono O'odham suggests two 
modifications. First, two sepamte effects are seen in segment~ that precede voiceless consonants. 
In open syllables, vowels have an aspirated off glide. In closed syllables, voiced consonants have 
a salient release. I argue these two effects should be unified. Second, I argue that the glottal 
off glide is more accurately characterized as a glottalized vowel, a~ the vowel ha.~ the creaky 
quality consistent with glottalization. Additionally, spectrogram' of such vowels contain 
irregular striations. 

Claire Foley (Cornell University) 
Operator-variable binding and the syntax of relative clauses: A study of the acqui,{ition of French 

1\ current debate in studies of language aCX)Uisition and linguistic theory 
concerns the availability of operator-variable binding in developing grammars. 
Recent work on lexically headed relative clauses in French has suggested that tre 
syntax of relative clause operators is not fully available at the beginning o{ 
aCX)Uisition (Labelle 1990, Guasti and Shlonsky 1994). lb.'ever, in studios of 
English, free relatives (which involve an overt operator) appeared as a develop
mental precursor to lexically headed relative clauses (Flynn and Lust 1991) • 

This paper presents results of a new experilrental study of the production of 
lexically headed and free relative clauses in French 170 children: J,( to 6,11). 
Unlike ~ English results, thestudy shows no significant difference in childrens 
production of free relatives ard lexically headed relative clauses. Otildren's 
conversions include structures with overt operators. On the basis of these 
results, this paper arguas that the capacity for operator-variable birding is 
present fran the earliest stages of aCX)Uisition, while language-specific 
knc:Mledge develops. 
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(University of CaliComia·Los Angeles/Pans 3 Sorbonne-Nouvelle) 
nasal segments fkpending on their prosodic posiuon 

of a segment ha~ hcen ~ound .to be affected by its po~ition in a prosodic dumain. raisim! 1111.· 
particular changes '" arurulation may cue prosodtc phrasing hy marking pros.udi 

... ~nm<:ut. pre.~ntc~ hen: ~xa~i~~s the articulation of nasal consonants and nasal vmwl~ 
on t~etr pmso.dtc post lion: ml!t~l or final in a syllable, in a prosodic word (PW). in an 

m ~n utterance. Ohscrvatton of velopharyngcal aperture is done with ;tirlluw 
acousuc ~n~~gy of the test segments is measured. Rc.~ults show thatuttcr:tllt-c-initi~l 
than IP tntttal ones. which in .tum are bigger than PW-initial(nJ.~. Syllahlc initial 

, have the. lea~t flow. Thu~. htgh~r prosodic inilial -boundaries arc marked hv ,111 
....,ohalrvnl!eal opentng m French .. !!tts findmg contradicts what has been ohscrvcd lor vchrnt 

at syllahle- or ":ord-mtttal consonants show less velum opening than final ones. 
consonants have an mcreased consonantality. In contrast. in French it may he tht• l:aSL' 

of initial consonan.ts holds for_lndivi~ual articulations, such as nasali7.ation. Therefore. in 
position and as a funcuon of the hterarchtcal level of the domain, French nasal con.~onants arl' 

(University of Arizona) 
cofiSdtuency in Western Apache 

llllbifiteation of lnl in Westem Apache is problematic for current theories of syllah~· 
syllable shape~ r;~, C'1,1, and nC are attested, but CnC syllables do nnt occur. 'lllt$ 

of syllable mitial and syllable-final consonants cannot be accounted for hy 
and rhyme constituents within lhe syllable. Second, while syllahlcs tif 
of shape V(C) do not. This generalization is difficult to cap111re under a 

to have onsets, but easily captured by an analysis requinng that syllables 
provide an Optimality Theoretic (McCarthy and Prince, 199la, l'rinl'c 

account of these facts, by arguing against subsyllabic constihterKy 111 this 
w. olfl!lflrunt argues for the operation "local conjunction" in Optimality Theory. 

are used J n native discourse to oppose the two d.i.alec ts 
· ngu Carlb language (Central Brazil) • Their funct.i.on .is t o 
groups sJncronically and historically. In Kalapalo, the 

of the pretonic syllable results J.n a dJ.ssocJation between 
modulation and stress, a fact that is not found J.n Kuik\iro. 
ve analysis oft he two prosodic systems reveals .interesting 

stress, tonal pitch and morale structure. Other proso
be descrjbed: the stress shift marking the syntactic 

a head and its complement. The U .nguJ stJ.c data are sub
ntal analysis using the Cecll Program an~ approached 

~t~aegmental and Metrical Phonologies, 

(Northwestern University) 
OCP-ploce effects and phonological speech errors 

evaluates the claim that Obligatory Contour Principle for Place of aniculation (OCP
and depend on the similarity of the consonants involved (Pierrehumbert 1992). In 

data are compared with data from segmental speech errors, which are known to 
(Noteboom 1969). The comparison supports Pierrehumbert's claim that OCP·Piace 
in similarity. In the case where consonant pairs share place of articulation, OCP-Piace 

error data show parallel behavior. By contrast, when consonant pairs with different places 
~mpved, all paralle!J between the two types of data are lost. In this case, speech errors 
~uenced by similarity (indicating no special status for the place feature}, but there are no 
dtfferent places of aniculation. 
this investigation of similarity in OCP-Piace effects in English has revealed one 

!-.~'UII(Iertrep,re!lenltati,on. There is some OCP effect for nasal consonants across different 
This unexpected pattern ofunderrepresentation can be accounted for if{nasaiJ is 

place feature rather than a manner feature in English. 
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Karl Erland Gadelii (GOteborg University) 
A minimalist approach to Lesser Antillean syntax 

It is taken for grant~d that creote grammars (among which that of Lesser Antillean (LA)) are 
characterized by unmarkedness, which is reinterpreted in minimalist terms by saying that creole 
grammars con1ain weak morpho-syn!actic features only. This prediction is borne out for 
lexically related head features in LA, but not for non-lexically related ones, occurring in e.g. 
imperatives and exclamatives. Since LA lacks head movement, but head features in non
lexically related constructions are probably ~inherently~ strong and thus have to be checked 
overtly. LA performs checking either by opc:ralor-like elements or by intonation in these cases. 
If it is assumed that also specifier features are weak, i.e. checked covertly, it is among other 
things predicted that LA has pro, PRO, no NP-raising and wh-movement in situ. These 
predicnons are by and large disconfumed, and it is furthermore noticed that when movement of 
NPs and wh-phrases takes place, resumptive elements have to be inserted in non-governed trace 
positions. Such insertion of resumptive elements has hitherto not been analyzed in minimalist 
terms. The initially attractive and plausible hypothesis that creole grammars contain only weak 
features thus has to be abandoned in its strong version, but can be reformulated so as to still 
capture properties characteristic of creole grammars. 

Susanne Gahl (University of Caliromia-Bcrlceley) 
Syllable onsets as a factor in stress rules: The case of Mathimathi revisited 

Moraic theory assumes that syllable onsets do not determine a syllable"s ability to attract stress Yet. it 
has been claimed that a small number of languages do have onset-sensitive stress rules Mathimathi. an 
Australian language of New South Wales. also called Madimadi, has been argued to~ such a language 
[Davis 1988). In Mathimathi. as first described by Hercus (1969), stress shifts from an initial light 
syllable to the second syllable of a posyllabic word if the second syllable has a coronal coMonant in its 
onset or is onsetless. For instance. main stress falls on the initial syllable in forms like wf.ga.da 'to die" 
and he.ba.f!.a "to jump'. but it is on the second syllable in forms like wi.la.gi 'wind" and b~ ni.d11r 'your 
younger brother'. 
This paper shows that Mathimathi stress IS not in fact sensitive to syllable onsets Spectfically. it will be 
shown that main stress falls on the stem-final syllable. The apparent onset-sensitivity an$es because the 
medial consonant in disyllabic stems of the shape CVCVC is invariably a coronal consonant. This 
analysis thus resolves an important empirical challenge to moraic theory. 

Peter Gamm (SAIC) 
English~. Gothic us-braidjan 'spread', and a sound-law for word-ini1ia/* lul-km 

/Sp/· alternating with !bf·, and /stl· with /dl·, can be Identified in nearly a dozen item-pairs in 
English and related languages: so English steam: Middle Dutch dOm (cp. Latin ftimus 'smoke") 
Fresh examination reveals instances not previously noticed: so Old English steorlan 'd ie " : ge 
deorlan 'perish, go to ruin'. This paper will show that nearly all such item-pairs clearly imply the 
preverb •usluz- 'up, out; up to the end' (not a "mobiles·") as source of the /sf-initial forms. 

The set of s-initial forms definitely Includes some Scandinavian outcomes: so West Norse starla 
'toil': OE deorlan 'toil' (: Lith . dirtJu 'I work', cp. Greek thera~ 'serve, attend'). The paper 
proposes a rule that ·1u1 was regularly lost word-initially In open syllable when unstressed before 
heavy syllable. But that outcome survived only In niches protected from analogy. Valid examples 
of •tskl· vs. •tgf- appear not to occur, probably significantly. A key issue: relative chronology 

While the preverb •usluz- is somewhat productive within Germanic, the root-specific preverbial· 
izations of this set with ·us· appear to be of long standing: these instances usually differ 
incrementally in sense from the primary root-meaning, diHerences usually traceable to Proto· Indo· 
European. 

MaryEllen Garcia (University of Texas-San Antonio) 
Phrases-to-lexicon: Pallerns of grammaticalization in San Antomo Spanish 

A classic definition of "grammaticalization" is that of Kurylowicz ([1965) 1975: 52): 
"Grammaticalization consists in the increase of the range of a morpheme advancing from a lexical to a 
grammatical or from a less grammatical to a more grammatical status," e.g., from a derivative formant to 
an innectional one. Some of the grammaticalization processes found in San Antonio Spanish are also 
common to other popular Spamsh dialects, while others are specific to this language contact dialect 
Specifically, this paper will examine phrasal phenomena, such as de a tiro 'of one shot (=completely)". 
which appear to have undergone relexification to adverbs; calques on English phrases, such a~ ir(se) para 
alras 'to go toward back (=to return)', which have resulted in lhed collocations that are semantically 
unitary; and the extension of semantically general verbs, e.g. tener 'to have' and agarrar ' to get' . to new 
semantic contexts, resulting in an array of new meanings from fixed syntax . 

Data for this study include a number of tape-recorded sociolinguistic interviews conducted 1 n San 
Antonio in the past seven years. The interviews have been transcribed in conventional orthography; 
discourse context is used to determine the communicative intent of the phrases. 
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analyzes language socialization among }'an daudu, Hau5a-speakin~ men 
like women, paying particular attention to the role of narrative m the 

I discuss how male adolescents acquire cultural membership in 'yan 
,_nu~1me,, m1c1uum'1 how such boys learn the "talk of women• (maganarmaJa) 

,. .. ,.y ..... ~tndemark. Older yan daudu commonly assume the role 
adolescent males whom they call "daughter" ( 'y a) and to 

and cultural/occupational training. The acquisition of 
"-··'"'"''" norms that occurs at this relatively late developmental stage ties 

childhood· and family-oriented studies oflanguage socialization. -u•,.·--- here adult '.van daudu occasionally interrupt their narratives to address 
cornpa,n•u'" (e.g. Kinaji, ko? 'You-(fem.] hear, right?') and insert explanatory 

naira t ... ] would take you all the way to lagos (in those days )"), 
aware of the socializing effect of their stories. The scope of 

!ocializatton research thus needs to be broadened to consider the experiences of 
'yan daudu and other gender and sexual minorities around the world. 

language re-sociatizalion process during late adolescence that modifies 
ways supersedes the socialization they uperienced as children. 

t. Gerdts (Simon Fraser University) 
lexical sufj'iUJtion parallels noun incorporatu:m 

NortJtwestem languages are well-known for their lellical suffixes. suffixes with substantival 
but bearing little, if any, resemblance to free-standing nouns with a similar meaning. 

(Salish) has about 200 lexical suffixes denotmg body parts, environmental concept~. 

human/relational terms. Lexical suffixes are used in complex nominals and also with 
predicates . In the latter case they have the same syn!actic and semantic propenies as the 

nouns found in various languages of the Americas. 
paper shows that lexical suffixes function lilce incorporated nouns in all crucial re spects. 

correspond to a theme or oblique. Second, their semantic possessors can assume an argument 
they can appear before derivational suffixes like reflexive, applicative, and causative. 

suffixes, and both after and before such suffiXes. Thus lexical suffixation is hke noun 
it is a derivational r.rocess that can be ordered with other argument structure-altering 

Glannakidou (University of Groningen) 
polarily items as predicates 

to the tradruonal assumption that negative polanty Items (NPis) are existential quant i fier~ . 
( 1992. 1994) proposes to treat NP{s as hetmian mdefinues. This paper provtdes further 
for the indcfmite nature of NPis hy establishmg a parallel berweeD .NP!s. bare plur:JJ~ 1n 

Germamc and incorpornted nouns in Greenlandic. Following the distinctiOn berween 
(which contribute both a descnpuve content tDCJ and a variable} and pr~dicnri1·e cwhtch 

only a DCJ indefinites suggested rn van Geenhoven (1 995). I argue that NPis fJII under the 
p11:dicauve indefinites together wtth rncorporated nouns m Greenlandic and bare plurnls under 
1n Greek/West Germanic. It w11l be shown that this analys1s ti) captures the rnterpreranonal 

of NPls n ~ straightforward way. riD accounts for the uses of pred1cattve forms 1n 'he 
of polanty idioms crosslrnguiS!Icall y. and (iii1 ~uggestS that negauve polamy ~~n "e 
under a more general theory of predicauon. thus resul tmg in a ~1mpler and more econom1c:tl 

grammar, 

Gilbert & Alicia Spiegel (Southern Illinois Univcrs i ty-Cart>ond~ l<') 
I•MPPtarra11Ce of postvocalic c. m the English ·based new »·or/d Cr('(J/t'.< 4 <"u.•e cf filvored s_\ntrethm' 

in the Caribbean and on the U S. South Atlantic and Gulf coasts is the " most r-less"' of all 
ofEnglish, so that for many speakers there is no underlying postvocalic rat all. As a rule, 

there were plantations, people (black and white) are r-less. At the t1me English 
reached West Africa and the New World, both types ofpronunciati Jn ( r·pronouncing 

were present as models for learning by Africans. What we call "fa\-ored syncret ism·· 
!lilt one of the competing variants (which enjoyed increasing prestige) brought from 
Mppened to coincide ~ith the substratum-influenced pronunciation. which under other 

. would have been stigmatized. This contrasts v.ith the Aliicans ' stopping of (dh) 
w~ch was only partially adopted by white speakers in the southeastern U S , Saba, and 

plantation areas where Africans were not in the majority. 
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Amalia E. Gnanadesikan (University of Massachusetts-Amherst/Rutgers University) 
Nasalizing consonant mutatioiiS: Theme and variations 

Na.~ah1ing consonant mutallons (cchps~s) can take se1·cr.d dtfferent forms: 
Ia) Hlicclcs~ - > 1niecd, 1·niccd -> na.~al (ln~h) 
h) \Oit·clc~• - > 101t:cd prenasah1cd, 1·oiced - > na~:tl (Manya) 
1:) ,·oi~:clc~s -> nucclcss. 1oiced -> l'oiccd prenao;ah!.ed {Fula) 
d) \oit•cles< a~ptrJted ->nasal aspn<Itcd, 1·oice!e"~ plain ->nasal plam (WI'I,h) . 

Thts paper present~ a untfonn an~l):sis wi~hm Opltmahty Theory of th<;se 1 anous chmn-<htll and 
chmn-shift-likc mutallnns. F.dtpsts ts a slufl along the tc!"f'ar) scale '1 nt~:elcss ohstntcnt 1ou-rd 
obstruent, s<momnt' It 1 dn1·en by c<-..11co;cent•e of a paf1tally spcctftcd nasal <onor.tnt mutatu•n 
morpheme 11 ith the 'ten tnttial segment Faithfulness to the mutation mnrph~mc :md to thr 'trm 
<cgmcnt arc cYaluatcd b) applying CtJITCspondencc The<lr) tothc scale. The mtcr.t.:tton ol thr 
coak<ccncc t'onstr.unt and segmental markedness constramts "tlh a set of un11 crsall} r.ut~rtl 
faithfulness constrainL< determines the language-paf1tcular form of the cchpsO'. 

lves Goddard (Smithsonian Institution) 
First· and second-person participles m Fox 

There is evidence in Fox for two types of first· and second-person participles, one 

bearing the aorist proclitic preverb and one having initial change (both formal marks 

of other participles). The syntactic differences between these two types of forms 

provide a basis for distinguishing them as aorists and participles, respectively, in 

conformity with their morphology. Other characteristics distinguish even these 

participles from third·person-headed participles, reflecting their status as straddling 

the categories of noun and verb. Also, and unexpectedly, they are treated as 

syntactically inanimate. These ostensible anomalies permit an important point to 

made about the occa5ional non-conformity of morphology and grammatical category. 

Lucia A. Golluscio (University of Buenos Aires) 
Mttapragmaric operators in Mapudungun · More about Rea/H-Irrealts 

In recent work, I have argued that the verbal suffix -fi is a metapragmatic operator 
which acts to rupture conventional implicature in Mapudungun or Araucanian. 
This paper is f nr used on two connected issues. First, the uses of other Mapuche verbal 
suffixes (-pe; -lle; -rKi) whos~ relatedness to evidentiality suggests t~at their 
meaning is fully accomplished in their metapragmatic functioning, as def1ned by 

Michael Silverstein. 
Second, the linkages between these suffixes and -fl in the construction of the 

Realis-Irrealis continuum in Mapudungun. 
Data have been recor~ed in three Mapuche communities of Southern Argentine (Anecon 

Grande, ~ncatruz, and Cushamen) between 1978-1985 and during 1992· 

Chris Golston (University of Dusseldorf) 
Direct OT: Representation as pure rrUJrkedness 

1 prc<ent a model of Rcpresentati<?n as Pure Marked~ess (RPM) which_ repres~nts morpheme~ in tcr~n< ·~ 
con~traint 1iolations. Representatton b) segment stnng (/bananal.lpa.Ja.mall ts done away wtth enltrel) . 

•<;Tor •I, \ll I AL-L 
(STOP. Rn 

• • I 
I I I • 

AL-L 
(LAB. RTJ 

• 

AL·L 
lL\T. RT) 

• 
• 

(prel) 

(re.pll 

Rc<nh( md ude: ol Repre~ent~tion is uniform at UR. SR: every URis a possible SR and ~· i<'e Hr~~- ii) 
Pernl:ment under<pecifi<'3tion (5teri3de 94) of unmarked structure (Ktparsky 82. 85) •~ gnara_ntccd 
hcc~ 1~e unmarked <tnocttore can' t be giHn in terrns of RPM. iii) The linear order of se!!mcnt~ •~ nut 
ch•ttnclll e ,, 1 Repre~entation and e1·alu3tion are co~flated. •·) Mar~ed types of morphology (tnfi'c.<. 
c 1rcnmfi'e~. 7ero affi~es . <uhtractive morphs. reduphcallon. templalt_c .morphology) are. repr~~cnted "'. 
c'~ctlv the same "n1 ns roots. Such morpholo~} is marked because tt mvolves underlymg vtolntHlll ol 
ht!!hl\. rankrd constraints CP-\RSF.. FILL. Auc.-.:. ExPONEt-:CE. CoNTIGl'~T~ ). RPM treat~ all t)_pcs uf 
rcprt•~cntntion identically at nil le1 el<: con~tr3int 'iolations are the (only) doshnctove features of 0 I. 
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(University of DUsseldorf) & Tomas Riad (Stockholm Universny) 

nretLr 

1989) 
1993) 

meter is grounded in the prosodic hierarchy (Selkirk 1986), with the following 
-~c:es: Phras~ = Metron, Word ""Verse foot, Foot = metrical position. We clnlm thnt 

of affaus where ~yntax outranks Prosody (Golston 1994) is reversed in meter, 
In meter the prosodtcally unmarked emerges, explaining the binarity tvpical of all 
1988). . 

that rules out the unused feet in (i) is AliGN· R (WD, Fr), a constraint thnt is 
pitch accent system (Allen 1973). Intentional violation of rhythmic constraints 

Lapse) further define the meters, e.g. exactly I moraic lapselmetron for iambic meter 
1 clash/metcon for dacty)ic meter. 

(loodmaa (University of Wisconsin-Madisoo) 
~.._ __ 'IJtJf consonanl·IICJ'«I inJeraction in Ponapean 

Gordon & Iaa Maddiesoa (University of California-Los Angeles) 
W•rrklllaJiion and acoustic realization: Evidence from Ndumbta 
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Nancy Goss (University of Delaware} 
Licensing secondary resu/tative predicates 

This paper seeks to answer two questions raised in the literature 
regarding resultative constructions: what verbs license a resultative 
and what is the relationship between resultatives and displacem~nt. l 
will show that displacement and resultative constructions, both 
adjectival and prepositional, are licensed in unique ways, produc ing an 
apparent, but not actual, complementarity as argued for by Goldberg 
(1995) . The apparent complementarity is produced by the generalization 
that action/change can cause motion, but motion cannot cause a chnnqe of 
state . consequently , if an action involves or causes displacement in 
the object, it licenses a directional phrase . A verb encoding 
displacement, however, cannot license a resultativ~ phrase. 1o 
coMpletely explain the data, the non-displacement verbs must be divided 
into change of state (COS ) and non-change of state (non-COS) verbs. 
While both allow resultative predicates, the latter, but not the form~r, 
place an agency requirement on the subject. The licensing of 
directional phrases doe~; not seem to be sensitive to the COS/ non-cos 
distinction . 

Nancy Goss (University of Delaware), James Gair & Barbara Lust (Cornell Umversity) 
Shamitha Somashekar (Cornell University) 
Adverbial subordinaJion in the first language acquisition of S1nhala 

In this paper we report the results of a new experirrental study (an act rut/ toy
noving task) which b!sted the interpretation of 41 children in the J<adawatha area of 
Sri lanka (aged 2.6 to 6.5 in 4 age groups) on three types of carplex sentences. 
Based on an analysis of Sinhala verbal rrorphology and syntax (e<J., Gair 1970), three 
connectives were tested, allcwing test for disscx:iation of finiteness, tense, an<;\ 
semantic t~rality, as well as test for generalization and replication of prev1oo.s 
results (Gair et al . , 1989). 

Fesults (lreasuring children's coreference and disjoint reference 1udgrre':'ts in 
interpretation) showed that children differentiated all connectives 10 theu 
interpretation, and were sensitive to both syntactic fini~eness and semantic 
tense in their ca1plex sentence interpretation, frCIII earllest ages tested. 
Fesults are discussed in terms of a Strong continuity 'nleory of first language 
acquisition, and a rrodularity theory of Universal Grarrrnar. 

Teresa S. Griffith (University of California· Irvine) 
Prepositions as predicates: Double objects and antipaSSive.t m Esk1mo Aleut 

Johns (1984) argues dative-shift constructions in Eskimo-Aleut languages are ~erived 
from dative constructions, while Larson (1988) argues the reverse derivational h1story 
obtains for their English counterparts. Yet both languages place identic!l restrictions 
on subjects of corresponding p,•ss i ve sentences, a parallelism unexpected 1 f the 1 anguages 
have different "basic" structures . • 

I argue dative and dativP-shift constructions are both "basic". "Ditransitive verbs 
select as single complements phrases headed by Ps, by definition predicatPs which . in~er
relate two entities, thus licensing two arguments (cf. Hale & Keyser 1993) . Coex1st1ng 
dative/dative-shift constructions result from a V's ability to select two different Ps : 
the often overt P of "terminal coincidence" or the usually phonologically-null P of 
"central coincidence". 

Extending the hypothesis that Ps figure cruciall~ in argume~t structure, I argue 
Eskimr·-Aleut antipassive morphemes are Ps which ass1gn agent-l1ke theta-roles to their 
"subjects" . This argument, contra Baker's (1988) claim that universally antipassive$ 
are Ns assigned theme roles, accounts for the grammaticaltty (in some dialects) of the 
antipassive version of dative-shift constructions . 

Anne-Marie Guerra, Amanda Holzrichter, & Gene Mirus (University of Texas· Austin) 
A cross·linguistic study of Mexican and Guatemalan sign languages 

The study of signed languages provides an important testing ground for linguistic theory. 

However, sign language research is a relatively young field, and most research to date has 

focused on American Sign Language (ASL). More research is needed on the many other 
signed languages used around the world. The study presented here helps fill the cross

linguistic gap in sign research by applying Bauison's (1978} model, developed for ASL, to 

two previously unexplored languages: Mexican Sign Language (LSM} and Guatemalan 

Sign Language (LSG). This model appears to be valid for both LSM and LSG, providing 

further support for its potential universality. 
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conditioning f~ctor~ on ~o tnd change have been thought to be purely a•ticulal!>rv. 
cha~gcs m place or f!lanner of articulation (Osthoff and Brugmann 11!7~ ) ~toi·c 

perceptiOn ha~ been con~1dcred as another possible conditiOning factor on sound change 
Lindblom !'/ al. fon~c.om.n~. Ohala 1~1!9) Under this view. the rc~ulting 'lllllld has 

OCl'll:eJJ'tua• Slmllanllcs wnh the prev1ous sound. but may differ considerably in ~t•mc 
artiCUI81110n .. 

t c ~ommon ~oun~ c~ange of velar .ralatalization (k > ti> and propos · 1h1t 
play a ro l.c m velar. pa!atahzat•on I base th1s proposal on experimental rcsca1rh m 

the aco~~llc propc1trcs of \>Ciar stops and palatoalvcolar affncatc~ before a variu > 111 
native ~njlh~h ~rca~er~ of the same d1alect I have found that the bur~t of [k J lx-lt>l C' a 
quite s1milar acou~trcally to 1 palatoal.ve~lar (tf]. [k[ also has the longest and fll(l~t iutm 'c 
stors. thu~ pr(lducml! ~ grearer fncatlvl! effect I am also conducting a Jll'ICl'p•inrl 

mvcsvgatcs the confu~b• •ty of the two ss:gmcnts before a front vo" e P clirnin. , 
that [k) before a front \lOwe' IS misheard as [tJ) at a percentage greater than chance 

lllal (Slate University of New York·Stony Brook/University of Oklahoma) 
evidence for lexical categories in Salish: An answer to Jelmek and Demers 

1• that Sallshan lexlcal ite•s are all syntactic predicates from 
undifferentiated lexical class (Jelinek & Demers 1994l depends 
part on the fact that predicates vith such disparate semantic 

•young aan•, 'brave•, and 'slnq' are all treated vtth 
1 x and morphology. But one aorpholoqical operation 

llcatlon of the ste•, results ln predictably dlffece~t 
in keepinq with lexical status as nouns, verbs, and 

lves: the operation with some predicates yields number, a nominal 
ty, vlth others the verbal property aspect, and with others the 
tval property qradation. rf the syntax is not to operate directly 

ie notions there must be an intervening linguistic level, 
Is that of lexical cateqory. 

(Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
in Korean negation 

an analysis ?f Korean. negation constructions set in the feature-based framework of 
The cla1m IS ~hat m Korean negation constructions. objects are forced to shift 

of Ne~P tn order to check a strong nominal feature on the Neg• head. The 
foun.d ~~.Korean ~n be n~lly e~t_plained b~ supposing that the direr:t 

. _ negauon constructtons shrfiS, whtle the enhre nominalized predicate 
thrs sh1ft m "l?ng:for:m negallon." This analysis is supported by data from child 

ICQIUiSiltion .. wh1ch md1cates that. ch1ldren occasionally fail to e~tecute the object shtft. 
m ~IS base posthon. Ev1dence from multiple negallon will also be discussed. 

explanahon of the two forms of Korean negation relies on the "Shortest Move" 
the recent syntachc frameworlcs. following the spirit of the "minimalist program" 

In the present context, t_h1s f~~ t~e entire nominalized VP to shift in tong· 
rather than the ObJect con tamed w1thm 11, a result reminiscent of the "A -over-A" 

tiRoss (1967}. 

U. Harkness (Mercer University} 
Nm.lki:!J: Anomalous sound change and phonotactic.t 

t~e oddest-JQof<ing sound changes in Historical linpuistics 
~ ange of IE *~ ~o Arm. [~); c f. wdwos "two' > Arm. 

known phonological Cpre-)history of Armenian helps bring 
to this se.emingly aberrant sound change: Cal C< e> is 

ed prothetlc vow~l before all original initial r-'s--
s~~n C~l "'~ethic rf~uis; IE*!!!. r~gularly developsinto 

that ~' bU:tth is Is norma y g_ not !1_; and there is no regular 
1 "'_lll get us Arm. !:.. from IE •d. 

bel.t eve th~ crxpl a nat ion for this odd change 1 ies in a 
t1on of tts expected development into a dental-velar f' a well-established phonotactic constraint against 

l!d .c uste ... s 1n Proto-Indo-European which seems to have 
lnto Proto-Armenian. 
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Allee C. Harris (Vanderbilt University) & Lyle Campbell (University of Canterbury-New Zealand) 
Syntactic doublets cuuJ language change 

Recent discussions of the role of language acquisition in diachronic syntax describe change in 
terms of a construction A being reanalyzed as B, or in terms of resetting a parameter with the 
results that the old output A is replaced by a new B. While change by replacement is universally 
recognized, many scholars have not fully appreciated the importance of changes in which the 
source construction continues to exist side-by-side with the innovative construction. tn changes of 
this sort, a single source has doublet reflexes. 

An example comes from Old Georgian, where the form unda 's/he wanted' was part of a 
complete paradigm; it provided the source for an innovative construction in which undo is a modal 
invariant in form and with the meanings 'should, must, ought'. The innovative modal construction ' 
coexists with a direct reflex of the source, continuing the 'want' sense. 

The importance of such doublets is that they show that reanaiY3is cannot be viewed as 
merely 'incorrect' analysis in the process of acquisition, as suggested by some scholars. Because 
the notion of 'incorrect' analysis is the basis for the assumption that syntactic change takes place 
primarily in acquisition, these examples establish the inadequacy of that assumption and show the 
need for reconsidering the role of acquisition in change. 

Nancy Hedberg & Nathalie Schapansky (Simon Fraser UniverSity) 
Referentiality constraint and the preverbal position in Breton 

In th1s paper we claim that a referenti~lity con~traint determines the word order in Breton. a verb
~econd language. To show this, we eJ~amine four teJ~ts written in the Gwenedeg dialect and concentrate on 
~entences containing two overt NPs, one preverbal and one postverbal, 60 sentences for each tellt. We 
investigate the word order types, the definiteness of the nominals, and their di~course function as topic or focus. 
The re~ults ~upportthe referentiality constraint. Preverbal NPs are mostly ~objects, definite and topics. In cases 
where the two NPs :1re equally definite or indefinite, the most referential NP-the one most accessible in the 
discour~e context - occurs preverbally, as predicted. When the !WO NPs are of equal cognitive status, sentences 
are ambiguou~. as m ( 1). 
(I) Aotrou Kcr.1ndro a ambroug Mari 

Mister Kerandro lead· present Mari 
'Mistc:r K<'l"llllllro h•1ul.f MariMari lc:arlf Mi.ftc:r Kc:rrmdro.' 

The high number of preverbal subject~ also follows from the referentiality constraint. Subjects are likely to be 
topics and topic NPs are likely to be definite and referential. Subjects therefore are likely to be more definite and 
referenth1lthan objects or attributes; hence subjects are likely to occur preverbally. 

A more comprehensive undcrst:mding of the Breton verb-second order is thus achieved and Breton d:ua 
prove to be relevant for the study of referentiality, topic and focus. 

Johannes Helmbrecht (Nonheastem Illinois University) 
First person dual and plural marking in North Americanlndian languages 

The first person plural/ dual is, from a referential point of view, the most complex 

person category. Its reference includes the 1"' person plus one or more 2nc1 persons or 

one or more J<4 persons or both of them. This referenttal complexity which has no 

formal sign 1n English "we" Is formally reflected In the more or leas transparent 

composite structure of l"t person plural/ dual marker of North-American Indian 

lanquages and the structure of their pronominal paradigms. It wW be shown that all 

referential components of "we" play a certain role In the formation of l"t person 

plural/ dual markers, that there is a priority of the t•• person over the other persons 

with respect to plural/ dual marking, lind that all dlatlnct t•t person plural/ dual (with 

or without an Inclusive/ exclusive distinction) have a prefered way of 

qrammaticalization which is motivated by their categortal content. 

Caitlin Hines {San Francisco State University) 
Of fillies and Mifers and lexicalization 

Cognitive theories of metaphor have implicitly assumed by their silence that the specif~<: terms used in 
metaphorical eJtpressions are chosen pretty much at random, once the parameters have been established 
through cross·domain mapping. This paper. however, posits the existence of previously unidentified 
linguistic and conceptual constraints affecting the selection of metaphorical el!pressions, by contrasting 
the actual lexical items used to Cllpress one metaphor • DESIRED WOMAN AS SMALL ANIMAiiWOMAN AS 
GAME . with other conceptually plausible but unused source domain items. 

This paper explains why an attractive woman can be called a bunny, lilly, or mink. but not a 
*hare, •heifer. or •otter, by teasing apart the multiple and convergent phonetic and semantic features 
which together delimit this lexical field (exemplified by expressions like chick, Jcjften, and iOJt, and by 
customs such as women dressed as Playboy bunnies). Such unexpected phonosemantic coherence 
challenges the arbitrariness of the metaphorical sign, and has implications for both cognitive linguistics 
and language and gender studies. 

Hinrichs (University of TObingen) & Tsuneko Nakazawa (N1T Laboratories) 
syntactic properties of control constructions in German 

two classes of German control verbs that exhibit a wide range of syntactic difference.~ 
( 1957). Control verbs such as iiberr~den ('persuade') allow VP eJttraposition and 

control verbs such as selren ('see') do not. We attribute these syntactic difrcrences to 
-sutt~er11 structures for the two classes of control verbs. 

Peter ([das Auto) zu kaufcn) Obcrrcden wirdj (2) (Peter [das Auto) [kaufen sehcnj wirdj 
('to buy') and das Auto ('the car') form a VP. which can be ell:traposed or fronted. while in 

and das A11to do not form a constituent and hence can neither be extraposed nor fronted. In our 
these two different constituent structures are projected from two distinct subcategori7.ation 

are eJ~emplified by the partiallellical entries for uberrede11 in (3) and for sehen in {4). 

lpttOI'i ;;~rrrdtro l (4) [PilON "~" l 
COMPS (NPOJ<c,V(COMPS( ))) COMPS oppcnd((NPoc:c).IIJ . (vi~~PSffi])) 

;llb!Trtaen subcategorizes for 1 full VP. In (4) non-subject complements of the verbal complement 
complements of the governing verb sehen. Since the verbal complement of sehen is of type 
obligatory. Additional support for this analysis comes from the aulliliary nip construction 
of NP complements. Both constructions are treated by LP statements and do not require 

et al. (City University of New York-Graduate Center) 
vtrb: A comparative study of starivity and ren.fe reference 

r represents the first attempt to aaaeaa the correlation 
ity and tense reference of creole verba in a wide range 

l.n•gu•a~c••• including not only Atlantic varieties (baaed on 
, Dutch, Spanish and Portuguese) but alao five 

creoles (Tok Piain, Nagameae, Nub1, Seychelloia and 
~natJa~•o). our data reveal that in moat of the creolea 

r Atlantic or non-Atlantic, both atat1ve and non
can have either paat or non-paet reference when 

, and past (or past-before paat) reference when marked 
rior or past tense. This demonstrates that Bickerton's 
im about the relationship between atativity and tense 

may reveal a statistical tendency reflecting the 
meaning of stativity, but thia claim has no predictive 

in any of the Atlantic or non-Atlantic creolea surveyed in 
atudy. 

HOller (University of Illinois-Urbana/Champaign) 
vowel sets in Applecross Gaelic 

ApPiecross Gaelic, the vowels /e,o,cl block nasal harmony. This talk claims that tht> 
maintain contrasts in the vowel system drives the class of mid-high vowels to resist 

Nasalization decreases the phonetic distance between vowels. Therefore, the 
system in Applecross Gaelic is not able to distinguish as many heights as the oral 

•rl}'lrle[n. As a result, the set of mid-high vowels contains no nasal vowels in Applecro!l..~ 
I claim that there is a highly ranked constraint which requires underlying members of 

lllid-bigh vowel set to retain their membership to this set in the surface form. To sati~fy 
ld preservation constraint, the vowels /e,o,df must surface as oral, and resist nasal 

This account of opacity is shown to be more satisfactory for this case than othP-r 
accounts which must either stipulate feature specification, or propose unnatural 

c:oo<:currence restrictions. 

Hopkins (Aorifla International University) 
Ill the forms ,functions, and meanings of the verb dfl in contemporary Gullah 

Thla pap~r is a d~scriptive study of the various us~s of the verb DO in the speech 
three elderly speakers from three of th~ South Carolina Sea Islands:- Pr~vlous 

on the verb QQ has essentially focused on this verb as auxiliary; Iii· thls functi 
iants have been reported : 1) DOES as habituative, ii) DID as anterior, and iii) 

perfective. Most of the research on DO hav~ been concerned with the presence or 
of these variants in the English creole verb system. Very little, however, has 

to examining the use of each of these variants in the speech of an 
~··•uua~ creole speaker. For instance, do all English creole speakers uae all three 

of this auxiliary verb in their speech and with similar meanings? If not, then 
These and other questions will be the focus of concern in this paper. 

,.._This description of the verb DO will focus on how each individual Gullah speaker uses 
~~erb in all its variants. These observations will be of interest to creole studies 

two ways: first, it will illustrate the various uses of the verb DO in the 
~rsational speech of an individual creole speaker; second, by describing these uses 
~with the other speakers in this study, this description may provide some 
h--. •tiona on how this verb is developing and, thus, may have implications of 
~iltic change in the Gullah verb system. 
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Kaoru Horie (Tohoku University) & Noriko Saito 
A pragmatic constraint on particle conversion in Japanese 

llns study explores a pragmatic.constramt on the applicallon of GA-NO conversion in 

Japanese, wh1ch converts a nommat1ve marker GA into a gemtve marker NO m certam 

types of embedded clauses. We argue that the application of GA-NO conversion is 

blocked when a GA-marked NP is exclus1vely focused (v1z when it is assigned 

"exhaustive llstmg" mterpretauon), but not when the entire embedded clause is focused 

(viz.. when 11 is given "descriptive" mterpretallon). This study presents an important 

addition to Keenan ( 1976)'s universally valid "subject property list" by claiming that 

only basic (nonderived) subject~ can be exclusively focused 

laurence R. Horn (Yale University) 
Not {justl#only} goodfrieruls anymore: Correlatives and background mver~ion 

The .not o11ly construction differs i.n. various ~mantle an~ distrib'!tional respects fro'!' apparently synonym010, 
not JIISI. The former 1s presupposrllonal, while the Iauer ts not, With the result that SIS not only P requires that 
Sis m fact P (while also outranking P on the relevant scale). Sis not {just/merely} P, on the other hand is 
compatible with S's not being Pat all (as long asS is situated above Pin rank or scalar position). Hence: ' 

(I) That's not {just/#only} a misdemeanor, it's a felony. (cf. That's not only a misdeameanor, it's a sin) 
(2) We're not {just/#only} engaged, we're married. (cf. We're not just engaged, we're hving together) 

[not onlyJ Pis a partially autonomous construction which differs from the s1mple denial not Uust PJ in 
occurring before the fi nile A uxor m clause-initial position, in the Iauer case triggering subj -aux inversion: 

(3) I not {only/#just} saw the movte, •(I even read the book). 
(4) Not {only/#just} does he LIKE her, "(he LOVES her). 

Preposed not o11ly is obligatorily a correlative, requinng a continuation that shares its oncntation and 
strengthens (rather than contradicting) its pomt. But what licenses the inversion in (4), given in particular that 
not only P clauses are not negative or downward entailing, as seen in (5)7 

(5) Not only does he {already love someone else!* love anyone else yet}, but he'salso mamed. 
It is argued that in a correlative construction of the form C1 A C1 B, the inversion of A marks it as back· 
grounded and pragmatically presupposed In not only A but (also) B. no sooner A than B. scarcely A when B. 
et al., the mverted A clause represents the log1calltemporal ground on which B is established. In correlatives 
not presupposing A (e.g. neither A nor B. either A orB, the more A the more 8) no inversion rs possible. 

Harry Howard (Tulane University) 
Ergative passession in Kaqchikel 
In the tamiliar Western European languages, the dependency between a possessed noun and 1ts posse~sor is 
marked morphosyntactically on the possessor. In English, genitive case marks the possessor prenominally, e.g. 
Mary's in Mary's book, and in Spanish. the preposition de marks post-nominal possessors, e.g. de Marfa in el 
libro de Marfa, 'the book of Mary'. However, in other languages, the relationship is marked on the possessed 
noun itself. This paper discusses the Mayan language Kaqchikel, in which the ergative prefix found in verbal 
morphology also appears prefixed to nouns with the effect of licensing a postnominal phrase denoting the 
possessor of the ergatively-marked noun, e.g. ri kaji' r-aqiin ri ch'atal, 'the four 3sERG-Ieg the table', i.e. 'the 
table's four legs'. The analysis to be proposed for such constructions is: 

(op ri [QP kaji' [ErgP r- [NP aqlin (op ri ch'atal )))]] 
which generalizes the verbal usage of the ergat1ve prefix to the nominal domain, so that in both cases, the 
ergative head selects for a phrase whose head raises by head-to-head movement in order to host the prefix. Yet 
in contrast to the verbal structure, the internal subject of the noun phrase need not raise to Spec(Erg') in order to 
check case, but rather can check it directly from Erg. It will be shown that this analysis is not compatible with 
the analysis of French postnominal possessives offered in Kayne (1994) and so counts as a counterexample to 
the universality of his proposals. A more general structure is proposed which accounts for both the head
marking of Kaqchikel and the phrase-marking of the Western European languages. 

Chai-Shune K. Hsu (University of California-los Angeles) 
Voicing unikrspecijication in Taiwanese word-final consonants 

We observe the different treatment in Taiwanese of word-initial and word-final stops when placed in 
the intervocalic position: V#CV vs. VC#V, where# marks the word boundary. Word-final stops, which are 
laryngeally neutralized, voice intervocalically: Vt#V -> Vd#V. rn contrast, initial voiceless unaspirated 
stops remain intact: V#tV -> *V#dV. Based on the different behaviors of voiceless and neutralized stops in 
Ta1wanese, r argue against Lombardi 's ( 1'195) claims that [voice] is a privative feature, and that the result of 
neutralization is phonologically indistinct from the representation of non-neutralized voiceless stops. 

In Taiwanese, word-initial stops maintain a three-way contrast between voiced l!1i 'rice'), voiceless 
unaspirated (J;1,i 'to compare'), and voiceless aspirated (Jti 'scar'). Word-final stops have variable, but non
contrastive, laryngeal realizations. The la~ngeal behavior of Taiwanese stops suggests that [0 voiceJ is a 
phonological category distinct from [-voice in that the latter will have constant phonetic realizations while 
the former may be contextually variable, riven by effort minimization. Taiwanese word-final stops arc 
argued to be unspecified for the feature [voice], and that voicing underspecification persists to the level of 
phonetic implementation. The contextual variations just described reflect the natural laryngeal states 
predicted in Westbury & Keatin& (1986). Furthermore, the feature [voice) is argued to be bmary. Word
milia! voiceless stops are [-voice]. and are consistently produced with an or.en ~Ioliis (Hsu 1995). Word
initial voiced stops are [+voice], and are consistently produced with closed, v1bratmg vocal folds. 
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of the resp~tive. c?ntributions of sub- and superstrate to the lexicon of a creole generally 
_r,l;•~hlc,mc hngu1st1cs' notion of"basic vocabulary"· "universal, noncultural" items asserted to 

by borrowing than nonbasic items In cognitive linguistics and ethnosemanlics 
by other criteria, including psychological and cultural salience. This paper explores how 

of"basicness" in the lexicon can be fruitfully combined: in particular, to what extent does 
of a lexeme correlate with its resistance to being replaced by borrowing? Drawing principally 
creoles for which several superstrate layers, as well as substrate and adstrate sources can be 

it eumines the distribution of items from these various sources in several different sem~ntic 
color. kinship, plant and animal names). It concludes that more basic vocabulary becomes a 

emerging creole sooner than does less basic vocabulary, confirms creolists' intuition that 
'-•-...llen·veu items make up a greater proportion of the basic vocabluary than of the rest of the 

supports some generalizations with regard to specific domains, such as kinship and 
. At the same time, it sheds new light on the question of the provenience ofPortuguese

~CfiiS in New World creoles. 

M. Hutton & John E. Joseph (University of Hon~ Kung) 
The impact of theosophy on modern lingwst ir~ 

:fte:I50Dlllcal Society (TS), fuunded in 1875 by H. P. Blavat!ky and H. C. Olcott, became 
movement counting key figures of 20th-c. culture among its tens of thousands of 

It had an impact on the work of some highly influential linguists, including Ma.x 
sumo~ and Wbotf Another linguist, von ?fister-Schwaighusen, waJ co-founder of 
Society, part of Ariosophy, a radical offshoot of the TS. AlthousJl from the start the 

against racial disc:rlmix!ation, it also held that the universal basis of all religions lay 
wise men in. the Himalayas. Bumou£; the pre-eminent Sanskritist of France, toQk 

pushing TS Aryan. doctrines i.n a racist direction. Whorf came to the TS through his 
encouraged him to study Mayan hieroglyphics in the hope of proving the TS 
the Aroerican Indians came over from Atlantis. The !lreat bulk of Wharfs "'Titines 

frorn TS doctrines; but the esoteric theories th~ves draw heavilv on studie~ 
The paper consid= how mod~ linguistics, in asserting the P.rbitrariness of the 
to draw a line between ·occult' aJJd 'scientific' theories oflanguage, and where 

finally falls apan. 

D. lutzi-Mitc:hell (College of Rural Alaska-Kuskokwim CampLL~) 
ofYugcetun and lnupiatun language immerswn education 

total immersion programs of education in two Ala skan Eskimo 
began in the fal l of 1995. I present historical 

~anmn1n" to these programs, <Werv i ews of formal and de facto 
1 language policies in these new programs, and a 

~u8:•~~•n of the future of these approaches as models for the 
of formal school ing in indigenous language revival. 

Jae1er (State University of Ne w York-Buffalo) 
hlrllrtop•ntei~l of syllable structure: Evidence (rom slips of the tong• •~ 

there is much evidence that adult phonological representations include syllable structure 
it is an open question as to when this structure develops during language acquisition. 

of 700 phonological slips of the tongue (SOTs) made by children ages I ;7 5; II finds 
•••: ennn show syllable structure organization: in 86% of the errors, the error and source 

from identical syllable positions (e.g. [tie tA9) for 'Ieeth brush', normally (tiO pAc], 
10; [~kJ ~£k3] for 'double decker' [d.<bu dek3}, age 2;4). It has been argued that 

bepn makJRg segmental SOTs only after they have gone through their '18 month 50 
',at which time consonantal SOTs are organized by phonetics, i.e. more likely if 

and source differ by only one feature (Jaeger 1992). It appears that the development of 
. . for phonology as a system (i.e. abstracted from specific lexical items) 

!his pomt, and that phonological entries include both featural and segmental components. 
above data, I hypothesize that it is at this ~arne point that syllable structure constraints 

lqlresented as part of the mental phonological system, and that these constraints are the 
of the word-shape templates which structured earlier phonological representations. 
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Kaoru Horie (Tohoku University) & Noriko Saito 
A pragmaJic constraint on particle conversion in Japanese 

Th1s study explores a pragmat1c.constramt on the applicatiOn of GA -NO convers1on in 

Japanese, wh1ch converts a nominative marker GA into a gemtve marker NO m certain 

types of embedded clauses We argue that the appllcahon of GA-NO converston is 

blocked when a GA-marked NP is exclustvely focused (vtz when it is assigned 

"exhaustive hstmg" mterpretauon), but not when the entire embedded clause is focused 

(v1z when 11 1s g1ven "descriptive" interpretallon) This study presents an Important 

add1t1on to Keenan (1976) s universally vahd "subject property hst" by claiming that 

only basic (nondenved) subJeCt$ can be exclusively focused 

Laurence R. Horn (Yale University) 
Not {justi'llonly} good friends anymore: Correlatives and background invenion 

The not 0/rly construcUon differs in vanous semantic and distributional respects from apparently synonymot.~ 
not jmr. The former ts presuppositional, while the latter is not, with the result that Sis not only P requires that 
S 1s in fact P (whtle also outrankmg P on the relevant scale). Sis not {just/merely} P, on the other hand is 
compallble wtth S's not being Pat all (as long asS ts situated above Pin rank or scalar position). Hence: ' · 

(1 ) That's not {justl#only} a misdemeanor, it's a felony. (cf. That's not only a misdeameanor, 1t's a sin) 
(2) We're not {justl#only} engaged, we're married. (cf. We're not just engaged, we're livtng together) 

I not only] Pis a parttally autonomous c<;>ns!ructton. which differs from t~e simple de.mal ~ot Uust P] in 
occurnng before the ftntte Aux or tn clause-tmttal pos1tton,IR the latter case tnggenng subJ·aux mversion: 

(3} I not {only,f#just} saw the movie, *(I even read the book). 
(4} Not {onlyl#just} does he LIKE her, *(he LOVES her). 

Preposed not o11ly is obligatonly a correlative, requiring a continuation that shares its orientation and 
strengthens (rather than contradicting) its point. But what licenses the inversion in (4), given in particular that 
not only P clauses are not negative or downwaro entailing, as seen in (5)7 

(5} Not only does he {already love someone elsel*love anyone else yet}, but he's also mamed. 
It is argued that in a correlative construction of the form C1 A C2 B, the inversion of A marks it as back
grounded and pragmatically presupposed. In nor only A but (also' B, no sooner A tlwn B, scarcely A when B, 
et al., the inverted A clause represents the logiealhemporal ground on which B is established. In correlatives 
not presupposing A (e.g. neither A nor B, either A orB, 1~ nwre A the more 8) no inversion is poss1ble. 

Harry How•rd (Tulane University) 
Erga1ive possession in Kaqchikel 
In the tamthar Western European languages, the dependency between a possessed noun and lts possessor is 
marked morphosyntactically on the possessor. In English, genitive case marks the possessor prenominally, e.g. 
Mary'$ m Mary's book, and in Spanish, the preposttion de marks post·nominal possessors, e.g. de Marfa in e/ 
libro de Mar(a, 'the book of Mary'. However, in other languages, the relationship is marked on the possessed 
noun itself. This paper discusses the Mayan language Kaqchikel, in which the ergative prefix found in verbal 
morphology also appears prefixed to nouns with the effect of licensing a postnominal phrase denoting the 
possessor of the ergatively-marked noun, e.g. ri kaji' r-aqiin rich 'atal, 'the four 3sERG-leg the table', i.e. 'the 
table's four legs'. The analysis to be proposed for such constructions is: 

I DP ri [QP kaji' [E'lP r- [NP aql!n [op ri ch ·a tal Jl)]) 
which generalizes the verbal usage of the ergative prefill to the nominal domain, so that in both cases, the 
ergative head selects for a phrase whose head raises by head-to-head movement in order to host the prefix. Yet 
in contrast to the verbal structure, the internal subject of the noun phrase need not raise to Spec(Erg') in order to 
check case, but rather can check it directly from Erg. It will be shown that this analysis is not compatible with 
the analysis of French postnominal possessives offered in Kayne ( 1994) and so counts as a counterexample to 
the universality of his proposals. A more general structure is proposed which accounts for both the head
marking of Kaqchikel and the phrase-marking of the Western European languages. 

Chai-Shune K. Hsu (University of California-Los Angeles) 
Voicing undtrspecijication in Taiwanese word-final consonants 

We observe the different treatment in Taiwanese of word-initial and word-final stops when placed in 
the intervocalic position: VIICV vs. y{;#V, where II marks the word boundary. Word-final stops, which are 
laryngeally neutralized, voice intervocalically: VtiiV -> Vd#V. In contrast, initial voiceless unaspirated 
stops remain intact: V#ttV -> *V#dV. Based on the different behaviors of voiceless and neutralized stops in 
Ta1wanese, I argue against Lombardi's ( 1995) claims that (voice) is a privative feature, and that the result of 
neutralization is phonologically indistinct from the representation of non-neutralized voiceless stops. 

In Taiwanese, word-initial stops maintain a three-way contrast between voiced (bi 'rice'), voiceless 
unaspirated (l!.i 'to compare'), and vo1celess aspirated <Jti 'scar'). Word-final stops have variable, but non
contrastive, laryngeal realizations. The laryngeal behavtor of Taiwanese stops suggests that (0 voice] is a 
phonological category distinct from (-voice] in that the latter will have constant phonetic realizations while 
the former may be contextually variable, driven by effort minimization. Taiwanese word-final stops are 
argued to be unspecified for the feature [voice], and that voicing unders~cification persists to the level of 
phonetic implementation. The contextual variations just described reflect the natural laryngeal states 
predicted in Westbury & Keating_ (1986). Furthermore, the feature [voice) is argued to be btnary. Word
tnitial voiceless stops are (-voice], and are consistently produced with an or,en gloUis (Hsu 1995). Word
initial voiced stops are (+voice], and are consistently produced with closed, Vtbratmg vocal folds. 
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of the respective contributions ofsub- and superstrate to the lexicon of a creole generally 
diachronic linguistics' notion of "basic vocabulary" "universal, noncultural" items asserted to 

replaced by borrowing than nonbasic items. In cognitive linguistics and ethnosemantics 
~: ot~er c~~~ria, inclu~ing psycholo~ical and cul~ural ~ience This paper explores how 

ideas of bastcness rn the lextcon can be fruttfully combmed. m particular, to what extent does 
of a lexeme cor~elate with its resistance to being replaced by borrowing? Drawing principally 
creo!es for whtch sev_eral su.Perstrate layers, as well as substrate and adstrate sources, can be 

it examines the d1stnbut1on of rtems from these various sources in several different semantic 
g .• color, ki.nship, plant and animal names) It concludes that more basic vocabulary becomes a 

emergmg creole sooner than does less basic vocabulary, confinns creohsts' intuition that 
....... ~'""'""" items make up a greater proportion of the basic vocabluary than of the rest of the 

supports some gener~lizallons wit? regard to specific domains, such as kinship and 
At the same lime, tt sheds new hght on the question of the provenience of Portuguese

in New World creoles 

M. Hutto.n & John E. Joseph (Un1verl>tly of Hon~ Kcmgl 
The 1mpac1 of 1heosophy on modern lmguislir.s 

kl:soPtUC3l Society (TS), founded in 1875 by H. P. Blavauky and H. C. Olcott, became 
..,n,Vf'!Tier,t counting key figures of 20th-c. culture among its tens of thousands of 

It had an impact 011 the work of some highly influential linguists, including Ma.x 
Sumo~ and Wboti Another linguist, •·on P!ister-Schwaighwen, was co-founder of 
Society, part of Arlosophy, a radical offshoot of the TS. Althoul!h ftom the start the 

against racial discrimination, it also held that the universal b~ of all reli2ion.s lav 
wise mea in. the 'ffim&ayas Burnou£; the pre-eminent Sanskritisr ofF~ce, t~ok 

pushing TS Aryan doctrines in a racist directio11. Whorf came to the TS throullh his 
encouraged him to study Mayan hieroglyphics in the hope of proving the TS

American Indians came over from Atlantis. The great bulk ofWb.orfs ~Titin~~:s 
from TS doctrines; but the esoteric theories thcmsel.ves draw heavilv on studie~ 
The paper considers how modern linguistics, in assertmg the ~>.rbittariness of the 
to draw a Une between "occult' and 'scientific' theories of language, and where 

finally fiill.s apart. 

IJtzi·Mitchell (College of Rural Alaska·Kuskokwtm Camrus) 
ofYugcetun and lnup1atun language 1mmerswn eduralion 

total immersion programs of education in two Alaskan Eskimo 
began in the fall o f 1995. I present historical 

IGr·au•,.'l~ to these programs, .werviews of formal and de facto 
language policies in these new programs, and a 

of the future of the se approaches as models for t h e 
formal schooling in indigenous language revival. 

Jaeger (State Univemty of New York-Buffalo) 
of syllable SlTUCture Evidence from .~lip.~ of 1/ie wn~tr{~ 

th~ ~s much evidence that adult phonological representations include syllable structure 
n 1s an open question as to when this structure develops during language acquisition. 

of700 phonological slips of the tongue (SOTs) made by children ages 1;7-5;11 finds 
~rs show syllable structure organization: in 86% of the errors, the error and source 

unus from identical syllable positions (e.g. [tie lA~) for 'teeth brush', normally [Lie pAcJ, 

l~..tk3 dlfk3) for 'double decker' (d..tbu d~k3], age 2;4). It has been argued that 
begJn making segmental SOTs only after they have gone through their '18 month- 50 

aplosi • h' · on • at w •ch ume consonantal SOTs are organized by phonetics, i.e. more likely if 
and source differ by only one feature {Jaeger 1992). It appean that the development of 
thi _ for phonology as a system (i.e. abstracted from specific lexical items) 

s pomt, and that phonological ennies include both featural and segmental components. 
above data, I hypothesize that it is at this same point that syllable structure constraints 
represented as part of the mental phonological system, and that these constraints are the 

of the word-shape templates which structured earlier phonological representations. 
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Richard D. Janda (University of Chicago) 
The alleged unidirectionaliry of grammaticization vs the discontinuity of language 1ransmission 

Most scholars specializing in grammaticization would probably agree with Kiparsky 1968 that "language is 
not some gradually ... changing object which smoothly floats through time ... , as historical linguistics based on 
philologic:al mat~ri~ ... suggests ... [; !lather, ';he ~smission or language_ is discontinuous•. But many stud-
ies or grammaticzallon an: phrnsed m terms ampl)'lng thai morphemes exast apart from speakers and so under
go continuous evolution goven.od by processes lasting centuries--e.g., Bybee's 1994 grammaticization theory 
begins with the observation that grammatical morphemes develop gradually out of lexical morphemes. Yet the 
more acx:urate evolutionary parallel is one when: the speakers in each successive generation clone mO!phemes 
showing strong phonological and semantic resemblances to morphemes used by the previous generation but 
often possessing distinct properties of form, category, or grammatical function--whereby the innovative trend 
across any 2 noncontiguous generations need not always proceed in the same direction. This paper discusses 
OpPOSing predicti_ons concerning din:c~on.alit¥ m~ by the conti~u?'L' ":s. noncontinuous views of arammati
czation. The chum that all grammall<:!zation 1s continuous and W11directional has been made by Bybee 1994 
and many other authors. They predict (I) that grammatical morphemes c:an never become lexical morphemes. 
and (2) that already grammaticaliud affix-morphemes can never become clitics or free words; such restrictions 
an: commonly described as •constraints on change•. But language change always takes place in the present, 
governed by constraints on synchronic grammars (Joeeph & J~ 1988), and so there cannot exist any dia
chronic mechanisms which directly govern language change--s1nce such processes would force speakers to 
know the lexical/grammatical or free/bound status or morphemes in the grammars of previous generations. 

Eloise Jelinek (University of Arizona) 
Transitivity and voice as functional heads in Yaqui 
Yaqui verbs rai&@ to adjoin INFL heads that mark ~a~ence and vo~ce. In 
(1), an Imperso~~l Passive, a verb ma~ked Intr~ns1t1ve occurs Wlth the 
Passive suffix, and NP arguments (subJects, ObJects) are excluded. 

1. yi'-i-wa-k 2. 'aapo nee 'ani-a-0-k 
dance-INTRAN-PASS-PERF he me help-TRAN-ACT-PERF 
(There) was dancing. He helped me . 

In (2), the functional heads +Transitive and +Active Voico ~icense and 
assign case to the internal and external arguments (Murasug1 1992; 
Kratzer 1994). The lexical verb is associated with the event argument . 
on this compositional view of argument structure, an argument array that 
is compatible with the entailments of the verb must be selected in 
composing the sentence, or the derivation fails. The analysis proves 
useful in predicting the distribution of Yaqui Passives and Impersonals 
with respect to the stage/Individ~al Level ~ont~ast, and

11
provides a 

straightforward account of Causatlves, Appl1cat1ves and Double 
Accusatives", as well as an unusual kind of "bahuvrihi" Possessive. 

Christopher Johnson (University of California-Berkeley) 
A revised uniqueness condilion on argument realizalion 

Most syntactic theories have a princrple ensuring 1hc unique syntactic realization of argumc:nts (GB"~ 9 
criterion (Cho1mky 19!11). LfG's biuniqueness condition (~resnan 1982)). In these theorre~ adJuncts are 
not subject 10 ;r uniqueness condi1ion and therefore !hey are nerablc. 1 e. t~ere may be more 1han one per 
d;rusc. Tiris paper argues thnt the 1tcrabili1y of cenam expressmn types 1S !ndcpende111 nf lht· . 
argument/adjunct distinction. First. adjuncl~ as well as argumcn.ts arc subjeCito a unrquene~s cu.~ldltrnn 
when they are seen as filling semantic roles (Fillmore 1995; Gn~shaw 199<!). Second. Pla_cc. 1r_mc and 
Path expressions can ileralc whether they are arguments (delenmned by cnta1lmem and obhgmorrness I or 
adjuncts. provided the multiple expre~s1ons describe a si~glc entity . l}tis condition can be expressed by 
1rca1ing these expressions as descnbing ~els of loca1ions rn space or t1me (see Pollard and Sa~ 19117). artd 
by requiring that multiple occu1Tences be i~~erprclable via set intersecuon Such_a set -ultcr<ectJll_rt u~·c01n11 
can be extended to cover unmarked apposmon of NPs as well. G1ven a mechanasm for as~ocratrng 
adjuncts with sernanlic roles (Grimshaw 1990), argument uniquen~ss. adj~m~t type_ uniquenc.~~. and ·t 
clas.~ of exceptions may be given a unified treatment in terms of a sm~le pnn~1plc: Each ~ern.mtrc rn){' m;r~ 
he realized bv a sci of one or more constituents provided the set de.~nbes a ~rnglc cntrtv (and all 
independent ~mantic and syntactic cond1tions are met). 

Heidi Anna Johnson (University of Texas-Austin) 
Auxiliary/verb conslruclions in San Miguel Chimalapa 7.oque 

San Miguel Chimalapa Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean) has a small set of verbs 
that function as auxiliaries, and also as independent lexical verbs 
encoding direction of movement, manner, and beginning and ending of 
events. Auxiliaries can be preposed, postposed, or incorporated to 
main verbs, but never control agreement markers for either subject 
or object. This paper provides criteria for identifying 
auxiliaries, and a syntactic analysis of the constructions in whic~ 
they occur. 
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S Jo)lnson, Lawrence B. Lewis, & Carol Antone (Univcrsaty of Virginia) 
• and position on syllable omission in children 's early speech 

. ·on from multisyllabic words is common in the speech of very young 
omiSSI . "ld t I . ount for th1s, Gerken proposes that ch1 ren attempt to map a n1c 1a1c 
To ahc~r productions, and omit any syllables not conforming to this template. 
to I el · · It bl · · · to trochaic meter, the role of stress and pos1tton on sy a e om1sston 1!' 

the present paper through quantitative analyses of the phonological form of 
ultisyllabic vocabulary captured from 10 to 20 months of age. No preferred 

; ) target sequences was evident in this child's productions, either with 
f w uency of syllable omission, or with respect to the identity of the syllables 

1 ~!d, stress, and to a lesser extent word final position, determined which :re included in his productions. This was shown to hold at the word level, "~ 
at the prosodic phrase or utterance level. 

JuDI {Harvard University) 
heoded relaliYe clauses are nonresmc11ve mocbfiers 

paper, I argue that internally headed r•lative clauses (IHRCs) in Korean are 
ctive RCs (NRRs) and that the tnternal'head ia tn situ at LF, contra the 
111umed LF head raising analysis (Cole 1987, Williamson 1987). I show that 

context where the restrictive modification of the head noun is required, the 
ll not felicitous. 
!he Lt"head raising analysis argues that the lHRCs have the aame LF 

ions as the externally headed relative clauses (EHRCe). However, Korean 
4o not 1hoo th'e same behavior as EHRCs with respect to various LP phenomena 

lUI the WCO effects, quantification, and wh-raiaing. 
Jein& lflU!s, IHRCa have a limited range of the potential heads as NRRa in Engllsh. 
1 thow that the indefinite internal heads are referential NPa, as ~ppoaed to 
fleatlonal NPs (Fodor and Sa&, 1982). It accounts for the difference in the QR 

.. -railing. The LP-in Situ analysis accountl for the contrast in WCO effects. 

llltaOD & Terrence Kaurman (State University of New York-Albany) 
of the Epi-Oimec hieroglyphic texis 

decipherment of the epi-Olmec writing system (Justesen & Kaufman 
1 reveals a Zoquean language at a developmental stage 

to proto-Mixe-Zoquean and prior to proto-Zoquean as 
tible from its surviving descendants . In this paper, on 
of the two longest epi-Olmec texts, the main traits of 
grammar are outlined, including noun and verb morphology, 

order, subordinate clauses, and some aspects of 
structure. 

The central issue of thi~ paper is to det~ine the pragmatic role of the Japanese post-verbal 
,._,linn (PVC). Japanese 1s generally a stnct verb·finallanguage, as exemplified in (Ia) but in 

Speech phrases can appear after the matrix vero, as in (I b): ' 

Katoo-wa ICU-ni gansyo-o dasita-yo. 
Katoo-TOP ICU-to application-ACe sent-EMPH 
'Katoo sent a/the application to !CU.' 
Katoo-wa dasita·yo, gansyQ-(), JQCm. [Inoue 1978: 98, (50)] 

b) have the same propositional content, the PVC carries additional pragmatic inferences. 
are used to denote infonnation of secondary importance [Simon 1989]. 

proposes that Simon's descriptive generalization can be fonnaliied in terms of 
theory of INFOil.MATJCs (i.e., how a sentence is "pacltaged" to optimize the entry of 

a hearer's knowledge-store). Specifically, the PVC is a means of overtly marking the PV 
Furthermore, a revision to Vallduvrs definition of tail is proposed to account not only for 

PV data, but also for certain facts in English. Namely, it will be shown that it is possible for a 
••tcc~at:oiin hearer-new infonnation. 
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Hyeon-Seok Kang (Ohio State University) . . 
The variable deletion of lwl in Seoul Korean: Its synchromc and drachrom r. tmpilcauonJ 

This study, which is part of the ongoing research of phonological variation and 
change in Seoul Korean, exa•ines the vari~ble deletion of /w/ in Seoul Korean. This 
research is baaed on 79 speakers stratified by age, social status and sex. Four 
different styles of speech were elicited - - two atyles of natural speech: in-group 
speech and interview speech; and two styles of read speech: sentence reading and word
list reading. The examination of the data produces results that are somewhat different 
from Silva's (t99l), which is based solely on read speech. First, the results Rhow 
that /w/ can be deleted even when a consonant does not appear before /w/. s~condly, 
preceding labial consonants show a clearly different conditioning effect from that of 
the other consonants, favoring the deletion of /w/ significantly more than the other 
consonants. In addition, this study finds another important constraint upo•1 /w/ dele
tion. The results of the COLDVARB analysis show that /w/ is deleted significantly less 
often when it occurs in the initial syllable of the word than when it appears in the 
non-initial syllable, finding the initial/non-initial parameter to be one of the sig
nificant factor groups constraining this variable process. 

James Karl (Alaska Native Language Center) 
1/ydronymic districts in Northern Athabaskan languages 

An analysis of the hydronym.o; in place name inventories in adjacent Alaskan 
Athahaskan langu~ges shoW!; that the geographical distributions of stems for 
'cour.;e of stream' are quite arbitrary and seem to be of prehistoric significance. It 
appears that Ala.~ka and perhaps other regions or prehistoric Athabaskan tenilory 
have l1cen marked off into hvdronvmic diltricts. Sbifls in the stems for 'course of 
stream' cause large region~ to siand out in the cognitive mapping system. This 
paper explore.~ the hypothesis that hydloaymic districts or other boundary and 
region marking feature.<> may he present in elsewhere in Northern Athabaskan. 

Terrence Kaufman (University of Pittsburgh) 
Posrtional roots in Mixe-Zoquean 

Positional roots, identified in 1993 by Kaufman for Tzeltal, have 
been identified in all Mayan languages. Positionals encode such 
meanings as shapes, dispositions, and temporary states, and have 
counterparts in familiar languages among both adjectives and 
transitive verbs. Mixe-~oquean (MZ) languages have a root class 
with semantic and functional properties parallel to those of Mayan 
Positionals. Previous studies of MZ languages have failed to 
identify this root class. The structural and functional properties 
o f MZ Positionals will be sketched. 

Patricia A. Keating (University of California-Los Angeles) 
Voice onset time and position-in-utterance 

The position of a segment affects its articulatory and acoustic properties. Bo t h the 
glottal gesture and the acoustic Voice Onset Time (VOT) of spread-glottis consonants 
have been found to be larger word-initially than medially, and larger still for 
consonants which are initial in a phrase. Thus there appears to be a progressive 
fortition of consonants when they are initial in at least some prosodic domains. The 
present study asks whether this holds for other domains of the Pros~jic Hierarchy by 
comparing consonants in different positions. TWo acoustic measures of glottal opening 
we r e used: VOT, and the stop •voiceless interval" (voiceless closure plus VOTl. The 
latter is a more direct measure of abduction duration, but because it is confounded by 
silent pauses , the acoustic data were supplemented by articulatory data that identify 
the beginning of the stop articulation. The results showed that the stop voiceless 
interval does vary with prosodic domain , being longer when initial in a higher doma in. 
Nonetheless. 'the VOT results were extremely variable: it appears that VOT by itself is 
not a reliable index of the pr~sodically-conditioned variation in glottal abduction. 
Other factors that determine VOT will be considered: relative ti~ing of the glot t al 
and oral gestures. subglottal pressure. and rate of oral release. 
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Kimberly Kellogg (University of Califom1a·San Diego) 
evems: Event structure and verb expression by apha.~ir pflticnt.f 

semantic categories selectively affected by aphasia, such as concrete versus abstr:~ct words or 
verbs. has enabled rese:~rehers to infer the internal structure of the lexicon. The noun/verb dis· 
been attributed to a dysfunction in the lexicon (Miceli et al., 1988) or in semantic/conceptual 

(Bates et al., 1991). I show that the difficulty aphasic patients encounter in expressing actions 
internal structure of verb meaning in relation to the conceptualization of event structure. Evidc11CC 
patients utilizing the internal semantic structure of verbs supports the hypothesis thnt semantic/ 
processing c1111not be dissociated from the lexicon ns advocated by Miceli et at. 

study. 20 aphnsic patients attempted to describe 27 pictures involving intransitive, transitive, 
and locative relations. Events were ell pressed either from the perspective of the internal (subjcc· 

thAI motivates the action ('cry' expressed liS "he's sad'') or the external (objective) action ('cry' 
.s 'the watu is coming through his eyes'), specifying semantic elements crucial to the event slruc· 

ground, path. and motion (Tal my, 1985). The event structure's aspectual properties also play a 
thai the endpoints are picked out to metonymically Cllpress the entire event ('swim' cxprcs~cd as 
or 'he's wet'). The patknts' ability to access these semantic elements indicates the importance of 

•.oorcolnCI:'PIIJal structure to a1 account of grammnticol doss and ofvem retrieval difficulties in apha~ia . 

Kennedy (University of Cali forma-Santa Cruz) 
tkkUon and 'nonparasitic' gaps: EvuJence for vehicle chang<' 

( 1995) observe that subjacency effects in parasitic gap constructions disappear when the p-gap i~ 
in a deleted verb phrase, as illustrated by (1-2), and argue that these facts indicate that at least some 

gap constructions must be licensed at LF, rather than at S-structure. as has been traditionally thought 
( 1) • Which articles, did you read I; without wondering who else had read P&i? 
(2) Which articles; did you read I; without wondering who else had [ VP e ]7 

-~?"•· ... is very important because. if correct, it lends support to the Minimalist Program hypothesis that 
principles apply only at the interface levels LF and PF. This paper presents an alternative analysis 

facts. I argue that eumples such as (2) do not exhibit subjacency violations not because p gaps are 
at LF, but rather because these sentences do not actually contain p-gaps. Instead, these facts prov1dc 
independent support for the operation of vehicle change proposed by Fiengo & May (1994), which 
a change in a DP's (pronominal] feature value under LF reconstruction. If vehicle change is generally 
as part of the process of interpreting of a deleted verb phrase, then it folJows that the wh· trace in the 

VP in (2) (the "gap") may be reconstructed with the value [+pronominal]. This operation generates 
in which the gap is a pronoun, and so not subject to subjacency. This analysis is empirically 

by crossover facts, which indicate that the gap in the deleted verb phrase exhibits Condition B 
nther than strong crossover (Condition C) effects, as would be expected if it were a true parasitic gap. 

Keastowicz (Massachusetts lnstnute of Technology} 
Sohn (Kyungpook National University) 

and focus in Northern Kyungsang Korean 

• ve •how that intermediate phrases (IP) in NJ( are delitlited by the left edge of XP 
show the effects of contrastive focus. Two major findings emerge. Firs t, t he 

of the focused element coincides with the left edge of an IP re• ulting in the 
of a phrase boundary in an SOV sentence when the verb is focused: (NP (NP (V 

....,.,., ••• , __ with the nonfocused (NP (NP V phrasing. Second, focus in a nonfinal IP -
in the deletion of the f ollowing phrases: (~) NP V when the subject is focused. 
tonal rules bounded by IP demonstrate that the toneless syllables of the VP are 

with the focused subject. We interpret the blockage of postfocug IPs as the 
of conflicting constraints (Truckenbrodt '95). Focus requires the peak of the 

to align with the focused constituent. But there is also a constraint that 
the utterance fall in the Rightmost IP (the default location). Shifting tl, .. 
left to mark the f ocused constituent violates rightward orientation unless 
element itself becomes the final IP through the suppression of foll owing 

·~IHII·•Ith .. NK solu tion . But the cost of this suppression is a violation of the 
Align-XP that requires the left edge of XP to coincide with the left edge 
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Alan Hyun·Oak Kim (Southern Illinois University-Carbondale) 
Metalinguistic negation in two verb-jiM/languages: Case studies for Japanese and Korean 

In thi~ paper I report two case sltldies (Japanese and Korean) on Metalinguistic Negation (MN), the elucidation 
of which may largely l>e attributed to Hom ( 1978, 1985, 1989, 11nd elsewhere). I argue first that, in Jnpnnese 
and Korean (or for that matter, in any language), MN must involve a mental quoting process of two contrasted 
element~. i.e. X, which is "to be rectified" and Y, which is the "rectified" or "corrected" alternative. Such a 
quotation plays a crucial r6le in MN, which automatically neutralizes X and Y to make them immune In t~ 
tn1th condition with respect to the proposition, unlike in descriptive negation. Second, I demonstrate that MN 
in Japanese and Korean is expressed typically by means of a cleft constructioo of External Negation, X ; n l:.e.t 
i ani-ko. Y-i-w (Korean) and X -zya nakute. Y tla (Japanese), both of which closely correspond to the English 
express1on It i.v not X hut Y, a variant of the not X hut Y construction or Contrastive Negation (CN) ll Ia 
McCawley ( 1991 ). I attribute the syntactic constntction of the clefted external negation partially to the VP
island constraint of negation which is seemingly characteristic of verb-final languages as observed in A. Killl 
( 199'i) In the Korean clerted MN, the types of negation (short and long) are irrelevant. contra Choi ( J9R."l). 
Similarly,the present analysis reject~ D. Kim's ( 1991) characterization of nun as Negative Particle. I will also 
point out that observations regarding the MN made in both McGloin (1982) and Kato ( 1985) are narrowly 
based and fail to recogni7.e the clefted contrastive negation as a prototypical format for MN in Japanese. 

Tracy Holloway King (Stanford University) 
Slavic clitics,/ong head movement, and prosodic inversion 

Rivero (1991, 1993) proposes that many of the Slavic languages allow Long Head Movement (LHM) 
of a non-clitic VD to CD to host clitics. I argue that LHM ie unnecessary: the distribution of Slavic 
clitics rellects independent facts about the clitic system and Prosodic Inversion (Prlnv). Differences 
among the languages rellecl differences in the inventory and position of the clitics. Serbo-Croatian, 
Czech and Slovak have second position clitics in CO, which can appear non-adjacent to the verb and 
after the first of multiply fronted wh-phrases (Rudin 1988). In contrast, in Bulgarian the clitics are 
adjacent to the verb, following all wh-phrases, and thus in 1°. 

Given thC8e diffrrences, Prlnv can a<"Count for the effects of LHM. Prlnv allows a clitic to encliticize 
to the right-edge of the following phonological word if no constituent precedes the clitic (Halpern 1992). 
If there is a non-eli tic in a higher projection, it hosts the clitics. If there is no host, Prlnv applies at 
PF as a last resort mechanism, and the clitics appear to the right of the first phonological word, i e., 
the first non-clitic auxiliary or verb. 

The Prlnv account makes several correct predictions concerning the (in)ability of negation to ho~t 
clitics, the behavior of non-clitic counterparts to clitics, and the distribution of the clitic l1 i~ yes· no 
questions. Thus, independently motivated differences in the clitic systems of the Slavic languages, in 
conjunction with l'dnv, account for the apparent LHM of the verb. 

Robert Kirchner (University of California-Los Angeles) 
Synchronic chain shifts in optimality theory 

Synchronic chain shifts, whereby sounds are promoted (or demoted) stepwise along some 
phonetic scale. are one of the classic cases of opaque rule interactions. These cases therefmc 
pose a challenge for strongly parallel versions of Optimality Theory. A general solution can he 
obtained using disjunction of featural faithfulness constraints: i.e. two or more faithfulne~s 
constraints are combined with an "or" operator to form a derived constraint. which is satisfied 
just in case all the component constraints are satisfied (Smolensky 1995, cf. Hewitt and 
Crowhurst 1995). Consider a chain shift whereby /aJ raises to [e) and /e/ raise.~ to [i]. 
Descriptively. we must constrain the distance between input and output along the vowel height 
dimension. This result is obtained under the constraint hierarchy: (PARSElow v PARSEhighl » 
MAXIMIZE VOWEL HEIGHT. This approach to chain shifts is illustrated with analyses of NzEbi 
vowel raising. Bedouin Hijazi Arabic vowel reduction, Basque hiatus vowel raising, and Finnish 
consonant gradation. 

Thomas B. Klein (University of Delaware) 
On the noncyclicity ojChamorro stress 
The cycle is antithetical to the parallel architecture of the 
grammar in Optimality Theory (OT) in its strongest form. Thus, the 
necessity of the cycle for Chamorro stress argued for in previous 
analyses poses an inherent challenge toOT. Of particular interest 
is ( l) the fact that irregular antepenultimate main stress in roots 
appears as secondary stress under suffixation and (2) the fact that 
certain prefixes attract stress depending on wHether the prefix or 
a suffix is the outermost morphological layer. I account for (l) by 
correspondence constraints and for (2) by permitting Generalized 
Alignment (GAl constraints to refer to the immediate dominance 
among morphological constituents. I conclude that GA constraints 
alone cannot account for all cyclic effects in OT . Importantly, 
this analysis shows that Chamorro stress can be accounted for 
without the cycle and in parallel and, thus, does not provide 
evidence against the pal·allelism and the non-derivationality of OT. 
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Koerner (Univ~rs~ty of ~ttawa~ . . . 
qworld linguiStics: Philosophical and practical consrdcratmn.t 

will present the History of the Language. ~ciences project directed by Sylva_in ~uroux 
Niederehe (Trier), Kees Versteegh (NtJmegen), and the present wnter, wh1ch 1s to be 

ze volumes by Walter de Gruyter of Berlin by the end of this decade. After several 
between the eduors and many sessions of discussion concerning the general approach. 
the contributors. something like universal history of linguistics has emerged Pro-

three 'metalanguages' of the enterprise. English. French, and German, providing the 
~:~ . .-.n,nnv of the pro;ect and a detailed outline of the volumes envisaged, have become available 

prospective authors. Individual sections, from the earliest beginnings of writing hy 
3,300-3.100 B C.) to present-day work in linguistics, have been divided into more 

;nd::v1o:u•u articles The paper will d iscuss in particular the thoughts that have entered into the 
of the project, with 9uestions of methodology, epistem~logy as well as general balanc~ a~d 
the coverage as thetr mrun focus. The probably most tmportant aspect of the prOJeCt IS 1ts 

at a complete coverage. both geographically and chronologically, of aJIIinguistic tradi-
every effort is made to go far beyond the traditional Eurocentric accounts and pro· 

history of linguistics. This plan required the rethinking of established ways of present ing 
issues of alternative approaches to questions such as chronology. thematic coverage. 

different civilizations. important changes in outlook, discontinuities. nat ional traditions. 
oiiOJrnr:est.10,, which needed to be addressed in order to produce this envisaged Jahrhwrderrwerk. 

Koonlz (University of Colorado) 
Valley Siouan •stop stem rej1ex1ves 

reflexive paradigms of Mississippi Valley Siouan cor
fairly regularly, sugesting •khi- REFLEXIVE, especially 

Dakotan cognate is taken to be the modern reciprocal in 
and not the modern reflexive in ~?i-. This is in contrast 

the dative and reflexive possessive (or suus) paradigms. 
the irregular correspondences of the regular paradigms are 

by the greater regularities of the stop stem paradigms. 
of this, there are also peculiarities of form among the 
reflexive paradigms that elucidate the basis of the 

lt seems to originate in a coverb construction. This 
is confirmed by the existence of an apparently separate 

formative khi- 'in the middle'. 

lllliolorr.msmoeonerali:r.atlionthat cardinal NPs such as sm boy~. contrasting with a 
.wme boys, do not occur with an individual-level predicate (ILP), e.g, 

are crazy. This generalization is not maintained, when ILPs are 
adverbial, e.g., f171 boys are crazier than John. I propose that cardinal 

evc~nt-del;l«m:de:nt individuals, which entail 'ma~timality'. I also claim that Milsarlc 
is not a semantic phenomenon, but the pragmatic effect of the muimality 

entailed by an eve11t dependent individual. The maximality requifement 
an account for the e~tceptional cases to the generalization, i.e., the domain of 

NPs iD those sentences ere restricted by en adverbial. 

Labov, Sharon Ash, & Charles Boberg (University of Pennsylvania) 
direction of sound change in North America 

Altbougb the oogoiDg develop!M111 of cbaiD sbiftt bD led to !be coatilluiDg divenifx:atioo of North 
dialects, cmain general telldet!cies suggest I'W'O overall~ of clwlge tbal are a11ec~ the eotiR 

•CIGIIID!IIIity. Data from !be Pbooo~ Atlas of Nortb Americ:a. a telepboae survey cunendy mvolving 
iafc)rm1811tll. show an almost uniform teudency for fiDal/IIW/ to advaDOe to a position froot of 

llllidirectiooal path ift which voweb advaDOe from most opeD to lealt open along a peripheral 
n. .....,,..,.... of short /ol and long open /obi it proceediDg iDdependeody in llllliiY areas, by cllifereot routes 

gelltfBl prioeiple tbat mergers expand at the expeoae of distiDc:tiom. lbe ODaJ merger of tbe rwo 
!be t~~tC!umiam of implosioo, iD whicb !be two phonemes 6palld to fill the same pboaeti<: 

two geoeral directioas of sound cbange may be related by overall priacipies coDQeroiJig the 
ad tbe maximum 6ploitation of pbooological space. 

LaCharite & Jean Wellington (University of West lnd1cs-Mona) 
in Jamaican Creole: Phonetically empty but syntactically active 

arguments from subcategorization, 
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Alazne Landa (University of the Basque Country/I.Jniversity of Dcustol 
Pragmatic and discourse constraints on zero object 

..!ithin the Principles and Parameters frarrework, cant>os (1986) claims that null ohjPrtp. 
cannot occur in adjunct clauses in Spanish, as shown in (1): 
(l) a. 'Encontraron entradas1 para la pelicula? 

Did you find tickets for the movie? 
b. *Si, pudimos entrar al cine porque encontrarnos t!\. 

Yes, we could get into the cinEITB because we found t!\. 

In this paper, I show that in cases like those of (lb), the source of ill formedness lies 
in overt violations of pragmatic restrictions in the question-answer mode and the constrllint 
on e~traction from adjunct islands a~plies vacuously to an already infelicitous utterance. 
Cruc1ally, the only reason why (lb) 1s unacceptable to most speakers of Spanish is because 
the introduction of a new nominal, i.e. [~] 'the cinema', in the clause immediately 
preceding the clause containing the errpty category is blocking the coreference of the latteL 
with the naninal [entr_!!das] in the question1 yielding mrbiguity. Moreover, if the coreferPnce 
relationship between e and [el cine] is established, the sentence has no pragmatic relevance 
(as in Sperber & Wilson 1986) as an answer to (la), since it would rather be answering a 
different question. On the contrary, if no new participant(~) is introduced, a sentence 
with a structure identical to that of (lb) is acceptable as an answer to (la). 

George Lang ((University of Alberta) 
Chaos and creoles: Towards a nonlinear creole dynamics 

Whether universalist, substratist or some blend, recent wor1< in creole linguistics has operated 
implicitly within a paradigm which is not only determinist, but linear. The assumption has been that 
creoles are the effects of causes which can be enumerated and that this causality is driven by rules 
themselves enumerable. if not for the moment always enunciable. I would like to explore the 
implications of certain non·linear models of creole dynamics, without, however, abandoning the 
principle of determinism. Drawn from chaos theory, the model I am adducing is typified by fractals 
and by chaotic states of turbulence, wherein events are causally determined but extremely sensitive 
to initial conditions. This model addresses the key paradox of creoles, the strange continuities within 
their discontinuity. Were creoles chaotic the following might obtain: sensitive dependence on initial 
conditions of genesis would make the precise history of any creole impossible to know. Creole 
continua would take on infinite complexity. since dimensions (=index features) could not only be 
multiplied in integers, but measured fractionally between them. The trade-off of detecting such 
frightening chaos within creoles would be, however, that given the regularity of their irregularities. 
creoles would have characteristic topologies measurable In fractal terms. 

Rebecca S. Letterman (Cornell University) 
The duration of segments in Sinha/ a and implications for phonologic(l/ representations 

Sinhala, en Indo-Aryan language spoken in Sri Lanka, shows a rich range of syllable 
s~ructure which provides an interesting testing ground for the relationship of phonolo
g1cal struc~ure an~ p~on:tic duration. Claims ~ade about the duration of Sinhala segments 
based upon 1mpress1on1st1c data were tested us1ng instrumental acoustic measurements. 
Tokens were elicited from three native Sinhale speakers using word lists consisting of 
disyllables in which the rhyme of the first syllable was varied in both segmental content 
and syllabic structure. Results of the acoustic analysis showed that, contra other 
reports in the literature (Maddieson 1985), long vowels in closed syllables did not 
shorten; ~oda consonants, while longer than their onset counterparts, were not the length 
of phonem1c geminates (Gair 1970, Feinstein 1979); and while preneseliled stop durations 
were comparable to single nasal onset durations, nasal-stop sequences were not duration
ally equivalent to so-called geminate nasals followed by homorganic oral stops (Coates & 
o:S1lva 1961). The results of this study form the basis of a proposed model of the map
p1ng of phonological timing to phonetic duration within a moraic framework. 

Fengxiang Ll (California State University-Chico) 
A report on the study of the consonant systems of two Manchu-Tungusl< languages in China: Ewen/d and Oroqen 

This Study Focuses on the consonant systems of EWEonki and Oroqen, two of the Manchu
TUngusic languages in China. About 19,000 EWEonkis and 6,000 Oroqens live in China. 
Most of them still use their own languages. Since neither group has its own wri t ten 
la~guage, either Mongolian or Mandarin Chinese is use-d for all purposes involving the 
wntten language. The consonan< systems of the two languages presente-d in this report 
we-re based on a word 1 ist of about 1, 000. 11 proto-consonant systE-m is proposed usinq 
200 ~te sets. 'lhe data indicate that Oroqen is a rrort> conservative language, and 
~nkl has undergone sane changes. '!'he tTOSt notict'able recurring patterns of chanqe 
dtsplaye-d in the data are assimilation and spirantization in F.Wenki. Highly regular 
corres~nces showing total assimilation of bilabial stops: pk>xx; bk>xx, velar 
stops : kt>tt; gcl>dd; kf >JJ and the non-lateral liquid: rk'>xx; rg,..gg are we-11 
atteste-d in the data. 
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(University of Delaware) 
·---····-and reflexive: An argument structure approach 

(e.g .• Diyan. Lithuanian: and Ud!"urt~ mart the verb in a reflexive 
the same morpheme as man anbposs!Ve conslnle!Jon. Other 

Klllkan.tngu, use one morpheme for reflexive and another for 
· others lock a morpheme for one or the other of these functions. In this 
for both the close COMection between antipassive and reflexive as well 

shown in languages with respect to these morphemes. Adopting 
of afEUment structure (Grimshaw 1990), I argue that reflexh·c 

when the ma;t prominent element on the aspcctual tier is unlinked 
The antipassivc morpheme anse! when the least prominent element on the 

acr is unltnkcd. Thus, morphemes which indicate both antipassive and 
that there is an unlinked etemenc somewhere on the aspeccual tier. This 

superior to one in which reflexive and antapassive morphemes arc 
because some verbs maintain their transitivity when reflexive-marked. 

LiJio-Martin & Carole T. Boster (University of Connccticlll) 
Matsuoka & Michi~C?. Nohara (University of ConnecticUI) 

ill kJnsuase acqwswon 

In American Sign Language (ASL), wh~Iements are foW\d In various 
leading to a debate regarding the position of Spec CP. Examining the 

wh-questions in ASL could be useful for Investigating their 
The acquisition of wh-questions in ASL is also interesting because wh
are marked by a non-manual gesture, which earlier studies have found 
later than manual signs. We examined the acquisition of wh-

ASL using an elicited production task which targeted both simple 
.. b~-<l~Stalllce questions of subject, object, and adjW\ct. Our results showed 

and late aspects of language acquisition. Even the oldest children 
not consistently accurate in their use of the non-manual wh-question 
the other hand, even the youngest children made use of the several 

types of wh-question structures available in ASL, with a strong 
for the wh-initial structures. 

(Session 18) 

(Session 5) 

Llnchet (University of Alabama-Binningham) (Session 28) 
Gomberville's Relation de Ia riviere tier Amqzonc~: Tmnslation . language and the New World's discovery in 17th-

~~paper is a study of Marin Le Roy de Gomberville's French 
translation of cr ist.~ba 1 de Acutla' s chronicle Nuevo 

(1641) . It 
how, e apparent efforts to remain fa i t h fu l to 

~original text, the author produced a personal piece o f 
~riting influenced by contemporary currents in the practic e or 
ttaMlation, his literary background and the ideological a nd 
~istic contexts of the time . 

Ling (University of Ottawa) 
vs morphological mood in German 

In this paper I argue for two distinct functtonat categories at the beginning of the German verb 
lllllld (V2) clause and thus two potential positions for the verb, a Complementizer Phrase (CP) and a 
W.. Phrase (MP) I support the notion that logical mood features are in C' and that these contribute to 
It determination of illocutionary force. Alternatively, morphological mood feacures, such as indicative 
•subjunctive are encoded in the functional head M". I rely on arguments made in Ling (1995) that .._,in first position in declarative clauses, both subject and non-subject (contra Zwart 1993), involve 
~to {Spec MP], and verb movemenc toM", where morphological mood feattJres such as indicative 
llllllijunctive are checked. V2 resulting from verb movement to c•, therefore, is necessary only to check 
~ mood features, such as interrogative and imperative. Thus we see a distinction between ordil)ary 
~ve sentences on the one hand and interrogative and imperative sentences on the other, the former 
~ V-to-M, while the latter involve the familiar V-to-C, reflecting the two possible positions for the 
•in V2 clauses. 
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John Lipski (University of New Mexico) 
Chinese-Cuban pidgin Spallish: Implications for the study of Afro-creole debate 

:rowar~s the middle of the 19th century, as the flow of African slaves dwindled to a trickle due 1 the 
tnc~mg strength of European abolitionist movements, Cuban sugar planters turned to the importati:n of 
Chmese contract laborers or ~. Chinese laborers worked alongside black slaves· available documentati 
on Chinese-Cuban pidgin Spanish indicates that Afro-Cuban and lHw!1 language fo.:med the foundati on 
which many Chinese built their knowledge of Spanish. Also, most Chinese arriving in Cuba had left rro~~: 
Portuguese colony of Macao, near which many of them had been raised. Macao creole Portuguese till 
vigorous d~ring the period of Chinese emigration to Cuba, shares many of the features of Afro-L .ta:_. 
creoles w.hrch have been implicated in claims that blacks in the Spanish Caribbean once spoke a u:~irO: 
Afro·l~enan creole.. Th_e p~t paper explores the evidence of Chinese-Cuban pidgin Spanish, with the oa1 
of tracmg the potent rat bllateralmfluences of Afro-Iberian language and Asian creole Portugu~·· The 'lgbl 
d · -· av31 a e .ocu~e.ntat10~ suggests at .least some contribution of Macao Portugu(:SC creole to the 19th century Afro-Cuban 
ltng~rsttc meltrng. ~t, addrng further.creole structures to an environment which already contained elements of 
Paptame~to, . Harttan Creole, JamaJcan Creole, Negerhollands, and possibly cape Verdian and other 
Afro-Lusrtaman creoles. 

Luis LOpez (Miami University) 
The stranded constituent in gapping constructions 

~or a l~ng time, the~e has been the persistent intuition that the stranded constituent 
~n gapp1ng construct1on~ ~ve~ (Pesetsky 1982, Jayaseelan 1990, Johnsonn 1994), but no 
agree~nt as t:o the pos~11on 1t moves to. In this talk I will argue that it moves tv 
Spec,SlgmaP(Laka 1990) 
My argument is based on the interpret:•tion of quantif'ers · · 

a • 1n neqat~ve gapping, as in (l) 
where the quantifier must take narrow scope wrt negation: 
(l) John did not read many novels or Peter many poems 
I Wlll analyse this phenomenon assuming that the stranded element has a SIGMA feat 
t:h~t m~st be checked in Spec,SigmaP- an extension of Haeqeman and zanuttini·s NEGure 
Cn. ter1on. 

In order to support ~y ass~mption, evidence will be presented that defining scope in 
~erm~ of c-command g1ves r1se to a paradoxical result that does not arise if we define 
hav1ng narrow scope wrt negation" as "having a Siqma feature. 

John Lumsden (University of Quebec-Montreal) 
On the origin of functwno/ category labels 

Lefebvre. and Lumsden (I ?94) propose that there are two distinci cognitive processes that :~ssign new 
phonologr~al l:~bels lo fun.cllonal calegories; uamely. relexification and reanalysis. Relexificalion is a process 
thai combmcs !he syulactrc and semanlic properlies of a lexical entry that is already established with n new 
phonological lnbel derived from n targel langtmge. In re:malysis, the phonological label of a lexical cace11ory 
lakes . on a new tt~e :IS a label for a funcrional calegory in lhe same lexicon. 1ltis paper will argue thnl 
frmctlonal c:rtegorres :rre never relexified. Firs!. in various mixed languages (eg. Media Lengua, Ma'a, Romani 
English) and in jargons and pidgin languages, only lexical caregories have phonological labels derive-j from a 
targel language. Funclionnl calegories are eilher deriv~ enlirely from !he native language of the relexifier or 
they are nor pronotmced at all. Second. all of !he functional categories of Haitian creole derive !heir 
phonolo~ical lnbels from French lexical cntegories. These facts are a coincidence if functional calegories cnn 
~ relexrfied, bur !hey are expecled if funccionnl c:neg.ories can only find new labels through rearmlysis. 
Fmally: Mtt~sken (19~1) demonstrales that !he choice of a new label in relexification depends on lexicnl 
semantt~s. S_mc_e funclron:rl categories h:rve no lexical semantic conlent by definition (cf. Abney 1987), it 
follows 111 prmcrple tlmt !hey cannot be relexified. 

Richard W. Lungstrum (University of Pennsy!vanta) 
Noncoreftrence marking in Lalchota narrative 

L:akho':' lacks most familiar kinds of corefercnce marking, yet nalive speakers readily 
drsambrguate (non-)coreference in narrative. The author hypothesized that noncoreference in 
sequential clauses in Lakhota narrative is marked by the occurrence of a limited set of 
conjunctions. A corpus of 63 texis was marked for noncoreference (corroborated by native 
speaker consultant), and for occurrences of !he putative marker forms, and the correlalion or the 
two markings was tested. 1l1e analysis led to augmenting the set of marker forms, and 
recognizing additional types of regularly marked noncoreference. In this form, the hypothesis is 
supported. l11e types of (non-)coreference recognized in this previously neglected syslem in 
Lakhota grammar contribute to the understanding of event structure in Lakhota narrative. This 
research c~nlributes a description of a novel and robust type of coreference system, and to !he 
understand rng of coreference and event slructure in language. 
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o.~ro~K'"'"' process in Lakhota involves nonautomatic alternation of the final vowels /e/. tint. and /a/ 
ith root initial stress. This alternation involves an often described morphophonemic rule 

nallttalirzatton involving "global reference. • The ablaut is conditioned by the following 
environment. Certain of these following forms palatalize their initial velar consonanls 

/e/-grade vowel they condition, but not following a non-alternating final /e/, nor following a 
palatalizing environment in other morphological circumstances in Lakhota). Repeated analyses 

models have failed to explain the facts without recourse to global reference. 
reference is a by-product of an influential analysis (Boas and Deloria, 1939), which gave 
to prosodic phonotactics. The situation is clarified by adopting an analysis in which the 
are consonant-final, and !he following forms begin with the vowel involved in !he 
All forms under the new analysis observe common Lakhota morpheme struccure constraints 

rules. The analysis contributes to the comparative study of Siouan, and to !he 
theory of derivation. 

btfn clal•ed (e.g. , Jones 1988, Pouts~• 1828) th1t cognate object 
~~···~·~ fail to passivize because of the adjunct et1tus of the cognate 

, this generalization, based largely on constructed, non· 
lzed exa~ples, is incorrect. A corpus study of 2,000 naturally 
cognate object conetructiona establishes that cogn1te object passives 

attested (e.g., Each person's life le lived as a serite of conversations. 
''"nen, You Just Oon't Und6rstand)). Nonetheleet, cognata object passives 
1tatietlcally less frequent than ordinary paetives·-• fact that seems to 

an adjunct classification of cognate objecta.· Instead, J account for 
tty of cognate object passives by ~eane of two constraints: one syntactic/ 

(all parts of the event structure •uat be Identified; Grl•shaw and 
t003), and the other discourse-basad (the eubject •ust be glvan lnfor
Prlnca 1992, Blrner 1992). Tha extetence of cognate object passives 

rules out an adjunct analyst• of cognate objects and supports an 
, while the rarity of cognate object passives follows fro• 

r~ .. ~lntly ~otivated syntactic/semantic end dlacouree-beeed conatralnts. 

Mackert (West Virginia University) 
B. Smillr's grammatical sketch of Nez Perce ( 1840) 

Asa B. Sm1th's (1809-1886) grammatical sketch of Nez Perc e rsmith 18401 
•• the standard account of the structure of the language f o r 19th-century 
athropologists/linquists . The sketch and correspondence of this Congrega 
Sonalist missionary offer an opportunity to study an early 1\ccount of ;r 

lative American language in the making. This paper provides s ome background 
laSmith's linguistic work and focuses on his analysis of the morphol ogy nf 
tilt Nez Perce verb . Smith adopted some of the metalanguage of Hebrew grammar 
toget a conceptual handle on Nez Perce . For instance, he employed the t e rm 
nejugation, the traditional western designation for binyan (Kautzsch 1910 ) , 
1his analysis of adverbial and thematic affixes. For Smith , any modifica

tion of the verb by such aff i xes resulted in a new conjugation or ground form. 
.Uth's discussion included a description of genitive promotion in Nez Per c ~ 
llld an incomplete account o f the Nez Perce ergative c onstruction. l!is 
t~atment of tenses and moods was guided by the familiar cate9ories of Gre~k 
ud Latin, but he al so recagnized the existence of a recent and remote pa s t 
t111se . Smith's sketch conduded with a paradigm of the ver::-b heki 'see ' 
lllaose defining parameters wt· re mood , tense, direction , and number and perso n 
If subjects and objects . 

.,._Macri (University of California-Davis} 
f•lilrg and /earlling Native American /angULJges 

Tile academic community ha., played a role in many language revimlization effort~. Since 19R9 the 
lflli~e American S!ud1es Department at rhe Uni1•crsity of California, Davis has offered an 
-..&Jllduale seminar in whrch each ~tudent works on a Native American language of hrs or her 
lfiDi:c. The melhods employed \'ary drnmatically dependmg on the abilitres and motivatton of the 
•ridual student, the resouces avarlable, and the circumstances of the langt~;~ge communuy. This 

fl~Rnlation describes the successc.~ and drsappointments of lhese studenls, and the cffccl <>f their 
lltltyon their families and communities. Many sludents have been inl'olved in tribal language 
~lllillltion efforts and in the Natrvc California Network's "maslcr-apprentice" progrnm, some before 
~81he class and some artcnvards. This combrnatlon of multiple resources strenglhens language 
lllrning. 
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Marcus Maia (National Museum/Federal University of Rio de Janctro) 
Verb agreement and the structure oflhe clause in Kara;a 

In this paper. we review some hypotheses on the nature of agreement in order to :tll.~ess their. 

relevance to the analysis of Karajii. a hra1.ilian indittenous lanttuage of the Macro-Jc stud. We 

slarllhe discussion by :mnly1.ing word order facts and their interaction with subject nn<l oh_jccl 

agreement sy~ems in Knraja. First we disc1tss the linearization of the SOV word order in dnnscs 

in which the mnin verh is fully inflected: we. then. analyze clnuses in which the main verb is a 

bare infinitive and the aUJdliary is inOerted; finally. we suggest a parametri1.ation between the 

object and the subject agreement systems: while the former has clearly a functional synta~1ic 

configuration. the latter is analy1.ed as a morphosyntactic relation, resulting from postsynta~·ti<

operations. 

Nili Mandelblit (University of California-San Utego) 
Strategies in the generation of morphological causative verbs in Modern 1/cbrcw 

A striking fact about Modern Hebrew causative verbal system is that though the 
morphology allows great productivity, only a small proportion of the transitive, 
noncausative verbs have corresponding causatives. Generative devices such as 
'predicate raising' or 'clause union' account for the generation of morphological 
causative (hifi/) sentences, but do not offer principles to restrict the generation of /rif'i/ 
to fit the actual usage in Modern Hebrew. We suggest an analysis of l!ifil as a process 
of coJJccptual integration (Fauconnier & Turner, 1995). A sequence of events with 
caus<~l relationship is integrated into one of Modern Hebrew's basic syntactic 
structures. The integration is made possible only if we can find correlation between the 
semantics of the actual causal sequence of events and that of the integrating syntactic 
structure. The analysis provides a natural explanation for the small proportion of basic 
transitive verbs with lrifil form, as it restricts the use of frif'il to a small class of 
predic<~tes whose semantics of caus1tion allows integration with one of the generic 
events defined by the language's syntactic structures. A pilot experiment supports this 
an<~ lysis. 

Charles Mann (University of Surrey) 
The tempo-aspectULJI system of Anglo-Nigerian Pidgin 

This paper aims to describe, as functionally as possible, the 
nature and operation of the tempo-aspectual system of Anglo
Nigerian Pidgin (ANP), an endogenous East Atlantic pidgin. The 
thrust of the investigation is to enumerate and evaluate the 
'grammatical tools' (in terms of tense and aspect markers and 
operators) deployed by this hybrid language for semantic preci
sion in situating and describing actions, events, states, etc .. 
in relation to time. The findings of the analysis are related, 
wherever relevant, to the literature on tense-aspect systems of 
pidgin and creole languages, as well as the notional implica
tions for language development. Finally, some mention is also 
made of the state of serial verb formation and usage in ANP . 

Alec Marantz & Colin Phillips (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Martha McGinnis & Ken Wexler (Massachusetts lnsutute of Technology) 
Phon~mic contrasts in auditory cor/ex: Crosslrngwsuc dijferenrer m magnt!lir mttmau hfields 

By twelve month~ of age. infants appear to classify speech sounds only according to the lnnguagc 01rountl 
them: they have lost the anility to distinguish reliably among po.~sible phonetic contra~•~ thatm;~kc no 
difference in their native language. For ex;~mple, all infants ~how categoricnl perception of .. , .. ,.~ "1 :· l>nt hy 
age one. Japanese children behave <IS if they are grouping l's and r's rnto the ~amt perceptual cattgory \\'e 
ask whether (a) Japanese children group sounds into universal! and r phonetic categoric~ :tftcr ;tgc ont'. hut 
have no (consciou~) access to these categories, or (b) Japanese ~peaker~ group l's and r·~ ihto the ~mnr 
phonetic category from age one. Conclusion (b) is supported by our studies of the M:~gnttic Misnmtch J'il-lcl 
(MMF), an evoked response in auditory as.~ociation cortex. Our MEG experiment~ show: 
(I) the MMF cun he elicited by purely phonetic, as opposed to acoustic. groupings of ~pecch ~ounds 
(2) the MMF is elicited by a d/t contrast for English and Japanese speakers and by an 1/r contra~! for f-ngli .,fl 
speakers 
(3) the 1/r cnntrast docs nut yield the MMF for Japanese speakers. The MMF can also he ehctted by 
impercep«iblc acoustic constrasts. so it is rea~onable to conclude that the respon.~e accc~se~ c.ttcgnric.\ he! nrc 
consciou~ procc~sing. Our findings suggest, then, that Japanese speakers are grouping I'~ .md r's into a 
single perceptual cl:tss. and not merely losing access to a phonetic contrast late in proce~sing 

Marlett (Summer Institute of LinguisticS/University of North Dak01.1) 
lfl()rphology: Expanding the Seri lexicon 

paper has the small goal of pointing out that certain consonants and vowels 
at the beginning of verb stems in present-day Seri are in actuality 

pass1ve. causative, and negative prefixes. I show the tests by which one 
whether matenal ts an affix or part of the stem. 

result of thrs reanalysis of prefix material as stem material is an e11pansion of 
For example, alongside the verb I aat11/ pound flat, and its passive forms 

._..,..,,.,3," vowel chan~_es as part of the passive formation). there is now also 
flattened. wh1ch can have a causative form 1-apatx/ flatten, which 

competes in semantic space with the original simple transitive verb. All 
these verbs are listed in the dictionary which is currently being compiled. 

& Stuart Hannah (College of W11liam and Mary) 
M~ia[t·cto,rogy:. A progress report 

paper ("Dialects of the Muskogee Language'·, , Mary Haas ohservcs that a 
of words have phonological variants within the Muskogee Nallon ol 

Muskogee is only one dialect of Creek, however, and there has never been a 
auempt to detail the more dramatic differences between Creek as spoken in 

Nauon of Oklahoma, the Seminole Nation of Oklahoma, and the Seminole 
Our work reports on preliminary results obtained by administering a 

to Creek speakers in these three areas. Where Haas concludes that 
. t~c Muskogee ~auon] aprH:ar to represent a hodge podge from many 

fmd e_v1dencc of t:WO 1soglosses 1~ Creek at large: a major nne separating 
and Flonda, and a mmor one separatmg Muskogee and Seminole. These data 

to ass1gn approximate dates to mnovations within Seminole (occurring hetwccn 
J7SOand 1840) and withm Oklahoma (occurring since 1840) 

Martin (University of Connecticut) 
analysis of obligatory-controlled PRO 

this paper, 1 argue that PRO is a eli tic and that it must adjoin to a 
functional category (presumably ACR) prior to LF. Obligatory 

is marked by the absence of a suitable host for PRO internal to the 
ival clause, hence PRO must Move out of its clause . The contrast in 

follows straightforwardly from Relativized Hinimality/Minimal Link 
ion. 

I wonder [whether PRO to go to Spain) 
*I wonder (if PRO to go to Spain] 

U1cusa the fact, first observed by Kayne, that ( lb) is grammatical in 
(mostly "null subject") that display the order INFINITIVE-CLITIC 

ma-finite clauses, e.g., Italian, Spanish, Calician, and propose an account 
.. 1 is compatible with my treatment of control in general. Finally, 1 
~r• my analysis to that of Kayne (1992) and conclude that it is superior 

Mlth conceptual and empirical grounds. 

Martin (St. Mary's College-Maryland) 
,...,_:Jill!ionextensions: Negative concord across relative r.lau.rc bountl11rtt'l 

are widely-recognized islands 10 extraction and chain formation, and relative clau~es 
1~1 follow this tendency For e"ample. it is usually impossible for a negative element in :1 
---~se to license a Negative Polarity Item (NPI) inside a relative clause in standard l'nglisl1 

~ m nonstandard F.nglish. Negative Concord (NC) usually cannot extend across a relative 
~boundary. But there are e~ceptions. Depending on the dialect of English, if the '11ead 
• of a restrictive relative clau~e is preceded by an NPJ such as am• or by a negative quantificl' 
••sno._ th~s element will license additional NPls or NC negative expressions inside the rcl~ti\'e 
:::· llns hc~nsing is possible because, in accord with the Neg-Criterion (Haegeman 1 9Q~) the 

N llld negatrve ~lements to t~e ~eft of the h~ad noun are in a scope position and act as licensers 
Pis and negative elements mstde the relat1ve clause. The fact that both non-negati\'e NPis 

negative quantifiers (no) hot It ~~~ license concordant negatives inside relati\'c clauses 
~s the view that tl1ese two types of elements are allomoiJlhs of one category Negative 
--.yltems. 
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Akiyo Maruyama (Hiroshima University} 
IlJ;hi and JflJJl.: Rules of complimentirtg m Japanese 

This study aimed at discovering the rules underlying complimentary interactions in Japane~c hy 
investigating 914 actual conversations on university campuses collected by 270 students. The ~tlld) 
hypothesi~ed that uchi (inside) and .mlo (outside) cultural categories control the target conversation. in 
which speakers classify one another depending on the perceived distance between them (Ide 1992). 1 hco 
data analysis suppor1ed the hypothesis. The study also revealed that Japanese frequently compliment 
those in more intimate relationships (p<.Of), while Bamlund and Araki ( 1985) report thl' oppositr 
tendency in data obtained through a questionnaire survey and interviews. This difference inlplics thl' 
importance of analy1.ing actual conversation. The study analyzed the data using log -linc:1r mndel• on thr 
basis of four factors: speakers' sex, relative status of complimentees, and compliment topics a• 
independent factors, and types of responses as a dependent factor. 

Hirokuni Masuda (University of Hawaii-Manoa) 
Verse analysis and its theoretical corttribuuon to the study of creole diJrourse 

This paper c~plores narrative discourse tn Guyanese Creole and Hlawai'i I Clreolel F.lnglish I. seeking 
evidence to support the two princtpal theoncs of creole genesis· universalist and substratist theories. The 
investigation is carried out within the framework of Verse Analysis originated by Dell Hymes. The 
narrative~ in the two creole l~nguage~ demon~trate four characteristics. which arc claimed to be pari of 
univer~a l principle~ in poetic narrative d1scoursc· I) a hierarchy of discourse units: 2) short lines: 3) 
mea~urcd verse: 4) a clc~r distinction between line~ and verses. This research also accounts for the 
substratum innucnce of Japanese on HCI-.. providing discussions on three indispensable aspects: the 
demographic figures: linguistic evidence: aud the scenario for the substrata! transfer. 11 is argued, first of 
all.that discourse organi7.ation in creolil.all•>n is in accord with Mnfwene's Complementary Hypothesis in 
which all three possibilities on creole genesi• (i.e. universalist. superstratc/adstrate. and substrate 
theories) need to be taken into account. Second. this ~tudy stands as a strong defender to claim that the 
Japanese language was the leading contnh111or to the formation of HCE. Third. it is found that some of 
the charactcri.•tics in creole discnur<c arc nut ncces~anly pan ethnic but rather hetemgeneous depending on 
lingui~tic . ethnic. and cultur;~l aHrihutc~ inhcnlc•l hy a gi\'cn faction of creole speakers 

Kenjiro Matsuda (Hiroshima Umvcrsity) 
Variable zero-marking oft he accusative case m Tokyb Japanc.~c 

The casual speech of Tokyo Japanese shows a sizable variation in its accusative case 
marking, where both the case marker ·o and a zero form appear at the end of the object NP (e.g . 
So11o otokonoko·ga sukcboo·" yatteru 'The boy is riding a skateboard'). So far, the factors 
examined in the past studies include (I) the ob;ect NP-verb adjacency constmint, according to 
which the zero-form is pem1it1ed only when the two elements are immediately adjacent to each 
other (Tsutsui 1985, Saito 1985), (2) thr: form of the object NP (Hosaka et al. 1992), and (3) a 
gender difference (Shibamoto 1985). Thi~ paper aHempts to analy~e the variation quantitatively in a 
multivariate style, taking both internal and external factors into account, 

A multivariate an:tlysis of the 7,701 tokens of the zero and non-zero-forms n:veals that (I) 
the adjacency constraint and the speech style are the strongest factors; (2) the pronoun effect is 
limited only to non-wit-pronouns; (3) the style factor shows an interaction with the speakers' 
re~ldentinlnn:as within the city, while the gender effect is independent both from the style and the 
rc~idential areas. A funher analysis of the data shows that there is also a selective functional effect, 
such that the presence of the nominative case marker is associated with the absence of the object 
case marker only when the adjacency constraint is not met. This is consistent with a view that the 
defmth word order of the language is OV, with no adjunct intervening between the two, a pattern 
that al~o appears mo~t frequently in the natural d;ua. 

Yoshiko Matsumoto (Stanford University} 
The complementizer IJ1it4 irt Japanese: Factivity or ellidenllality? 

Studies of Japanese complementation have been centered around the issues of factivity and truth even though 
problems with such notions have been n:cognized (Josephs 1976, McCawley 1978, etc.). I focus on comple
mentation with lexical head nouns (e.g. honasi 'story', ki 'feeling' ) and the complementizer toiu. From the f:~ct 
that a noun complement with toiu can be a quotation showing main clause phenomena, I claim that the ctymol· 
ogy of the form (to 'QUOTATIVE'. iu 'say') is still relevant, and that this complementizer is to be explained in 
terms of evidentiality. The use of roitl is dependent on the speaker's judgment of the appropriateness of pn:sent· 
ing ti-e complement as a (quasi )quotation, thereby treating it as objective and externally evidenced. If what is 
expressed in the complement is neated as internalized by the speaker, then toiu is not used. Thi.~ accounts for 
Cllamples standardly treated in terms of factivity or the speaker's beliefs, and also for (i), which is problematic 
for other accounts. Hen: toiu is obligatoryj0~~7o£rr the speaker must know the truth of his own emotion. 

(i) Boku wa [(aa, biiru ga nomitai naa, I · • I) ki) ga suru '(lit.)l feel"oh, I want to drink some beer."" 
(i) describes a feeling through a hypothetical utterance that indicates the speaker's intental state, and indicates 
that facrivity is not the central issue, since (contrary to Josephs) toiu may be used in pn:senting the statement as 
true. An important discourse function of toiu, like that of evidential marking, is to indicate the speaker's 
avoidance of n:sponsibility for the truth of the complement proposition. This is the sense in which the usc of 
toiu interacts with the speaker's beliefs about what is true. Evidential marking is a general feature of Japanese 
and the data here suggest that toiu is pan of the evidential system. 
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Matsuoka (University of Connecticut} 
in American Sign Language: A theoretical approach 

Researchers have argue~ that the base-generated word order in ASL (1\me rican. Sign 
is SubJect Verb-Ob)ect (Liddell 1980 , Fischer 1987) However , there are some 

that app~rently do not follow the basic word order in ASL. Among these 
._'"'"""~'we constder the following three; Verb Sandwich (Fisher and Janis 19911 

(observed in Romano ~991), Object Raising (observed in Liddell 1980). In ' 
three sentence types , an 1nflected verb appears in the sentence-final position 
Is not assumed to be the basic position for ASL verbs. ' 
»e propose a unified account for these three ASL constructions. Our analys is is 
on the analysis of Verb Sandwich in Fisher and Janis (1991 ). Assuming the 

approach in Chomsky (1993), we argue that the derivations of all three 
patterns involve overt verb raising to lnfl. This verb movement occurs to 
otherwise stranded [asp] affix, driven by Enlightened Self Interest (Lasnik 

Verb Sandwich is interpreted as a supporting data for the Copy Theory of 
(Chomsky 1993). The Object Shift is analyzed as an instance of Holmberg ' s 

(Holmberg 1986). Our analysis will lend a support to the theory of 
.nrnh1~lc~v in Lasnik (1994) that regular verbs are selected from the l exicon 

McDollough & Elizabeth Strand (Ohio State Umvcrsny} 
~,..ltlll,al study of tone in Western NavaJO 

remain~ one of the less ~tudied aspect~ in Athabaskan morpho-phonology, and explicit 
stud1es o~ Athahaskan tone an: almost unknown. Tone and tonal typology is of 

.mt'IOntanoce 10 Atha'>askan becau;~e of the range of tona! types that have hccn reported 
clo~ly related ~an_guages . Tins pnper n:port_~ on an mstrumental field study of tone in 

and prov1des a descnpttve account of the phonetic facts. It addresses two main is.~ues: tonal 
within tbe verb and the status and distribution of default L lone. Data was recorded from 
· speakers in Kayenta, Ari~ona who recited a prepared wordlist of 22 words thai 
a set of reported tonal contrasts in Navajo verbs. 

MtWllorter (University of California Berkeley) 
birthplace of Atlantic Ertglish-based creoles. Inductions from Surmamc 

IJIIIIIlisl<l>ri<:al facts reveal that Sranan arose not on Suriname plantations, but among castle 
on the coast of presen!-day Ghana. Maroon Spirit Language in Jamaica 

cor-res:pot~~'"t to Sranan. Its hkely transportation to Jamaica from Suriname in 
us to . th~t Sranan had developed in Suriname by 1671. Since the Dutch 

over Sunname tn 1667, we can push the date back to this point, since English
Sranan cannot have formed under the Dutch. Yet from its settlement in 16:'il until 
Suriname harbored only small plantations, on whtch indentured white servants 
side by side with blacks. Since demographic ratios were equal and social distance 

such conditions were unlikely ~~ pr~uce a variety of English as far removed 
standard as Sranan. Condtllons tn Barbados and St. Kitts were similar. 

them as possible sources of i~portation. At this time, the only English slaving 
t~ese was the «:;ormantm f?rt, where demographic disproponion was 

. non·extstent: Certam aspects of Sranan support this, such as the 
~pur11iot11atc lex real and s~ctural mlluenc~ from ~kan and Gbe in spite of the fact that 

brough~ to Sun name. from mynad reg10ns of. We~t Africa. The analysis 
plantatton demographtcs have been overemphasized 10 genesis accounts, and 

t•tlftusion ts due for a concentrated reappraisal. 

Meek & Sean Hendricks (University of Arizona) 
l1lld reduplicative identity in Koasati and Nancowry 

cat -> 1!!-cat 'to push' 
. yak -> ?uk-yak · 'to conceive' 
'~?the onset of the reduplicant matches the onset of the base In the data in (2), the coda of the 

'"'l;IJliJc:ac,nht~:~e coda of the base These forms s~ow that ANCHORING cannot account for the position 
. res~~~ to the base. Therefore, thts paper argues for defining ANCHORJNG independent 

constramts Within the context of reduplication. 
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Richard P. Meier & Lynn McGarvin (Universlly of Texas-Austm) 
Look Ma. no voicing! Jaw wags in silent babbling 

The infant who produce~ adult·~I'Undmg syllables must coordinate respiration, phonation, and supraglollal 
articulation. Here we report evidence that mfants sometimes disassociate articulatory movements from 
phonation. This evidence supports a recent model of speech development which claims that mandibular 
oscillation is an independent rhythm generator in early babbling (MacNeilage & Davis 1993). We report 
evidence that babblers produce rhythmic mandibular oscillation without phonation; we also demonslratc the tic 
between these silent mandibular oscillauons and early speech. Twelve children who varied in their hearing 
status and in that of their parents were vtdeotaped on a biweekly basis from ages S to IS months. We defined a 
jaw wag as an event of opening and without pause-closing ~e mandible that was not accompanied by 
phonation; chewing motions were excluded. A total of 173 Ja~ wags w~re produced by 9 of the 12 subjects. 
Most jaw wags were mulu-cychc: the medtan number of mandtbular oscillauons per jaw wag was 2; the 
maximum was 23. Direct evidence of a link between jaw wags and phonated babbling comes from 20 
utterances in which there is a seamless transition between mandibuJar oscillation with and without phonation 
jaw wags may begin. intervene within, or end a babbling utterance. To assess the generality of our findings. WI' 

interviewed 90 parents or 4- to 10-month old hearing infants about their children's vocal development. Sixty 
percent of the parents reported that their children produced jaw wags. For 6-months olds, we found that a 
parent's report of whether his or her child produced jaw wags was a statistically-reliable predictor of whether 

that child was in the babbling period. 

Norma Mendoza-Denton (Stanford Universuy) 
Fighting words: Variation and ideology among Lotina gang girls 

Against a backdrop of the passage of anti-irnmtgrant legislation in California, 
some teenage Latinas have split into ideologically-driven peer associations which they 
designate as gangs. These gangs are dtvided into the Nortenas (Northerners) and the 
Sureiias (Southerners), each gang with a strong identity based on nationalism and 
language ideology. Although both groups are largely bilingual and bicultural, the 
Nortenas adopt an English-dominant, U.S. centered Chicana identity, while the Sureilas 
adopt a Spanish-dominant, Mell.ico-oriented identity. Although Sureilas and Nortei\as are 
technically of the same ethnicity. they are in deep conflict over the politics of identity in 
their community, and this conflict is renected in their language ideology, variation 
patterns, and eventual success in the American educational system. 

Analyses of Chicano English data on vocalic variation from sociolinguistic 
interviews with both Sureila and Norteila native Enghsh speakers demonstrate how I) 
speakers use specific variants in the construction of their identities as members of a 
specific gang and 2) these variants do double duty, simultaneously differentiating these 
Latina girls from each other as well as from their Anglo counterparts. 

Norma Mendoza.Denton (Stanford Umvemty) 
That's the {~iJJ': Converging phonetiC variables in the lexicon of a Chtttma (Ommunlly 

I examine the covariation between two phonetic variables in the Chicano English (CE) of a 
community in Nonhem California: I) tensing of IV to [i), and 2) for1ition of the voiceless interdental 

fricative to a dental stop. /9/ -> (tl. 
In CE these processes interact with each other; this interaction is especially pronounced in a 

panicular lexical-semantic set. I argue that high relative frequency in discourse and marted 
phonetic fonn of the members of this set 1) makes them ideal candidates to be carriers of phonetic 
change above the level of consciousness, and 2) allows them to serve as markers of community 

membel'lihip. 
This data addresses the current debate over the Neogrammarian Regularity Principle (Bybee 

1995, Labov 1994, Moonv.omon 1993, Wang 1969), and aims to contribute to this discussion by 
showing the phonological and sociolinguistic results of the wnvergence in the lexical domain of 
two distinct phonetic changes. 

Laura Michaelis (University of Colorado) 
Contextual modulation and the semantics of a1!:00. 

Already is a sentence adverb which expresses the presence of a state at a given reference ume Most 
analysts claim that the state proposition in the scope of alrtady represents a resultant state· (1/rrad\ 
presupposes that the encoded state did nnt exist prior to the reference time. Vander Auwcril ( 1993) argu~s for 
an additional presupposition: the state has an earlier than expected point of inception, as in. c.g.,/t's rrln·ntl\ 
dark! I will argue that these two alleged prcsupposiuons do not in fact belong to the semantic repre~cntatJOn 
of alr~ady. I will consider auc.~tcd data hke (a): 

(a) Why would you need a permanent? You already have curly hair 

The property of having curly hair, if congemtal, cannot plausibly be viewed as failtng to obtain at times 
prior to now. Since this state is not a resultant state. 1t also cannot represent a premature eventuality In all 
cases, however. alrtady expresses antcnority: the state's inception precedes a reference interval suh~un11ng a 
like state type. This interval receives a vancty of construals in context. In (a), the interval is equated w1th a 
procedure meant to effect curly hair. The meaning targeted by van der Auwera is also contextually tlcriv~tl 
the reference interval i~ interpreted as an expected point of eventuauon. Alrtady is a case of usc ambiguity 
(H0m 191!9). As in Kay's ( 1990) analysts of even,linguistic content underdetennines literal interpretation 
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r.tlalt (Ohio Slate University) 
items in Ndyuko and its Kwa substrate 

(1?80) finds systematic parallels b~tween the behavior of attributive items in Atlantic Creoles and 
(TWI) substrate, ho~ev~r, states I hat a penetrating examination' of this question is impossible due to 

of adequate ~escn~·o~s of West ~can lan~a~es'. The aim of this paper is thus to build on 
980) work by mvesttgah.n~ the behav10r of attnbuttve items in Ndyuka and its main substrate the 
of languages. The vanehes of Ndyuka spoken by the maroons of eastern s · ' f h 1 s - . ' unname, are 18th 

o t e ear Y unnamese plantation Creole and are linguistically very conservative 
data comes from the Paramaccan variety of Ndyuka and was drawn firom a) · d' f d b) r . . fr . recor mgs 0 

an e tcttauon om nallve speakers The Kwa data was elicited from native speakers of the 
and Fongbe).and Akan (~ha~t!) clu~ter~ of languages, Ndyuka's main substrate (Arends 1995) 

stUdY sho~s that tmportant smulant1es e~stm the syntactic and semantic behavior of attributive items 
~wa. parttcularly Gbe, and Ndyuka which suggest that the substrate played an important role in 

this area o~Ndyuka gramma~. Moreover, the analysis reveals that attributive predicators in Ndyuka do 
a synta~ucally an~ semanucally homogeneous class which challenges the traditional view that they 

stattve verbs ~n Creoles (Bailey 1966. Bickerton \973, Sebba 1986) and calls fo Iilith 
of the current vtews on predicative attribution in Creoles. r a er 

. problem of 'ihy the L:atin gerundive should agree with its thematic object in ender number 
(su~ect agre~men~)~s predTh1cted under ~urrent Minim~list conceptions of agreemen~. the c'ategoric; 
an parame . r-~ o ase eory. C~nstder some baste data (gerund= tui form ± AC\ ob c ·t· 
= -nd- form ·~ conoordfagreement with thematlc object; asterisk= ungrammatical). ~ c · 

ressuumus [carm1mbus cantandu] 'we're tired (f ( ~ · · )' tcssuumus ((carrnina) cantand6) •we're tired (rom tur S!ng!ng songs ~gerundtve Alll..pl.neut ) 
sumus Mlrdfnostr6 cantandO 'we're tired r rom M~'!.slstngln¥ (s_ongs)] (gerund ± ACC object) 

tlr , , rom ..,,. our smgmg' (gerund+ Gf':N subject) 
can e n6s lao gat (Mart slyour) singing tires us' (infinitive± GEN ~UbJect) 

_and gerund(ive) ( 1/2) belong to the same category'. Infinitive clauses bear stru 
mherentlsemantic case. fnfimtives can have an oven subject (4)· g d(' ) ctu~l or no case. 

can be ACC (2) or have case assi ned exte all d . • erun 1ve s requ.re I'RO ( 1 1) 

the theta ?bject'mus~ be the struct~ral subj~ (Jh:::cet~g~rdafJ:~h:~\~~) c~in~e t~.e~c _arc suh.JC< t 
clause with semantic case could not check structural case . h' . ns rue ton:s p~sme) 

for case. transmitted to the verb in Ag S Laf h ;II m, forcmg the thema_uc ObJect to 
-:. u~l't:alsubjects with no r · 1~ c ang 10 allow PRO to transmtt case, ;~s 111 

But PRO with nom n-:rctu~ case c<>!-'ld not hcens~ structural object case, and the derivation 
S101Ctural obie~t case. viel~a th~g~eru~:c~· could.~l!~th·spehctfically ~heck any kind or cas<' :-oml 

• compe..,.. WI I e gerundtve throuah Silver Latin. 

Minami (Harvard University) 
in eliciting personal narrat1ves and developing namm•·c- .1/i.t/1 

study examines (1) the structural aspects of children's narrat~ve 
an~ (2) the role of maternal styles of talking with young 
~~rst, personal narratives of 20 middle-class Japanese 

c ~ldren aged ~our and five years old and their mothers we re 
the ~abov~an approach. Second, conversations between the 

~nLL'~r·etn ~~ t~e~r mothers were analyzed to study differences in 
~~:Lv•elv a ~on. etween mothers of four- and five-year-olds be The e~~stence.of distinctive maternal styles of na~rative 

comes ~nt~rest~ng if we can relate them to children's 
_ve sk1ll. Results suggest that the way(s) in which 

i ¥ ~~ter~ct with their young children during narrative 
ots ~n 1cat1ve_of those c~ildren's developing na t rative 
s her wor~s, d~fferences 1n mothers • narrative elicitation 
eem a~tr~butable_to five-year-olds' emergent adult-like 

l~ty. The f~ndings are discussed from a vygotskian 
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Timothy Montier (University of North Texas) 
Language, dialects, and subdialecls in S1rai1s Salishan 

The tenn 'Straits Salish' has been used in the linguistic and anthropological literature in various 
senses: t) the name of a language that includes Klallam and the Northern Straits dialects, 2) the name 
of a language that indudes only the Northern Straits dialects, 3) the name of a language that includes 
only some of the Northern Straits dialects, and 4) the name of a subgroup of the Central Coast Salishan 
languages. This paper shows that the tenn 'Straits Salish' is best used as in (4); it is a subgroup 
composed of two very clo~ly related languages: Klallam and North Straits, which is a dialect 
continuum composed of SliOkr, Songhese, Saanich, Lummi, and Samish. There are at least two distinct 
dialects of Klallam, and within a single dialect of the North Straits language there are regional 

subdialects. 
Among the Lummi and Klallam, recent language revival programs successfully have generated 

significant numbers of 'new' non-native speakers, whose language is at least as different from that of 
native speakers as the dialects are from each other. We must now recognize these revival variations as 

New Lummi and New Klallam. 
This paper demonstrates the major features that distinsuish these languages, dialects, and subdialects. 

Regina Pallat Moorcroft (Cornell University) 
Morphological case wilhoutfunctional projec1ion 

Zaenen et al. (198S) showed tllat in Icelandic, srammatk:al flncrioo bdefine!J by strudural 
peilloo. nut morphologieal case. flotll subjects and objects can bve any of tbe foU1 R'llailable 
c ;.1e5. Brisling theories of morphological case assigJUJient caonot deal with this fact. Yip et at. 
~ W) cali)Ot e1plain why morpbological case •lone cannot Hc:ense a leximl suhjed. The01ic~ 
ba!~d oo CborrEky (1993), e.g., Scbulze (1993) and llarlech {1994), do not explain why tht" 
nr.~hological clllie ~f4:lciated Ylith grammatical function depend5 on the -verb. In this puper 
I ;rpe l.b:at in lcelaodic the verb as&igns aU morpholopeal Cftle within VP, and that morphologi caJ 
e:e lH:cnses ouly theta-rules. Either mor pholctgical case k lnllereat (I.e. linked to one of the 
tlaHoles assigned by the verb In the ledcon), or it is B!ISigned by tbe \'Crb in the !!)'OI;u. 

Although in this pipet we f~KUS on bow tbb tkcory applies to Icelandic, we will also ~how 
tlat the :o;ame theory prorides the basis for lll'l undentwding of morpbolo!!klll cR.'Ic in German 
a·cj Yiddi~ll, and in otber language families. Its underlying msumption, that tht" functi<m or 
m~h.ology can be independent from the fullCtion of syntax. appears to provide a basil for solving 
a ... her or problem.o; in ~yntnctic thcol)'. 

Raymond Mopoho (University of Regina) 
Preservalion and revilalization of indigenous language5 in Cameroon: A ovcrvi~w of allilUdes, policies, and praclices 

Cameroon has between 240 and 270 different indigenous languages, none of which enjoys 
official status. French and English are the only languages of education and aclministr~l inn 
Since the colonial era and even after the country's independence in 1960, effmts aimed ~• 
preserving and promoting local languages have been undermined by several external and internal 
factors: indifference of native speakers, hostility of government policies, eJtclusively theoritical 
nature of academic research, and rigidity of some of the solutions put forward hy local elite~. 
A review of the attitudes of the main actors involved (native speakers, public authorities, national 
and foreign researchers), and an analysis of the preservation and revitalization policies put 
forward thus far suggest that there is a need for effective sensitization of intereMed communitie~. 
as well as for a diversification of promotion means and strategies. 

Pamela S. Morgan (Universily of California· Berkeley) 
Scoltish Gaelic as an elhnic marker: Revival in coni eX I 

The la nguages of modern Scotland--both Scottish Gaelic and Scots (an independent 
variety of English)-- have become for many people important marker s of an inc rea~ed 
politica l and social "Scottish" identity . This paper repor ts on the c urrent state 
of Scottish Gaelic (and brie fly Scots ) by means of extensive writt en and tel e phone 
correspondence with media and publishing , governmental, educational , and pr!vn t e 
support or ganiza tIons in Scotland, as well as an examination of publish ed sources 
a nd personal intervi ews conducted in Scotland, and loca tes current a ttitudes 
towanl these l a nguages a s part of current wo r ldwide trends of gene r a lized ethnic . 
"roots"-based na tionali sm. The s tor y of Seottieh Gaelic thus reaffirms the 
importance of attention to the cha ng ing sociopolitical eontext, beyond t he 
utilitar i an, when consider ing the sta tus and futu r e of e ndangered l a nguages ; I t ~ 
continued exis tence or eventual disappear ance--like those of other endan~er ed 
languages--will be linked to these larger ~ultural movements. 

s. Mufwene (University or Chicago} 
eco/00 and creole genesis 

tenns cre<~listics has borrowed from population genetics eco'o · d li d .. f h h • ' ' gy remams un e me 
to the pos1t1on o 1 ~ et nography of ~ommunication in linguistics, it has not been difficu 11 
hoW useful the not1on would be, as 11 should help articulate ho 1 "' fi · · f w severa .actors rom the 
econom1c settmgs o creole genesis determine language and feature selection, and there-

affect the structure of the new language variety I show 1'n th' h 1 · · b · . · IS paper t at eco ogy m 
ge~~es1s may not e conce1ved ofroutmely in the same way as in any other c fl · rt nt "' th' · · ase o anguage 
A111mpo a reason •or IS caution IS that it is not possible to 'd t'l'., · h · h' h • · , 1 en 1._, m t e same way the 
relation to w 1c environment may be defined 1 argue that th' bl L • 1 d · IS pro em may ,.e resolved 

to s1tuate creo e evelopment not in society as typically ('1f t · 'fi bl ) 
f
l h . . • no so JUSII 1a y assumed 

o. anguage c ange, but_m the mmds of individual speakers Without this ad'ustmcnt 
be d1fficult to benefit maximally from this population genetics trope especi~ll whi l~ 

that creoles are new language varieties but not continuations (with some' ch )y f ones. anges o pre-

M1Utr (University of California-San Diego) 
a gromelll in the speech me1rical grid 

In songs, so!"e accentual patterns (e.g., "wedDING", "patientL y• "nut T • 
speech metncal niles (e.g., word stre.~~. Compound Stress Rule) 'Mo REE,> 8PJ1C3r to 

hi,.cc:cntlllati:on~. are not equally common. In 8 ~of 300 ~on . · .reover, dtfferent ty)les 
the ~ormally unacc!.'Tited syllable (less than I'-' w~ ~~ lllsyllabtc wo~s w~e rarely 
rccetved accentuation on the third syllable instead of lh~·~•~:nt~;~ Tnsylla~IC words 

nouns were commonly accented on the right-hand (30% ( ~ere m!saccented). 
distrilmtion of the different types of misaccentu t' noun were .m•saccented). 

ltlllftell'llio•n of meter is weaker at higher ievels ~f stru~on;,~y lle ellplamed lly. observing that 
as a gradit'nt. The lowest level of the 'd . ~ 15 ~ay lle encoded 10 the speech 
misaccentuati~ns that levellltand out (~ .• ~~wed~G·~~~ and the mo~ salient ; 

...lftllllatitDns ate le$S salient (e .g., •nut TREE") • 50 more · 
1
g er level .. 

lo the formalism of the metrical grid c 11 frequently found. T~ add1t1on of a 
•~ additional examrles from poetry and C::na~t~=: for the song data d1scus~ above, 

Miill~r-Gotama (California State University-Fullerton) 
shift on Java 

oflangllage shift on Java reveals a type oflanguage endangerment wbi h am ts 
The process, which I call "functional attrition" occurs wh ~ ec e~en very large 

t~~~~•ofcomnmnical~vefunctions in which a Jan ' . en a commuruly successively narrows 
with more than 80 million ak h :Uage 1~ used. ~e p~e~ argues that Sun danese and 

-·· nowmh,.,.ic~ ~oreover associ:':~ ;:h c:~ex:::r 1::::~!:n~':t:'! :r~~e;:~~=~:~:e and 
pervasive;"a:~;e~;::e~ With :scorresponding l~s of prestige for these language. Functi~nal 
in the schools etc both e · ll"e~\ .gh· Long ~sed as ~terary langllages, for matters of state, in the 

' . · • nJ~ I . prestige, and mastery of their high speech levels 
-••lllo.!ii!I!!:LP Was considered a spectal achievement. Sin~.e independence howe · 
.. IICCio-<:ul11~ral attraction of the new national Jan • Bah In .' ver, govemrnenl policy 

US
•a• d tradi · a1 . guag~, asa donesta, have eroded their functions 
..,.. an bon ceremorues. 

lndone~ian situation is interesting because here we have what were by far th tw 1 
the reg10n receding in the face of competition from a language with far fewere nati~e~g:~ers 

-.IOI!Ie'l1er. had long been used as an interethnic lingua franca and which now had the fuU p f 
_state Thts development indicates that there is no necessary correlati b s:port ~ 

and 1ts susceptibility to endangennenl. on e ecn I e 
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Naomi Nagy (University of Pennsylvania) 
Conloct·inductd language change in the Francoproven,aJ dialect ofF aetar 

f'actar, a dinlcct of Fr:mcoproven~al. ha< hcen ~poken for 700 years in Facto (FG}. in centntl Italy. due 
to ~n emigration from •nuthcastern France. The language ~ervcs as a marker of prestige llccausc.- nf it' 
dt~lllll.toc.<s from other <ottthern Italian dialects. In 1992·1994, I conducted fieldwork in Factu with 1 aim<· tn 
provuk ~ dcl:liled and accurate descriptinn nf the language, including variable paltcms th01t may indicate ch:utgl'< 
in pmgrcs<: to collect n lnrgc corpu~ ot re<nrdings and transcnptions which may <erve other ~dllll:u~ and the 
villager<. and tn gnther data to analy1.c theoretical chtims 01bout the nature of contact induced change 

I test frameworks which have hccn pcmtcd concerning the relationship between <rnarcc~ and cffn·t, nf 
conta<' t induced changes (Thomason & Kaufman 1981!, Van Coetscm 198!!, Guy 1990) by using data •lwwin11 
I li the existence of phonological hut nnt mnrphnlogical geminates due to Italian innucncc. (2} v:triahle dclctt"n 
of final segments due tn regional dialect innuence. (3) regional di01lect innuencc on the lexicon. ami (•\l thc talk 
of lt .daan syntactic effects (Nagy 1993. 1994. N.1gy & Reynold< 1994). My findmg~ arc in kct'ptnl! w1t h 
propuscd hmrowat>itity clines which ~tate that lc~~ ~tahle item~. such as vocahulary, will he hom•Wl'll nt11t~ 
rc~oltly than mmc st:thlc items. ~uch as gr.ltmn:ltical stmctures; and helps to counter the dearth of f'1dd ll'fl<»l' 
cnntainin~ hoth sufficient detail on v;niatinn in the language and the pertinent social charm:tc11 si1Cs nf thl· 
spc·tkcrs f'urthcrmore, I spccilically address the question of how changes may !lc tran<nuttcd from one 
gcncratKm to <lllothcr. making usc nf the theory of hyper foreagni1.ation (Janda, Joseph & J01coh~) 

Wataru Nakamura (State University of New York-Buffalo) 
Cast alternations in Korean: A mismatch resolution 

The purpose of this paper is to propose a atis11atch account for case alternation" 
In '"alienable possession constr•c tions in Korean. Although these alternations have 
attracted a lot of attention recently (Kang 1986, K1~ 1990, O'Grady 1991, Hong 1992), 
they remain the subject of controversy. Hy proposal is couched within the f ramework 
of Role and Reference Grammar (Foley and Van Valin 1984, Van Valin 1993), augmented by 
an lodevendently-motivated concept of incorporation (Sadock 1991), which pos its three 
distinct tiers, constituent, se~antic, and focus structure. It will be shown that the 
alsftatch between constituent and semantic structure is responsible for the case 
alternations and all other syntactic properties associated with inalienable possession 
constructions. FinAlly , it will be suggested that thie mis~atch account extends t o 
case alternations exhibited by other double-accusative (e.g. light-verb)constructions 
in Korean. 

Mineharu Nakayama, Domenique Cipollone, & Sanae Eda (Ohio State Umversity) 
On Japoneses lli vs. ~passives 

Hoshi (1991) argues for Kuroda's (1979) analysiS treating both Japanese direct and indirect 
passives unifonnily, but differentiating them based on whether or not they contain a Nl or 
NIY01TE-phrasc. Using examples with immutable subjects, an adverb, and a secondary 
predicate, he shows that the subject of the Nl-passive is thematically constrained while that of the 
NIY01TE-pass1vcs is not Howerver, the present paper argues again~t this d1chotomy, prcscnung 
evidence that: a) the NIYOTTE·phrase is not an agcntive BY -phrase, but an adjunct phr.tsc.
andicatang a cause/reason/source; b) the syntactic statuses of Nlm d1rect and ind1rect passi\ cs •He 
different, c) immutable subjects can actually appear in both Nl· and NIYOTTE·passivcs; an•l d) 
the examples wtth the adverb and the secondary predicate disusscd in Hosh1 were ill -fom1ed due to 
different scmantac factors. Conccquently, we reject Hoshi's analys1s that the Nl pa~sh•es arc ht 
clausal whtlc the NIYOTTE-passives are mono-clausal and support an analysis such as Kunn 
(1973) that differentiates direct and tndirect passives. 

Toshihide Nakayama (University of Cahfomia-Santa Barbara) 
'Passive· sujfu in Nootko ree:UJmined 

This paper sorts out various uses of the so-caUed 'passive' suffix-· ar in Nootb (Wakashan, 
B C., Canada) and re-examines the appropriateness of the characterization of this suffLX as a 'pas~ive'. 

Some uses of -' at are reminiscent of the English 'passive'. This type of passive sentence 
expresses the relationship hctwcen the two participants ACTOR and UNDERGOER from the UNDERGOI:R ' s 
perspective. This is accompli~hcd grammatically by expressing the UNDER<JOER as the subject instead of 
the ACTOR. Such alternation in perspective and grammatical status between the two major participants, 
AtlOR and UNDERGOER, suggests a treatment of the Nootka passive as a prototypical syntactic passive 
construction. 

However, other facts suggest thai this 'Nootkan passive' may not be an eJ~ample of the 
protnlypical passive aftcrall. First, intransitive sentences, as well as transitive sentences, can take .·at. 
Second, some uses of · ' at do not indicate a shift in perspective at all. Instead, they express instructions 
or social obligations (more or less equivalent to such English expressions as 'one would do ... ' or ' you 
should do ... '). Third, the usc of the -·at form is constrained by the topicality hierarchy (Speech Act 
Participant > topical 3rd person > non-topical 3rd person): when a participant with a lower topicality i~ 
acting on~ wi"' a higher topicality, the use of the -'at is obligatory; when a participant with a higher 
topicality is acting on one with a lower topicality, the -'at is prohibited. 
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NuikiaD (Princeton University) 
of 'conditionals are topics' 

of this study is (I) to examine the relationship between "topics• and "conditionals" from 

of view of "foregrounding" and "backgrounding" and (2) to demonstrale the distinctive 

oC lhe four Japanese conditionals, tJua, ba, to and nara. Haiman (1978) pointed out that 

are IOpiC$ as they refer 10 "given• information and function as the framework for the 

However, the p~nt study shows that: (I) conditionals ~ topiC$ when they are 
.._""''""" and function as the framework for the foUowing discussion; (2) conditionals are not 

they ~ foregrounc.l.~d and carry the information of imponance to discourse participants. 

on the distinction between foregrounded and backgrounded information, we systematically 

the distinct features of the four Japanese conditionals. This study shows that the notions of 

-.R)IIII~IIllll and backgrounding are more imponant than the notion of information status in 
the role of conditionals in discourse. 

sets But ~ome ~acts of Zuni syntax not discussed in tbe treatments of Zuni grammar of Bunzcl 
.,...,.,.d1,.2n11·d astc Zum word order appears to be SOV in clauses with full noun phras~s. When the-re 

all person pronouns present, however, the word order of the clause varies in two interestin 
When botb.lst & 2nd~ prese1~t, word order in the clause will be OSV. When either a 1st or 2n~ 

fu~et~;:.r:et~ta~;~~ha c~~.:!ra~oci~~~~~~t~:':Jsf~r:~Zf:td!' a~::~~~treJ:;:~~~! 0~ 
posstbthty that the movement of the transitive subject closer to tbe verb in the cases f 1 t. & 
arguments ~fleets the institution of an Ergative type word order, cf. the claim of Bi~ne/and 

tllat ~t ~rgatJVe arguments appear closer to the verb. Such a change is noteworthy in light of 
. m pronouns are overtly case-marked in a Nominative/Accusative pattem while lura! 

tn:rr agreement on the verb.in.an _Ergative/Absolutive pattern. 1 also exa.;.ine thePZuni 

d
prol'?sals for tb~ formal s1mdanty of pronouns and agreement (e g Ritter 1995) Th 

a verbial scope With word order th rti f fi · : · · e 
and focus will also be · 'd ~ prothpe es 0 trule vs. noo-fio1te clauses. and factors 

... IliOn. examme ID e context of tbe 1st & 2nd person word o rder 

B. Norcross (Tri-Coumy Techmcal College-South Carolina) 
•.-n11.tio11 and ~~erbs of color tn Shawnee 

lludy examines af!i~cs of su~nlinatinn With slative vcrhs nf color in the Algonquian 
~hawn~c- Prev1ou:~ ~tud1es of Sh~wnee, ~nch as Vocgclin 1936. Doling 19~ 1. ami 
99: grvc " ~cry lnmt.ed ~xplanat1on about the function and condition~ under which 

env· rc used. '" ~nhonhn.1taon . Contrary to the~e previous stndie~ ahnnt tiK' rnn(·tinu 
or v ~omnc~t m whach \hese affixe~ appear. the analy~is of a semantically restricted 
.(' er _s. statiVc verbs of color, presents a better understanding of I he arri~es ·ya- ·Ia 
'· -ala. rurthcrmorc, these arfixes also indicate the animacy of the argument of 'the · 

t,.;c:rb as well as the intcr~ction of person~ between the matrix and embedded vcrhs. 
rev?Ccurrcncc of a rcduphcated prefix on a verh of color in emhedded clause.s 

P Jous clanns that reduplicated prefixes function only as aspectual markers. 
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Rachel Nordlinger (Stanford University) 
Scope and modal c/assificaJion: Diachronic evidence from ~ 

In the literature on modality (e.g. Lyons 1977, Coates 1983, HaJiiday 1985, PaJmer 1986) and semantic 
change (e.g. Bybee and Pagliuca 1985, Traugott 1989, Sweetser 1990, Bybee, Perttins and Pagliuca 1994) 
di~ussions of modal meaning typicaJiy center around two parameters of classification: deonticily vs. 
epistemicity, and degree of subjectivity. Using evide~ from die diachronic development of the quasi-modal 
ought to, this paper argues for the need to recognize a third parameter that crosscuts tbese two: narrow vs. 
wide scope. 

1 argue that the epistemic use of ought to developed in Early Modem English out of a wide scope 
deontic construction, in which the modal was used with deonUc meanin!. but with propositional scope (cf. 
Bybee 1988, Gamon 1994). Rather than attributina an obllaatlon to the subject (i.e. having narrow scope), 
the modaJ In these constructions makes an usertlon about the proposition u a whole (I). Such ought to 
constructions, which sp~ad In Middle English, can be shown to be distinct from epi~temic uses (corura 
Traugott 1989, Gamon 1994), thereby highlighting the need to separate issues of scope from those of 
epistemicity and subjectivity in discussions of modality and semantic change. 

(1) Senate Democratic leader OM ... said job protection ought to be a basic right. (UP I: I Onl9t) 

David Odden (Ohio State University) 
Morae a nihilo 

Many langu11ges require that iV-+yVV and uJI-+wVV, which is tssumed to involve lransfering a mora from 
the high vowel, driven by prosodic change in the high vowel. Kihehe challenges this, since Kihehe in~ert~ ~ 
mora when 11 branching onset contains a glide. In Kibehe, iJI and uJI become yVV and wVV (tuita~[lwiita ll 
Word finally, iV -+yV and uV-twJI since final syllables are short (situdag-u-a-+(sitUdag-w-aj. Tone shows 
that this final syllable is bimoraic. In some tenses, H is assigned to the penult (tudaga) hut a stem ending in a 
glide has final H ((tudaftwa].-tudagua). Tone thus detects the missing mora of glides in the final syllable. 

Sometimes lengthening is realized not in the ryllable where the glide surfaces. When the inflection -ite 
follows a glide-final stem, the glide is infixed within -ite and the initial vowel of -ite is lengthened (tudag-iil
w-e). In /tudag-u-itcl, lui becomes (w] and the n~t vowel is lengthened; (w] is repositioned due to constraints 
on the location of glides. (w) should thus have DO moraic properties in its surface syllable. But tone shows 
that it does. In the bcsternal past, there is H on the penult (tukQadagite). In a glide-final stem, the suffix vowel 
is lengthened and the glide stands after t; however H appesn on the final syllable {(tukiladagiitwe)~ 
tukBadag-u-ite) Thus an extra mora is connected with the final glide, which must be generated SJl<'ntanc
ously. Since vowels are always long when preceded by a postconsonantal glide, it is argued that a mora is in
serted following a consonant-glide sequence, augmenting the typology of cont~ts for mora insertion. 

Kyoko Hirose Ohara (University of California-Berkeley) 
The conventiono./izedfunction of Japanese internally ~aded rclmivizclllon: A constructiono.l account 

Most previous analyses of Japanese intemaJiy headed relativization {IHR) {most recently Hoshi 
1994, Murasugi 1994) have focused on its structure. restrictinl themselves to Kuroda's seminnl work 
{1974-1977) for semantics and pragmatics (but cf. Ohara 1994). This paper examines the structure, 
semantics, AND pragmatics of IHR, and their intercorrelations. I arpe that IHR has the conventionalized 
pragmatic function of advancinr a narrative (Fillmore 1989), and that seemingly puzzling structural and 
semantic properties of the consuuction {e.g. subject case nwldng, wh-questions, semantic restriction on 
the verbs) correlate with this narrative-advancing function. 

Unlike previous analyses, in which structurally well-formed sentences are filtered out by 
grammar-external conditions, I regard a grammatical construction as a pairing of syntu with semantics 
and pragmatics (e.g. Goldberg 199S, Lambrecht 1994); a grammatical fonn is thus panty characterized 
by the pragmatic circumstances under which the sentence is used. 

The complex interactions between IHR's narrative-advancing function and the construction's 
syntax and semantics argue that a model of grammar consisting of an autonomous syntactic component 
nnd an interpretive component cannot describe the full range of phenomena which the construction 
involves. 

Cemil Orhan Orgun (University of California-Berkeley) 
Reduplicative overcopying through correspondence 

This paper proposes an analysis of prosodically conditioned overcopy in 
McCarthy and Prince's (1995) Generalized Correspondence frameworlt. In 
Kihehe (Odden and Odden 1985), reduplication nonnally targets the verb 
stem (root plus suffixes): hi-m>·~~-• -+ hi-~-~rw-• 'build a bit'. 
However, when prefix maten"irryllabifies as an Onielliefore a V-initial stem, 
this onset is included in reduplication: lai-m>- i/a-+ kwlits-kwfiflf . I claim 
that such overcopying is due to a correspondence constraint requiring BASE 
and RtD syllables to be identical. Thus, extending McCarthy and Prmce's 
segmental correspondence and identity constraints to metrical structure 
makes possible a Simple and elegant analysis of overcopying. 
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Oshita & Jot Allen (University of Southern California) 
of 'possivized' unaccusatives in L2 English 

of ·passlvized· unaccusative verbs in L2 English, e.g. 
-~~~!;~~;f!~~~~~~~ drawing upon a large computerized database of 

from a research corpus of essays by Italian. Spanish. 
Korean speakers. The sentences were clMSified into several syntactic patterns 

in order t~ evaluate th.e accounts of the "passivized• unaccusatfves proposed in 
• t~~ooan~ AnalyZlng both ments and problems in the explanations such ~ lexical 

tTansfer, etc., we argue that the most plausible account of the "passivization" of 
,~.-hv@!l in L2 English is to recognize It as an interlanguage-spedfic phenomenon, 

various L1 speaker!, to signal syntactic NP-movement. The identification of 
;. 1111erJ,atng1"ag,e-s:peclhC significance of the "pusfvlzation"leads to new questions for future 

C0111cerniJ11g the nature of Ll vs. L2 acquialtlon of unaccueative verbs. 

of textual search oflarge corpora, this paper claims that only non-locally bound ziji exhibits 
orit:nlltllo'n and observes the blocking effect wl•ich should not be characterized by a symmetrical 
unlike-person subject blocking (Tang 1989, Xue et 11. 1994), but by a non-symmetrical view 

thll only intervening 1st/2nd person NPs (subject and non-subject) can block zlji from being long: 
(LD) bound. The paper shows that previous accounts are not adequate because they fail to 

tile behavior of ziji, especially the blocking effect. It argues that self-ascription and discourse 
(DP) play an essential role in Mandarin reflexive interpretation. Thus, contrastive and non

reflexives should be distinguished: while the former arc constrained by Of>, the latter should 
divided into locally and non-locally bound renexives. The thesis is that non-locally bound ziji is 

anaphor, borrowing Lewis' (1979) terminology, and thus can only be bound by the carrier of 
which requires ~ beliefs de dicto. This thesis provides a natural explanation to t11e behavior 
LD bound zijl ill possible, since 3rd person NPs optionally introduce beliefs de diclo and thus can 
tke coodition of zlji. 1l1e blocking effect is explained away by the fact that I st/2nd person NPs 

introduce beliefs de re, non-de dicto beliefs, aod thus always violate the condition of ziji. 

Parkvall (University of Stockholm) 
:Wwpc•.rsi,bi/ity of Afro-genesis in the case of French creoles 

Mer the decline in popularity of the monogenetic scenario of creole genesis, it has generally been 
that most creole languages have arisen in the areas where they are presently spoken. However, the 
years have meant a certain revival of monogeneticist ideas with regard to English crcoles. Could 

possibly be applied to French Atlantic creole~ as well? 
attempts to do so have 5uffered from two basic mistakes, viz. a): Most people have tried to relate 
in question to one single ancestor, and b): Too much attention has been given to the Gold and 

Coasts, whereas in fact French presence in Africa was much stronger in Senegambia. 
I proposed at the SPCL meeting '" Guyana in August 1994 and at the Westminster Creolistics 

in April 199S, some evidence, both linguist ic and historical!demographical suggest the possibility 
lfl4qenettic scenario, with two staning points for Atlantic French creoles; one in the Caribbean and one in 

Africa. 
!Iris paper, I will try to explain some of the principal historical and sociolinguistic facts behind the 

acquisition and/or restructuring of French in 18th century Senegal. 

Parsons-Yazzit (Northern Arizona University) 
Navajo language allrition as perceived by Navajo-speakmg porents 

'-'lyco~l?leted a qunhl;lllve study of Na\'ajo language attrition in children who grew up in Na'''IJO-
fam•hes. :rcn frumhes from the Rocky Ridge and Hardrock c:ommumties on the Na\'ajo Nauon 

as sndtvJdual case stud1es. All of the respondents were NavaJO-speaking parents of student.• 
of age) who were assessed as non-speakers of Navajo (Window Rock Ornl L1ngnag.e 
of the case studtcs suggest SIX dimenstons that are important in the Navajo language 

in NavaJo-speaking families. 

~gli~h-spcaking friends of the child have a strong mnuence. Second, children arc not using 
•n lime spent away from the home. Thml, the children appear to be ashamed of the Na\'ajo 

Fourth, parents allowed a dominance of English because of belief II allowed Children to do 
Fifth, children were allowed to dominate conversations. with the result that p;trcnts did 

1~ Navajo. Fmnlly, Navajolangu~ge speaking was discouraged at school. The 
. has tmportant tmphcauons for Nava,o parm~ts, schoolteachers and admim~lrntors, mul 
•n the Navajo Nation. 
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Helma Pasth (University of Kllln) 
How 10 dejiM classical and nonclassical pidgins al'ld creoles 

Pid']ins and creoles termed "classical" by Stolz (1986) and Foley (1989) emet·ged in 

multi 1 ingua 1 environments that may be depicted by the "Uhinnom forr:tul a", Th!•se 

classical pidgins and creoles erteroed in diolossic environments. The Hhinnon formula, 

however, does not apply t o a number of pidgins and creoles which emer~ed in tri

')lossic situations in the inttl"ior of Africa. 

Hypothesis: The number of social inguistic strata in a multil inqual environnent 

determines whether the emerginq pidqin /creole is termed classical or nonclassical. 

Doris L. Payne (University of Oregon) 
Adjectives, adYerbs, and ADforms in Panare (Cariban ) 

A number of Amazonian languages have no well defined class of ADJECTIVES. distinct front hoth 
NOIJNS and VERRS. Thus in ~ome South American famtlies (e.g .• Arawakan. Peba Yaguan). nouns 
arc generally modi lied by other nouns perhaps in an appositive rather than in a head-depende nt 
syntactic relation. llowever. in Panare and other Cariban languages (cf. Derhyslme on 
llixkaryana). a wcll-dclincd morphosyntactic class of AD FORMS is distinct both from noun~ and 
verbs. Ad-forms can modify etther nouns (funcltoning like adjectives in other languages). or 
vcrhs (functioning like adverbs). In Panare. many ad forms are morphologically derived from 
syntnctic nouns and verbs, but a few ·· especially quantifying concepts-- are non -derived. Tht ~ 

paper presents morphological and syntactic tests documenting the distinct word clas~ of ad form~ 

in l'anare. It investigates NP constituency when an ad-form serves to modify a noun; th1s is an 
1ssuc given that Panare NPs present a non ·conligurational profile (cf. Payne 1993). Finally. it 
discusses possible functional motivatiOns behind the collapse of both adjectival ~nd adverbial 
functions into a single word class. particularly when quantifying concepts are involved. In the 
process. motivation for the ~yntactic phenomenon of "floating quantiliers" is addres~cd. which HI 

turn constitutes a possible source for the rise of new aspectual categones in a lan~uage. 

Lucinda Pease-Aivare;r; (University of Califomia·Santa Cruz) 
Robert Bayley (University of Texas-San Antonio) 
Subject pronoun II(Jriation in a California Mericano community 

This paper examines null and overt subject pronoun variation in the written 
and oral Spanish narratives of pre-adolescents from several immigrant generations. 
Multivariate analysis indicates that subject pronoun variation is constrained by the 
degree of connection to the preceding clause, person/number, and sutface 
ambiguity of the verb fonn. Moreover, English-dominant children are no more 
likely to choose overt subject pronouns than are Spanish-dominant children. 
Implications of these results for theories of language contact and attrition are 
explored. 

Rosanne Pelletier (Yale University) 
The case of /he Telugu 'anaphoric' predica/e 

This paper focuses •m case facts in 'double reflexive' (DR) 
and reciprocal nominals in the Dravidian language Telugu, and 
demonstrates that these nominals must be classified as 
predicational rather than anaphoric. 

In addition to predicting the full array of case facts within 
the Telugu DR and reciprocal nominals--case agreement of the head, 
ECM of the specifier--the predication analysis also brings crucial 
evidence to bear on theoretical questions concerning nominal 
predication, including the internal structure of DPs. The analysis 
also augments our understanding of the typology of complex 
predication, as well as the typology of reflexive/reciprocal 
expression. 
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& Terri Cononelos (University of Arizona) 
preservation: New direc1ions 

esearch is currently being conducted with the Mohave language 
'colorado River Indian Tribes Reservation in western Arizona. 
field work has targeted several interesting areas for 

tion. The translation of Coyote stories into Engl is h 
opportunity to study narrative form in Mohave. The 
of the translation sessions has provided a source for 
of Mohave conversational style. And, finally, the 

tY to use computers to develop language learning and 
essons for tribal members is being explored . All of these 

ide for the preservation of the language in some 

prrsons (t), Ronald Stoltzfus, & Eugene H. Casad (Summer lnsututc of Linguistics) 
languages of Mexico 

Lllnguage survey work among indigenous language groups in Mexico 
a significant number of speech communities with respect to whk h 

of the indigenous languages for everyday use is by no means 
dying languages and 20 critically endangered language groups 
to our attention during the course of the language surve~·s that 

out over the last fiv e years. These groups are found 
ly all the major language families of Mexico. We presen t for 

•worutaLJJon and use of the wider academic community a summary of 
and cdtically endangerPd languages of Mexico as we have 
during our long term language survey program. We 

presentation according to both the language family and the 
branches to which they pertain. 

Peters (Pennsylvania State University) 
--••pv ... Frem:h in favor of /he 'negative crilerU,n' 

Ulel!tntati<>n compares iiaegc1nan and Zanuttini (1990) lH&l.J proposal with Moritz and 
{M& V] proposal for the licensing of sentential negation, and in a domain in French 
predictions are made, argues in favorofH&Z.'s proposal. H&Z proposes a 

Criterion' imposing Spec head agreement between each negative head and each 
word in Operator position for the purpose of mutual licensing, while M& V proposes 

of then-word to the specifier of NegP by successive LF pied-piping. As shown in 
examples, a local relation must hold between the head 'ne' and then-word 

'*Personne peut n'ttudier dans cette classe.'(Nobody can (neg.) study in this cla.~s). 
( 1991) proposal of two NegPs, this is unexpected under M& V, because the 

have been able to license the lower neg.·head on its way up from its VP-intemal 
-,11er.1tion position to the subject position. The Negative criterion however would impose 

head to raise to the higher negative head in order to be in a spec head 
with then-word in {Spec,NegPI), which is ruled out by HMC and TP barrierhood. 

preaente the finding• of two atudiea ueinq different tr~ th-value 
of 108 monolinqual Dutch children's comprehension of the 

reciprocal elkaar 'each other•. The results provide evi dence in 
Helm, Lasnlk and May•a (19911 proposal that reciprocals ghould be 

consisting of two distinct operat ors, a "diatributor" and a 
-•f<ocat:<>r". In addition, the results argue againat Dalrymple et al. •e ( 19941 

that the meaninq of the reciprocal changes in a chameleon-like fashion 
the linguistic c ontext in accordance with a hypothael:r:ed "Stron9eet 
Hypothesis" (SKHI. The evidence supporting HLM ' s analysla is that a 

prediction of this account waa robuetly borne out i n the comprehension 
of younger children. This observation cannot be easily countenanced 

accounts which poait a aingla reciprocal operator. The evidence 
et al. • s propoaal is that even the oldeat children in the s t udy 

to overgeneralize weak reciprocal readlnga. Asaumlnq that eemantic 
of UG are innate and available from the onset (extended Strong 

Hypotheaial, and given experimental evidence that the children in the 
the kinds of relations denoted by the tested predicates , this finding 

~bt on Dalrymple et al."s proposal since the children did not obey the 
·~•r experimental conditions in which an adult would. 
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Colin Phillips (Massachusetts r nstitute of Technology) 
DisagreemenJ between adults and children 

We propose a novel account of cross-linguistic variation in 'wh-disagreement' effects in adult languages 
which has the additional consequence of explaining why two-year olds display a completely npposit~ 
phenomenon to adults . In many null-argument languages, agreement used in declarative cl;lllses 
disappears when the agreed with argument undt>rgoes wh·movement (Ouhalla 1993). rn two-year old V2 
languages agreement is used reliably in wh-qucstions, but in the same children's declarative clauses large 
proportions of non-agreeing 'root infinitive' forms (Wexler 1994) are used. We argue that both 
alternations are due to general economy conditions on verb movement being overridden by the af1h;1] 

property of specific heads 
The advantage of this account is that it straightforwardly explains why disagreement effects are routinely 
blocked in situations where a the verb mu~t adjoin to a functional head above AGR: 
(1 )Wit -disagreement is blocked by negation and long-distance extraction only in languages where these 
heads are both overt and immediately precede the inflected verb. (2)Wh-disagreement is only avaihlhlc to 
the highest argument in a clause, and therefore only affects object extraction in ergative languages. (3) 
Children only show obligatory agreement in wh-questions in languages which require movement to C in 
questions 

Stephen Pobutsky (Wayne State University) 
Affu-marked suppression of verbal arguments in Russian 

Diverse syntactic phenomena can sometimes be reduced to essential 
properties of an affix that controls grammatical functions. The verba l 
affix SJA in Russian occurs in reflexive, imperfective passive, medio· 
passive, marked intransitive, and certain impersonal constructions. 
Despite this wide range of functions, its properties can be reduced to 
an overt marking that structural case is not assigned in a verbal 
predicate. When· affixed to a transitive verb, SJA suppresses the OBJ 
argument, so other case marked functions are available (such as OBJ 2, 
marked as dative, or instrumental, which marks the AGENT in a passive 
sentence), but not the accusative case. When SJA is affixed to an 
intransitive verb, where there is no OBJ argument, the SUBJ argument 
is suppressed, resulting in -4'n impersonal construction. This analysis 
offers insigh~ into Russian syntax as well as lends support to 
linguistic theories which have posited morphological marking of 
intransitivity as suppressinq verb predicate arguments. 

Geoffrey Poole (Harvard University) 
Local economy and the status of the minimal link condition 

Within the Minimalist Program, Relativized Minimality, Head Movement Constraint, 
and "superrai~ing" violations are captured by the Minimal Link Condition (MLC), which 
requires that the shortest chain link to a given target always be formed . Chomsky (1995) 
argues that the MLC should be incorporated into the very definition of Move. Thu~. failing 
to make the shortest move becomes akin to making an i11egal move in a game of chess; no 
questions as to the best or most economical continuation from that position arise. 

To support this hypothesis. Chomsky (1995) offers one conceptual argument and 
one empirical argument. In this paper, I argue that the nature of competitor sets within 
Chomsky's (1995) "local'" construal of Economy of Derivation undermines both of 
Chomsky's arguments, and I conclude therefore that the MLC is not part of the deli nit ion 
of Move. 

William D. Poser (University of Northern British Columbm) 
Noun classification in Carrier 

Carrier has an extcnsiv!' and highly productive system of noun classification comprised of four subsys
t~>ms, viz.: (a} a Hvt> rat.r.gory syst.r.m of nmncral classifiers; (b) a two category systr.m for pos.~r.ssors 
of nouns and ohjcr.ts of postpositions (including those incorporated into verbs); (c) a set of potentially 
ro·ocrurring prr.fixP-~ agreeing with thl' ahsolutivc argument or theme of verbs; (d) a set of classificatory 
verb st.cms from which vPrhs surh a.q t.hos~: meaning "put", "give", "be located", and "find" are derived. 
Thr. purpose of thiqc paper i~ to rl~snihl' the morphology and semantics of this system, with Pmphasis 
on t.he verbal portion. Point.'! of particuli\r interest include: (a) the role of perspectivP in clPtermining 
clas.~ifier usage (t.hat is, the fart that different choices of classifier are possible for the same refcrPnt, 
depending on precisely what iR said about it); (b) the innovation of a prefix for non-directed bodies of 
water; (c) the conditions under which the absolutive prefixes co-occur; (d) the non-homomorphism of 
the categories relevant to thl' various subsystems; (e) the apparently non-compositional interaction of 
the absolutive classifier prefixes and classificatory sterna. 
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-'iiaurat•~'" adopts Munn's (1 994) insight that coordination involves adjunction, and Kayne's 
adjunction is to the left. It departs from both by positing left adjunction of another 
phrase (&P), rather than just adjunction of a DP. The head of this phrase is optionally 

languages which allow conjunction reiteration. This modification Is designed to captun 
:.....OtinCII~IStK; pattem that is best explained if the first conjunct does not c-eommand the second, 

follow from the branching nature of &P2 in the tree above. Both the absence of a Principlo 
(l) and a binding failure in (2) from Serbo-Croatlan strongly suggest that, indeed, the first 
c1oe5 not c-command the second: 
111(1 John's wife are certainly Invited. 

1 svoja lena su stigll. (John and self's wife have arrived) 

K. Pullum (University of California-Santa Cruz) 
Zwicky (Ohio State University/Stanford University) 

rwwheoded morphological structure; exit a mythical contractiOn rule 

and disorder are familiar in derivational morphology. We find affix shapes used in multiple ways; 
to a handful of roots; distinct rules overlapping in function; semantics ranging from 

to nonexistent; and synonymous coderivatives differing only in style. These observations are 
to resolving a 25-year dispute about syntactic constraints in phonology. The ungrammaticality of 

the man l wam1a succeed Bobby has been given many different kinds of syntactic analysis. All 
. So is the purely lexical analysis under which wanna is a distinct item from want, a5 often 

by Sag & Fodor 1994); that fails to cover the facts. The right analysis involves a 
rule applying to certain uses of want, ought, got, have, use(d), go(ing), and .mppose(d). It 

the highly polysemous shape /•tu/, and assigns bare-VP complement subcategorization to the derived 
is associated with a formality· level difference but no cognitive meaning difference. The theory of 

independently developed by Stump (1994) predicts that the derived forms will innect 
on their heads (the Jrd sg. pres. of havt!-to is realized as [[havt!·Z) ·to ], spelled hasta ). This avoids 

problems caused by denying the root identity between hafta and havt!, gonna and go, etc. The 
puzzles cited in the long and acrimonious "contraction debate" all dissolve under this analysis. 

l'idte' Maya divides the breaking and cutting domains into much more specific actions 
or Spanish, e.g., -pi'i:j 'break something soft', -joyopi:j 'break off a banana'. 
not have a general word for breaking that can be substituted for the specialized 

verbs in the way that Engli!h 'break' can be used to describe more specific senses 
popping, smashing or shattering. Thus, K'iche' has gaps in its lexical and 

with no equivalent lexical. or phrasal expressions for English 'break' and 
breaking and cutting verbs also exhibit various means of alternating the direct 

a transitive verb with the subject of an intJansitive verb. causative, passive, 
and t.ero derivation alternations all serve this function. There is no discernable 
between verb meaning and pattern of altmnation. Such facts prove that there is no 

conceptual structure underlying language. Attempts to ground verb argument 
-on verb meaning or event strt.Jcture are mislalcen. An extended model of paradigm 
~on provides an alternative account of verb argument structure. 
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Janina Rado (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
Parsing differences in English and Hungarian: ~ vs. ~-N' in reflexive binding 

I wlll dj~c.t•~ .. q•_•&~".!ll' l•l"lt·r•! c.H~Q un· lli'C di't·.s <"'CH1C9r·rnng til ~~ prt)\C'~~· II'9 r:d {'! 

mC"ved ant~LPd~?rttS ., r r· r. 1le"PIC"'' Jtl ~ngl is h ~~r-.d Hl ii \Cl~r"t .. ;l·· · 1'11l? r e-':!llll~ st•tl\·1 

th~t both t't1o .2r1C! t•l l• l ,, •. ,.J <"H' ~ r1t~pr P.tP.r"r P.d r4'5 C'nt&(P.dfl!'nt. s Ul ~.tun9C.'' t~r ·. Who 
1n Englts.h i~ disp ... t;"f&r-r·r'' ~r- , ... u.~lt. b\.tt ~J.CJ:t~-N J~ l.he S..r"'Lfe,-, fi'd .._,r'tl0CPdr.nt 
JU~t in Ci'SE' 1t lS lhC!' t.tb l'~f' t. Tlu? d H f e-rencP. b& t w~er·, F.n9l1,..h ?lnd Hung~r J .. ,n 
,..,jth ,..~5pect tn ~~!i.iC!..' · !J· ,.,ntt?r~cJ~nt~ "''ill b e ~ttr1butr.d to chff~r·Pnces in 
s y ntactic top.tc mc.::t~r-~ tnu. oplC.5 l'nd g1ven enti t iP.5 ar(.' by h)'C\Othesis thF 
rrototypical ~nLP.CC""d'?t•l' ff,. "·::uli:l!r•hors. l nEng1i'i\h. the r::.ul,_H?C:t se,.ves C'S tho 

default top1c ; ~ D-lln~~U ,.,1 ... - )hr' IIE''=5E:' app~C' r ing a'S ~t .. .lbje-ct is. the-refore! rrar~.ed 
a r;. topic both ll?>'J.C:~"'Jly cutd 1n the ~ynt~,~, whlCh mt~~kes it a gocd ~nteoced(~nl. 
Hungarian, by contrl'l~t. h~s c.=t syntl'C:tlc t op ic position, but wh-phr~5es cannot 
aopea,.. the .... e-. A~thoL•gh l!ll ~t2!S.!J.-N' phr" a se is lexict!'llly n1etr~ed .--s. gl·.1en 1n 

Htong.,rian C\5 we l l. 1L does nol nave syntactic topic: mar~ mg. therelore il '" 
nev~r prefP("ret1 Cit'=' ante>cC?dent. Ht!'nce the idQntlcal behC~vlOP"' of wh~ er,d 

':"'Jllc_!!-N' in HunQOf"' l rH"'. 

Milagrosa Ramos-Santa Cruz (Georgetown University) 
On the nature of discourse ellipsis: Evidence from sluicing 

This paper argues for an analysis of discourse ellipsis as it occurs in sluicing. Contrary 
to Chomsky (1992), some evidence indicates that this case of ellipsis cannot be a PF 
phenomenon (i.e. cases where there is no identity between the elliptical IP and its antecedent; 
and cases where ellipsis affects the quantifier readings of antecedent). We will also show that 
other hitheno under· eKposed facts (i.e. subjacency effects, and complel! antecedents) constitute 
problems for other proposals relevant for sluicing (cf. Ross 1969, Hankamer & Sag 1976, Sag 
1977, Williams 1977, Levin 1982, Brucart 1987, Lobeck 1991, Takahashi 1994, Hestvik 1995. 

among others). 
We propose that in the derivation of sluicing empty categories occupy terminal nodes. 

A DRT property·denotating formula derived from these empty categorks imposes structural 
constraints on possible antecedents, and thus guarantees that the antecedent will not violate 
subjaccncy in the elliptical site. We funher argue that anaphoric interpretation in the discourse. 
but not syntactic reconstruction . can account for the possibility of complex antecedents, thus 
eKtending to sluicing Prust et al's (1994) proposal for VP Anaphora. 

Robert L. Rankin (University of Kansas} 
Nouns 10 pronouns: The Siouan 1st dual and 3rd plural 

Dual inclusive person/number markers in Siouan are not reconstructible to the proto-language. 
The subgroups which s~lit from Proto·Siouan earliest, Crow-Hidatsa and Mandan, lack cog
nates as does the non-S1ouan but distantly related Catawba. After the earliest divisions had 
occurred, the remaining subgroups innovated the cate,ory apparently grammaticizing the 
proto-Siouan term man, person, •w.j -k-e. Evidence m support of this thesis is drawn primari· 
ly from prefixal order in Siouan, Jack of penetration of inclusive person into the core posses· 
sive mofl)hology, from phonological irr~gularities in the treatment ~f the dual and from distri· 
bution o( the outcomes of the homooym1c clash between morpholog1zed and non-morpholo· 
gized variants of the source noon. A repeat performance of morphologizatioo of man, person, 
this time based on a replacement term for the noun! tc;>ak place later in Dakotan ~one, produc· 
ing a 3rd plural pronoun. Thus Dakotan has two dtsllnct person/number pronommals based on 
different terms for person. Typological considerations will be discussed. 

Patrick Reidenbaugh (University of IllinOIS-Urbana) 
Norm and metalanguage in Palsgrave's L&.sclarcr.ssement de Ia langue (rancovse (I 530) 

John Palsgrave' s grammar- dic t ionary, Lesclarc i ssement de la l angue 
fra ncoyse (1530), was longer and mo r~ detailed than any d~ s c ription of the 
Frenc h la nguage that had ever b~en written before it. Palsgrave ' s aim w's t o I1Y 

do._, a set o f rules, supplemen t ed by lexical tables, whic h would tho roughl y 
describ~ the French l >~nguage f o r Engli sh learne r s . Th<! quest ion which comes 
i~~dia te ly t o mind , of cour se, i s: which Frenc h language ? In reading Lesc l a r c l s
ment i t becomes ev ident that Pa l s grave had certain ideas of wha t s tanda rd 
French should be. A key •ool in the analysi s o f hi s ideas i s his meta l anguage. 
~ly presentation will identify th"' principal r ecurring terms in Pals grave' s 
linguistic vocabulary and attempt to determine to wha t extent we can 
r econstruct from the se te r ms a more or less consis tent view of what hi s 
approa ch towa rd language mus t hav"' been. 

A. Rll0de5 (University of California-Berkeley) 
history of Algonquian number words 

work in the history of Algonquian number words has shown that many 
forms for numbers between one and ten in individual languages are 

or reformed o~ borrowed patterns . Thes·e facts have been 
because other Algonquian languages are the sources of the loan 

loaned word-building patterns yielding forms that appear cognate 
blush. In this paper, the basic facta of the borrowing will be 

, It will be argued that Ojibve is the source for the most common 
ion of numbers between six and ten, and it will be shown that 

is evidence in number words for contact between the easternmost 
dialects and Eastern Algonquian languages . Finally it will be argued 
the borrowing of numbers reflects· trade contacts and the direction 

suggests the direction of flow of the more valuable trade 
. such information is likely to be of great use in mapping the 
tve positions of Algonquian groups in pre-contact times. 

Rlckrord (Stanford University) 
... IJDJ:ell(;c and the question of prior creolizalion in AA V E 

• I attempt a comprehensive review of the creole origins Issue with respect to 
American Vernacular English (AAVE). concentrating on copula absence. the 
whiCh has figured more prominently In the literature on this Issue than any other. 

to be considered includes quantitative data on copula absence In several 
data sets: African American texts from earlier periods, Caribbean English-based 
White American Engllsh dialects. and dlaspora samples (Including Samana and 
English). New data on copula absence by following grammatical environments 

Creole, Bajan. and Saman' English will be presented, and modifications 
Dl'otllOSSCito the analysis of several creole categories--especially de/a v and 

V-Pr8SIJniEtd in Holm. (1984). a CE!ntral paper in the literature on the creole origins 
preced1ng grammatrcal constraints (~.g. NP _ vs. Pro_ subjects) will 

"""'"1n .. •~•n as will the questions and lntermedrate positions articulated recently 
Holm. Sallkoko Mufwene. and Don Winford, among others. 

lit~ra~ure on res~lt ~lauses and degree phrases, it is assumed that result clauses are 
1ns1de t~~ proJeCtion of the d.egree head (so/suchl and then extreposed to 

- .... _,;,.,,.1 pos1t1on. These assumptions prove problematic in view of examples with more 
degree phrase and only on e result clause. 

assume tha.t result clauses are generated in sentence-final position, the question is 
to represent th1s s truc turally. The approach taken in Kayne ( 19941 can t f 
of the data . no account or 

lhis talk a number of pr?perties will be discussed that result clauses and coordination 
In common. On the ~as1s of the similarities, a Conjunction Phrase will be proposed (in 

of Johannessen s (~9931 or Kayne's (19941 Coordination Phrase) that subsumes 
and subordmated s truc tures. 

· J .B. (19931. C~ordination. A Minimalist Approach, PhD diss,. Univ . of Oslo. 
R.S. ( 1 994], The Ant1symmetry of Syntax. MIT Press . 

• J. I 1995 1. 'Extraposition as Coordination', ms., Univ. of Groningen. 

Rivtra-Castillo (University of Alabama-Tuscaloosa/University of Nebraska-Omaha) 
between tone and stress 

ol lone and. stress require.~ different formalisms in autosegmental accounts. The 
tonal propcn1es of languages and stress has been considered trivial in the analysis of 
and Shen 1~) . . Ne,·erth~less. new stud1es suggest that !here are numerous formal 

these systems: a stmtlar pos1t1on of final H tones and primary stress in the word 
quantity, and long-distanc~ operation of rules (Odden 1995). In Papiamentu 'a 

R creole. lone an<! strcs~ co-occur tn certain combinations only. These combination; are 
omance phonology 1mplymg that in iL~ creation the creole borrowed a characteristic f~~ 
. or rcmterpreled a feature present m Romance (pitch). I will suggest that the latter 
rs correct because tonal and stress systems are closely related. I will propose a combined 

of stress and to ne, where these would result from the presence of three features in the 
r (pitch). [sJ (strc~glh). and [h) (du~tion). Feature. percolation can C)lpress typological 

languages \\ tthout rcqmnng d1fterent mcchamsms for intonational stress-accent 
,._t!r>,.,,,;~t"o_n,al languages. Tins ac:cnunt allows a unified description of both systems, simplif in 

dcv1ccs. and clanfytng a natural link expressed by parametric differences. y g 
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Julian Roberts (University of Hawaii-Manoa) 
Formation of Hawaii pidgin English and diffusion 

The purpose of this paper is to e~plore with old texts tht? .~mergence of f:1awai 'i Pidgin Englis~ (HPE) 
and Hawai'i Creole English (HCE) in 19th-century Hawa1 1, and determme the extent to wh1ch the 
transmission of Atlantic creole features affected the resultapt structure of HCE. Goodr_nan ( 1985) ~nd Holm 
(1986. 1988) argue that modern-day HCE deriv~ much of~~ grammar from the Atlantic creole.~. diffused hy 
Anglophone sailors in the mid-19th century. Th1s paper exammes the development of the core TMA system of 
HCE with a database of texts drawn mostly from newspapers and co~n recor~. Holm ~umes that the 
system had already been diffused by the time the locally-born _population ~des1gnated by Bickerton a.~ th~ 
earliest HCE·speakers) began to develop in the 1890s. 11le antenor ~arker bm ~owever was not attested unu\ 
\890, and by the next decade was already i~tegrat~d ~~:~a highly-sahent f~t~re tnt<? th~ speech of the locally· 
born The irrealis marker go/gon similarly IS \ackmg m the antecedant p1dgm, while tt occurs regularly after 
t900 in locally·born speech. Progressive marker sttd is not at all attested before 1921, ~nd after that date only 
in the speech of the locally-born. Combinations of two or more marlcers do not occur ~n ~xtual sources unul 
the 1930s, and again only in the speech of tht? locally-born. ~se and other facts md1cate that the TMA 
system is a later HCE innovation and not a sum val from an earher era. 

Taylor Roberts (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Optimal coreference in St'at'imcets (Liltooet Salish) 

This paper presents evidence for the violability and ranking of syntactic constraints in St'llt'imcets 
(Lillooet Salish), a polysynthetic language ::poken in British Columbia. Dixon (1979) shows that 
languages may vary in whether processes like coordination and subordination have either accusative or 
ergative properties; St'~t'imcets does indeed display ergativi_ty in _one of i~ major sub~rdination tYPf7s
the relative clause-but coordination, on the other hand, IS ne1ther entirely accusattve nor ergatiVe. 
Rather coreference across conjuncts is most strongly restricted by two constraints: one requires that 
corefe;ent NPs share the same discourse role (Matthewson 1993), and another compels a single, overt 
NP within a clause to be interpreted as the object (Gerdts 1988). Data from original fieldwork show 
that when these two constraints conflict, the first constraint is violated in order that the second 
constraint may be satisfied. Aside from documenting a hitherto unstudied aspect of an endangered 
language, then, this paper contributes to the growing body of evidence that suggests that the major 
principles of Optimality Theory-that constraints are in principle violable, and are ~ked with resl'l7t 
to each other-are observable beyond the domain of phonology, and hold wtth equal force m 

characterizing syntactic phenomena. 

Raquel Guimariies Romankevicius Costa (National Museum/Federal University of Rio de Janeiro) 
The encoding of deictic elements in Marubo (Panoan) 

This paper consists of a pragmatic approach to the manifestation of deixis in Marubo (a panoan language 
spoken by people who live in the amazonian region). It is b~ ~n the definition ?s Pragmatics as 'the study o~ 
those relations between language and context that are gramattcal1zed, or encoded 1n the structure of a language 
(cf Levinson 1983). With this definition in mind we proceed in our analysis with the identification of some 
categories of debcis that are encoded in the structure of the language in question, namely person, place. time and 

social deixis. 

We will thus examine IC'cical itens such t s personal pronouns, demonstratives, place and time expressions as 
well as formatives that are cliticized or inflected to particular \weal itens. Wrth respect to social deixis. we 
intend to analyse some kinship terms to see whether they only describe the basic kinship relations or el~ thc;r 
include variations concerning intimacy, sex, relative rank, respect or any contextual features other kmshtp 

relations themselves. 

Joaquin Romero (Haskins Laboratories) 
Th"' role of duration in manner of articulation dislinctions 

This study investigates the relevance of duration in t~e _disti_nction_ between two types of c~nson~nts 
- fricatives and approximants- that are commonly dtslm~ut~he~ m term~ of man~er_ of articulation. 
Accounts of the a.Ttkulatory mechanisms that control manner dtstm~tlo~s mention cons!nctlon degree as the 
primary parameter. Exact constriction degree differences between fncatlv~s and approx1mants have not. been 
measured systematically, because languages wh~re the two~ contrast1~e are rare. O~e sltch ~nsc •~ th~ 
Andalusian dialect of Spanish. In this dialect, vo1ced approx1!"ants result1~g from lemll_o_n of votced. stops 
contrast with voiced fricatives resulting from aspiration of lsi m front ?f votced st~p~. Jmual observation of 
the articulatory characteristics of labial fricatives and approximants y1elded surprtSJ ~g ~suits: t~ere was a 
consistent duration difference, but a comparison of constri~tion degr~e reve~ed no s1~mfican~ d~fferences. 
The hypothesis introduced in that study suggests that there IS no ~ons!ste!'t difference m C?nstnc_tlo~ degree 
between fricatives and approximants. Instead, the two differ pnm3!tly ~~ terms of_ duratiOn: fncallve_s arc 
longer than approximants. A serit?s of experim~nt~ were pe~orme~ m wh1ch the art~culatory charact~nsucs 
of labial, dental and velar approx1mants and fncallves were tnveshgated. The expenments were: ca~1ed out 
with the use of an electromagnetic midsagittal articulometer (EMMA). Results suggest that fncallvcs a~ul 
approximants do not differ in constriction deg~ee. Results for duration, how«:ver, confirmed t~e h:rpothcsJs: 
fricatives are significantly longer than approx1mants. These results seem to Imply that acoustiC d1~f~n:nccs 
between these approJtimants and fricatives could be the result not of a smaller but of a longer constncuon. 
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aose (McGill University) 
(JIIIi ,unJmai marphological expressions 

!..-• ,..,,_~ morphological infonnation is cxpreaed by intemaJ stem ahcrations, the input 
jnctn faithfulnC811 violationB in Optimality Theory (OT) terms. OT predicl!l that in 

wbcfC twO alteratiom eltprCIIS the NmO infonnation, one of these IIUI)' be sacrificed to avoid 
(lilhfidneM violations, entailing Minimal morphological exprcuion. Maximal morphological 
~ both aheratiom despite faithfuhtC811 violati01111. This paper presents evidence from 
~Semitic CJUrage dialects which exhibit this MuimaiiMinimal dichotomy. The 

form is expressed by labialiDtion of a wlar or labial and palatalizlltion of a final 
in Chaha, both may appear in a single Wlb, ex . .Jkft -klfW~im, in Muhcr, lahiali7.ation iOM.,._ unnot cooccur, ex . .Jkft -~ Identity constraints (McCarthy & Prince 1995) 

owr C()Mlrainlll on the appeannce of morphemic featun:8 in Muher, with the opJ)O!!ite 
(lllba. In both cases, a constraint requiring IDOiphological information to be expressed 
enforcing at lc_. one Identity W1lalion and Minimal mOiphological eltpr'CIISion in Muhcr. 
data from other wro forms abo iUustrltc the Maima1IMinimal effect. 

f, RUDner (University of Rochester) 
double object construction: Umkrlyingly and at the interfaces 

'Ibis presentation argues for two points concerning the English "double obj~ct • construction (DOC) 
by Jan showed Greg the diary: (1) both object DPs appear overtly in the specifier positions of 
.\GRo phrases (argued for analogous constructions in German by Brugger & Poletto 1993, 

and (2) DPl Greg and DP2 the diary underlyingly form a small clause constituent headed 
tht diary (a version of which has been argued for by Kayne 1984, Jolutson 1991). Empirically 

ICIIIIJCePtually (1) and (2) provide the only analysis which is consistent with the facts outlined below. 
of (1): (a) asymmetric c-command involving each object and VP-internal elements, showing 

be VP·eltternal at LF: (b) adverb placement, which is sensitive to functional projection type, 
coostitt~ency tests, showing both objects to be VP-elttemal at PF. (2) is supported by: lack of 

between DPI and DP2; parallelisms between the DOC small clause and other nominal phrases 
in Johnson 1991); DPI's trace in Spec,DP2 is indicated by certain floated quantifiers and in 

(Rezing" effects; and, that DPI cannot be extracted out of is explained as a left-branch condition 
DPl is a complement at no level of representation, constrasting with DP2, which can be elttracted 

it can reconstruct to its base complement position at LF (see Diesing 1992). 

spectrographic signal analysis of glottalic phenomena in Mam, a Mayan 
two different kinds of glottal stops. One is distinctive. The other is 
be a phonetic artifact ofa stressed open (light) syllable. It is compared 

events in the speech signal i.e. phonemic glottal stop and reduced word
... illla....,.=s. The proposal of a predictable, n~istinctive glottal stop may contn'bute 

llilc:ussion concerning an appropriate orthography for Mam. 

J, Samarin (University of Toronto) 
laCtic, and pragmatic changes in Sango's plural pre[v: 

IlDdy reveals that discussions about the use and meaning of the plural prefix in Sango, an 
African pidgin, by both Marcel Diki-Kidiri (1977) and W. J. Samarin (1967) are 
accounting for its prese•lt use in Bangui, the capital of the Central African Republic 
go deeply enough into the study of this morphenw ~ally in comparing its use with 
Ubangian languages Moreover, changes have tal.en place since they described its use. 

changes are semantic, tactic, and pragmatic. After a summary of these changes explanations 
lfe proposed. These are language contact (the influence of French), substratalladstratal 
and innovation by analogy The variable use of the plural prefix with nouns that by their 

to be pluralized is not fully understood ; it too may be due to substrata! influence, and 
as old as the language itself (about one hundred years) 
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Otto Santa Ana (University of California-Los Angeles) 
Sonority and syllablt structure in Chicano English 1- t.dl delttron 

An analysis of /-t, dJ deletion is undertaken to investigate (I) whether 
convergence with the matrix regional dialect has taken place in Los Angeles 
Chicano English; and, (2) to ask what is the domain of syllabification in English. 
This analysis finds no phonological convergence. 

The constraints that are presented include a source for the syllable-timed 
quality of Chicano English. It is argued that environmental sonority accounts for 
most of the variation. In order to give an account of the degree and direction of the 
H. d) processes in Chicano English, Clements' (1988) model of non-affixal 
syllabification, which is also based on sonority, is extended to this affix-affecting 

deletion process. 

Lynn Santelmann (State University of New York-Buffalo), Barbara Lust (Co':"ell Umversity) 
Jennirer Austin, Whitney Postman, Shamitha Somashekar & Stephame Berk (Cornell University) 
Dissociating movtment and inflection: A contmuity account of subjt!Ct-aux invtrsion 

Because English-speaking children's early questions sometimes lack subject-auxiliary 
inversion, it has been proposed that children imtially lack essential elements of grammar required 
for inversion. However, many analyses of early questions do not distinguish between errors where 
the child fails to invert an overt auxiliary, and errors where the child omits the auxiliary or INFI . 
lcatures. Thus, development in inversion could also be. due to the need to acquire the English· 

specific realization of INrt. features. . . . 
In this paper, we present new experimental evidence on Enghsh yes/no question formation. 

We tested children ages 2; 1·4;0 on a design which factors out knowledge of auxiliaries and INf-1 
features from that of syntactic inversion. Based on the results from this design, we argue that even 
the youngest children have knowledge of subject-verb inversion and the features in r• Furth~rmnrc, 
we argue that our results show that children learning English have knowledge of the constramts nn 
verb movement, because they n:~trict verb movement on all main verbs, including copulas. hut not 
on auxiliaries. Finally, we ar11ue that development occurs in the integration UG in language sp~d!ic 
ll~"<llnmar (e.g., the realization of I NFI. features) . 

Ronald P. Schaefer (Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville) 
On the noture of incipient o&soltscenct in Emai 

Language endangerment in Africa has been registered ~rimarily with respect t o its 
sociolinguistic circumstance (Dimmendale 1989, Brenz1nger, Heine and Sommer 1991t . 
Few sources, however, address the structural character of African language . 
contraction. This paper, using texts from older speakers for comparison, .exam1nes 
two innovation types unique t o narrative texts from an Emai speaker in h1s early 
twenties . one type, reflecting genre-specific innovations. reveals a shift from . 
logophoric pronouns (ygn and yant and indirect quote toward first person pronouns (1 
and mait and direct quote. Compared to texta from older speakers, this strategy is 
seven times more frequent. Pronoun shift is also reflected in more extensive 
audience address by the first person narrator, contrasting with the more indirect 
means of older speakers employing a second person pronoun in negative structures. 
Absent additional evidence, changes of this type suggest incomplete learning of th~ 
narrative genre. A second innovation type, beat exemplified by the marking of 
addressee participants, represents a more serious failure to command syntactic . 
resources. while Emai designates addressees of apeeeh and non- speech communicat1on 
verbs with distinct verbs in series, li NP b~n •for NP hear• and vbi~ NP ' show NP' 
respectively, innovation finds the non-speech aerial extended to exclusi~ely.speech 
verbs, e.g. ta vbi~ NP •speak to NP .' Linguis tic innovations are thus d~s~r1buted 
across knowledge domains, arguing that Emai (Edoid:Nigeriat. at least lor 1ts 
youngest generation of speakers, manifests an incipient stage of obsolescence . 

111-llilling-·Estes (University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill/North Carolina State University-Raleigh) 
~ ... rformance and ( SQcio)linguistic pallerning 

--"'"tat,ion I examine performance speech in the historically isolated island community 
NC. Performance speech is defined as that register in which speakers deliberately 

they perceive to be salient features of their own or another dialect. Over the 
aei:aaes, islanders have come into increasingly frequent contact with tourists and 

...ao"''"'• who often comment on the island's "quaint" relic dialect. In response, some 
developed performance phrases which highlight island features, particularly 

~1un<:iatton of /ay/ with a raised/backed nucleus-that is, [A~'J. The analysis of /ay/ 
-·•nrm>mr·p and non-performance speech of a representative Ocracoke speaker yield~ 
important insights for the study of language in its social context. First, performance 

display more regular patterning than has traditionally been assumed. Second, it 
into speaker perception of language features. Finally, the current analysis 

a need to incorporate into explanations of register and style shift notions pertaining 
&aming of conversational interactions and participant alignments within these frames. 

T. Schiitze & Ted Gibson (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
"_..,,,,.,,_,.,ml:t in English PP attachment 

new experimental evidence concerning how prepositional phrase attachment ambiguities are re
V NP PP sequences (Tht spy saw the cop with the binoculars). Our hypothesis is that they are re
the parser's preference to maximize thematic relations among sentence elements: anaching the PP ~~~ 

is preferred over altaching it as a pure adjunct/modifier. Previous studies have disagreed over 
is an overall VP-preference (Rayner, Carlson&. Frazier 1983), or no content-independent prefer

& McClelland 1988). However, Abney (1989) proposed that argument attachments are pre· 
attachments. a distinction ignored in previous studies. Oifton, Speer & Abney (1991) 

JtishYJ~~es:is experimentally, and reported that it was false: a VP preference obtained even when com· 
NP argument completions. However, their stimuli contained numerous confounds: 

eoflnpl,etiiHlS were modifier!:, not arguments; several VPcompletions were instrumental with-phrases, 
are actually arguments; the two completions often differed by several words. with the Nl' 

sii'IICturally more complex. Our preliminary finding is that with better-controlled items the argument 
confirmed in a word-by-word self-paced reading task. We used six syntactic diagnostics to estab-

::J~";:~~~t~i~~~t1 status of our stimuli. Further experiments explore the hypothesis that in the absenl·e 
a purely structural principle applies. Specifically. when both attachments create argu

President suggtsted a solution to the senator/crisis), the parser might anach always to the VP, or 
the NP. Altematively,the choice might depend on relative frequencies of argument structures. 

(Session 9) 

(Session 10) 

Sdtwegler (University of California-Irvine) (Session 34) 
rhe pidgin/creole origin of Caribbean Spanish: (Afro·)Portuguese pronouns in (Black) American Spanish dialects 

been claimed that several phenomena found in Afro-Caribbean Spanish point to the prior exis
pan-Caribbean Spanish pidgan or creole. The ultimate source of this contact vernacular pre· 

pidgin Portuguese' reconnaissance language' used along the Coast of colonial West Africa. 
1994) recognizes, th1s sweepmg monogenetic claim, if substantiated, would totally reshape our 
of the fonnation of Amencan Spanish. He and the majority of Hispanisl~ have, however, rc

llte mono1!cnetie hypothesis because. as they point out correclly, none of the evidence adduced can con· 
alt!~rru!th•e analyses (e g • spontaneous mnovation or peninsular origins). 

insists that the discovery of a even smgle "DEEP" grammatical Afro-PI:lr1uguese feature m 
will automattcally \'alidate the monogenetic theory. Concentrating on bozal Spanish (Cuba, 
P:llenquero (Colombta), and Chota (Htghland Ecuador) Spamsh, this paper presents such a 

fftfllllt~~e feature, thereby offering a lone piece o( UNEQUIVOCAL evidence in favor of the mono· 
•llidainlcreo·le theory. The data presented are all reneltes of the Afro-Portuguese 3d person singul:~r 

Port. ~le 'he' and 21ts they'). These grammatical items may comfortably be qualiried as 
since, as Arlollo ( 1972) and others have recognized, pronouns are rarely borrowed, and •f so 

and prolonged contact situations. The pronommal data (some of which were collected in situ) 
this paper promtse. therefore, to be uniquely helpful for proving the genetic relattonship between 
Afro-Portuguese pidgin/creole and the speech v:~rieties in which they are found. 

Sedivy, Gregory N. Carlson, & Michael K. Tanenhaus (University of Rochester) 
"'"oc·ess.in!l within a model-based approach: A rase ttudj inii(}I'Vin,:: t:onmuttvejtXU.f 

~cb of the research in language processing has focused on the problem of 
syntactic indeterminacies, this paper focuses on the temporary 

~.,-nacJ.es that arise as a result of mapping referential expressions to 
a discourse model. We report results using s new eyetracking 

which all~ws ua to directly observe this mapping in a subject 's eye 
to objects in a visual model. A series of experiments involving 
with contrastive focus show that referential mapping is sensitive to 

constraints on focus interpretation. In particular, we present 
that the processing of phrases with contrastive focus requires the 

coaputstion o f appropriate alternative seta. 
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Kimary N. Shahin (University of Brilish Columbia) 
Field rep<m on Abu Shusha Palestinian Arabic 

This paper reports on recent fieldwork on the Abu Shusha (Ab.Sh.) dialec t of Palest
inian Arabic (PA). The fieldwork has yi9lded data crucial for Ab.Sh. documentation. 
PA dialectology, and cross- linguistic s~udy of postvelar phonology. Ab.Sh. is the rur
al PA spoken in the pre-1948 Palestinian village of Abu Shusha (Shahin in press ) . 
Data was gathered over six ~nths in 1994-95 in Ramallah, West Bank . Ab. Sh. is an en
dangered dialect, due to inc reasing age of its speakers, interdialectal contact , and 
sociolinguistic pressure. 

The phonemic system of Ab.Sh. is outlined. Evidence is presented f or an u nrterlyi~J 
and output V inventory larger than that commonly assumed f or PA (Davis 1993, llerzallah 
1990, Younes 1902). An extensive word list is given. The morpholoqy and syntax of the 
dialect are briefly sk~tched. 

The linguistic featores (phonemic, lexical, morphological) which locate Ab.Sh. on a. 
PA dialect map are identified. Such a map will be presented, based on the work of 
Bergstr8sser (1915), Cantineau (1940/46), and Cleveland (1963). 

Finally, the properties of two postvelar harmonies in Ab.Sh. are summarized, proper 
ties identifiable from the large corpus gathered during the fieldwork. A distinct ~or1 
between'pharyngealizatio~ and'uvulari~atlorr harmony is supported also by Salish fac t q , 

Mary Shapiro (Universily of Tel!as-Auslin) 
The relationship of metalinguistic awareness to register variation 

Sixteen subjects produced speech samples of varying levels of formality 
{as confirmed in a separate perception experiment) and provided verbal 
reports (first ucold", then while listening to their audiotapes) about 
what they did to achieve the different levels. Metalinguistic awareness 
varied greatly: the most aware subject identified 20 features in 5 areas 
of grammar: the least aware pointed out just three lexical items. 
Discrepancies between subjects' ucold .. and "assisted .. metalinguistic 
reports and their actual performances provides useful information on 
linguistic stereotypes about formality-based register variation. 

Patricia A. Shaw (Universily of British Columbia) 
The nonnuclear status of syllabic obstruems in Berber 

Theories of syllable structure commonly hold thai "the nucleus has a special slatus as the only obligatory con
stituent" (Kenstowicz 1994:252). Further, it is commonly claimed that •any segment- consonant or vowel, 
obstruent or sonorant · can form the nucleus of a syllable" (P&S 1993: II). The most compelling evidence for 
this latter conclusion comes from the insightful analyses oflmdlawn Tashlhiyt Berber [lTB] by Dell & Elmcd 
laoui ( 1985, 88) who claim lhal "in ITB. syllabification allows any segmenl, including noncontinuant obstro· 
enlS, to occur as syllabic nuclei" ( 1988:1): e.g. [t(.t!P~U) 'you sprained il (fern.)' where[.]= cr boundary;!:;='' 
nucleus. The present paper challenges both these claims, concluding thai not all syllables have a nucleus, and 
lhat obstruenlS do not conslitule syllabic nuclei in ITB. The proposed reanalysis of lhe ITB dala supporls a 
model or syllable structure wherein the Nucleus is a primitive prosodic category. but it is neither unique nor 
obligatory as a subsyllabic constituent. Nucleus and Mora are independent primes, and the UG constraint~ 
crNUC (syllables must have nuclei) and cMORA (syllables must have weight) are independently violable. Th~ 
central analytical claim is lhat only resonants are eligible syllabic nuclei in Berber, allhough all segrnenlS arc 
potentially moraic. ObstruenlS parsed as "syllabic" in D&E's analysis of ITB are moraic, bul not nuclear. The 
more marked properties or ITB syllabification result then from lhe violabilily or oNuc, with crucial ranking of 
Faithfulness, oMORA ,. oNuc. Empirical support for lhis analysis derives from its ability to correctly parse data 
whrch is exceptional under D&E's account, and to capture significant generalizations regarding the behaviour 
of CCC root classes. epenthesis sites. and quantity-sensitive oonslrainlS on Min Word and metrical form. 

Minsu Shim (Indiana Universily) 
The moraic status of the coda consonam 

Based on the sonority hierarchy, Zec ( 1995) proeoses logically possible syllable structures with 
reference to moraic segments. She strongly predicts absence of languages with he11vy syllables 
closed with obstruents and light syllables closed with sonorants. In this paper, I argue that the 
Kyongsang dialect (KD) of Korean is a counterexample for her prediction and that sucb languages 
could exist. I examine vowel shortening (VS) in KD. A characteristic of VS in KD is that stems 
with a sonorant coda or without a coda undergo VS before a vowel-initial suffix while stems with 
an obstruent coda do not. '11tis VS is best analyzed under the assumption that obstruents are 
moraic while sonorants are not. I also assume a mora deletion rule which deletes the last mora of 
the stem when it is followed by a vowel-initial suffix. This rule corm:lly derives the swface vowel 
length. Thus, stems which undergo VS lose a mora associated with the vowel while stems which 
do not undergo VS lose a mora associated with the obstruent coda. Other accounts of VS without 
the current assumption fall short of satisfactory ell planation. 1bis finding goes against the 
prediction proposed by Zec and I cautiously predict the existence of languages with heavy syllables 
closed with obstruents and light syllables closed with sonorants. 
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(Universily of California-Los Angeles) 
Laryngeal contra.tts: The case of Musey 

dies of contrasts among voiceless consonants h~ve focuJ>ed prim~nly on di fference~ in 
Stu nd magnitude of glottal abduction and adduction gestures. Thts paper dcmom tratcs 

aarameters are nnt necessarily utilized contrastively in the production of di~tiocti vc 
P nsonants. In Musey, a Chadic language spoken in northern Cameroon an d 
co Chad. there are two series of voiceless obstruents and two h' s which contrast in 

A multifaceted examination of the acoustic properties of these consonants 
they do not differ in timing or magnitude of glottal abduction gestures Rather. the 

J-•"""'"'"'~· of these consonants indicate that they differ rn longitudinal vocal fold tensi0n . 
strong motivation for positing a dislinction at the segmental level in the regulation 
pressure. 

Silva·Corvalan (Universily of Southern California) 
constraint on subject expression in Me.xican-Amerit':an Spanish 

The p11nctional Hypothesis defended by Hochberg (1986) to account for the higher rate of subject 
in Puerto Rican Spanish has been convincingly challenged by Ranson ( 1991) and Cameron 

analyses of lsi deleting Andalusian Spanish indicate no significant correlation between high 
of lsi deletion and higher rate of subject e,;pression, thus confirming that "richness of agreement" 

factor. On the other hand, Cameron discovers an introguing contrast between PR (Is/ 
Madrid (/sf relaining) Spanish, which appear opposed with respect to the expression of non 

'you'. Cameron goes so far as to predict that dialects with lower than 35 percent expressed tri 
• allexic11111-A:meric:an) will favor the el!pression of non-specific tu, while those with a rate higher than 35 

will favor the expression of specific tu. I examine this hypothesis in dala from 12 Mexican
speakers and exlend the analysis to all pronominal forms which may have a specific or non

Varbrul will be used in this slatistical analysis; discourse: analysis techniques will be 
in an attempt to find out why specificity should have an effect on subject expression and why it 

differ across dialects 

Silw·Villar (Universily of California-Los Angeles) 
derivations , verb movement and clitic closure 

lnterpolalion is one of lhe most intriguing phenomenon wilhin the domain of Old 
.,._:em Iberian languages (Galician. Leonese. Portuguese. and Spanish). The follonmg 

illustrate lnlerpolation or disjoint linear clitic-verb relation: 
llli que! non pudo ella defender 'so thai-him (CI) not could she defend' (OSp.) 
.-or Ibis conslruction stems from the problem it presents for a geoeral theory of sentence 

Two claims are made about Interpolation; 
or lhe derivation is driven by morphologicDI properties of a C-like {closure) Slage of the 
coneclion with the fealure specific:alion [+pronominal]. This implies thai clillcs ha' c to 

:~;e~~fi~~~~~('~i of V ill building the derivation. Agreement in this C-like stage is not a 
of agreement wilh lhe clausal complemenl, but rather an inslance of Spec-head 

in Ibis stage of the derivation. 
that participate in lnlerpolation obey specific strategies based on morpbosynlactic 

clilics. Two oplions are available depending on lhe type of exordium · i) Building 
complementizers, related to inHecled complementizers in Gennanic languages and wilh 

Jllllll.,.,,..,., related lo conjugated preposilions in Celtic, Germanic and Romance languages. ii) 
en-clitics have lhe llllme diSiribution in main and embedded sentences. 

SiiYerman (University of California-Los Angeles) 
1111' '-rj:IIO£~ement in Zulu and the maintenance of contrasts 

This paper explores a functional eKplanation for tone displacement in Zulu, 
~in Optimality-theoretic terms H-tones on short vowels are displaced rightward 
ttluheir syllable of origin, but only if the preceding consonant is a "depressor," 
l!lllllling both voicing and a laryngeal abduction (!Jio r1' 1' d' gl'> gljh g!• v z !5 y) (Cope 
1111,1970, Traill, Khumalo, Fridjhon 1987). Moreover, tone displacement is blocked if a 
.,._,r immediately follows This pattern may be understood when considering (I) 
~cal constraints on the laryn~eal musculature, (2) aerodynamic consequen~ of 
illllmtiiting a supralaryngeal constnction, and (J) the preference for phonological 
lllaiLs to saliently encode lheir contrastive values. 
I a. bili11:16 chair b . q'ltd.IMzHB.ti> chairs 
1 a. fnd~umi11 headman b . fnd•unl.ut to 11 headman 
J a. bliJ.IIO:ki> hal b. qf&l,IIO:ki> hats 
4. fm)!~u:zt goat b. i"mlt"Uitml to a goal 

. ~~~::t~j~~~~~~!~! patterns such as Zulu's, as noted .br Hyman and Schuh ( 1974), are 
·::": urcvaucm I conclude (with Kiparsky 1972) th11t • ... the concept ofa 'tendency', 

tunlcli1rln~1li~ discussions their characteristic unsatisfactorr. fuv:iness, can be made 
precise in terms ofllierarchies of optimality, which predict spectfic consequencesfor ... universal grammar " 
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Hooi Ling Soh (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
ReduplicanJ·stem correspondence: Evi<kncefrom vowel-changing reduplrr.ations rn Malay 

A recent development in Optimality Theory (On recognizes not only the correspondence between 
stem and base and between base and reduplicanr, bur also between stem and redupticant (McCarthy and 
Prince 1995). 

(McCarthy and Prince 1995:4) 

I argue that vowel-changing reduplications (VCR) in Malay provide strong support for the 
correspondence between the stem and the reduplicant. The constraints governing the vowel 
alternations in VCR are sensitive to certain height specifications which are available only in the stem, 
as these height distinctions are neutralized in the base. 

Christel Stolz (University of N1jmcgen) 
Yucatec dimension terms: Language-particular and comparative perspectives 

This paper presents the results of my studies of Yucatec Maya dimension terms, i.e. terms which refer to one 
dimensional axis of spatial objecu, similar to English tall, wide, thick. Yucatec dimension terms are antony
mous adjectives, such as chowalc "long", pololc "thick", but also numeral classifiers such as ts'fit (for oblong 
objects). Within a typology of dimension assignment, the Yucatec strategy of describing dimensionality can 
be called object-based, i.e. focussing on gestalt properties and proportions of objects, and less on their orien
tation. In contrast, the dimension assignment of English is more situation-based, i.e. focussing on the orien
tation of objects. I will discuss several examples to demonstrate the object-basedness of Yucatec dimension 
terms. These language-particular results are significant from an areal-typological viewpoint. Although cross
linguistic materials on dimension assignment are in general scarce, several detailed language-specific studies 
do exist which analyse spatial reference in Mesoamerican languages. All authors emphasize a predilection for 
shape, body parts and disposition, i.e. gestalt properties. Even spatial location, which the European tradition 
regards as associated with relational properties of the objects involved, can be described with emphasis on 
their gestalt properties in languages of this region. Apparently, Yucatec dimension assignment fits into a gen
eml Mesoamerican pattern of an emphasis on shape, proportion, body parts, and disposition. 

Thomas Stolz (Ruhr University of Bochum) 
Gramma/ical Hispanisms: The other kind of transpacific isoglosses 

Amerindianists have been puzzling over the high degree of convergence to be observed with Mesoamerican 
Indian languages of different genetic affiliation and typological classification when it comes to borrowing Spa
nish grammatical function words and di~course particles. There is as yet no generally accepted explanation of 
the high frequency and wide distribution of grammatical Hispanisms nor is there any explanation of the evid
ent preference for certain Spanish elements in borrowing. The formerly wide-spread belief that the Mesoame
rican situation would be unique has recently been challenged by data from South America showing roughly 
the same patterns of grammatical Hispanization. However, these patterns are in no way restricted to the Ame
ricas. Indeed, one comes across an equally high number of grammatical Hispanisms of much the same quality 
in many a language presently spoken on the territory of the fonner Spanish colonial empire in South-East Asia 
and Micronesia. On account of that, several Austronesian and Amerindian languages share part of their inven
tories of free grammatical and pragmatic markers. These contact-induced similarities qualify for the status of 
transpacific isoglosses. In this paper, it is claimed that one cannot possibly find an explanation for the Meso
american and South-American cases without taking the Austronesian parallel into account. A first draft of a 
viable explanatory model is put forward by way of dr11win1.> a map of the most freouent transpacific iso2losses. 

Elizabeth Strand & Keith Johnson (Ohio State University) 
Visual gender affects fricative perception 

Phonetic variability is a considerable problem for theorie, which address the interface between 
phonetics and phonology. The lack of phonetic invariance has historically been 1 central problem in 
the attempt to relate specific phonetic phenomena to more general linguistic categories. Most prior 
research has dealt primarily with contextual variability (e.g., phonetic variability due to coarticulation), 
but an equally interesting problem which must be addressed deals with speaker-to-speaker variability 
One of the main issues in considering speaker-to-speaker variability is perceptual compensation for 
speaker differences (speaker nonnalization). Research reported in this paper tests the role of visual 
information in speaker nonnalization of fiicatives. While speaker normalization in fiicative perception 
has been observed previously, this experiment examined the effects on speech perception when the 
normalization cue was visual, rather than acoustic. The results to be presented demonstrate that 
listeners' perception of acoustic information is influenced by a visual cue for speaker gender. 
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been nuch recent debate over the derivation of middle constructions . 
.,. ,uch as Roberts (1985 ) . 1 Keyser and Roeper (1984), Hoekstra and Roberts (1993). 

(1992, 1995) argue that middle formation requires the suppression or demoti on 
argument and the syntactic promotion of an internal argument On the 

ists such as Fagan (1988, 1992), Zribi - Hert~ (1993) and Ackema and 
(1994, 1995) argue t hat middle formation is strictly presyntactic. In th is 

an argument i n support of the former analysis. Building on Pollard and 
and Reinhart and Reuland's (1991, 1993) analyses of the relationship 

and predication, I demonstrate not only that the argument of the 
(1) is an argument of the middle verb, but moreso that it must be a demoted 

akin to demo t ed subjec ts in passives, aa ~uggested by (2) . 
TheY• always bribe easily for themself,J*them, 
Kary. believes tha t those books will translate easily for herself,jher, 

cp Kary. believes that those books should be edited by herself,jher, 
all the arguments of a middle verb, including the demoted external argument. can be 

syntactically requires the surface (THEME) subject in middles t o be pro-oted 
the subject position. 

zoque of Copainala two segments undergo metathesis rules : 
.,v~v,~o~atal glide / y/ and the glottal stop. This paper 

formulation of the metathesis processes within the 
framework of nonlinear phonology. Motivation for the 

is discussed with respect to syllable stucture and 
sequencing constraints. 

(University of California-Santa Cru7.) 
)f/J; questions and iterability 

IIIII Zwarts (1992) note that the acceptability of argument-extraction out of negation's scope is 
only if lhe predicate with which lhe extn~eted argument is usociatcd is iterable. Thus, Who didn't 
u grammatical, when: the predicate llisiud MtU can be predicaJed of a number of individuals; 
WI MtU? is ungrammatical, where the ~ klU~ MtU can be predicated only of a single 

lllillri/Jum. Szabolcsi and Zwarts sugsest a semantic ICCOUnt few this contrast; this paper argues instead 
contraSt is pragmatic. Two observations support a praamatic IICCOWit (I) the itenlbility of a predi

context-sc:nsitive, dependent on whether it has been established in lhe discoune that a single (posi
event has taken pl.ce; (2) even in contexts in which non-iterability has been established, a nega

ilwii,.QUt~sticm is acceptable just in case the questioner hu ldentificational knowledge of every individual 
over which the wh·phrase ranges. The latter conclusion resembles the conclusion of Rizzi (1990), 

b 1$ maintained that acceptable extraction out of negation's sc:cpe is dependent on the d(iscourse)
« tile wh-phrase- with one difference. Whereas Rizzi maintains that such extraction is uniformly 
10 dJe d-linking constraint, this paper concludes !hat such a constraint is operative only in a cont('xl 

noniterability has been established, thus suggesting that d-linldng is only one of a set of pragmatic 
constnlini.ng wh·movement. Data is presented to indicate that this conclusion extends to !he extrac· ... ,..~r~.~-· as well as arguments. 

Utbouah research on invitations (Szatrowslti 1991, 1993). proposals (Kuwabara 
,.~ other conversational activities (Nlzutanl 1993) shows that co · construc-

1• an Inherent part of Japanese conversation, Ono and Yoshida (1995) cl a im 
hpanese speakers 'don't finish each other's sentences.' in particular when 
relate to the speaker's terrlton of inforutlon (ltuio 1989, 199•) . follow 

er (1991), I analyze co- construction ln Japanese in ter1s of conv ersation -
taction as well as syntactic features. 
cbaracterize Japanese co- constructions in ter1s of sentence and co~pound 

syntactic features and conversation- in- interact ion features . Sentence 
ttions beginnina wi t h connectives and endlnl wlth rising Intonati on, final 
clu, or evidentials ••Y relate to inforaatlon in the speaker's territory. 

acknowledge~ent reason fo r refusal, justification- re fus al sente nces are 
nstructed i n Invitat ions, single speakers lend to ut ter acknow ledge 

ltlon and justification· opposltlon sentences ln conflict contexts. 
I conclude that Japanese speakers do co1plete each other ' s sentences with 

tie lodlfications even when they relate to the speaker's territory of infor
&nd co-construction is influenced by Partlelpants' goals and ali~nments. 
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Alice TatJ (University of Washington) 
Deg Xinag vqwef space vs. universal predic1ion 

Results of a phonetic study of Deg Xinag (lngalik Athabaskan) vowels indicate that, 
contrary to universal vowel theory prediction (Crothers 1978, Maddieson 1984), the 
vowel inventory of this language does not spread to the edges of available vowel space. 
Using data from two speakers, F1, F2, and F3 were measured for each of the five vowels 
in the system, /a, e, o, u,e/. Contexts were limited to coronal and uvular. Fl and F2 

means indicate that although strong coarticulation effects are evident for each of the 
vowels in the phonetic environments measured here, this investigation appears to bear 
out earlier descriptions of the vowel system (Kari 1978, Leer 1979, Krauss and Golla 
1981, Hargus and Taft 1991) as an unusual one in its lack of contrastive use of high 
vowel space. Virtually all other vowel inventories use high vowel space contrastively. 

Sali Tagliamonte, Shana Poplack, & Ejike Ezt (University of Ottawa) 
Nigtrkln Pidgin English dim: Perfec/ or wha1? 

In this paper we examine pre-verbal don in Nigerian Pidgin English (NPE), a marker whtch is WICtety
a~~umcd to convey PERFEcr meaning in creole tense/aspect systems. This area of the grammar is considered a 
classic exemplar of the polar split between creole and English grammars. With the exception of Winford 's 
(1993) analysis of Trinidadian Creole (TC) however, very little is known about the linguistic and extra
linguistic conditioning of PERFEcr marking in creoles (or other varieties of English), and nothing about such 
effects in creole contexts which parallel the English past perfecL 

Variable rule analysis of over 700 present and past perfect contexts in NPE demonstrates that present 
perfect contexts are almost completely grammaticiud: don predominates, marking COMPLETIVE. In past 
perfect contexts, on the other hand, variation amongst don, bin and zero is governed by distinctions of 
semantic type and temporal remoteness: bin marts continuative, don marks resultative and zero marks 
experiential contexts. Funher, bin specifies remotenes while don is favored with statives. We interpret these 
effects as a confirmation of the prevalence of aspectual distinctions in the NPE time reference system. 

These results differ substantially from TC, where don and bin an: reponedly rare. while zero marks 
perfect among the working class and have is reserved for the middle class. Our contrastive analysis of two 
contemporary varieties of (white) English demonstrates a number of similarities to TC, panicularly as 
concerns the distribution of zero. while bearing no resemblance to patterns found in NPE. We explore the 
implications of these findings for determining cross-linguistic category status and elucidating the path of 
grammaticization in the contt:xt of creolization. 

Shoji Takano (University of Arizona) (SessiCNI 
The speech of Japanese women in aulhorilalive occupalional Jlalu.!es: Examinalion of opposing views of sociolinguistic 

Social constructions of gender in Japanese society today are undergoing rapid transformation. While the 
'feminine' ways of speaking (i.e. talking non-assertively, indirectly, and politely) an: still prescribed as the ideal 
for women along with the ideology of traditional gender roles {i.e. men's public roles and women's domestic 
roles). increasing numbers of women are engaged in labor and the number of women playing a traditionally 
male role of leadership at workplaces is also growing. This paper is focused on Japanese female executives' 
'linguistic dilemma' between the pre.~ribed 'feminine' ways of speaking and communicative requirements from 
their authoritative status. Conducting variable rule analyses of quantitative data, the first phase of my 
mvestigation attempts to demonstrate that the descriptions of Japanese women's language provided by previous 
literature are stereotyped by its exclusive focus on the speech of homemakers, and that the patterns of variability 
found in the speech of female executives do not conform to such descriptions. Based on tape-recorded data of 
naturalistic workplace interactions involving female executives, the second phase of the investigation examines 
the two opposing views of sociolin<:uistic strategies speakers may use to resolve such a linguistic dilemma; 
namely, I) do they 'de-feminize' language to become more powerful (Reynolds, 1990)7, or 2) do they 'hyper
feminize' it as a construction of new feminine identity (Ide & Inoue, 1992)? 

Yuki Takatori (Yale University) 
Sonorily scale and vowel delelion 

Modern Japanese has a predilection toward open syllables. In certain 
phonological phrases, however, if two vowels stand in direct 
contiguity, the one which is less sonorous is optionally deleted. 
Unfortunately, since sonority-governed vowel deletion occurs in very 
limited circumstances in Modern Japanese, there are not a sufficient 
number of examples to allow a generalization to be made. on the 
other hand, Classical and Barly Modern Japanese show a more systematic 
deletion of the less sonorous vowels in V1 + V2 sequences. Furthermore, 
in Classical Japanese vowel deletion also occurs in cv, + CV2 sequences, 
a deletion which is obviously not triggered by an aversion to v, + v,. 
In the vast majority of such cases, the deletion is, again, governed by 
the principle that the less sonorous vowel must disappear. In general, 
vowel deletion takes place to avoid a V + V sequence, and which vowel 
is deleted depends on whether it is 1st or second in the vowel 
sequence: e.g. OCS truncation of vowel stems before vocalic suffixes. 
Japanese examples, however, demonstrate that vowel deletion may be 
triggered by sonority, even when an intervening consonant is present. 
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Tavares de Macedo (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro) 
ill the spoken Pom.Jguese of the Xingu Park 

111 the sixt!es, whe~. roads wc:re ~rst constructed i~ ~he A~~n region, the contact between the 
speaktng Brazthans and •ndtgenous people ongtnally hvtng there c.reated conditions that led 

be considered a pidgin-creole variety of Portuguese, especially after these people were 
~ Nacional ~ Xingu_ 

traits, such as the use of articles, pronouns, tenses, and verb agreement, support this 
when compared to the other varieties of spoken Brazilian Portuguese (SBP). Discourse 

such as~ 'isn' t it?', assim 'like',l! 'then', and the tum initiators also exhibit a difference 
(cornpared to SBP) that is correlated with the subject's degree of fluency. 
Ja!etYiews with IS subjects, from 3 different language groups, were examined under the 

of variation analysis (Labov, 1972; Sanlc.off, 1978). Results show a hierarchy of fluency related 
c1ifferent functions of discourse markers. 

f110111850P (University of Pittsburgh) & Lucy Thomason {University of Texas-Austin/Smithsonian) 
ill Montana Salish 

IW &he past hundred years or so~ Montana Salish (Flathead) words have been undergoing 
usually after the stressed vowel. Some truncated forms are lexicalized and nonal

Others alternate with the full original forms: the untruncated form may reemerge 
(further) suffixes are added (e.g. tfhfe 'talk' vs. tfltfll-st-m 'someone talked to him'); 

be semantic differentiation of the full and truncated forms (e.g. en 7ocqe7 'I went 
w. en 70 'I went out to the outhouse'); or there may be "free" variation between full 

&nancated forms. Truncation is a. dynamic process synchronically, conditioned at least in 
by discourse factors: speakers sometimes truncate words that occurred in untruncated 

the previous sentence. In contrast to lexicalized truncations, a contextually-licensed 
may end in an unstressed (even epenthetic) vowel or in a consonant. In this paper 
a preliminary description of truncation processes in Montana Salish. We argue 

....,,,.ill!ral•JoJls of saliency and recoverability of information account for the fact that all 
truncations, both alternating and non-alternating, conform to the phonological 
that all and only material after the stressed vowel is deleted. 

This work explains the patterns of distribution of epenthetic glides in Indonesian, German, and 
Optimality Theoretic (Prince and Smolensky 1993; McCarthy and Prince 1993a. 199Jh. 

constraints account for this data, as well as predict which patterns of glide epenthesis arc 
prally possible across languages. 
Indonesian, German and Madurese all have epenthetic glides (and epenthetic glottal stops), but 

contexts. German only allows glide epenthesis after high vowels whereas Indonesian and 
allow it after both high and mid vowels. After mid vowels in German, an epenthetic glottal 

is used instead. 
These facts are the result of: I ) the difference in structure between epenthetic glides and 
· glottal stops (and thereby a difference in constraint violations). 2) the universal relative 
of anti·glide constraints, and 3) different rankings of these constraints against glides relati•c 
(McCarthy and Prince 1995). which penalizes root nodes which do not have an input 

-.pccndent 

TOJDioka (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
ill YP ellipsis and seman1ic idtnlily 

VP ellipsis containing indefinites presents a challenge to the common belief that an 
VP is the "same~ as its antecedent VP, because, as Sag ( 1976) notes, the 

_,~e~at:ion of the indefinite can differ (either specific or non-specific) in the elided VP and 
~·~•:nt VP. In this paper, I will re-examine Sag's examples and argue that the 

Bm ..... n,.,. does not come from the interpretation of indefinites per se. Maintaining 
in VP ellipsis are uniformly existential, r argue that the apparent "specific" 

is due to particularity of an event. Talking about a particular event implies talking 
panicular individual who participated in the event. r also argue that the 

,..ICtl:abSienc:e of an intensional operator makes a difference. The specificity effect 
an intensional verb is reduced to the fact that it is easy in the extensional context 
the intensional context) 10 IOCllt~ the actual individual who satisfies the indefinite 
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Sara Tr«hter (California State University-Chico) 
Personal presence as evidence in Lalwta 

In the Dakotan languages there are a number of sentence-final clitics which serve a 
variety of purposes, signaling the illocutionary and aft'ec:tive furce of the utterance and the 
gender of speaker. This paper focuses on one oftheseclitics, ye, in its modem evidential 
usage. The variety of meanings associated withye, (entreaty, woman's command, and 
mild assertions) are differentiated in two ways: (a) phonological evidence shows that 
there are two separateye morphemes, one of which indicates an entreaty, (b) contelrtllal 
analysis demonstrates that the other ye morpheme has a number of seemingly separate but 
related meanings which can be subsL•med into one. This morphem_e is a dei~ic which. 
foregrounds the speaker in relations•tip to the utterance. Such an mterpretat1on explams 
both the evidential and imperative meanings of this one morpheme and further supports 
the relationshiP between "the presence of the speaker/hearer," deictics, and evidentials. 

Maria Tsiapera (University or North Carolina-Chapel Hill) 
History and structure in Seferis' /:kkJl 
The G~eek language has a continuous but checkered histo~y, a unique fact in the history 
of Indo-European languages. This linguistic phenomenon also reflects itself in poetry 
and the arts in general. The structural system of classical, Byzantine and modern 
Greek is certainly not the same yet it exhibits a unity not found for example in Latin 
and its daugbter languages. Sefe~ls' poem Helen is a reflection of this very linguis
tic phenomenon. Helen continually alludes to and draws from this long histo~y with an 
attempt at defining what poet~y is in the light of timelessness. It is at the same 
time diachronic and synch~onic, at the same time very pe~sonal and yet universal. 
Helen in avoiding rhetoric in its use of symbolism and in its demotic style, demon
strates a metaphysical and symbolist and also romantic t~adition. The icon of ancient 
~uins as syubols of the modern wo~ldas disinteg~ating. The poet uses met~ical and 
metaphorical techniques to illustrate modern cacophony. The concern is with evil and 
catastrophe, with the spectacular and the terrible, with ancient he~oic times and a 
modern dying world. Mythology reflects the contempo~ary scene. !cons and metaphors 
are constructed from the mythology of the classical and medieval history of Cyprus and 
compared to modern times, thus bridging time and space with universal statements nut 
of national and personal ones. 

Susanne Tunstall (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
Processing quantifier scope in darive sentences 
Despile the central role that quanlillers play in current semantic theory, linle psycholinguistic work 
has been done on the in terpre1a1 ion of quantifiers and quantifier scope. The present research into 
that area combines considera1ions of economy with independently motiva1ed assumptions about the 
grammar of DPs and quan1ifiers. The central processing mechanism I propose is: 

(I) Economic Semantic Processin¥ !ESPl 
Interpret DPs in their S·structure posi1ions when possible. When movement at LF is 
required by the grammar, prefer movements that maintain S·struc1Ure c·command relations 
between DPs. 

ESP was tested in an on-line self-paced word-by-word stops-making-sense experiment with 
doubly quantified dative sentences such as Kelly showed a phoro ro every critic. ESP predicts the 
first quantifier will preferentially get wide scope. The results sul?port ESP and also suggest th~t 
even in on-line processing every has a stronger preference for w1de scope than a (as reported m 
descriptive studies of scope preferences, viz. Joup 1975, VanLehn 1978). In 1he talk I will discuss 
possible formal implementarions of every's lexical preference, as well as the theoretical mo1iva1ion 
for ESP and its relation to other f':Conomy approaches. 

Suzanne Urbanczyk (University of Massachusetts-Amherst/University of Bntish Columbia) 
Lushootseed voiceless syllables 

In Lushoolseed (Puget Salish) a peripheral plosive is syllabified as in (I), with a voiceless schwa as 
the nucleus. The voiceless schwa is audibly heard as aspiration and is represented by/"/. 
(I) (1 (1 

I I I \ 
I ll I ll ll 

q' b p u d q'pu--d 'gather it' 
Cross·li nguislic evidence argues for analyzing voiceless sonorants as aspiraled (It~ & Mester I 989; Lombardi 
1991; Cho 1993). Voiceless schwa occurs unstressed between voiceless segments (2a), a common 
environment cross-linguistically (Jaeger 1978). When one of the segments is voiced (2b) or when sires! falls 
on the initial schwa (2c), a voiced schwa occurs. 
(2) a ths6s@d 'punch someone in the face' 

b t'_pllb:fl 'fall into water; drown • 
c t~s@d 'Punch someone!' 

Evidence that the initial plosive does not form a complex onset wilh the following segment comes from an 
e~amination of the initial clusters in Bates, Hess and Hilbert (1994) Lushootseed Dictionary. 

.]2. 

aid~ & Miehelle Geoffrion-Vinci (Stanford University) (Session Z7) 
V T~ problem of the 'underdeveloped' code in bilingual repertoires 

mmunities in which diglossia obtains, the verbal repertoires ot bilingual 
co reflect the functional differentiation of the two languages present. 

some researchers (e.g., lavandera, 1978) have hypothesized that the 
such bilinguals m~y _not ~~ve the ~tylistic and expressive range necessary to 
non-referential/ soc1oltngutstlc meanmgs. 

little research has been carried out among Mexican American (Chicano) da\8• pacifically centers on this question. This paper will explore one dimension of 
lha ~ntact issue by describing the characteristics of the oral texts produced by 

third generation bilingual Chicano speakers. when they must carry out :" ~et of 
only one their available codes. Our analys1s focuses on the charactenst1cs of 
resentations made in ~panish by Chicano, uni~e~ily-level students v.:hen t~ey 

P se an appropriate vanety of th1s language w1thm a formal academ1c settmg . 
u me degree the analytical framework proposed by Fairclough (1992), we describe 
S:nd lntertextual characteristics of these texts and examine various dimensions of 

and complexity of this •approximative· register 

VIII Valin, Jr. (State Universit_y of New York-Buffalo) (Session ll) 
IIIJrillljon in quantifier scope tnterprerauon 

(rom Mandarin in (1) raise problems for theories of quantifier scope: why is (I a) unambiguous, 
counterpan, and why is (lb) ambiguous? 

ren dou xihuan yi ge nUren. 'Everyone likes a woman.' [U nambiguous] 
person all like one CL woman 
ren dou bei • yi ge nUren zhaozaole. 'Everyone was arrested by a woman.' [Ambig.] 

all by one CL woman am:sted 
:ai.lbifliitv of (la) is not unique to Mandarin; its equivalents in Italian B!ld Japanese (with wa· 

are also unambiguous. Japanese equivalents with ga-marked subjects are ambiguous .. 
proposes an explanation based on the interaction of focus structure and syntax. By 'focus 

meant the means for expressing the topic-focus propenies of sentences (Lambrecht 1994, Kiss 
basic principle that topical quantifiers have scope over focal quantifiers (cf. Kuno 1991). In 

a woman, the subject is topic and the object focus, therefore every > a. The subject in 
focus and the VP topical, therefore a >every, the second reading. The key to explain· 

•·linlllisttc variation is the independently determinable constraintS on the possible distribution of 
in different languages. 

Vaa Valin, Jr. (State University or New York-Buffalo) & Randy J. LaPolla (Academia Sinica) (Session IS) 
lliikHJMJ11·based sysrem of lexi, al representation 

1979) presented what has become a highly influential _Aktions~r!·b~sed ~ystem of le xical 
for representing propenies of verbs. It assumed the Aktwnsa"! dtsttncll~?ns tn Vendler (1967). 

there is one basic category, state, and that all others are denved from tl 
(x (y)) b. Activity:OO precl' (x, (y)) c. Achievement BECOME precl ' (x, (y)) 

:~~~:~·:![,!.':00 predicate' (x)] CAUSE [BECOME predicate' (y, (z))] 
can be raised. First, it treats activity vetbs as being agentive, which is not always 

fact that shatter is punctual and melt is not is not captured. Third, (ld), which treats 
as telic, is problt'matic. 

an alternative system is proposed. It also starts from Vendler's distinctions but maimains 
lnt1:odtx:ir12 causation as a feature of one of the basic classes. 

b. Activity do' (x, [predicate' (x, (y))]) c. Achievement INCH pred ' (x,(y)) 
-Diishmcmi BEOOMIE predicate' (x, (y)) e. Causative a CAUSE p, where a, Pare of any type 

are punctual, and accomplishments are durative, as are their causative counterp~s. The transi • 
counterpans of intransitive activity verbs like roll and bounce can be read1ly represented; 
are not assumed to be inherently agentive. This system can capture the same significant 
that Dowty's original system captured and is able to deal with a wider range of phenomena. 

inventory and specification of laryngeal features has been a central concern of 
for several decades, little attention has been given to the laryngeal specifications of 

remain unclear. Halle and Stevens (1971) suggest that fiicatives are generally 
(unupiirat•ed). but can exceptionally be (+spread), as in Burmese. The same view is 

phonologists, as well as by many phoneticians including Maddieson 
( 1988) Recent phonetic work by among others Kingston ( 1990) and 

) has suggested, however, that at least voiceless fiicatives are generally produced 
glottis. Based on the phonetic facts and a number of phonological phenomena, 

proposes that all fricatives are [+spread}. In this paper I demonstrate that neither 
theories is able to account for a set of phenomena found in two endangered dialects 

New Julfa and KOpliicO. The data in these dialects strongly suggest that the 
state of voiceless fricatives is (+spread] and that of voiced fiicatives is [·spread). 
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Dominique Vellard (Simon Fraser University) 
Cognitive recovering of the Mixe numeration system by Mixe sp,aken 

This paper is pan of collaborative research with the Mixe community about the 
ell pression and use of mathematical concepts in the Mille lanpge (indigenous language 
spoken in Mellico, Ouaca state). The research is oriented towards the futur'e teaching of 
elementary mathematics in that language. 
The theoretical framework is thal of studies of diStributed cognition in everyday situated 
activities and code-switchin~ practices of adults in different settings. 
We want to examine, how, an several Mile-speaking cooununities, the traditional Mille 
numeration system (base 20) has been alterated and combined through contacts with the 
decimal Spanish numeration system, leading to a relatively complex system. However, 
some less exposed communities have been able to keep the traditional system in use. 
Workshops organized within a Miu civic association consisting of members of the 
extended Mixe community, were created not only to recuperate this linguistical and 
communicative competence, but also to understand the mathematical principle underlying 
it. This goal was reached through the help of concrete cognitive manipulations inspired 
by the Oassical Mayan written numeration system. 
A video tape of the latter activities will be provided and analysed. 

Alejandra Vidal (University of Oregon) 
Position, distance, and motion Pilaga classifiers: A new rypo/Qgical t megory.1 

In this paper I consider the significance of the Pilaga 
(Guaykuruan) classifying system from a typological point of view. 
I concentrate on two frameworks: (a) Dixon (1982, 1986) and Craig 
(1992, 1994) . The central point I raise is that the Pilag~ system 
does not neatly fall into e.i.ther Dixon's or Craig's 
characterization of noun clausifiers. Pilag~ classifiers 
consititute a hybrid system 1-1hich has properties of at least 
three types (numeral , noun and genitive classifiers.) In order t o 
place Pilag~ in the typological context of classifying 
languages, I compare the structural and semantic features of the 
Pi lag~ system with other classifying systems. In passing, ·I 
suggest a revision of what has been previously proposed. 

Kai von Fintel (Massachuselts Institute of Technology) 
Implicit qUIJntificalion in conditionals and generics 

Both_ conditionals and generics are p~ofitably a~alyzed a~ i~v?lving impliCit quantification (cf. Stalnaker 1968. 
l.ewJs 1971, Kratzer 1978 for conditionals: He1m 1982, W1lkmson 1986, Krifka 1987 for generics). There :1rc 
well -known argum~nts that .ther>e construct.ions ~re non-m~no.ton!c: (I) Bird.r fly doe.~n ' t entatlthat Perr~:uirrs fl• 
even though ~n~u1~s a.re ~~rd.~. (2) If l.rtrrlce thrs match, II willlrght does not entail that If 1 dip thi.f mmdr in 
m1ter and .rtrrlce It. Itii'I/1 light. The most popular account for these facts makes the semantics of these 
construct.ions dependent on an ordering of the domain of quantification. I will argue instead that the ~on
monoto~ICity ofconditionals and generics should not be built into their semantics but should be derived from 
pragmatic dommn selection. We can now explain why negat1ve polarity items are licensed in conditional 
;mtece~ents, which are now semantically downward monotone environments. A funher revision of the 
semantics of conditionals is !f~Otivated by data involving negated conditionals and nnly if-conditionals. 1 will 
pre~e!lt arguments f?r a ~ers 1on of the Cond1ti~nal Exclu~ed Middle (CEM), but reject Stalnaker·~ way uf 
denvmg the CE~ ~mce II depends on an ordenng semantics. Instead, I propose that conditionals are as~ocia~ 
wtth a homogene1ty pre~uppos.ition: ifp, q presuppo~~s that all relevantp cases are homogeneous with re~rea 
tn q. The htthcno unde~apprecJatcd fac~s about c~>ndtt_J~nals an~ gen:ncs that I discuss in this paper mot1vate a 
new look at the r>emanllcs and pragmatics of the 1mphc1t quantifiers mvolved in these constructions. 

Jenny Zhijie Wang (City University of Hong Kong) 
Features as phonological primitives: Evidence jr{)l11 BeiJing Mandarin 

One cruc1at way in which Radical Un<1erspec1lication and the recently developed Combinatorial 

Specification lheory (Achangeli & Pulleyblank 1994) depart from other feature theories is that the former 

posit features instead of s,egments as primitives of phonological representation. In light of this 

theoretical premise, this paper proposes a feature docking mechanism to map the feature-sized 

phonological primitives to the basic prosodic unit--the syllable. Within this framework, a series of 

controversial issues in the segmental phonology of Beijing Mandatin find better solutions than previous 

analyses using segment-based approaches Four such controversial problems are re-analyzed, including 

the derivation of high vowels, the representation of prenuclear glides, the derivation of the palatal 

sibilants, and the account for the diminutive "R-suffixation". The solutions to these problems provide 

strong evidence in support of the theoretical position of taking features as basic units of phonological 

representation and phonological analysis. 
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ward (Northwestern University) 
of postponed subjects rn English and Italian 

et p~nl.8 a crosslinguistir invetligation of diocourse conatrainl.8 on four non canonical consf.rurt iocl• pa: poo~verbal subJec~: so-eall•d aubjcd onvcrsion and pree..ntational co-eentencet in Italian (l~·b), aQd 
an<! p.-ntationat tAtrt-sentencet in Ent!:lish (2a-b). 

1 qu .. t• casa ha vioauto Dante. ' In this house li\'<td Dante.' 
:· ~W• c'e II sole. 'Today, the sun io out • 

Thor<! wll-8 the worst traffic I have ever seen on the expreoaway today. 
(2) ~ The"" stood behmd him the Vice-President. 

· c:onotructions, the poet verbal t-IP (PVNP) is constramed to repretent information that is new. eitlct t.o the 
l'ho.arer·-new , following Prince 1992) or to the diocourae ('discourse-new'). Subject inversions and c• scn~nces 

in eomplementary distribution synt~tieally, both l"quire that the PVNP l"pr.,.ent di•cour,.,-. 
t:i.riltfilfll!l<~<m(Calabrese 1992, Saeeon 1993, Pinto 1994). Poetpoeed subject.. in English tllere-sentences, howrvN, 

the PVNP of exist.entoal there must repretent information that is new to the heMet (W3rd k 
the PVNP of presentationaltAcrr is restricted to diocou...,..new mformation lntereslinl!:ly, Jt.~li~n 
hke English presentational tAtrt-sentenees and not like structur&lly similar Ent!:lish exisl<!ntial 

Finally, •.he felicity of definite PVNPs in all four poslpootnl!: conatructiono argues against various 
(•·1!:· Safir 1985, Bellett i 1988) t o l!i'ammalically exclude euch NPI from these eonatruclions 

Universl\y) 
Vtllamil de Rada's eccentric adventures 111 tomparauve philology 

~rio Villamil d• Rada•a La ltngua de A04n (circa 1870) aftirma 
dMt froa Bolivian Aymar4 there aroat all other lanquaqes. While 
~lnq bla approach on theories predoainant in nineteenth-century 
llft9UICJI science, the author nonetheleaa depart. radically tro• 
--~ ha te9ard• •• the axoaaaiva etrictur•• •uch tenata impose. 

(lrlldaa Wasson (Yale University) 
-..,s which elicit reversals in business mutings 

Unguists most often eumine turns at talk which consist of spoken utterances. it is also well ....._that a silence may constitute, not just a pause between turns, but a meaningful tum itself. 
'Iii paper will argue that in certam meetings of managers and professionals, silences following a 
~ signify a negative evaluation. Findings are based on 16 months of participant observation 
.. audio recording at a large Midwestern corporation. The paper explores the organizauon of 
illace·based negative assessment activities, which in their simplest form consist of the sequence 
"Jtuposal +negative assessment + reversal." Three interactional themes will be highlighted First. 
.a silences illustrate participants' orientation toward mutual alignment. Secondly, these silences 
amplify the high levels of mitigation characteristic of these meetings. Thirdly, they highlight the 
.,Wis on keeping differences of opinion below the conversational surface as much as possible. 
IICOIIClusion, the paper wdl critique previous literature which has accepted (especially male) 
-aets' own ideology of themselves as consistently direct and confrontational. Elltensive 
)lllllclpant observation indicates that the kind of cautiousness examined in this paper is also quite 
-.on, and that little gender difference in its usage obtains. 

1111 Watanabe (Smith College) 
1ltrlllllisuperiority pheMmenon in Japanese and scope dependencies 111 multiplt »!h queJiions 

Fvcusin' on data mai~ly from Japan~, this study ~xamines tbe exact nature of a phenomenon called anJi
ltflft'Jrlry m the recent hterature. In partu·ular, I consuSer the wmaturalaess of a multiple w!!-question !.ueh as 
(l)fnln a viewpoint of semantics and syntax: -

(I) •7Jolm -wa [vp naze lvP D!!1i -o kattaiJ no?. ••7QJobnl!J!l what bought?' 
. ·lop why what-ace bought Q 

11terlldiJMntary descriptive generalization is that a multiple D-question is degraded, if not entirely impossible 
:-(I 1 'pu~· adjunct ~phrase like !!!K 'why' c-commandsanother ~phrase. I PI:OJIOSe tbat the deviance' 

(2)
) follows from (2), a semantic property of reason-deootipg expressions: 

1 An ellpression denoting reasons cannot distribute. 
::-further that the pair-list reading of a multiple ~uestion obtains when one of the lrll-phrases 
,.. Abutes over others. This semantic assumption captures the degraded acceptability or ( 1) in conjunction with 
,. !though nm. c-commands nani 'what' in (I), ~cannot take scope over D.!Jii. Nor can n!!!i take scope 
~-: f?J f!!e former does not c-command the latter or its trace ("'the rigidity condition). Hence ( 1) fails to 
- • p.tr·ltst mterpretation. 
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James K. Watters (Summer Institute of Linguistics) 
Discourse pragmatics and the disambiguation of grammat•raf funrtlons in 1'epehua 

Like various other Mesoamerican languages, Tepehua (Totonacan) employs neither consl!tuent 
order nor nominal case marking to distinguish grammatical functions. This paper gives evidence 
that there are three types of criteria that disambiguate subject and object NPs and that they apply 
in the following order of priority (but not of significance): cross-reference on the \'erb, discourse 
coherence, and information structure (topic, focus, definiteness). Cross-referencing of subject or 
object on the verb takes precedence in disambiguating grammatical functions but, due to its 
limited nature, plays a subsidiary role. Discourse coherence overrides cues from information 
structure, but may not be decisive. Features of information structure are often the primary cues: 
topic chains, focus structure, and use of definite articles (i). Furthermore, biclausal constructions 
often serve to distinguish actor from undergoer (ii). 
(i) wa: huniy iskumpari ni sasan (ii) wa: nawl ni Juan, wa: hunkal ni Jos~ 

FOC tells his.compadre the skunk FOC said the Juan, FOC was. told the Jos~ 
'the skunk tells his compadre.' 'said Juan, Jos~ was told.' 

James K. Watters (Summer lnstllutc of Lmguistics) 
Modality and information structurt: E111dencejrom Tepehua 

Work in Role and Reference Grammar has argued for a particular mapping between modal 
operators, information structure, and the layered structure of the clause: the clause-initial Pre
Core Slot (PCS) is within th~ scope of i!locutionary force (IF), while the Left-Detached 
Position (LDP) is outside its scope. This paper shows that the focus particle wa: in Tepehua 
standardly delimits the leftward boundary of the clause, ocurring between the LDP and PCS, 
dividing the setting/topic presentation from the assertion (i). Furthermore, its relation to the 
position and scope of the negative shows that it also delimits the scope of the IF operator (ii) 
(i) chaway ni kit'in, kumpari, wa: ik-ti ltata-y 

now ART I cotnpadre FOC ISUB-Tl-sleep-IMPF 
'Now I, compadre, am about to go to sleep.' 

(iia) wa: jantu ka-mi-1 (iib) ja:ntu wa: ka-mi-1 
FOC NEG IRR-come-PFV NEG FOC IRR-come-PFV 
'X didn't come' or 'Mav X nl't come!' 'May X not camel' *'X didn't come.' 

Don Weeda (Texas A&M University) 
Do fut havt onsets? Evidence from Samoan reduplication and elsewhere 

Within Optimality Theory, Mester & Ito (1994) argue that coda constraints should be 
subsumed by alignment constraints. Constraints such as NOCODA and ONSET can be 
replaced by statements aligning categories of segments with a syllable-edge. However, if 
No-Coda and Onset are specified as Alignment statements, restricting such statements to 
the single prosodic category syllable becomes ad hoc: We should expect to find examples of 
"onsetsft and "codasw for categories such as Foot and Prosodic Word. Here I provide 
evidence for foot-onsets. In Samoan (Mosel and Hovdhaugen 1992), both short and long 
vowels are distinguished. When a final long vowel is present, it counts phonologically as a 
single syllable; however, when such vowels are preceded by an onset consonant, CV:, the 
result is "treated phonologically as a sequence of two syllables (=ICVV/)" (Mosel & 
Hovdhaugen 1992:225). This shows that a prosodic process involving a constituent above the 
level of the syllable can be contingent on presence of an onset. Additionally, evidence from 
truncation patterns in Spanish hypocoristics, also foot-based, can be taken from the 
beginning or the end of the word (de Reuse 1977, Weeda 1992); vowel-initial apheretic forms 
are avoided. Third, nicknames in French (PMnat 1984), show that constraining the major 
syllable in trochaic languages is not an option. 

Weiaberl (University of Arizona) 
r. tense verb rtduplication in optimality theory 

1Jto-AJ:tecan1 lw two groups of past tense reduplicating ms. lrt ronns such as Huhlu {a), vowel 
a constraint which requires the left edge of the proSodic word to lllign with the left edge of a 
(related to stress panem, explored in work in preparation). 

(a) hUulu 'make IUTows' lmh lu 'made arrows' 

(b) patx&m 'wash' gg. pae.xam 'washed' 
reduplicated forms •pat.pat.X411r and •ltuu.lntu.lu must be excluded by specifying the 

........ .:.... ·t..mota••~:: as a light syllable. either in the input or with a constraint on the output. In standard 
nff1~U1Piicatl<l>nin the Optimality literature (e.g, McCarthy and Prince (MctP) 1993b), the input to 

is the base plus the unspecified morpheme RED, constrained in the hierarchy by a prosodic 
In the Luiset'io data. in forms such as lruhlu, constraining RED in the output creates a mismatch 

exponent of RED (a heavy syllable. underlined above) and the reduplicative template (a light 
in violation of the templaric constraint. In addition, two contradictory rankings are required for the 

of data (a and b). Specifying the reduplicative template in the input facilitates a unified analysis of 
This solution argues agairut a purely constraint-based '1exicon" (c.f. Hammond (1995), Russell 

ltld tbe Declarative Morphology literature). 

T. Wescoat (Osaka University) 
. . All QIIO/YSIS Wl/.h faica/ SharlnR 

~~ff:.-t."M~:;,: posits the following £our-class typology ror noun incorporation: 

A 8 C D 
The incorporated noun is an argument . no yes yes yes 
Modifier stranding is allowed. no no yes yes 
Doubling is allowed. no no no yes 

A includes Samoan, C Southern Tiwa, and D Mohawk; Mohanan adds class B to accommodate 
_ _.,QIJ:Ishe makes about Hindi. She claims that class B necessitates a grammatical-function based 

1 maintain that on a broader empirical examination, Hindi actually falls in class C; i.e., in 
stranded modifiers, Mohanan overlooks some semantically more plausible data that lead to 

conclusion. The felicity oC stranded modifiers suggests that {a) there must be an object 
structure, {b) the need for grammatical functions is obviated, and (c) the typology above 

simplified by dropping B. Now, Nl of types A and D can be handled lexically. The remaining 
C can be analyzed wtth either head movement or else a technique called LEXICAL SHARING. In 

case, one may give a uniformly lexical treatment of all three types of Nl A, C, and D. 
Wilbur (Pur<lue umveTSity) 

tutti ~cificity in ASL structures contairnn11 SELF 

Fischer and Johnson (!982) observe ASL structures with SELF and suggest that its primary function 
reflexive) is to mark definiteness. They also identify a scale ofspecificity. Ferro (1992) has 

relationship of reflexives to other uses of'self, noting that contrastive focus marking is a 
function of'self. This paper will address the use of SELF in contrastive focus and 

that a more accurate statement of the function of SELFG is as a marker of indefinite-speci fie, 
*'than definite. 

The uses of SELF in contrastive and specific situations are not unrelated. Contrast requires prior 
introduction of at least the group to which the referent modified by SELF belongs. Members of 

••I'OUP may be introduced by SELF only in contrast to other members, whether or not those other 
-.bers are explicitly introduced. The use of SELF to introduce relative clauses containing new 
._lion is consistent with the idea that SELF introduces specific members of a group into discourse, that 
t.llyare ~w to the discourse. The uses of SELF( G) seems to cluster around newness in discourse. explicit 
•iiiPicit contrast, and presupposition/truth related to a referent (specific) or a proposition (factive). 

Williams (Cleveland State University) 
of the xrammatical structure of Yimas-Aiambfak pidgin 

• Yimas-Alamblak trade pidgin was used between men of the paymban clan of Yimas village 
.. llltir Alamblak-speaking counterparts of Chimbut village in the Sepik River basin of Papua 
.. Guinea. The pidgin's grammatical structure reflects aspects of both major component 

Yimas and Alamblak, as well as aspects of the neighboring Karawari language. All 
••tttngui:lticfeatures of this trade pidgin derive from Papuan (or non-Austronesian) languages 
ftc Jqion, attesting to the pidgin's pre-colonial origins. 

lite PTeSent paper, aspects of the grammatical structure (pronominal system, person marking 
and the TMA system) of this Papuan·based pidgin will be ouUined. The pronominal 

of the pidgin ellhibits a lack of plural categories, similar to what is found in China Coast 
English. The person marking system is typologically similar to what is found in 

Yimas. The tense, mood and aspect marking features are minimal in this pidgin, 
either of the major source languages. . 77-
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Stephen A. Wilson (University of California-Berkeley) 
Metrical structuus in the evolution of Japanese accen1ua/ pauern.1 

The use of metncal foot structure to account for accentual rules in Standard (Tokyo) Japanese (Archangeh 
(1981), etc.) has been challenged by Poser (1984, 1990) on the grounds that Japanese foot structure is based 
on morae rather than syllables, while accent is always assigned to syllable$. Using historical data and dialect 
comparison, this paper defends the relevance of syllable-based metrical structures within the diachronic study 
of the development of Japanese from a restricted tone system (Old Japanese) to the variety of pitch accent 
systems seen today Specifically, the number of dialects fixing tonal contours to penultimate (Kagoshima, 
Sendai), second (Tokyo, Shinegawa) or both (Nagasaki) syllables supports an analysis positing bisyllabic feet 
at the margins of the phonological word, with tonal elements docking to positions of metrical prominence. 
Typological comparison with the history of accent in Korean leads to the conclusion that the move from 
syllable-counting to mora-countmg was one cause of the restrictions on accentual patterns through time, much 
as Kurylow1cz (1968) suggested for the history of Greek accentuation. Poset's bimoraic feet can be seen as 
the direct synchronic reflex of an older minimal root constraint, with "one syllable" reanalyzed as "two 
morae• based on this innovat1on of quantity sensitiVity. It may also weaken that languages are limited to a 
single level of metncal organization if the functions of the different metrical units are disjoint, and give more 
evidence on the role of metrical influence on diachronic change. 

Donald Winford (Ohio State University) 
TMA in a radical creole: The case of Sranan 

This paper examines the TMA system of Sranan (SN) which has figured prominently in the debate over what 
constitutes a prototypical creole TMA system. This creole was in part the model for Bickerton's (1974) 
classic creole TMA prototype • a system containing an "anterior" tense, a "non-punctual" aspect and an 
irrealis mood category, wherein combinations of tense, mood and aspect, in that order, were possible ( 1981 ). 
1 examine data obtained during fieldwork in Suriname in 1994 and 1995, and present an up-to-date picture of 
the SN TMA system and the patterns of auxiliary ordering. The analysis calls into question many of the 
claims made in previous studies, e.g .• Seuren (1981a,b) and Voorhoeve (1957), and by implication, 
Bickerton's claim that SN exemplifies the "prototypical" creole pattern as he describes it. I argue that the 
TMA system of contemporary SN is built around the following categories: (a) two tense categories • Future o 
and Relative Past ben; (b) two aspectual categories - Imperfective e and Completive/Resultative kba; (c) 
several modal categones, expressing various meanings Potential sa, deontic and epistemic Necessity musu, 
Possibility/Ability kan, Ability man, Permission mag. In addition, the unmarked verb conveys different 
meanings dependmg on the aktionsart of the predicate and the discourse conteltl. The framework used in the 
analysis is based on the approach of semanticists and typologists like Dahl ( 1985), Comrie ( !976, 1985). 
Chung & Timberlake (1985) and others who have described TMA systems crosslinguistically. I hope to 
provide a basis for comparing creoles and establishing whether there is a prototypical creole TMA system. 

Walt Wolfram (North Carolina State Umvcrsity-Ralcigh) 
Perfective [J11 in Lumbee English: Delineation, descnptron. tmd cxplanalton m dtaMct vanat10n 

In Lumbee English, spoken by Native Amencans in Southeastern North Larolina, the form I'm 
may correspond to standard English I've, yielding constructions such as I'm bet'fl there for I've 
been there. I argue that the perfective extension of I'm derives from the auxiliary lrave rather 
than am since constructions that require a full form of the auxiliary typically surface as hm>c 
rather than am. (e.g. Have I been there vs. • /?Am 1 been there before?). I argue further that the 
perfective use of I'm is a reasonable morphological extension, given a peculiar set of semantic, 
syntactic, and phonological conditions characterizing English. Semantically, copulas and 
perfects often converge aspectual functions. The suffixual homophony of -ed (e.g. I hatte finis/red; 
lam finished) also provides a convenient convergence point for morphological expansion of the 
type encountered here. Independent phonological and morphological evidence support the 
distinctiveness of am vis-a-vis other copulas (e.g. I'm been there but not •we're been there or 
•They're been there) for this specialized expansion, leading to the conclusion that I'm is 
structurally predisposed for an extension such as that found in Lumbee English. The 
description and explanation of perfective I'm underscores how dialectology and linguistics 
should mutually inform rather than divide language inquiry. 

·7&-

Wright (University of California-Los Angeles) 
viof(Jlions and temporal stability in Tsou 

,4.ustronesian language of Taiwan, permits a large number of sonority reversals and plateau~ 
clusters. Some researchers have called for replacmg the sonority hierarchy with 

but related perceptual and articulatory principles. In this talk, acoustic phonetic data from 
is brought to bear on role of such pnnciples in onset cluster organi:z.ation in Tsou. 

consonant clusters were investigated: I the presence or absence of stop release bursts, 
and interbu~t interval durations, and 3 spectral characteristics. Results indicate that 

v1011auoun~ of the sonority hierarchy are subject to preservation of acoustic cues. For example, 
(C I C2). the release burst for both stops is clearly present in the signal indicating 

of overlap between the release of C I and the oral closure of C2 is reduced, in~unng the 
to both stops. Moreover. the inter burst interval remains stable at varying speech 

results are compatible with organizational principles driven by acoustic cues: even 
are not organized in a way that enhances the salience of cues in the signal are permissible 

-IIUC'''"" maintains the audible presence of the cues. However, such an organization comes at a 
Je(!uction of overlap m prod11ction results in a potential reduction of transmission speed and 
robustness. 

fldetional features refer to non-lexical features auch as tenae, aspect and a&reement features. In 

1yntactic models which incorporate the VP-Internal Subject Hypothesia and the Split lnfl Hy-
tbese features appear in the furtdional projections, either as functional heads or as specifiers of 

categories. According to Minimalist assumptions, these features must be checked through 
The checking movement is overt if the feature is ~strong" and covert if the featu re is "weak". 

.IPt in this paper th~t strong feartures -~o not always entail ove~t mov_ement. . . 
A (undional feature IS often overtly rea1hzed as an affix or other mflect1on of a lexJcal 1tem. However, 

tiil not the only way to spell out functional features. I show in this paper that, in case~ wherP o\·ert 
_..a& movement fails to occur, strong fundional features can be realized a.s expletives (e.g. /herr and 
•• in English), auxiliaries (e.g. do-support in English), complementizers (e.g. subordinate dausf'~ in 
lillian), particles (e.g. question particles in Chinese) and other functional elements, All this ~hows 

there are two alternative ways to spell out strong functional features. If overt checking movpment 
it is realized a.s verbal inflection. In cases where movement fails to occur, there is a last resort 

wbich spells out the feature as an independent item. 

Mlrtll Zavala Maldonado (University of Oregon) 
-.u.oruuc 
~ec (OLU, Mixe-Zoqueanl is a head-marking langua~e with erg~tive 
IU~nt. Formally and functionally the r?le-mark~n~ strateg~es of 
., are similar to those of languages wi~h ~nverse ah.~ment. 
~~ts that are more prominent than subJects trigger ~nverse-
~ing morphology. Certain of the gr~mmatical co~texts that 
trigger inversion in OLU will be de~cr~bed. Es~e<;:~ally focused on 
.Ul be {a} possessive predicates w1th two part~c~pants, (b) 
llflexive clauses, {c} promotion of indi:e<;=t object, and !dl 
transitive clauses wi.th experiencer part1c1pants. 

... Zawaydeb & Stuart Davis (Indiana University) 
~ parado.us in optimaliry theory 

''Miction made by alignment constraints is that the output of syncope and epenthesis 
" • single language should have the same prosodic shape, given relevant input forms. 
ID, if the optimal candidate for underlying /CCC/ Is [CCVC] then the output candidate 
lr~erlying /CVCVC/ where both V's are possible targets for syncope should be [CCVC] 
•not [ CVCC] . We show that optimality theory (OT) makes the wrong predl ction 
~rding the outcome of epenthesis and syncope In Cairene Arabic. In Calrene, when a 
~ce of three consonants arises, [I ] is inserted between t he second and t hird 
-.sonants. l.a. /?ult-lu/ --- [?ultilu] 'I said t.o him'. This entails the following 
~L ranking constraint: Ali2n (Syll ,R,PrWd,R). Note, though, the syncope data in (2) . 
l•·bl-nl-suufhum-~/ --- [mabin~ufhum~] *[mabni~ufhum!] 'we don't see them ' . The 

:rvowels in the prefixes /bi/ and /ni/ both meet the environment for syncope . On ly 
'~1 deletes, since if both vowels delete the output would be *[mabn~ufhum!] 

lltlatlng high-ranked *Complex. As (2} shows, the target vowel that deletes is the 
~one. In an optimality account this entails the high ranking constraint, Align 
,.,ll,L,PrWd,l), which Is contrary to the epenthesis case in (1 ). Such alignment 
~xes pose a challenge f or optimality theory that does not arise fn a rule-based 
_,.ch. 
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Larisa Zlatic, Peter MacNeilage, Christine Matyear & Barbara Davis (University of Texas-Austin) 
Babbling of twins in a bilingual environment 

Tran~criptions of seventeen hours of recordings of babbling of fraternal twins raised in an 

l--11ghsh/Serbian language environment (1454 utterances) were analyzed for basic articulatory 

trends, the "twin s1tuation" effects and Ambient language vocal input effects. Predictions that a 

Frame· provided by rhythmic mandibular oscillation would be the main variable underlying 

output patterns were for the most part confirmed, in the form of consonant-vowel co-«currence 

constramts showing little active intersegmental tongue movement, (I subject' and more "vertical" 

(mandible-induced) mtersyllab1c variegation (both subjects). Possible effects due to the "twin 

situation" were observed rn the form of unusually high frequencies of the consonants and vowels 

most frequent in babbling. The only prominent ambientlanguaae effect was a matively high 

frequency oi palatal glides (palatals are common in Serbian I. 

Arnold M. Zwicky (Ohio Stale University/Stanford University) 
Geoffrey K. Pullum (University of California-Santa Cruz) 
Functional restricticn: English possessives 

English has many classes of expressions with only part of the distribution of ordinary NPs; these are 
functionally restricted, not available in the full range of NP S}":'tactic functions. We give examples of N
headed types restricted to the following functions: PO (prepositional object); PD (predicative); all but DT 
(determiner, marked by the -'s-po5SCSSive) and PD; and the arJUDlent functions ofNPs {all but 01). 

In such cases we must say that each rule licensing an NP type (describing internal synta11) comes with a 
list of NP functions • a function set - it can serve (clescri!V.ng uternal synta11). 

This analysis extends to three types of NPs with no N head, all of them restricted to argument functions. 
And to many constructions that don't have the internal syntax of NPs but can nevertheless serve some NP 
functions, in particular SU; some of these (PI's and WH-cleft clauses) are eligible for DT function, but 
most (manner adverbs, possessive+ gerund, accusative+ gerund, infinitival clauses, finite clauses) aren't. 
Even some constituents with the full internal syntax of NPs resist DT: action nominals and bare NP 
adverbials. 

Thus expressions barred from some function don't necessarily fall under one generalization. Pullum 
(1991} assumed otherwise, but his generalization, that DT 'requires a noun-headed NP', inconectly fails to 
block DT in four cases and inconectly excludes DT in two. What we see instead is construction-specific 
functional restriction (with, moreover, some variability among speakers as to which constructions are 
restricted). 

Abstracts of Organized Sessions 



Thursday, 4 January 

Discussants: 

Colloquium: Lessons from the Field : A Retrospective 

Grande Ballroom B 
7:00 • 9:00 PM 

Margaret Langdon (University of California-San Diego) 

Kenneth Hale (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Leanne Hinton (University of California-Berkeley) 
Pamela Munro (University of California-Los Angeles) 

The intent of this colloquium is to discuss from the field perspective the balance and tensions between the 
presentation of results of field research on often endangered languages and the demands of contemporary linguistic 
theOry. 

The past 35 years have seen enormous changes in the practice and theory of linguistics, sometimes with unexpected 
consequences. The early versions of transformational grammar which swept the field with the promise of totally 
new ways of conceptualizing the task of linguistics encouraged negative judgements on earlier methods, such as 
phonemic analysis and discovery procedures associated with the structuralist enterprise. Students entering the field at 
that time had to weigh the possible consequences of time-consuming field research followed by a comprehensive 
presentation of their results. Descriptive grammars were often negatively characterized as 'pretheoretical', and their 
authors faced difficult decisions regarding their future in the field. 

Description of course must presuppose some theory. The relevant question is what theoretical assumptions are 
appropriate for a descriptive task. This topic merits serious discussion; the answers are not necessarily obvious. 
Tile present is probably a good time to initiate such discourse in view of the great variety of model choices now 
available based on typological, functional , and cognitive perspectives in addition to a number of generative 
frameworks; the field has el!:panded so rapidly in recent years that no one can hope to internalize the full range of 
proposals and the enormous amount of serious work being done. A conference on this theme might be a timely 
proposal. 

What is the place of the 'descriptive field linguist' in this complel!: situation? Keeping in mind that availability of 
information on as many languages as possible is the foundation on which competing frameworks can thrive, it is 
evident that more attention should be paid to what constitutes a good description. Remarkably liUie discussion of 
this point is found in the literature, and the training of students in this area is probably somewhat haphazard. 
Supplementing el!:isting (though alarmingly shrinking) offerings of field methods classes might be a course or 
seminar on 'grammar writing', also possibly 'dictionary making' and 'tel!:tual analysis', the prerequisites to adequate 
documentation of underdescribed languages. 

The types of problems occupying theoretical linguistics can also serve as discovery procedures for field linguists: 
pursuing such topics in the field can supplement standard techniques and determine the ell: tent to which the language 
under investigation can contribute to these issues. 

Most importantly, field linguists have a special duty to document the languages they record in user-friendly, 
nonpolemic, scholarly, detailed, and comprehensive fashion and to take seriously the ominous possibility that their 
wort may become the only reference material on a language, especially if it is endangered as so many languages have 
become today. The profession in tum can support this endeavor by recognizing the value of these contributions and 
rewarding them in appropriate ways. 

Examples of interactions between the documentation of languages and the theoretical enterprise will be presented. 
How much information and in what form should be included in a descriptive grammar on such topics as relative 
clauses, passives, agreement'? The answer is obviously as much as possible, but reaching a balance between 
awareness of theoretical analyses and language-internal argumention needs a lot of thought. The compromise I feel 
most comfortable with is that for a f1tst description, it is wiser not to aim for the leap in one step from raw data to 
abstract solutions, but to rely on language-internal support for a fairly shallow, but well-motivated analysis. For 
such a solution to later be reinterpreted in a more universal position, it will at least have to account also for the 
whole array of facts in their language-specific context. If it succeeds, it will meet the highest criteria of scholarship. 
Progress in this direction will ~uire a lot of interaction among all concerned. 
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Friday, 5 January 

Organized Session: A Field Methods Course on lngush (Northeast Caucasian) 

Marina II 
12:00 • 2:00 PM 

Johanna Nichols (University of California-Berkeley) 

Informant: lssa Guliev (University of California-Berkeley) 

This symposium will repon results of work on Ingush, a member of the Nalth branch of Northeast Caucasian (or 
Nakh-Daghestanian) and a close sister to Chechen, in the graduate field methods course at the University of 
California-Berkeley. The course is innovative in several ways. To my knowledge this is the first organized field 
work on lngush ever undertaken (in the west or in Russia), and the first course on lngush ever taught outside of 
Chechnya-lngushetia. The class is designed to encourage students to acquire some active command of Ingush and 
conduct some elicitation and construction of examples in it; use of the language not only as object but also as 
vehicle of linguistic analysis constitutes using it for (elementary) scientific discourse, contributing to restoration of 
an important function often lost in minority languages. 

Ingush has had some good basic description, but the coverage barely hints at its theoretical and typological interest, 
and the course is intended to create a body of visible theoretical and comparative work as fast as possible. It will 
also create pilot versions of a reference grammar and an lngush-English, English-lngush dictionary that will serve 
researchers and the Ingush community alike (bypassing the usual Russian intermediary to give direct access to 
English). 

Tile presentations will deal with the typologically and theoretically interesting aspects of various domains of Ingush 
grammar, including the complex sound system, the distinctive prosody and its interaction with the highly 
configurational clause syntax, the extensive clause chaining and its usc of long-distance reflexivization and switch· 
reference causatives, conditions on verb movement, the profoundly ergative lexicon and its implications for clause 
syntax and lexical semantics. Also presented will be the students', informant's, and instructor's perspectives on 
learning some active comand of the field language and using it as vehicle of analysis. The instructor's presentation 
will also emphasize the importance of theoretically sophisticated description 10 codification of norms and hence to 
minority language preservation. A brief introduction will summarize the sociological status of the language and the 
recent history of the lngush people. 

-!15· 



Friday, 5 January 

Panelists: 

Roundtable: Minority Recruitment and Retention In Linguistics: 
Experiences and Strategies 

Marina Ill 
12:00 • 2:00 PM 

MaryEllen Garcia (University of Texas-San Antonio) 

Grant Goodall (University orTexas-EI Paso) 
Anne-Marie Guerra (University of Texas-Austin) 
Norma Mendoza-Denton (Stanford University) 
Barbara Partee (University of Massachusetts-Amherst) 
Geoffrey Pullum (University of California-Santa Cruz) 
John Rickford (Stanford Univesity) 
Mary Ann Willie (University of Arizona) 

This session aims to provide a forum for discussing ways to create and maintain an ethnically more diverse 
population within linguistics deparunents, at both the student and faculty levels. Issues 10 be addressed include: 
attracting minority students 10 linguistics, dealing with problems faced by minority linguistics students, recruiting 
minority faculty, and promoting successful professional development and tenuring by minority faculty. The 
discussion will be facilitated by a panel of faculty and students with particular interest in these areas. All interested 
LSA members are invited to panicipate in the discussion. The open-meeting roundtable format provides all attendees 
the opportunity to contribute their own experiences and suggestions regarding these topics. Results of a recent 
CEDL survey on minority panicipation in linguistics will be presented. 
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Friday, 5 January 

Symposium: Codeswltchlng and the Nature and Structure of Lexical Entries 

Grande Ballroom B 

Organizers: 

Discussants: 

8:00 • 11:00 PM 

Janice L. Jake (Midlands Technical College) 
Carol Mym-Scouon (University of South Carolina) 

Eve Clark (Stanford University) 
Ronald Langacker (University of California-San Diego) 
Shahrzad Mahootian(Nonheastem Illinois University) 
John Haiman (Macalester College) 
James McCawley (University of Chicago) 
Almeida J. Toribio (University of California-Santa Cruz) 

This symposium will present arguments demonstrating that the ways m which congruence issues are resolved in 
codeswicching (CS) provides evidence for the nature and structure of lell:ical entries. In intrasentential CS, the 
grammars of two languages are in contact in a single CP. The fact that this CP is constructed from grammatical 
categories and processes projected by two different languages provides a contell:t in which linguists may ~amine how 
different--and how similar--are structural categones, features, and processes across language pairs. For this reason, 
analysis of CS data has implications clearly going beyond characterizing CS. To this end, linguists who are not 
involved in CS research, but rather, whose ell:penise is in areas of lexical structure, will serve as discussants. 

Information about lexical structure becomes available from CS data because the ell: istence of CPs containing CS data 
seems 10 depend on congruence betweeen the languages involved in atlcast three levels of lexical structure: lell:ical
conceptual siJUcture, predicate-argument structure, and morphological realization patterns. The playing out of 
congruence in intrasentential CS provides a uniquely available 'empirical window' on the viability of major 
theoretical claims about lexical structure and how it is realized in morphosyntacllc frames. 

Each of four papers makes an argument about specific aspects of lexical structure based on data primarily from one 
language pair. The four pairs are: Arabic/Enghsh, Japanese/English, Spanish/English, and Turkish/Dutch. In 
addition, relevant data from the CS literature in general are considered. Two of the papers follow the Mattill: 
Language Frame model (Myers-Scotton 1993; Myers-Scouon and Jake 1995) in analyting the relevant CS data. The 
other two papers emphasize the nature of lex1cal entries as units in the mcntallexicon. 

Aspects of lexical structure analyzed in these papers range from what constitutes a lell:ical unit to the mapping of 
levels of lexical structure (lexical-conceptual structure, predicate-argument structure, and morphological patterns) 
onco each other. 

Shoji A:r.uma (University of Utah) 
The linguistic unit in cO<kswitchmg: Japanese/English in Japan 

This paper proposes that a 'stand alone' principle, which structures constituents in 
incrasentential codeswicching (CS). is an organizing priiiCiple of lexical structure in general. As 
it applies co CS, the 'stand alone' principle is: a 'chunk', any segment that can meaningfully 
stand alone in the speaker's mind, may be code-switched. As applied to CS, 'stand alone' 
means 'occur in the Embedded Language' . 

Recent CS literature has focused on questions such as whether code-switched units are 
syntactically or semantically definable, what the functional elements are, and what the status of 
the Word Class Hypothesis is (i.e . , bnly open vs. closed class items may switch; cf. Joshi 1985). 
This study addresses these questions by examining Japanese/English CS data collected in Japan 
in light of the 'stand alone' principle. This principle, when applied to CS data, fails to support 
the open/closed class distinction. The fact that some closed class items cannot 'stand alone'. but 
must occur with open class items in a larger constituent, provides information about what the 
real distinctions in lexical structure are in terms of mapping lexical-conceptual structure onto 
predicate-argument structure and discourse/pragmatic structure. 



Ad Backus &: Hendrik Boeschoten (University of Tilburg) 
TurkishiDUJch codeswitching and levels of lexical structure 

This paper proposes that differences in the mapping of lexical-conceptual structure onto 
predicate-argument structure play a role in determining the form in which Dutch verbs and their 
complements occur in Turkish/Dutch codeswitching (CS). Specifically, this paper argues that 
congruence of leJ~;ical structure is salient at three levels: lexical-conceptual structure, predicate-argument 
structure. and morphological realization patterns. In Turkish/Dutch CS the complement structure of 
Turkish yap-mak 'do-INF' has been e11.tended from Turkish NPs to Dutch V and V-Bars, as illustrated 
in IIJ. 

(\] politiek gesprek'leri ophouden yaptn Ia 
political conversation-PL-ACe stop-INF do-IMP INT 
'Stop this talk about politics, man!' (Backus 1992: 99-100) 

This paper presents evidence that both lellical congruence, and its absence, promote the 
occurrence of Dutch verbs in a Turkish 'do' +verb construction. That is, while the predicate-argument 
structure may be similar, in terms of internal arguments, the morphological realization patterns realizing 
the predicate-argument structures projected by Dutch verbs (PP and NP) and Turkish verbs (NPs 
casemarked by postpositions) are not congruent. 

Janice L. Jake (Midlands Technical College) & Carol Myers-Scotton (University of South Carolina) 
Verbs in ArabicfEnglish codtswitching and lexical structure 

This paper provides insights into the nature of lexical structure by demonstrating that languages 
satisfy verbal innection requirements at different levels. Some languages, such as English, satisfy these 
requirements at the surface level (i.e .• at the level of morphological realization patterns). Other languages, 
such as Arabic, require that verbal morphology be specified at two levels, the surface level and the more 
abstract level of predicate-argument structure. The evidence for this claim comes from intrasentential 
Arabic/English codeswitching (CS) data, as well as data from other language pairs. 

This paper examines all instances of English verbs occurring in Arabic morphosyntactic frames in 
three long informal conversations. Arabic/English CS data illustrate how differences in morphological 
features are realized in surface structures. When an English V appears in an Arabic frame, the result is 
usually an IP entirely in English (see II)). Two factors contribute to the IP being completed entirely in 
English: I) English Vs do not project the required morphological structure of Arabic and 2) these 
requirements are spe lied out at the level of predicate-argument structure. 
II] ... ?ana badi two noors li7anni I am used to it 

... I want two floors because/IS I am used to it 
· ... I want two floors because I am used to it' (Okasha 1995: 2.49) 

Silvia Milian (University of South Carolina) 
Case assignment in Spanish/English codeswitching 

While much research into abstract case assignment has focused on the role of inflection in INFL 
(and clitici7.ation) licensing pro, codeswitching (CS) data show that inflection also plays a more general 
role in licensing NPs. including R-expressions, in Spanish. That is, CS data suggest that the phi
features of casemarked Spanish NPs must be overt. although the NP itself need not be. In the case of 
pro, the case assigner reflects the necessary phi-features (on V in !NFL), e.g., lJ l'Ql a mi casa 'I'm 
going home'. In the case of NP complements of verbs and prepositions, the relevant inflectional phi
features (person, number.and gender) must be realized on the NP itself. 

Data from informal Spanish/English conversations (about 6 hours) contain only 4 NPs entirely 
in Spanish frames (cf. 11 )), and many more English Ns or N-Bars occurring with Spanish determiners 
(N=93) (cf. 12]). This paper provides an explanation for this asymmetry, arguing for a link between 
two sets of grammatical features: case and phi-features. Further, evidence is presented for the 
importance of the morphological realization of phi-features in satisfying the Case Filter in Spanish. 
{1] El que tiene Brinca es the old work 121 Estin en el fourtb auamr 

theiMASC which have/3S Brinca be/3S ... be/3P in the/MASC ... 
'The one which Brinca has is the old work.' (IX) 'They are in the fourth quarter.' (XII) 
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Saturday, 6 January 

Organizers: 

Moderator: 

Panelists: 

Panel: Academic Career Paths of Women In Linguistics: 
A First Look at the 1995 Survey Data 

Grande Ballroom B 
12:30 • 2:00 PM 

Justine Cassell (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
Kira Hall (University of California-Berkeley) 
David Silva (University of Texas-Arlington) 

Francine Frank (State University of New York-Albany) 

Justine Cassell (Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology) 
Megan Crowhurst (University of Nonh Carolina-Chapel Hill) 
Kira Hall (University of California-Bericeley) 
David Silva (University of Texas-Arlington) 
Sara Trechter (California State University-Chico) 

One charge of the LSA's Committee on the Status of Women in Linguistics (COSWL) is to gather and distribute 
information about and for women in linguistics. During 1995, COSWL worked toward meeting these goals by 
sponsoring three projects that sought to track and guide women's career paths: an institutional questionnaire, a 
personal questionnaire, and a series of mentoring workshops (given at the 1995 LSA Summer Institute). This panel 
will present lhe initial results of the two questionnaire studies and offer for discussion the ways in which such data 
can be used to address issues of importance to women in the field on both an individual basis and through the 
implementation of future mentoring workshops. 

The fmt presentation will report on the data collected from over 50 linguistics departments/programs in the United 
States regarding the relative representation of women and men at lhe various academic ranks in the field, including 
important data on lhe status of female graduate students. These data. which can be directly compared to the 1990 
statistical study published in The Cornell Lectures, comprise the second phase of a longer-term study which seeks to 
track changes in faculty/student demographics. 

The second presentation will report on data collected from over 200 respondents, primarily graduate students, 
postdoctoral fellows, and junior faculty. Initial results of the study (both statistical and anecdotal) indicate the extent 
to which women feel lhat gender plays a role in their career decisions, be it in terms of choosing a subfield, seeing 
and securing financial support, planning a family, dealing with gender-based discrimination and harassment, or 
receiving adequate and appropriate mentoring . 

The third presentation will begin with a brief report on the mentoring workshops held during the 1995 LSA Summer 
Institute and then address the issue of incorporating the survey results into future workshops. 



Saturday, 6 January 

Organizers: 

Discussants: 

Symposium: Addressing Bias In Linguistic Example Sentences: 
Are Guidelines Necessary? 

Grande Ballroom B 
8:00 • 9:30 PM 

Vic10ria L. Bergvall (Michigan Technological University) 
Colleen Brice (Purdue University) 
Monica Macaulay (Purdue University) 

Megan Crowhurst (University of Nonh Carolina-Chapel Hill) 
Penelope Eckert (Institute for Research on Learning) 
Susan Herring (University of Texas-ArlingiOn) 

This symposium addresses issues of bias in constructed linguistic example sentences and the guidelines adopted by 
the LSA to address bias, focusing primarily upon issues of sexism, but extending to related biases of racism, 
hetemsexism, and ethnocenlricity. 

Edwin Battistella discusses the impetus behind the creation of gender-neutral language guidelines for the LSA, 
comparing the guidelines of the LSA to those of other. cognate profess1onal organizations. 

Monica Macaulay and Colleen Brice discuss the distribution of gendcred arguments in examples taken from 10 
syntax textbooks, considering lexical content as well as grammatical function and thematic role. They found 
extreme gender bias in most of the texts, with male-gendered arguments predominating as subjects and agents, and 
females as indirect objects and recipients. They also found a correlation between gender and bias toward male 
arguments. These data illuSirate the continuing need for guidelines for nonsexist language. 

Victoria Bergvall analyzes the syntax chapters from five introductory linguistics texts and finds similar problems of 
underrepresentation and stereotypmg of females. She considers the origins of the assumption that example sentences 
are 'merely data', able to be stud1ed apart from thelT pragmatics and semantics, and she links issues of sexism to 
related issues of racism and ethnocentncity in example rentences. 

Bin:h Moonwomon-Baird considers the issue of hcterosexism in linguistics texts which reinforce normative notions 
of sexuality through omissions and ridicule of lesbians, bisexuals. and gays in example sentences. She also takes up 
the social situated nature of linguistic example sentences, and the problems of ignoring the social diversity of real 
speakers and languages. 

The three discussants will comment on the papers and relate the issues raised to, e.g. freedom of speech in speaking, 
publication, and on the internet; speaking out against bias during public presentations; and the impact of guidelines 
on the profession. 

This symposium is designed to heighten linguists' awareness of the motivations behind 'The LSA Guidelines for 
Nonsexist Usage'; to present data that reveal problems of on-going gender bias: to consider the historical 
development of traditions of linguistic exemplification; to relate the issues of gender bias in example sentences to 
other biases (racist, heteroscxist, ethnocentric): to contemplate the public perceptions that biased examples may 
engender; and to address the thorny issues of freedom of speech versus potential alienation of present and future 
linguists. 

Edwin Battistella (Wayne State College) 
ThL LSA Guidelines for Nonsexist Language 

This presentation describes the background of COSWL guidelines for nonsexist language developing in the early 
1990's, placing them in the context of the COSWL charter, the need for gmdclines, the guidelines adopted by other 
professional organizations, and the intent of the guidelines. Some of the discussions that surrounded the guidelines 
are recounted as are some of the reactions to them and their effect~. 
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Victoria Bergvall (Michigan Technological University) 
'Merely data'? Reflections on/of bias in conslructtd linguistic examples 

An analysts ol five recent mtmductory ltngutstic te-ctbooks demonstrates conltnumg gender b•a.~ in constructcu 
~}ntax examples. Of 1517 gender-marked NP:c; m synta.'( e1tample sentences, females arc significantly 
underrepresented (p <. .<Xll), comprising an average of only 33% of subjects (range: IR%-40%), 37% of 
objects (28-75%), and 36% of oblique NPs (25%·43%). The content of e11ample sentences m.-y also 
pcrpclUate negauve stereotypes. e.g. prcsenltng women as the object of a man's gaze or vtolcocc ("John !'<l\\ 

Mary in the park~ John saw Mary through the btnoculars; John hit Mary on the head with a wrench"'). In ooc 
te~t females appear 61 % of the lime with cmoltonally charged verbs or loving and hating (or hilling. beating. 
etc) usually wtlh a male. whtlc males are associated wrth a wider range or autonomous, non-emotional verbs 
!(receiving honors, askmg quesunns . etc) Tht~ paper further e1tplores the origms and potcnltal impact ~>f the 
problem of such biases. (In Chomsky's Sylllactic Structures, a female appears in only one clause in 114 pages 
in the dt~cusston of the ambtguity of "old men and women".) Cognittvists may clatm that discussions of 
langue arc separ:~te from cons1dcmtions of the pragmatics or parole, but Smitherman ( 1988: 162) argues that 
the "subltmtnal messages con,·eycd by the seleclton of material. the selection of 'subjects, • and the style of 
presentation" fuel b1as, e.g., rac1st assumptions of Afncan.-American English vemacular "as the lingo of 
cnmtnals, dope pushers, teenage hoodlums .... Simrlarly, female students new to hnguistJ\.'S might not learn 
about the autonomy of ~ynta.-c fn>m content in lime to ignore the potentially sublimm<al me~s:agcs nf alienation 
con\·cycd bv biased e1tample sentences. wh1ch attention to hnguisttc gutdelines a11ainst bias can remedv. 

Monica Macaulay & Colleen Brice (Purdue Umversity) 
John gives il, Mary gets it: TM distribution of gendered NPs in syntacllc examples 

I. Th1s paper presenl~ the results or two studrcs ol the dtstrrbullon of gendered arguments 111 example 
~cntc~ces tn syntax textbooks. 2. The f1rst study I<'IOked atlexrcal content as well as at the grammatical 
funchons and thematiC mlc.~ fulfilled by female and male-gendered arguments mall 1.032 example.~ in a 1991 
~ynta1t text. Results show e1ttreme &endcr bias male gendered NPs const!lute the majonty of all gendcred 
arguments, comprrsmg 87% of subJCCl~. RS% of agents, 82% of patients, and 70% of experienccrs. Females 
prcdomma~e only a.~ indirect objects (68%) and rec1pienl~ (60%). Males are also portrayed as actrve, mtelhgcn 
bct.ngs. ,while females arc not; e.g. t~esubJcct of 'rs·a· gemus' ts male 111 19 cases, female in 2; and the subject 
of read 1s male m 20 cases. female 111 I 3. The .~ccond study focused on gender of subjects and agents in a 
r.tndom sample of sentences from nine <•ther te,tbooks. Gender of author played some role in the results. The 
~IX 111<1le authors_f;avor males a.~ subjects and agents by a 3 to I or 4 to I rat1o (e g. one text has 81% male and 
19'lf female subJecl~: 86'1- male and 14'1> female JgenL~) The three female authors show variation: one 
pamllcls the male authors (4-to-1 male to female rallo). one has an even distribution, and one fav()rs females 
(2-to-1). ~-Our ttoal i~ domg this research IS I() make hngursts aware or the pervasiveness of this kind of b1 a' 
m syntacltc C:ot<amples. m the hope that mcrcascd ~.·onsc1ousness of it wtll lead to its eradication. We bclie•·c the 
gender bi.a.~ displayed by the majority of these te~ts may hav~ a negatively effect on female readers, potentia ll~ 
commun1catmg to I hem that they do nnt have a place tn the f1eld. We support the LSA Gutdclines for Non
Sexist Usa11e as a means of workinl! towards uender euuitv in examples as well as in hnguistks in general 

Birch Moonwomon-Baird (Ohio State University) 
WMre are Adam and Steve, Fatima and Eve? 1/eterosexism in example sentences 

Hetcr<lSCXISI bias is cvrdenccd in two ways 111 the selection of example sentences in linguistic text (and other) 
bo.>oks and journal aruclcs: the omissiOn of reference to lesbians, gay men, or bisc1tuals throughout most texts; 
and tndirect negative comment on gayness when any allusion to it is made. The discourse of the study of 
synt.t' ;l~ carried out in these wriungs 1s a s1tuatcd. linguistic discourse that constitute!; the social practice 
dio;cnursc (Foucault 1982; Faircl<1\l!,lh 19R9) of grammatical study in important part. Within the written 
d1scourse. the most privileged c'amplc type 1s the hypothetical; and when e~amplcs taken from speech. they 
arc presented a.~ not atypical in both structure and lexicon (and therefore social reference). The discourse 
prachcc of privileging first the ideal over the actual and then the unremarkable over the marked parallel.~ a 
larger sodal practke of privileging lirslthc nnrma11ve and then the normal. Favoring the normati\·e and the 
normal in gmmmatical study. in terms of (JX~~ible or real) contellts for Ss, choices or lui con, etc .• reinforces 
lesbian and gay in\ isrbtlrty through omissJOn of gay reference or fao;ters active homophobia through ridicule. 
As gmmmatical study ha~ <.'onstructed 1tself, "llhin linguistics, less and less as a social study it has bccnmc 
ea.~y to 1gnorc the •;ocial diversity of real ~peakcrs of languages. on the one hand, and to believe, wrongly, that 
grammarians arc not, a..~ social subject~ themselves, affected by the semantics of the model tokens they argue 
and tc:1ch by. Non se-c1st guideline~ need tn include n()n-hcterose:otist guidelines that encourage non· 
homophobic reference to lcsbianfb1sexualfgay persons. 
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Saturday, 6 January 

Software Poster Session 

Marina 1 
10:00 AM - 12:00 Noon 

Unangan Tunuxtakun: Aleuts Are Talking 

Name: Alice Talf (University of Washington) 
E-mail address: taff@u.washington.edu Office telephone number: (206) 543-2046 
Address: Department of Linguistics, Box 354340, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195-4340 
Available from: The author 
Cost: Disks and mailing 
Minimum hardware and software configuration needed: Macintosh 14MB RAM, system 6+, HyperCard 
2+ 

This multimedia program focuses on verb structure. h consists of a set of seven interconnected files in increasing levels of 
linguistic abstractness and analysis. The baste level is a 16·pagc story tllustrated with graphics. Each page introduces a 
new verb. The user can click on the story text to hear a native speaker saying the written words and see an English 
translation. Each page is linked to another wtth audio recordings of the verb in different forms as well as other levels of 
analysis of the verb system, complete paradigms, written grammar drill~. a basic overview of the Athabaskan verb, and a 
single frame of the phoneme mventory. As they hsten to the nucnt speaker, users can practice by recording and listening 
to themselves. This program was initiated by the Anvik Htstoric:al Society and supported by the lditarod Area School 
District and the Alaska Humanities Forum. 

Oeg Xlnag axa Nlxodhll Ts' ln': Deg Xlnag Verb Lessons 

Name: Same as above 

Minimum hardware and software configuration needed: Macintosh 4MB RAM, system 6+, HyperCard 
2+ 

This program focuses on conversation m daily use. consisting of a series of audio recorded verbal exchanges on various 
common topics. There are 75 pages of conversation with one or two exchanges on each page for a tolal of approximately 
160 utterances or 400 words. Each conversalion page is linked to a grammar page where each morpheme is glossed. A third 
section illustrates the phoneme inventory with graphics and audio recordings of minimal pairs illustrating sound contrasts. 
Development of this program was initiated by the Unalaska School District with direction from the Qawalangin Tribe of 
Unalaska, supponed by a grant from the Alaska Department of Education. 

Both programs arc designed to appeal to a broad range of age~ and language abilities. Young beginners can capitalize on 
the audio and graphics content to model and practice speaking; older beginners can add the use of the linguistic analysis; 
and elder speakers can connect sound to text to learn to read their language. 
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